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:los to this all -in -one Fisher receiver!
overheating and other life -expectancy problems as any sepa-
rately sold Fisher component. No other manufacturer has gone
quite that far in single -chassis stereo receiver design. (That is
undoubtedly the reason why the Fisher 500-C is the best-selling
high fidelity component in the world today.)

In areas where AM stations are still an important source of
music, most users will prefer the new Fisher 800-C, which is
completely identical to the 500-C except for including, in addi-
tion, a high -sensitivity AM tuner section with adjustable
(Broad/Sharp) bandwidth plus a ferrite -rod AM antenna.

Also available is the Fisher 400, an FM Stereo receiver with
65 watts power output, at substantially lower cost.

And, if you are willing to pay a premium for the last word in

space-age electronics, there is the transistorized Fisher 600-T,
a 110 -watt FM Stereo receiver in the 'ultimate' category.

Any Fisher stereo receiver is ready to play as soon as you
take it out of its shipping carton. Simply connect a pair of good
loudspeakers to it-preferably as good as the Fisher XP -10's
shown on the right. The famous XP -10 is a 3 -way system that
has been called "truly a step forward in smoothness, transient
response and musical quality" by no less an authority than Audio
magazine. There is no better 'marriage' in stereo today than that
of a Fisher 500-C with a pair of these superlative speakers.

Prices: Fisher 500-C, $389.50; Fisher 800-C, $449.50; Fisher
-400, $299.50; Fisher 600-T, $499.50; Fisher XP -10, $249.50;
walnut cabinet for any of the four receiver models, $24.95.

ADER SERVICE CARD
PATENT PENDING
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Simply connect your Fisher speak(
The Fisher 500-C stereo receiver, shown here actual size, in-

corporates all of the electronics of an advanced stereo system-
everything you need, on one compact chassis. It is, in effect,
three professional -caliber Fisher components in one: a high-
sensitivity FM Stereo multiplex tuner, a versatile stereo control -
preamplifier and a heavy-duty stereo power amplifier.

The FM tuner section features the new Fisher GOLDEN SYN-
CHRODE* front end and has the remarkable IHF Standard sen-
sitivity rating of 1.8 pY. There are four wide -band IF stages and
three stages of limiting, including the wide -band ratio detector.
The multiplex circuitry is of the superior time -division type;
critically accurate tuning is assured by the d'Arsonval-type sig-
nal strength meter. An exclusive feature is the Fisher STEREO

BEACONS, which instantly indicates FM Stereo broadcasts and
automatically switches between the mono and stereo modes.

The master control section has provisions for every function
required by the advanced high fidelity enthusiast, yet it is simple
enough to be used by the entire family. Its special features in-
clude a four -position speaker selector switch and a front -panel
earphone jack. The exclusive DIRECT TAPE MONITOR* permits
both recording and playback with full use of all applicable con-
trols and switches-without any change in cable connections.

The power amplifier section has 75 watts total music power
output (IHF Standard) at only 0.5% harmonic distortion.

Most important of all, each of these three sections is just as
ruggedly built, just as reliable in operation, just as free from
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These
are the speakers

of a great
stereo system.

All the other
components are

shown life-size
under this fold.
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Overseas residents write to
Fisher Radio International, Inc.,

Long Island City 1, New York

Canadian residents write to
Tri-Tel Associates, Ltd.,

Willowdale, Ont. E

z

(First, open the fold. Then mail this card.)

PLACE
40

STAMP
HERE

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21-40 44th Drive

Long Island City, N. Y. 11101



Woofer:

Midrange:
Tweeter:

Crossover:

Impedance:
Frequency Response:
Power Requirement:

Cabinet:
Weight:

The Fisher XP -10
15" free -piston: approx. 16 cps free -air resonance:
2" voice coil with exclusive eddy -current damping: 6-1b. magnet structure.
8" cone; 11/2" voice coil: 51/2-1b. magnet structure.
2" cotton, soft -dome type; 51/2 -lb. magnet structure;
14.000 gauss flux density.
Full 3 -way LC -type network with air -core coils;
crossover points at 200 and 2500 cps.
8 ohms.
From below 28 cps to beyond range of audibility.
10 watts minimum: 60 watts maximum (program material).
301/2" high, 243/8" wide, 1434" deep: Scandinavian walnut.
80 lbs.
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Finely adjustable Dynamically WEEIle
counterweight balanced pivots

cushioned tone arm of
in rubber Afrormosia word

Adjustable
antiskating
compensator

Calibrated stylus
pressure scale
with 1/4 gram
click settings

The tone arm system

Integral
cueing
device

L ghtweight
plug-in shell

with extended
finger lift

of Garrard's new Lab 80
Automatic Transcription Turntable
is a masterful combination
of developments...all of them
needed to achieve full benefit
from the most advanced
ultra -sensitive cartridges

"Which cartridge
do you recommend?"

"Can I use the-
model?"

"How lightly and
precisely will it
track?"

"Will it get the
best performance
from the pick up I
select?"

These are certainly
the most commonly
asked (and misunder-
stood) questions con-
cerning record playing equipment. Now
they have been resolved with the devel-
opment of the Lab 80 tone arm system.
Distinguished in appearance...as well as
performance...this unique tone arm is
the ideal transport for cartridges of pro-
fessional calibre, including those origi-
nally designed for use with separate
arms. It is built of Afrormotsia, the least
resonant of all woods, held in precision
alignment by an aluminum stabilizer
along its entire length. The knurled coun-
terweight can he finely adjusted to put
the arm in perfect dynamic balance.

The built-in calibrated stylus pressure
gauge has click adjustments, each click
rer 'rig one -quarter of a gram.

It provides a precise method of setting
the tracking force specified by the car-
tridge manufacturer, no matter how light

...to the correct fraction of a gram.
Bccatiw of today's featherweight track-
ing, the slightest interference with free
arm movement may affect the cartridge's
performance. To avoid this, the Lab 80
ar'n moves on needle pivots, set into tiny
hallhearings. Flat arm geometry cancels
warp/ wow; low center of gravity elimi-
nates sensitivity to external jarring.

The lightweight removable shell is
compatible with all cartridges...most
particularly the low mass professional
types. The shell slides into the arm on

channels... locks into position ...cannot
renate or become misaligned.

Because of the offset angle used to
minimize tracking error... all tone arms

have an inherent tendency to move in-
ward (skate) toward the center of the
record. This tiny side pressure must he
cancelled out accurately, to permit the
arm to track sensitive cartridges with-
out distortion. The Lab 80 accomplishes
this with a patented adjustable anti -skat-
ing compensator. making it possible to
use cartridges with the highest compli-
ance and most delicate stylus assemblies.

This total performance tone arm sys-
tem. plus an ingenious cueing control
(built into an automatic unit for the first
time) and the other advanced features
which distinguish the Lab 80, are de-
tailed. illustrated and explained in the
Garrard 32 -page Comparator Guide
covering the entire line. For your
complimentary copy. write: Garrard.
Dept. GA -I25. Port Washington, N.Y.

WORLD'S FINEST
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EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING

by FURMAN HEBB

LAST YEAR at this time, to accompany our record reviewers'annual choices

of the best records of the preceding year, we listed in this space a selection
of the year's best discs as chosen by the editors of HF/SR. This year we
thought we would like to do the same thing, so below are our editorial choices
of the best records of 1964. (Additionally, the selections made by our record
reviewers are listed on pages 52-56.)

BACH: Organ Works. Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor; Fantasia in G Major; Fan-
tasia in C Minor; Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor; Fantasia and Fugue in C
Minor. Helmut Walcha (organ). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIVE ARC 73205
S5.98, ARC 3205 $5.98. An absorbing program, featuring superb sound and stunning
playing from Walcha.

BACH: The Well -Tempered Clavier, Book I, Preludes and Fugues, 9-16. Glenn
Gould (piano). COLUMBIA MS 6538 $5.98, ML 5938 $4.98. Glenn Gould's Bach at
its best-original, provocative, daring, yet always convincing.

BLOCH: Violin Concerto. Yehudi Menuhin (violin); Philharmonia Orchestra, Paul
Kletzki cond. ANGEL S 36192 $5.98, 36192 $4.98. Harmonic richness of the kind only
the strings can provide and a grandeur of conception seldom achieved in the genre.

MAHLER: Songs from Des Knaben Wunderborn. Maureen Forrester, Heinz Rehfuss;
Orchestra of the Vienna Festival, Felix Prohaska cond. VANGUARD 2154 $5.95, 1113
84.98. The recording reveals Mahler's fascinating orchestrations of these superb settings
with stirring clarity, and the soloists contribute insight and vocal skill.

MOUSSORGSKY: Boris Godounov (excerpts). ANGEL S 36169 $5.98, 36169, $4.98.
Here is the ideal disc for those to whom the complete Boris is too much of a good thing.
Boris Christoff's performances are truly magnificent, the sound no less so.

SCHUBERT: Impromptus, Op. 90 and 142. Alfred Brendel (piano). Vox STPL
512390 $4.98, PL 12390 $4.98. First-rate music, performance, and sound. The quin-
tessence of liquid, lyrical pianism.

SCHUBERT: Die Winterreise. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (baritone); Gerald Moore
(piano). ANGEL S 3640 two 12 -inch discs $11.96, 3640 $9.96. A must performance
of a must song cycle. Fischer-Dieskau competes only with himself.

VERDI: Falstaff. Evans, Merrill, others; RCA Italiana Opera Orchestra and Chorus,
Georg Solti cond. RCA VICTOR LSC 6163 three 12 -inch discs $17.98, LM 6163
514.98. A boisterous performance-at moments too boisterous-in which the cast takes
fire from Evans' hearty Falstaff and Solti's electric leadership.

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: Piano Recital. COLUMBIA MS 6451 $5.98, ML 5941 $4.98.
A magnificent rehabilitation of the battle -worn "Pathetique" Sonata plus incomparable
Chopin and Debussy.

JOAN BAEZ: In Concert/Part 2. Joan Baez (vocals). VANGUARD VSD 2123 $5.95,
VRS 9113, $4.98. It seems that every album Miss Baez makes is one of the best of the
year, and this one is no exception.

ETHEL ENNIS: Once Again. Ethel Ennis (vocals). RCA VICTOR LSP 2862 $4.98,
LPM 2862 $3.98. A fine record by a young popular singer who is apparently headed
toward a brilliant career.

HIGH SPIRITS (Hugh Martin -Timothy Gray). Original -cast recording. ABC -
PARAMOUNT ABCS-OC-i $6.98, ABC-OC-1 $5.98. Singable, hummable, whistleable-
and memorable. Easily the most musical musical of the year.

Coining in February's HIFI/STEREO REVIEW-On Sale January 22

STRADIVARIUS VIOLINS-HOW MANY ARE FAKES?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON STEREO FM

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS OF STRING MUSIC
4 HIFI/STEREO REVIEW



Records at Discount
through our Special Membership Plan
BUILD YOUR RECORD LIBRARY INEXPENSIVELY, QUICKLY, CONVENIENTLY
NO "AGREE TO PURCHASE" OBLIGATION - CHOOSE RECORDS YOU WANT

CITADEL RECORD CLUB is a unique kind of membership club that entitles its members to
purchase hi-fi and stereo albums at discount prices; all categories of music a -e available
including classical, popular, jazz, show hits, folk, children's records etc. Prices never vary
from our published price list. There are never any "list price" purchases throLgh Citadel.

no "agree
to purchase"
freedom
of selection
prompt
service

periodic
specials
free Schwann
catalog

 100%
guarantee

CITADEL RECORD CLUB MEMBERSHIP -
the complete record service for you and
your family. Whether your music interests
are classical, popular, jazz, show hits,
folk - whether you prefer one label or
a variety of labels and artists ... all
are available through Citadel.

CITADEL MEMBERSHIP - THE PROVEN METHOD OF
RECORD BUYING USED BY THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED
CLUB MEMBERS BECAUSE ...

 YOU DECIDE ON YOUR PURCHASES - You are not obligated
to purchase any particular quantity of records. Buy as few or as
many records as you want, when you want them . . . the choice
is always yours. Citadel has no "agree to purchase" requirement
of any kind.

 YOU HAVE COMPLETE FREEDOM OF SELECTION - Virtually
any record or album by any artist on any label is available includ-
ing ABC, Angel, Atlantic, Audio Fidelity, Bach Guild, Blue Note,
Caedmon, Capitol, Columbia, Command, Decca, DGG, Dot, Epic,
Folkways, Impulse, Kapp, Liberty, London, Mercury, MGM, Pacific
Jazz, Period, Philips. Prestige, RCA, Riverside, Roulette, Spoken
Arts, United Artists, Vanguard, Verve, Warner Brothers, West-
minster, and hundreds of others as well as most imports. Again,
the choice is completely up to you. Citadel has no "pre -selected"
list of recordings for you to choose from. We do not limit your
choice in any way.

 PROMPT SERVICE - Many orders arc shipped the same day
received, rarely later than the next several days. In the event
of a delay, partial shipments are made and your order compleed
as soon as the record is available and, of course, without any
additional cost to you.

 PERIODIC SPECIALS - Periodically you receive a list of hit
albums from all categories of music at prices up to 55% off
list. The selections depend on those special purchases we have
been able to make. Again, you are under no obligation to pur-
chase any of these selections.

 FREE! SCHWANN RECORD CATALOG - With your member-
ship you receive this quick reference to over 25,000 albums.
This easy -to -use catalog contains separate sections for classical,
popular, ballet, opera, musical shows, folk music, jazz, etc., and
lists a separate section for all new releases. You are not re-
stricted to this catalog; it is simply a handy guide.

 100% GUARANTEE - All records Citadel supplies to members
are guaranteed factory fresh and free of defects or damages of
any sort. If a damaged or defective record does get through our
inspection, we shall immediately replace it with a perfect copy.

Bonus
valuable
benefits

c1111u

ba k

you
uy

everur

C i jtoai dnee Id Membership the

DIAMOND NEEDLES

A complete selection of
100% guaranteed,
precision engineered
diamond needles is
available for virtually
all cartridges. A clearly
pictured, easy -to -follow
order form is sent to
you with your catalog.

GIFT CERTIFICATE
SERVICE

A great help in solving
your gift -giving prob-
lems to friends and rel-
atives for birthdays,
anniversaries, holidays
or any special
occasions.

OPTIONAL
PRE-RECORDED TAPE
DIVISION
MEMBERSHIP

Many Citadel members
collect both LP's and
pre-recorded 4 -track
stereo tapes. As an
added service we have
made all stereo tapes
available. All member-
ship benefits apply.

Membership dues is $3.00 a year ($1.00 more for tape division member-
ship) ... a nominal amount if you reflect for a moment on the record
and tape purchases you have made within the past year and the prices
you have paid AS A CITADEL MEMBER BUYING RECORDS AND TAPES AT
DISCOUNT PRICES, YOUR DUES WILL BE PAID FOR WITH VIRTUALLY THE
FIRST PURCHASE YOU MAKE THROUGH THE CLUB. Additional savings
quickly mount up, permitting you to buy many more LP'S and tapes.
Special bonus benefits make your membership an ever increasing asset
as you now have a complete source to serve your needs.

May we suggest that you give Citadel an opportunity of proving its
value to you. You enter no obligation:, take no risks ... simply complete
the coupon below, enclose your yearly membership dues and upon receipt
we shall immediately forward all club membership material to you. We
cordially invite you to join thousands of other satisfied Citadel members
who are purchasing their records and tapes at discount prices through
their Citadel Club membershi

*P. U******244/4
*SATISFACTION*
*GUARANTEED -- Try*
* membership in the.);
*_, Citadel Record Cluo*
n for 30 days. If at*
wjthe end of that*
w time you are not
vt completely setts-'
I tied, simply re -',k
-:quest your mein -' 't,
'ibership dues bacK '6,
tiand it will be*
gimmediately re -1
kfunded, no ciues-',
,,..lions asked. -- ----,...

.101203001010 4 v

FREERued:Cloth

Act now. fill out the
coupon, enclose your
dues and we will in-

clude a free quality
record clearing clots
as a gift. This is our
way of thanking you foi
your confidence in us

P.

CITADEL RECORD CLUB
; 545 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017 S-15

Enroll me for one year. I am under no obligation ti
; purchase any part.cular quantity of records or tapes

but those that I du purchase win be at discount price.

I am to receive a current Schwann catalog immediately
and subsecuent periodic lists of specially priced hit
albums. If after trying membership for 30 days I am nr.t
completely satisfied, I can get my full membersh3
dues back immediately. Also. include the free guar *.
record cleaning cloth as a gift.

ID $3.00 enclosed. Record membership only.
D $4.00 enclosed. Both record and tape membership

(Complete Harr son tape catalog as well as the
Schwann catalog sent)

FULL NAME _

STREET

CITY STATE
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Who Says
Great Stereo
Components

Aren't
Decorator
Designed?

Meet the new Empire Royal
Grenadier.. first speaker
system designed anc engi-
neered in sight and sound
for stereophonic reproduc-
tion. Lets you sit anywhere
-hear everything. ts regal
shape projects a majestic
sound unlike any you've
ever heart before. A 15"
mass loaded woofer,
world's largest ceramic
magnet structure and die -
oast full dispersion acous-
tic lens allow you to enjoy
The highest fidelity of mu-
sic plus phenomenal stereo
separat.on from aiywhere
in the room.Speaker place-
ment non -critical. For a
sound demonstration go
'round to your dealer or
write fo- complete color
brochure.

r
tA

Ennpirc Scivntifit S,` 5.e.. Gorden City, L.L, N.Y.
CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Music Lost and Found
 The immensely interesting and charm-
ing article "Searching for Lost Music"
by James Goodfriend in your November
issue contains one statement I wish to
correct. That is, "Schmelzer's music has
yet to find its way onto LP...." In the
notes to the recording titled "The Dulcet
Pipes" (Vanguard Bach Guild BG 645)
appears the following sentence: "Vien-
nese chamber music of the late 17th cen-
tury is represented [here] by the flowing
counterpoint of the one -movement So-
nata for Seven Recorders, by Johann
Heinrich Schmelzer (c. 1623-c. 1680),
edited by Dr. Ernst Meyer from a manu-
script in the Royal University Library of
Sweden." This sonata, published by
Schott of England, is quite well known
among recorder players, for it is one
of the very few original works written
for seven fipple flutes. Although it is

not a terribly exciting work, any of
Schmelzer's other music would be wel-
come on records.

WERNER J. BAUM
Rochester, N.Y.

 I was very much interested in James
Goodfriend's article "Searching for Lost
Music," as I have been in other articles
he has written. But he makes a slight
error when he says, "Schmelzer's music
has yet to find its way onto LP...." There
is a recording of a six -movement ballet
suite School of Fencing on Supraphon
SUA 10412 ("Dance Music of Four Cen-
turies") played by the Pro Arte Antigua
Ensemble.

Also, Mr. Goodfriend seems to imply
that Kapp's is the only recording of
Lully's Carousel Music of 1686. There
are two others: Music Guild 49 and
Nonesuch 1009.

ALEXANDER BE LINFANTE
Berkeley, Calif.

The Hi-Fi Life I had to drop you a line regarding
the wonderful article by John Milder in
the November issue ("A Day in the Life
of a Hi-Fi Salesman"). Mr. Milder's ob-
servations on the subject of high-fidelity
salesmen were no less than delightful.

WALTER HOTZNER
Allegro High Fidelity
San Francisco, Calif.

Slighted Cartoonist I agree wholeheartedly with the opin-
ions expressed by readers Oakley and
Ansleigh in the November "Letters" col-
umn with regard to cartoonist Paul
Coker, Jr. But I feel that Rodrigues
should not be slighted. Both Coker and
Rodrigues draw excellent, brilliantly

witty cartoons - please publish more.
And although most of the records I buy
are classical, I find Gene Lees' reviews
so good I read and reread them purely
for enjoyment. Keep up the marvelous
work!

STEPHEN SARPER

Miami Beach, Fla.

More "Live vs. Recorded"
 In the "Letters" column in the No-
vember 1964 H1Ft/STEREo REVIEW,
reader L. P. Hayden III takes me to task
for "making excuses" in the August -issue
debate about speaker size. I gather that
he is referring to my explanation of why
AR's live -vs. -recorded concerts have not
included full orchestra, but have been
limited to pipe organs, string quartets,
and guitar.

Mr. Hayden writes: "I refer Mr. Vill-
chur to the live -vs. -recorded concerts of
a full symphony orchestra and G. A.
Briggs' (full-size) Wharfedale speakers,

in such locales as Carnegie Hall, several
years back. They were flawless."

Mr. Hayden's memory does not serve
him well. In Mr. Briggs' admirable pre -
stereo demonstrations of 1955 and 1956,
the live sources (used separately) were
pipe organ, piano, percussion ensemble,
and woodwind quintet-not a symphony
orchestra. I described the concerts in an
article in the October 1961 issue of Audio
magazine. The photograph of the Phila-
delphia Quintet in the article was sent to
me by my esteemed colleague G. A.
Briggs.

My original statement about the ex-
treme difficulty of recording an orchestra
under nonreverberant or echoless condi-
tions stands, and is a statement of ob-
jective fact, not an "excuse."

EDGAR VI LLCHUR
Acoustic Research, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass.

Folk -Music Pros and Cons
 C()nsidering Gene Lees' almost enthu-
siastic review of the Beatles' latest
recordings in a recent issue of your
magazine, I find his article on "The
Folk -Music Bomb" (November) slightly
indigestible. Although Mr. Lees went to
great effort to unearth the subtle and
cleverly disguised beauties of the Beatles'
musicmaking, he seems content to dis-
miss in six glib and generalized pages of

(Continued on page 12)
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UNEXCELLED..." Audio
SQn00
iv down less than $10 0°. a month.*

TIRED OF THROWING MONEY AWAY ?
Consider this:

All tuners, amplifiers, preamplifiers sound gooc when ycu
first get them. ONLY McIntosh units continue to sound good
year after year, after year, after year, after year, etc.

- -111 Intosh LABORATORY INC.._
1 Chambers St., Binghamton, N.Y.

please check for literature

 C 22 tube stereo preamp
El C 24 solid state preamp
p MR 71 fm stereo tuner
 MR 67 fm stereo tuner

JANUARY 1965

Ei MC 225 stereo
n MC 240 stereo
D MC 275 stereo

power amp
power amp
power amp

 MA 230 stereo amp/preamp
 MX 110 stereo tuner/preamp

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD 7

*from most dealers
MMI NM= MM.

I want to stop throwing money away.
Send me all the lite,ature on McIntosh products.

NAME_

STREET

CITY STATE



A Festival of Marches
The Philadelphia Orchestra

Eugene Ormandy

isouLaos

DAWN THESEASONSlepleariasi; .17N.
or SO. ..l

17

1536 Incomparable versions 1083. Here is "an abundance 1457. Charade. Nina Never 1445. Earth Angel, You Send 1037. Original soundtrack of 1590. Company of Cowards,
of: Fare Thee Well, All My of pulsating marches." - St. Knew, I Wish You Love, Fly Me, Life Is But A Dream, the Academy Award Winner. Anything love Can Buy, This
Trials, Silver Dagger, etc. Louis Globellemocrat Me to The Moon, 12 in all Only Yesterday, 12 hits "Exciting."- HiFi Review 01' Riverboat, 11 in all

Peter, Paul and Mary

IN THE WIND

MU If ON IN( MOUNTLIN
Owe., el DONT DIM. Owlet

w mote

1447. Also: All My
Trials, Rocky Road,
Very Last Day, etc.

SHANGRI-LA

4.40

1/4C

PERCY FAITH
Sone el India  Saronair

Strang.. in Pais/list  9 mere

BERNSTEIN
conducts

TCHAINOVSKY
1112 Overture

Marche SM.

Caoritcm !tabor.
NEW YORK PNONARsiONL

1603. Bernstein "at
top of his form." -
High Fidelity

RAY CHARLES
GREATEST HITS

Hit The oi.
Road 404

Georgia
On My Mind t*I

10 MORE

E32=Tilto

1375. Lucky Star, I'll
Make Believe, Be
True to Me, 9 more

my son, the folk singer
ALLAN SHERMAN

1257. Also: Return to 1327. Also: Sticks 1544. Also: Seltzer
Paradise, Beyond The And Stones, One Mint Boy, The Streets of
Reef, etc. AIN& RTC- . Mimi, etc.

1556. World's Fair,
Unisphere, Iberia,
Elementals, 2 more

LORD'S PRATE
MORMON

AAAAAAA CAE CHOI

SAM( Ma 01101 IERilig
TN ICIDA PIAUI-, moot

1090. ''This is an D.
traordinary chorus."
-New York Times

G

'S
Golden

Julie
London

CRT ME A RIVER
LOVE LETTERS

613211723 I o more

1406. Also: Daddy,
Come On.A My House,
Blue Moan, etc.

TIN Village Stompers
WASHINGTON

SQUARE

'"'e 1441,0C
GREEN. GREEN

BLOWING IN THE WIND
10 more

1255. Also: Midnight
in Moscow, If I Had
A Hammer, etc.

0 AAAAAA
Osift?aresienne
BIZET
CARMEN HIGHLIGHTS

"tis - tla
Andre kostelaeld2

otmEctrei

TRINI
LOPEZ

AT
PJ'Stit Ye are

a Ada

xi=
153a. Also: If I Had
A Hammer, La !Iambi,
A.Me-RrCa, etc.

The Wonderful World of
ANDY WILLIAMS

A Fool
Never
Learns

Pennies
For -Heaven

rO MORE

135'. Also. Dream,
This Is All I Ask,
Nee Is. 12 in an

TONY
BENNETT

I Left My
Heart in

San Francisco

Tender Is the Night
Smile  9 more

1523. "8 {tittering 1023. Also: Love for
performance." -pill- Safe, Candy kisses,
beard  Marry Young. etc.

Romantic
Piano Moon

al

iTch,al=korsky

Philippe
Ehtrement
ic......1

Paul BL Paula

Hey
Paula
11 MOM

SING FOR
YOUNG
LOVERS

3213=
featuring THE BALLAD

OF JED CLAMPETT

1051. Featured on
the Beverly Hillbil-
lies television show!

122E. Humoresque, 1130. Also: All The
Nocturne, Romance, Love, Come Softly to
Mazurka, 9 otheis Me, Hey Baby, etc.

DUSTY SPRINGFIEL
WISHIN'
& MCIPIN-

slay
AWHILE

I ONLY
WANT 10 BE
WITH YOU

9 mom

581. Also: Mama
Said, You Don't Own
Me, etc.

STEVE LAWRENCE
pWINNERS?

GO AWAY
LITTLE GIRL

 All The Way

 Moon River
9 MORE

QUINCY JONES
eeolores

ofof
HENRY

MANCINI

Charade  Mew Rem
Neter Saw -s MORE

1554. Alm Days of
Wine And Roses, Pink
Panther Theme, etc.

1003. Also. Velar, 148e. "Sparnong rnu.
Around The World, sic, performance."
Kansas City. etc. - Musical America

There Stands The Glass

CARL SMITH

DON'T CARE

AiODIC= 10 more

WONDERING

108-. "Most Won.
ishirg pbying we've
heard!" -Wash. Star

1033. A show that's
"per 'eel,/ wonder.
ful!"-Ed Sullivan

TOPIRIKOVSKY
Somphony No. 7

World
Premiere
Recording

ORMANDY
PHILADELPHIA ORCH.

128:. "Appealing
tune: and lush ro.
monads', "-Life

WONG o
FIRE
the Celt of

JOHNNY
CASH

Bona tea'  Thelal Battle
The Febel-Johnny Yuma

smul 9 MORE

1012 Alse What Do
I Canr, Forty Shades
of Gryen, etc.

Taoist:isky:
NUTCRACKER

SUITE
Prokcflev.

PETER AND
THE WOLF

Leonard Bernstein ,
N Y PnrInarmonic

SHOSTAKOVITCH
SYMPHONY No. 5

;*-

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
etc EMU PHIIIIARMONIC

GIZMO=

1443. Also: Slowly, 1070. "Skillfully,
Back Street Affair, warmly, richly per.
More And More, etc. formed." -High Fie.

1288. "Will mak,
your hair stand ei
end!' HiFi Review

RAY CONNIFF
YOU NMI

C.- ME FOIL

SO

YOUNG

MY OLD FLAME
FRENESI  9 more

1350. 915o: Third Man
Theme, Caravan, Sol.
itude, etc

1587. It's
You, Leave Me Alone,
Don't Call Me, 9 more

SERENDIPITY
SINGERS

[Crooked Little Ma,

Sing Out 7::

Freedom's '-
Star 9001:

1448. Also: Sunshine
Special, Gem' Home
Sinner Man, etc.

1067. "Perhaps the
greatest piano rev
:ording."-HiFi Rev.

There!
I've Said
It Again!
BOBBY
VINTON

My Heart Belongs to
Only You  11 more

1373. Also: I Cal
Dream, Can't I?; Ill
Trying; etc.

THE
BARBRA

STREISAND
ALBUM

Happy Days
Are Here Agam

A Sleepin" Bee ,

try:teot,Risert, .ww.,4,..,,

1061. Also: A Taste
of Heney. My Honey's
Loving Arms, etc.

KOSTELANETZ
IN WONDERLAND

GOLDEN ENCORES
Owl Yee.

Greens...,
Slats A.

Stwees

nom

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB'S

10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

IT'S OUR BEST OFFER EVER!

ANY
REGULAR or STEREO RECORDS95

FOR
ONLY

if you join the Club now - and agree to purchase a
record a month during the coming nine months (you
will have over 200 records a month to choose from)

Plus RECORD RACK -FREE
As our 10th Anniversary Gift to
you, we'll include this brass -
finished record rack free. Ad-
justs to your specific needs . .

its capacity grows as your collec-
tion grows. Folds flat when not
in use.

Will hold one
record or as

many as sixty!

THE DAVE
CLARK FIVE

GLAD ALL OVER
leas a. Pwcres 

OK Yew Le. lee II mart

oi
61.1.

Me. Also: The Blue '444. Also: All The
Lanube, Sabre Dance, "ime, Stay, No Time
Cielito Lindo, etc. to Lose, etc. *

SOUTH PACIFIC
MAWTIN.PIZZA

SCI3E3:021

ORIGINAL IIROMMIN CAST

1031. Complete score
of the Rodgers and
Hammerstein hit x

Int GREATEST Of

STAN GETZ

1359. Standanavian,
Rubberneck, Tootsie
Roll, 9 in all

For You
ROGER WILLIAMS

Liza
My Coloring

Book
Danke

Schoen
9 MORE 4

1354. Also: On The
Trail, Janie Is Her
Name. etc.

ig) Columbia Records Distribution Corp., 1085 923/S65

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW



The Somtki

Barbra Streisand Alban'

1450. Johnny sings: Under- 1301. Down with Love, Who 1612. Classic Sinatra: let's 1583. Can't You See That 1616_ Schehuarade, Aloha

stand Your Man, Folsom Pris- Will Buy', My Coloring Book, Fall in Love, When I Take She's M.ne. On Broadway, Oe, Sharer's Wal'z, Mexican
on Blues, 12 in all Gotta Move, 11 numbers My Sugar to Tea, 12 in ail Funny, 7 more Hat Dance, 12 melodies

1001. Andy sings: Never an
Sunday, Maria, Love Is A

Many-Splendored Thing, etc.

IT'S COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB'S 10th ANNI-
VERSARY and we're celebrating with our most
generous offer ever . . an extraordinary offer
that enables you to add NINE records to your
collection at once!

That's right! - if you join now, you may
have ANY NINE of these hit albums for only
$4.95. In short, you will receive nine records
for just about the price of one! And as our
10th Anniversary Gift to you, we'll include an
adjustable record rack FREE.
TO RECEIVE YOUR 9 RECORDS FOR $4.95 -
just mail the postage -paid card provided. Be
sure to indicate whether you want your nine
records (and all future selections) in regular
high-fidelity or stereo. Also indicate the type
of music in which you are mainly interested:
Classical; Listening and Dancing; Broadway,
Movies and Musical Comedies; Country and
Western; Teen Hits; Jazz.

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES: Each month the
Club's staff of music experts selects outstand-
ing records from every field of music. These
selections are fully described in the Club's en-
tertaining music Magazine, which you receive
free each month.

Each monthly issue of the Club Magazine
will contain over 200 different records to
choose from . . a truly wide selection of fine
recordings to suit every musical taste. You may
accept any of the records offered - from any
field of music!

Your only membership obligation is to pur-
chase a record a month during the coming nine
months. Thereafter, you have no further obli-
gation to purchase any additional records from
the Club . . . and you may discontinue your
membership at any time.

FREE RECORDS GIVEN REGULARLY. If you do
wish to continue as a member after fulfilling
your enrollment agreement, you will receive
- FREE - a record of your choice for every
two additional selections you buy.

The records you want are mailed and billed
to you at the regular Club price of $3.98
(Classical $4.98; occasional Original Cast re-
cordings and special albums somewhat higher),
plus a small mailing and handling charge.
Stereo records are $1.00 more.

NOTE: Stereo records mugt be played
only on a stereo record player

* Records marked with a star (irk) have been
electronically rechanneled for stereo.

More than 1,500,000 families now belong
to the world's largest record club

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB  Tarr. u..t., Ind.

OHNNY RIVERS
AT THE

"ing°
Memphis

La Samba

I MORE

laZGZ121:3

1519. Also: Twist
And Shout, Welkin'
The Dog, etc.

Romantically.

. AUTUMN
IN NEW YORK

its ONLY
A PAPER MOON

10 more

1348. Also: Getting
to know You, The
Sound of Music, etc.

Inewnise I SAMMY
DAVIS

JR.

WHAT KIND

OF FOOL

is- AM I?
554d8Re My

Rem.. 9 ANN

miLes
Davis
QU ler
RIGHTS

1633. Corcovado,
Once upon A Summer
Nigh, 7 in all

Vol tubas  Gurgle!!
Copad  Chavez ethers

LrIN AMERICAN

FIESTA
excEsei BERNSTeid
New 4ork Philharironic

1322 Performances
ere 7u to dueling."
-New York Times

'..:S1RAVINSKY
'11 AONDUCTS

a S1RAVINSKYJI

win

PEIROUSHKA

r

DEAN
(TEX)
MARTIN
COUNTRY
STYLE

N
lint Room

I Rost.
,5 NN

1533. AN,: My Heart
Cries for You; Hey,
Goof Lootin'; etc.

RAY PRICE

ethLOVE LIFE

Cold, Cold
Heart

Still .10 MORE

it I DM=

ANDRE PREVIN
kis Ow. I geckos..

LIKE LOVE
Love MN
or team Me

Len IN
are te Sia
Iles a wow

011:111111110

SEWN  BEETHOVEN

0111=1=1
Three Favorite Sonatas

MOONLIGHT  PATHETICRE
APPASSIONATA

1597 Also: HOW Long 1521. Also: When I 1263. "Magnificent
Is Forever, Please Fall In Love, Like performances!" -
Talk to My Heart, etc. Someone in Love. etc. High Fidelity

1537. Also: Lost in WE. -A week iv
The Stars, Too Close genie . ceases.
for Comfort, etc. econe 'Nip Rd.

ROGER N1LLIAMS
GREATEST HITS

Autumn Loaves
Nea' You
Tan my
9 Awe

Alm TM Me
AM _!IN

n
_ HWY. I

set moms, Me.

GUI1AR'S GREATEST
HITS

'

GUI'R 80041E
RERE,ROUSER

RURICN
5 MORE

rRAVaN

:114ISMOrlstRS

r--e.Roilizs..,.. _Curti
nut tongue, '

knave!"

 4aD ,7 
151. Eight wank
ing rew explosions
of aughter and song

ONT. CARMINA !MANIA
NUMMI:Amu MCA Sum

*Is MIMI..
IMANOT esaire ors

rim= "4.0

131e1..svmb_ best
receigng." - Mash-
ie; on Post

Lenitertyll
RICHA RD
TUCKER

'Z: Alc-:: ''H

I Lon; for ...
11 NOM

Ic 'sus. 1,

1063. *1st: Rumble,
The ird Men Theme,
Illonliy.Tonk. etc.

MUSIC OF. JUBILEE
Bach it  Favorites

for Organ

°a - and
Orchestra

56  E. POWER
1, cBIGGS

.I/HIPIY HORTON'S
GREATEST HITS

-, Battle of
New Orleans

,geSink the

Bismarck

North to Maki
=CCU plus 9 men

DORIS DAY'S

GREATEST HITS,

116, SECRET 10Y1

It IT S MAGI(

10 More

k, 1.1
INS. America's most
Celebrated organist."
- Newsweek

THE BEST
OF 134

niF

HUGO
ININTEFIHALTIllt

1610. Also: C
Little Man, W
And Lovers, etc.

1657 Also: Johnny
Rob, Comanche, Jim
Blew, etc.

1113 Also A Guy Is
A Guy; Whatever Will
Be. Will Be: etc. *

LERhER a LOEWE

Camelot
RIC3400 BURTON)
JU_cF ANDREWS

ROEERT COULEE

' and MAW Armies),
ceL,I Cast

LOU MONTE
: The Great

Ila ,an -
American

os

VOL IRE

1000 NTO
MATS WORE

9 moo

'Most
nil musical a

tr unicri!"Ki Igallen

MARTY ROBBINS
AMMO'S CALLING ME

1_1w: 6A  =i
Lore!, Hula Nan.

Mr Wonderful Ons .10 MORE

lie Venture
-SURFING"

00 100

 Pipeline
Surf Rude'

.  Ten Over
9 MORE

Mut Drowsy 1039. Me: Party in
W1lers,11mMairalis Lagers, Barefo3t
widow sac etc. VeTteleg, 61c.

1542. Also 0 Sole
Mio, Sixteen Tons.
Via Veneto, etc.

JVCI AN
"NEW WORLD"

sessHona- Noe
CLAY :LAND °RCN.

SELL

1577.Perforvied with
"Mowing in ensity."

Nigh Fidel ty

16136. Also Luesone
of V7, Frasql.ia's
Serenade, etc.

famous Scenes
From

Shakespeare's

HAMLET
RICHARD
BURTON
Original
Broadway

Cast

1602. Nailed as "a
Iiistoric 'Hamlet!" -
Life

BROTH -IRS FOUR

SING OF OUR TIMES

tWs

Mk SYMMS winos
Co eel: FANNER  Is more

1589. Also. Ballad of
Moreton Bay, Beans
Fast, Fire. etc.

SARAH JAUGHAN
The
Lonely
Hours
lit NEVER

BE THE
SAME

10 mOte

'365. Abe: What'll
Do, Always on My

Mind, So itude, etc.

TERESA E REWER'S
rGrsatest Hits

., y Let Me Go.; Lover

Music, Music.
Music ..

sy. its MORE

ROBERT GOULET

, Malbettan
60' Tower

1593. Condon Len
kin' mental poems
inpraiseofMasbatten

1459. Tie Academy
Award Riming score
by John Addison

NONE NUT
THE LONELY HEART

ISAAC STERN
Plays

GPEAT

"'VIOLIN
FAIORITES

1300. 0108111111811111e,
HumereeM19,Clairde
Lem, 12 IN NI

BONNEVILE moor;
suet CITI  to mers

10SE. -fierce imeact 1345. Aber Empty 1613. Also: lot Rod
and entmentuss.' - terms, A 'Tear Fell, U.S.A., Swill.' Craze,
N.Y. WuldTeleram Ybu Send Me, etc. etc.

NAMBLIN'
New :bitty limb Is

fettucine

'GREEN,
GRENN

.13111331330

THE GLORIOUS
SOURIS. --

OF WONER

BLUE
11, LONESOME

GEORGE
464..,..JONES

f Oh Lonesome Me
Singing The

=I) Blsue( l
1162 Also: Rosin' 1C84. Hirelights - 1598 bloT. Cup of
Candler, A Trave in' Twnbause,, Loeb- Loneliness, Color of
Man, 12 in all grin, Sieetied, etc. The Blues. et:

JIMMY DEAN
Thl SONGS WE
ALL LOVE BEST

rAl ALMA 1.11

CIAMPI°
EPAII00-11

IC Nem 

AMOY WILLIAMS
OM OF W NE
APO ROSES 'I"
Opt.tt Get used

Hint TA.
My Celonng

9 ROE

BE MY JERRY

LOVE- VALE

Unchained Melody
Mona Lisa  10 MORE

1596. Also: Home sn 1CO2. Also: What 1595. Also BecaJse
The Menge, Carolina hied of Foal Am IT, of You, All The Way,
MINNA tr,. May Each Oay, etc Secret Love, etc.

THE MUSIC,MAN
Robert

Preston

Shirley
Jones

Original

Soundtta

W1101.1CONCER1C
FOS 51110NESTIA

li.V.MIL411111001111C

RACIIMANINOIFF
Cameo. Me I A 4

17"
-'"?)

Ii,, 1,1

Peelt.IIME ENTRENIONY
Y MANN  Arch

IMO. "Omsk Is ea.
elmsrant Wessel
tunes." -New Yorker

1153. MY. The Magge.
IllreseerTnIs Lowe Is
Year Land to more

'314. A iliefilsIttve f e 1442. - eetest 132e. "Boll attests
tumour" of no is mow 111111111101.'.- Sammie Never and rich cCla " -
Count's greatest kits N.Y. Illefii-Tribans Walk 10 more St. Louis Licks Clem
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A ceramic cartridge
in a system like this?

L-4 ra: Absolutely!
The new Sonotone Velocitone Mark IV has every-
thing the finest magnetic cartridges have, includ-
ing compliance of 15 x 10.6 cm/dynes in all
directions. Tracks at the low forces required by
professional turntables. The Velocitone Mark IV
is also ideal for changers.

It offers advantages not possible with magnetic
cartridges - a virtually indestructible stylus, the
SONO-FLEX v; freedom from magnetically -induced
hum. Factory -matched equalizers plug into any
magnetic input. With dual diamond styli, $24.25
Sugg. list; diamond/sapphire, $20.25 Sugg. list.

Sonotone Corporation, Electronic Applications Division, Elmsford, New York
CIRCLE NO. 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OW ...PERFECT FM
ELIMINATE

FM
INTERFERENCE!

With the Sensational

New! FINCO
M BAND PASS FILTER

ENGINEERED TO
MOUNT ANYWHERE

et only pure FM signals. Use a
inco FM Band Pass Filter to stop

nterference and block out un-
anted signals from T.V., Citizens
and and Amateur transmitters,
otors, autos and fluorescent

amps. Size: 41/4" x 2" x 11/2".
vailable at your Finco Hi-Fi
ealer. Satisfaction guaranteed!

odel 3007 Only $6.95 List

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W. Interstate St.  Bedford, Ohio

CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD
12

free WIN A NEW
SOLID STATE
Professionol Series

FISHER
600 Transistorized FM -MX Receiver

100 Watts (499.50 less case
As Always RABSONS offers Only the Best. Check
these fabulous FISHER features: . Cool - trou-
ble free operation . Fisher Solid State means
Longer Life . 100 Watts Total Power Output
. 1.8uV FM Sensitivity . Compact Size for Cus-

tom Installations only 117A3" Deep . Direct Tape
Monitor . Exclusive Fisher Nuvistor . Golden
Synchrode FM Front End AND much more. Write
Direct to Rabsons For Complete Free "Specs"

Nothing to buy - to win a Fisher 600
fee- just write to Rabsons for a "Dollar
Saving" quote on any Hi Fi compo-
nent. This alone makes you eligible.

Drawing will be held January 29th, 1965.
YOU ALWAYS GET SOMETHING EXTRA FROM RABSONS

"SENSAVABLE PRICES"
"Sky High" inventory  Quick Persona Serv-

ice 59 Years of Reliability Easy Payment
Plan  Up to 24 months to pay  New Factory
Sealed Equipment  New - Free Mail Order
Hi Fi Clinic Service  Free Double Packing of all
Shipments Francised Protection - PLUS! -
Rabsons own unique guaranty.
FREE RECORD CLOTH 31.00 Value) WITH EVERY QUOTE

RABSONS-57ST.INC
119 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019

Tel. Area Code 212 Circle 7.0070
This drawing is not open to residents in any
locality whose laws prohibit such a drawing.

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD

unsubstantiated accusation all but his
own chosen few.

The six pages could have been much
more interestingly given over, I think, to
advertisements.

CHARLTON H. ALLEN
Shirley, Mass.

 I can hardly wait to read the howls
of anguish and indignation that will he
generated by Gene Lees' puncture of the
folk -music balloon. It was time some-
body did it, and it was beautifully done.
Please thank Mr. Lees for me.

DALE MADSON
Billings, Montana

 Such trash as Gene Lees' article "The
Folk -Music Bomb" should not be pub-
lished in a magazine of the quality of
HIFI/SIT:km REVIEW. The comparisons
made by Lees between the modern folk
singer and Cole Porter and George
Gershwin are entirely out of place. This
is like comparing the Rolling Stones to
the Philadelphia Orchestra.

WILL HARTZELL
Collegeville, Pa.

 Re "The Folk -Music Bomb," I think
that at this point something should be
said in defense of modern folk music.
Unfortunately, I can't think of a thing!

The folkies sound alike, dress alike,
like alike, and even smell alike. Their
egos seem to absorb great spurts of in-
flation by their telling the world that they
are different, when in reality they display
the most banal type of conformity. Their
music is an insult to anyone with an abil-
ity to think. As an announcer on a good -
music station, I refuse to play this God -
awful junk.

CHARLES E. FOLEY
Station WGBF

Evansville, Ind.

 A friend of mine called my attention
to Gene Lees' article "The Folk -Music
Bomb." I was happy to see someone else
besides myself writing about the silliness
of the current folk boom, but I was not
happy to see the churlish way Lees went
about it.

The article is a hodge-podge of hys-
teria and clichés of the trade; it is no less
anti-intellectual than the movement it at-
tempts to excoriate. Tricks like compar-
ing Arlen, Porter, and Gershwin with
folk composers mean nothing-of course
the latter lose. You cannot knock a man
who makes good log cabins for not mak-
ing Guggenheims.

Yoking things together the way Lees
does is like comparing apples and pears.
Positing Bob Dylan's idiotic liner notes
as a norm loads the argument in two
ways. First, no one takes Dylan's silliness
seriously, save perhaps a few pubescents
drawn in by what they think is Couth or
Cool-these kids also buy Beatles records

(Continued on page 14)
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A STEREO TAPE RECORDER
FOR THE CONNOISSEUR

Console model
(shown above)

includirg plastic cover $498

Portable model with charcoal gray and stainless steel
case including monitor speakers (not illustrated) $525

When Dyna puts its name on a tape recorder, it has to
be something extra special. Short of strictly professional
machines at more than double its cost, the performance of
the Dynaco Beocord 2000 is unsurpassed.

Playback quality is not usually considered a limiting
factor of fine recorders, yet when the few truly outstanding
recorded tapes are played on the Dyna Beocord through
uncompromising music systems, you will be immediately
aware of its clearer delineation of the subtlest orchestral
nuances.

It is in making live recordings, however, that the full
capabilities of this recorder are fully demonstrated. A
combination of superb electronic and mechanical perform-
ance, plus unparalleled versatility, makes this truly a per-
fectionist's instrument. A substantial reduction in distortion;
lower modulation noise by at least 10 db; smooth, foolproof
handling of the thinnest tapes; and the built-in 6 channel
mixer put the Dyna Beocord in a class by itself.

The serious recordist knows the importance of fine low
impedance microphones, and the Dyna recorder is en-
gineered to fully utilize their excellence, with built-in 50/200
ohm transformers, ultra -sensitive 50 µv inputs, plug-in
interchangeability for multiple -mike convenience and pro-
fessional slide -type controls on the three stereo mixers.

Pushbuttons simplify sound -on -sound recordings and the
addition of echo, and Dyna's exclusive Synchro Monitor
enables a soloist to make self -accompanied stereo record-
ings by monitoring one half of the record head.

CO NI

The World's most versatile

stereo tape recorder is made

in Denmark by Bang

and Olufven.

DYNACO BEOCORD 2000 is

the American version (to
)DYNACO SFCCv/Cac207/S) of

this outstanding machine.

A full complement of ccntrols is provided for monitoring
via speakers or low impedance headphones through the
internal 8 watt amplifiers, and enables the machine to
function as the nucleus of a PA or home music system.
Other features include:  3 heads  100 KC bias  hysteresis
synchronous motor  automatic shutoff with foil tape, or at
runout  tape lifters  "instant stop" pause control  click -
free recordings p'ug-in electronics all solid state
exclusive electronic transistor protection Dynaco's one
year warranty.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Response:
1-!- 2 db, 40 to 16.000 cps at 71/2 ips
747 2 db, 40 to 12,000 cps at 3V4 ips

2 db, 50 to 6,000 cps at 17/8 ips

Wow and Flutter:
71/2 ips

3% ips
1% ips

Peak to Peak
S 0.2%
 0.3%
< 0.5%

RMS
 0.075% (0.00075)
 0.11% (0.0011)
 0.18% (0.0018)

Values listed are for reproduction according to normal listening
weighting (wow frequencies > 4 cps attenuated 3 db/octave).

Channel Separation: better than 45 db.
Signal to Noise Ratio: better than 50 db (1/2 track 55 db).

Dimensions:
Console: 18" wide, 141/2" deep, 9" high 38 lbs.
Portable: 18" wide, 14" deep. 10" high 41 lbs.

Write for descriptive literature 3912 POWELTON AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19104
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WITH A SUPERIOR
RANGE OF SOUND
PERFORMANCE

For absolutely the finest
sound recording Magnecord
offers their new distinguished
1000 Series. Modular construc-
tion affords maximum design
capability. Accessory devices
are engineered for simple in-
corporation into the electronic
assembly. Every sound, from
the higheSt note to the lowest,
is reproduced with undevi-
ating fidelity. Magnecord 1000
Series is the aristocrat of fine
recorders.

MODEL 1024
The new transistorized Model
1024 features complete plug-
in record amplifier, reproduce
amplifier and bias oscillator.
Electronic transistors selected
for low heat and high effi-
ciency and reliability.

$595.00

from Magnecord research

MODEL 1048
 The new Magnecord 1048
 the ultimate in fine quality

workmanship. All parts care-
fully selected and installed.
Precision machined Micro-

 Optic heads in quarter or
half-track stereo configuration.
Front panel controls for max-

 imum operating convenience
 and flexibility.

 The new Magnecord 1028 is
; an advanced circuit design

utilizing latest tube types and
printed wiring. These features
insure uniform high perform-
ance from recorder to recorder.
A recorder superior in tech-
nical excellence.

MODEL 1028

is

$995.00

$995.00

agnecorci
CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE.

MAGNECORD SALES DEPARTMENT

MIDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Subsidiary of the TELEX Corporation
P. 0. Box 7509 / Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105
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because they dig the haircuts. Second,
what Lees quotes is not a song, yet he
goes on to compare this to a "nineteenth-
century lament," The Caribou Headstone
(apples and pears), and in the process
reveals a turgid aesthetic sensibility.

Lees' long excursion into the nature
of real folk song is commendable, but
wrong, displaying what I think is the real
reason the article is bad: he doesn't know
much about folk music, either real or
commercial. The superficiality of his re-
views supports this. There is a real need
for serious criticism of the folk field, but
Lees is simply hostile. To write serious
criticism, one should know what is going
on and one should be able to listen. I

think Lees misses on both counts. A lot
of junk passes as folk music these days-
so much of it that the term itself is being
made meaningless and driven out of ex-
istence-as Lees points out in a long
quote from an article of mine in Listen.
Lees should concern himself with what is
going on in the field and why, rather than
simply flog a genre to which he is ob-
viously insensitive and hostile.

BRUCE JACKSON
Cambridge, Mass.

 I believe that Gene Lees' explosion of
"The Folk -Music Bomb" should he re-
printed by the thousands and copies
handed out at all future folkie "concerts"
(how these juveniles do pick up big
words!). Further, Mr. Lees should find
an accomplice in each record company to
slip a copy of the article into every folkie-
record jacket. Of course, these sugges-
tions should be considered only if it is

demonstrated that the people they would
affect can read words more efficiently
than they do musical notes.

LERoY E. DOGGETT
Ann Arbor, Mich.

 Gene Lees does indeed deliver himself
of some wonderfully "intemperate opin-
ions on the subject of contemporary folk
music." He also comes a cropper-
through failing to do his homework, a
sin of which he accuses the folkies-
when he speaks of English hymnody as
"all strongly influenced by the King
James version of the Psalms."

The first Book of Common Prayer
(1549) and later editions put forth in
1559 by Elizabeth I and in 1604 by James
I employed the English Psalter found in
the 1535 Bible translated by Miles Cover -
dale for Henry VIII. Because this Psalter
was used week by week by men of all
stations (and because it lent itself to
congregational usage), the Psalter in the
1611 King James Bible has yet to replace
it in subsequent editions of the Prayer
Book. Indeed, for this reason the King
James Psalter has never "caught on."
Additionally, various metrical "psalm -
books" set to music followed the Calvin-
ist movement in the 1500's on the

(Continued on page 16)
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Mr. Miller is an audiophile.
He's also a cost-conscious
accountant who wants a
new stereo receiver.

He listened
to Brand X.
$425.

He listened
to Brand Y.
$31995.

Then he saw the new Bogen RF35, a 35 watt FM -stereo re-
ceiver. "Interesting," he said, "What are the specs?" The sales-
man told him. "Hmmmm," said Mr. Miller, "35 watts will drive
most any speaker system." The salesman nodded: "Thirty-five
clean, useable watts." "It sounds like 60." "That's right; distor-
tion is almost unmeasurable." "And," said Mr. Miller, "20 to
20,000 cycles is more than anyone can hear." "Unless your
name is Lassie." "How about that 0.85 uv. sensitivity for 20
db. of quieting? The RF35 actually meets broadcast -monitor
standards." "That's Bogen. All that performance," said the
salesman, "for only $234.95." Mr. Miller competed rapidly.
"Wrap it up," he said decisively. "And add," his voice trembled,
"the new Bogen B62 stereo turntable. The $64.95 model with
variable speed control and automatic cueing." The audiophile/
accountant wore a smile all the way home.

Rz ij 12 1111111112 AU it MA

For complete details on the remarkable RF35 and the new illustrated Bogen catalog write Bogen, Dept. B-1, Paramus, New Jersey.

JANUARY 1965

BOGEN is-\\U,LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION /' in I I!! It' JERSEI

33 years of leadership in audio technology
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HAVE YOU HEARD WHAT THE

EXPERTS SAY ABOUT KOSS STEREOPHONESP

Kt was only yesterday
that I purchased my set of
Pro 4 Stereophones.
 A whole new world of
musical entertainment
has been opened up for me.
Listening to the harmony,
instrumentation, shading
etc. of my recordings is the
most exciting thing that
has happened to me for
a long time.

Thank you so much
for a perfect job of
engineering."
J. S. Gardner
Troy, New York

/"I'm so enthusiastic about
the Koss Stereophones
I recently purchased
that I felt I had to let you
know how much pleasure
I am receiving from them.

Since I live in a thin.
walled apartment house,
with early -to -bed neighbors,
I just wasn't able to play
my rig as often as I would
have liked-the funeral
march from the Eroica
booming away at 1:00 a.m.
is not exactly a lullabye.
Now, at last I am finally
getting full enjoyment from
my hi-fi-in fact, I have just
ordered a second set of
Stereophones for guests.

Joan Shumway
New York, New York

/"I receiveda set of
Koss Stereo headphones for
Christmas and immediately
realized they are the answer
to a dream I've had for
over 30 years. They
fulfilled a need that has
been gnawing at me since
I first played my grand-
mother's Victrola and sat
with my head inside
the horn.

They so delighted my wife
(who doesn't particularly
care for music) that I had
to buy her a pair or go
without mine. A musician
friend of mine bought
two pair as soon as
he heard mine.

Thanks again for
developing Koss
Stereophones they're great
and my landlord is pretty
glad I have them too."

Fred J. Dehler
Brooklyn, New York

KOSS PRO -4 STEREOPHONES $45.00

also manufacturers of famous Rek-O Kut turntables

KOSS REK-O-KUT

2227 NORTH 31st STREET
MILWAUKEE 8, WISCONSIN
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Continent and in Scotland, and their
successors were for two hundred years
the only hymnals used in Protestant
America. It is from these and the Prayer
Book-Coverdale Psalter, rather than from
the Bible of James I, that American folk
music's "vivid imagery" issues. Folk mu-
sic, then, traces to a liturgical or worship
tradition rather than to a literary one.

But Mr. Lees has done American taste
a distinct favor, and his remarks should
be required reading for every American
youngster who owns a phonograph.

REV. H. WARD JACKSON
Frankfort, Kentucky

Reverend Jackson should notice that
Mr. Lees does not say English hymnody
was "all strongly influenced by the King
James version of the Psalms," but rather
that the language, imagery, and tone of
word use was so influenced in the two
examples given. And it is certainly a de-
batable point whether the liturgical in-
fluence is stronger than the literary one
in these examples.

Baba the Turk
 Charles Reid's excellent article on
Stravinsky, "Rakish Opera, Rakish Com-
poser" (November), contains one inac-
curacy. Betty Allen and not Regina
Sarfaty was Baba the Turk in the concert
version of The Rake's Progress in Car-
negie Hall.

JAMES C. SMITH
New York, N.Y.

 I'm afraid Mr. Charles Reid's colonial
complex is showing in his article "Rakish
Opera, Rakish Composer" in your No-
vember issue. So Stravinsky chose to
record in England so "Baba the Turk"
would not sound like "Baba the Toik,"
hm? Is that also why three of his four
principals are American imports?

ALEXANDER LERMONTOFF
New York, N. Y.

Cough -E -Zee
With the concert season upon us, I

believe your readers will be interested
in a new product my firm is about to
market. It is a cough drop designed to
give you a cough. Now you can attend
a concert or a recital even if you haven't
a cold without the fear that you will have
to remain silent while those all about
you are coughing their heads off.

Our new cough drop, a blend of the
finest foreign and domestic irritants ar-
rived at after years of experimentation,
makes it possible for you to join in those
thunderous tuttis, or if you prefer, to add
your own counterpoint to those pianis-
simo flute solos. Cough -E -Zees should
also prove a boon to theatergoers, as
nothing enhances the climactic moments
of a play so much as a few well placed
spasms of coughing.

DAVID CHARLES
Asheville, N. C.
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TOUGHER THAN TUBES

New Scott Solid -State Amplifier Passes Rugged Torture Tests
Now you can own a powerful 30 wa...t solid state amplifier
constructed to standards unique in the high fidelity in-
dustry. The new Scott 260 uses rugged pre -tested heavy-
duty components, including massive heat sinks, heavy
printed circuit boards and new silicon output transistors.
Critical electroPytics are hand selected and have operating
capabilities far exceeding circuit requirements.

To insure the thoroughness of its quality control pro-
cedures, H. H. Scot callec in transistor specialists with
many years experience in the design of critical military
components. Rugged tests were devised to subject the
amplifier to conditicns far more severe than encountered
in normal use. These "torture tests" include: Applying a
"step -stress -test" to a selec:ei sample of all components
used, simulatirg hundreds of hours of normal operating

life and showing up any components that might fail;
applying a unique "surge and cycle" test, normally per-
formed only on rugged military equipment, to simulate
stresses the amplifier may be subjected to under the
most severe home conditions; elaborate pre-test and
checkout o' all components, including transistors, to in-
sure that components will not fail in service.

As a result of these extensive procedures, the 260
now combines the amazing virtues of transistors ... their
compactness, cool operating temperatures and fine sound
. .. with the ruggedness and reliability that the audiofan
has come to expect o' finest Scott vacuum tube com-
ponents. Backed by Scott's inique 2 -year guarantee, the
260 will give you countless hours of trouble -free fine
listening. Less than $260.

SPECIFICATIONS: Sine -wave power. 30 watts/channel; music power, 40 watts/channel
(8ohms); all -transistor design with direct -coupled silicon output stage. Harmonic distortion
less than 0.8%. Frequency response 20 tc 20.000 cps. Dampirg factor greater than 20;
Load impedances: 4, 8 or 16 ohms; full tape facilities including tape monitor and direct
ape head input. Operating features Derived center channel output; rumble filter; scratch
filter; impedance selecto switch. Maches all Scott tuners.

2

A 04 A A A
8 -V-

5 3

(1) Rugged silicon direct -coupled
transistor output stage (2) Pre -
amps on separate modular -type
printed circuit boards (3) Stereo
headset output (4) Master vol-
ume control (5) Seoarate bass
and treble controls (6) Complete
tape recorder input and output
facilities (7) Massive power sup-
ply provides high power surges
when music demands it (8) Hand-
some styling matches Scott Tran-
sistor Tuner model 312

FREE
NEW 1965 CATALOG

L1 AND GUIDE TO STEREO :

H. H. Scott, Inc. 111 Rowdermill Road
Department 24501 Maynard, Mass.

Please send me your new 20 -page full -color
:965 Stereo Guide and complete catalog.

 n Send me complete information on new con-
soles by Scott . . component quality In
beautiful, hand -finished cabinets.

 Name

 Address

C ty Zone . State

SCOTT'
Export Scott International, Ill Powdermill Road. .Ialward, Mass. Carada Atlas Radio Corp., SC Wingold Ave., Toronto. Cable 110. Price slightly nigher west of Rockies. Subject to change without notice.
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...An Unusual
Selection for the
Discriminating
Music Lover

on

Vivaldi The Four Seasons
Ruggiero Ricci..
_ .

TM MMMorhas
Chamber
Mama.

VIVALDI: THE FOUR SEASONS
RUGGIERO RICCI, violin soloist and
conducting The Stradivarius Chamber
Orchestra Featuring Fourteen Rare
Stradivari Instruments A Baroque
masterpiece performed by a master
violinist on priceless examples of
the violin -maker's art.

DL 9423(M)  DL 79423(5)

SCHUBERT
MASS NO.6.

IN F. ruty INAIOR ga saw  *0
Fradr-iriCI.V.danisan"" I fa. a

e
iiMMITMIIIIMITIOMMitMIMAA.

',44q - 116411t 1-4

SCHUBERT: Mass No. 6 in E Flat Major
 Helen Boatwright, soprano; Betty
Allen, mezzo-soprano; Alva Tripp,
tenor; Leo Goeke, tenor; Chester
Watson, bass; MUSICA AETERNA OR-
CHESTRA AND CHORUS; FREDERIC
WALDMAN, CONDUCTOR.

DL 9422(M)  DL 79422(S)

BEETHOVEN

ARCHDUKE

TRIO

THE ALMA
TRIO

BEETHOVEN: Trio in B Flat Major for
Piano, Violin, and Cello, Op. 97 ("Arch-
duke")  THE ALMA TRIO.

DL 10099(M)  DL 710099(5)

1m1 mOMAURAL Is) STERIO
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SOUND AND THE QUERY

Power -Amplifier Sensitivity
QI power amplifiers with

. sen.ifivity ratings ranging from
0.5 to 2.5 volts. How is sensitivity meas-
ured, and what is its significance in terms
of the over-all performance of a power
amplifier?

A. H. HAGARTY

Indianapolis, Ind.

AA power amplifier's sensitivity is
. measured by feeding a 1,000 -cps

test signal into its input and increasing
the test -signal voltage until the amplifier
is delivering its full rated power output.
The input voltage at the full rated power
output is the amplifier's sensitivity rat-
ing. Each channel of a stereo amplifier
is tested individually, and both channels
should have the same sensitivity rating.

If all other factors are equal, a power
amplifier with high sensitivity is pre-
ferred because this means that the gain
control in the preamplifier need not be
turned up as high, and hence there is
less likelihood of hum and noise.

Preamplifier sensitivity is measured in
the same way, but instead of using the
power output as a standard, the manu-
facturer's rated output voltage (usually
between 2 and 5 volts) is used as the
reference level. In addition, a preamp-
lifier will have several sensitivity ratings.
It will have its highest sensitivity at its
tape -head input (about 2 millivolts).
The next most sensitive input is its mag-
nelie-phono input (about 4 millivolts),
and the least sensitive are the tuner or
auxiliary inputs (about 0.5 volt). One
millivolt corresponds to 0.001 volt, and
is abbreviated "my."

250 -Ohm Speakers?
QI was giN ill an old Magnavox con-
. sole radio that has two 12 -inch

(1)axial speakers. The speakers sounded
good, so I thought I would install them
in another cabinet for use as extension
speakers. However, when I removed the
speakers from the console cabinet I found
that each speaker was marked 250 ohms,
and had four wires coming from it. What
are the extra wires for, and how do I go
about connecting a 250 -ohm speaker to
an amplifier with 4-, 8-, and 16 -ohm
outputs?

JOSEPH CIRCONE, JR.
Newark, N.J.

AFrom your description, the two
 Magnavox speakers are obviously

older types that employ field coils (elec-
tromagnets) rather than the Alnico or

PRACTICAL POINTERS
ON THE INSTALLATION
AND MAINTENANCE OF
HOME MUSIC SYSTEMS

BY LARRY KLEIN

ceramic magnets used in modern speak-
ers. The speaker's two extra leads are
connected to this field coil and normally
are wired into the power -supply circuit
of the radio. The 250 ohms marked on
the speaker refers to the resistance of this
field coil rather than to the voice -coil
impedance of the speaker (which is
probably 4 or 8 ohms). Assuming the
speakers are of reasonably good quality,
a power supply for the speaker can be
constructed using a 750-milliamp silicon
rectifier (such as the GE -504) and a
100-microfarad, 150 -volt electrolytic ca-
pacitor as shown in the diagram below.
If the hum from the speakers is a little

VOICE COIL LEADS

117 VAC

high, add another filter capacitor (C in
the diagram) of SO to 100 microfarads,
1.50 volts, and a 10- to 15 -ohm, 10 -watt
wire -wound resistor (R). Make sure that
the capacitors and silicon rectifier are
installed in the circuit with their polarity
markings as shown. The resistor may run
quite warm, so avoid pressing it against
either of the capacitors.

Foreign Tubes vs. Domestic
QWhen replacing tubes in an ampli-
. fier, is there any advantage in

using foreign equivalents-such as the
ECC83 and ECC82 for the U.S. 12AX7
and 12AU7?

GERALD NOLAN
El Paso, Tex.

AAbout six or seven years ago, the
 foreign tubes that appeared on

the American market were specifically
designed for hi-fi use, while the U.S.
tubes of that day were general-purpose
types. In recent years, however, U.S.
tubes have been redesigned to achieve
noise figures as low as their foreign equiv-
alents, so that one type has no advantage
over the other.

Mono -Stereo Conversion
QI would like to put together a
. small component hi-fi system, but

both my budget and my room space are
limited and I therefore can't justify a

(Continued on page 20)
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Scott's New Stereo Compact
Not Only Sounds Like

A True Component System   
IT IS ONE!

There's only one best way to achieve fine stereo . . . and

ica's leading manufacturer of stereo components, decided
to build a compact stereo system, only the finest separate
components were utilized:

STEREO AMPLIFIER: Completely solid-state, with direct -
coupled transistor output stage. Preamplifiers on printed
circuit boards for optimum reliability, massive heat sinks
for cool, conservative operation of output transistors.
High fidelity specifications include: frequency response
20 to 20,000 cps; distortion at normal listening levels
less than 0.5%; hum and noise level -80db below
rated output; inputs for magnetic phono cartridge and
extra high level inputs for tape recorder; front panel
stereo headset output. Complete professional control
facilities including separate bass and treble on each
channel, loudness -balance control, input selector, bal-
ancing switch and stereo mode selector.

FM STEREO TUNER: This tuner can be purchased in-

stalled in the Stereo Compact or added at any time.

time -switching multiplex circuitry; fully automatic stereo
switching; silicon IF stages. Sensitivity is better than
3uv. This is a highly sensitive component, suited to the
finest systems.

SPEAKERS: Unique Scott -designed systems, each us-
ing two driver elements. Heavy-duty crossover assures
smooth response throughout the audio range. Sealed
enclosures utilize acoustic -suspension design principles.
These speakers produce truly amazing sound.

RECORD CHANGER AND CARTRIDGE: H. H. Scott
chose one of the finest component record changers, and
a superb magnetic phono cartridge with diamond stylus
to assure true component sound.

CABINET: A handsome walnut cabinet houses the
tuner, amplifier and record changer. A unique view -lift
lid covers the record changer and protects it while in use.
Price only $299.95 With FM Stereo Tuner $129.95 extra.

NEW SCOTT STEREO COMPACT -A superb component system assembled in a handsome cabinet.

FREE
NEW 1965 CATALOG 

 AND GUIDE TO STEREO :
It. H. Scott, Inc.. 111 Powdermill Road

: Department 245-01 Maynard, Mass.
  Rush me complete Information on the new 

Scott Stereo Compact.
f=1 Please send me your new 20 -page full -color

1965 Stereo Guide and complete catalog.
El Send me complete information on new con-

soles by Scott . . component quality in
hand -finishedbeautiful, cabinets.

 Name

 Address

City Zone State

SCOTT"
['port. Scott International, III Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto. Cable HIFI. Price slightly higher Nest of Rockies. Subject to change without notice.
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telitilrely taped
oil the hthilka

ft

88 STEREO COMPACT
Choice of Music -Lovers and
Music -Makers.
Features exclusive "Edit-
Eze" cuing and editing.
Superb 30.18,000 cps fre-
quency response for finest
mono or stereo recording
with three hyperbolic heads.
Monitor -off -tape, Sound on
Sound, Erase-Protek, auto-
matic shut-off, tapelifters,
are but some of the many
features to let you thorough-
ly enjoy high quality tape
recording.
4 -track model $339.95
2 -track model $347.95
Walnut enclosure $ 15.95
For portable model with
speakers ask to see the
"880."

MADE BY SKILLED
AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN AT

ing OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC.

9600 Aldrich Ave. So. Minneapolis, Minn. 55420

stereo setup. At some future date, how-
ever, I would like to convert to stereo.
Do you have any recommendations on
the type of equipment I should buy now
that will make the future conversion as
financially painless as possible?

GERALD WAGNER

Buchanan, Mich.

AThere are several possible ap-
. proaches. If you can obtain good

used mono components at a low price,
they may be your best bet as a starter.
I would suggest, however, that you pur-
chase a stereo preamplifier and use it to
drive a single power amplifier. You can
then purchase a second power amplifier
when converting to stereo.

Avoid buying an off -brand speaker,
because when converting to stereo, you
may not be able to get another speaker
whose frequency response matches yours.
Buy a stereo cartridge (rather than a
used or new monophonic cartridge),
since the current stereo cartridges, by
and large, are as good as or better than
the best mono cartridges.

If you are going to buy a used turn-
table, have it demonstrated, if at all pos-
sible, using a stereo cartridge played
through a stereo system with good bass
response. Many of the older mono turn-
tables had vertical rumble that was not
picked up by a mono cartridge but could
be obtrusive in stereo.

Wattage Ratings
Q1 notice that in your test report

. on amplifiers the power output of
one channel of an amplifier is measured
when both channels are driven. What is
the reason for this roundabout approach?

BEN MORGAN
Flushing, N.Y.

AAs a high -power amplifier is driven
. to produce more and more out-

put power, there is an increasingly heavy
current demand on the amplifier's power
supply. As the current demand increases,
the power -supply voltage falls. This volt-
age drop in the power supply in turn
causes less total audio power to be avail-
able from the amplifier's output stage.
When both channels of a stereo ampli-
fier are driven, the current demand on
the amplifier's power supply is increased
substantially, and the power -supply volt-
age falls accordingly. Therefore, an amp-
lifier output measurement made with
both channels driven is far more strin-
gent and provides a truer indication of
the actual power capabilities of the amp-
lifier when reproducing stereo.

As for measuring power output on only
one channel of the amplifier, this is done
simply for convenience's sake. Since the
measurement wanted is watts per chan-
nel, it makes more sense to measure only
one channel than to add the outputs of
both and then divide by two.

Record it for life!

°Wm

77 STEREO COMPACT
Enjoy full fidelity perform.
ance on every occasion
with this low priced mono
and stereo tape recorder.
So easy, so simple to use
it's a "top value" for the
entire family.
Two speeds, record/play-
back preamplifiers, record
interlock and light, mono
and stereo controls and
VU meters.
A single lever controls all
tape motion for easy
operations.
A "top value" at $239.95
Walnut Enclosure $ 15.95
See also the portable
"770" with speakers.

MADE BY SKILLED
AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN AT

ing OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC

9600 Aldrich Ave. So. Minneapolis, Minn. 55420
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Model OLS-529
$139.'

Model SE -63 $43.*

Model 711A
$249.'

What do these
"dangerous"
loudspeakers

have
in common?

Model 901
S.95.'

Model SE -31 S6(,.'
1630 spea<er without enclosure) 1tt9 speaker without enr.

Model 319
$99.75.'

M3del 630
V>9.75.'

Model 812
$49.95.*

Raffle #1 $115.* Model SE -90 $285'
(DLS-529 weaker without enclosures (301 speaker without enclosure)

The uncommon ability to make
all receivers and amplifiers

sound better.
You could :me the finest receivers and amplifiers made, bur: you
still wouldn't have the best sound unless you used the finest !oud-
speakers made ... the EMI "dangerous" loudspeakers.
All of these fine EMI loudspeakers are designed to meet specific
acoustical reeds and requirements. One of these models w II be
just right for you. And within each model category, you will find
transient -perfect sound reproduction that's in a class by itself.

There may be some dealers who do not have EMI loudspeakers and
will demonstrate other speakers for you. But don't be misled. Listen
to an EMI at a franchised dealer-and then compare! We have no
fear of the inevitable judgment of your ears. Choose from six ex-
cellent EMI models. Also available without cabinets for personal
custom installation.

 All prices slightly higher in South and West

EMT
SCOPE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

235 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
Distributed in Canada by: HARTONE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES, LTD. / 298 BRIDGELAND AVE., TORONTO 19, ONTARIO
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and now...

secon
holl_than

best)
the

DUAL
Auto/Standard Turntable

only $69.50

Says Julian D. Hirsch
in Dec. HiFi/Stereo Review:

V' In my review of the Dual 1009. . .

its performance was comparable to
the better manual arm and turntable
combinations. The Model 1010... is
designed to deliver essentially the per-
formance of the 1009, but at a con-
siderably lower price.

.. can be used with practically any
cartridge on the market.
"With the 1010 on the bench next to
the speaker, I was unable to induce
any acoustic feedback, even at high
volume and with maximum bass boost.
"(speeds) unaffected by line voltage
variations from 95 to 135 volts.

. . low rumble figure is approxi-
mately the same as I measured on
the 1009.

. . wow (0.06% at 33 rpm) and
flutter (0.02% ) were very good. 45,

This astonishing performance in a $69.50
turntable is possible only because it
shares the precision engineering and
many advanced features of the incom-
parable DUAL 1009 itself . . . including
the renowned Continuous-PoleTm motor.
For example: automatic and manual
single play. Elevator-ActionTm changer
spindle, feather touch slide switches,
acoustically damped soft spring footings.
For more, see your United Audio dealer.

UNITED AUDIO DUAL
12 WEST 18th ST.. NEW YORK, W N.Y. 10011

DUAL S THE FINEST THE RECORD PROVES IT SINCE 1900
In Canada. DUAL OF CANADA, 24 Milord Ave., Toronto IS. Ontario
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JUST LOOKING
... at the best in new hi-fi components

 Altec Lansing announces the Super
Duplex 604E 15 -inch coaxial loud-
speaker, the latest model in its 604
series. The high -efficiency 604E has a
dual magnetic structure (weighing 26
lbs. 13 oz.), the rear section of which
drives a sectoral horn. The Super Duplex

604E is also offered in a studio enclosure
suitable for monitoring purposes in re-
cording and broadcasting studios. For
the home, Altec has designed the 855A
cabinet, finished in walnut and mounted
on an angled recessed base. Loudspeaker
impedance is 8 ohms, and the system is
designed with a two -section, 1,500 -cps
L/C crossover network. Price: $199.

circle 181 on reader service card

 Colorsound's Model 201 translates
sound signals (bass, medium, and high
frequencies) into corresponding intensi-
ties of red, green, and blue lights. The
Colorsound 201 is designed to perform

1111111111111111111111111111111111111mengl

COL ORSOUND

= 0
with any home -entertainment high-fidel-
ity sound system and contains a built-in
high -sensitivity microphone. The 201 will
control any standard wall, ceiling, or
table -lamp fixture equipped with an in-
expensive adapter fitted with 120 -volt
colored bulbs. The light fixture's power
cord is plugged into a standard a.c. outlet
on the back of the 201. The transistorized
Colorsound unit is capable of controlling
up to 1,000 watts of lamp load, and is
guaranteed for one year against any de-
fect in parts or workmanship. Price:
$199.50.

circle 182 on reader service card

 Empire announces a new 880PE
elliptical -stylus cartridge and elliptical -
stylus replacement. Frequency response
of the 880PE is 8 to 30,000 cps, output
voltage is 8 millivolts per channel, and
channel separation is better than 30 db.

Compliance is rated at 20 X 10-a cm/
dyne and the elliptical stylus is a 0.2 x
0.9 -mil biradial hand -polished diamond
with 15 -degree vertical tracking angle.
The elliptical -stylus cartridge is priced
at $29.95, the elliptical replacement sty-
lus is $14.95.

circle 183 on reader service card

 Jerrold has introduced the Model
SRX FM preamplifier, a unit with 18 db
of amplification. Designed to compensate
for the normal loss of signal strength in
stereo broadcasts, the transistorized SRX
is compact and can be mounted any-
where indoors between the antenna and

the FNI set. Serrated washers provide
fast, easy connection. A feature of the
SRX is a built-in TV -FM isolation signal
splitter, which permits a TV antenna to
supply FM signals also. List price:
$29.95.

circle 184 on reader service card

 Olson Electronics is distributing
a motional -feedback stereo system, Model
AM -229M, in which a second voice coil
in each speaker generates a distortion -
cancelling feedback voltage. The AM -
229M system consists of a special 30 -
watt stereo amplifier and a pair of two-
way speaker systems. The amplifier has

inputs for magnetic or crystal phono,
tuner, tape, and auxiliary. Frequency re-
sponse is 30 to 25,000 cps. Hum and
noise is -60 db. Amplifier size is 143/4 x
93/4 x 5Y8 inches, and the oiled walnut
speaker cabinets are 193A x 113,4 x 6
inches. Price: $149.98.

circle IBS on reader service card

(Continued on page 26)
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Who ever heard
of trading up

to an automatic
from a

manual turntable?
Lots of people, now. Witness these
love notes to Dual.* Not that we
hold any grudge against manual
turntables ... especially the better
ones. On the contrary. We appre-
ciate their help in proving just how
good the DUAL 1009 really is.
And what a value at just $99.50.

0.

A, liras, ,49 P/rYiketAirCO

,

"-!", 441,4 4 r

From actual warranty cards sent in by DUAL 1009
owners. All are available for examination upon request. lean
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1009
Auto/Professional Turntable

 tracks flawlessly
as low as 1/2 gram
 dynamically bal-
anced tonearm
fine -thread adjust
counterweight 
continuously var-
iable direct -read-
ing stylus force
from 0 grams up  automatic and manual single play
 Elevator -Action". changer spindle  constant speed
Continuous -Pole'" motor 71/2 lb. dynamically bal-
anced platter  anti -skating compensation  and Vari-
Pitch"' speed control (-±-3%) for all four speeds!

UNITED AUDIO ic)Lis DUAL
12 WEST 18th ST., NEW YORK. N.Y. 10011

DUAL'S THE FINEST . . THE RECORD PROVES IT SINCE 1900
In Canada: DUAL OF CANADA. 24 Milford Ave.. Toronto 15, Ontario
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Unsurpassed

IA iYigo sound

reproduction!
BAWDY

SONGS its

andBak Roam B ads,
Owe

BAWDY SONGS, Vol. 1, O. Brand
-Roll Your Leg Over, No Hips
At All, One -Eyed Reilly, Sam
Hall, The Sergeant, Rollin' Down
The Mountain. AFLP1906

EL HOMBRE

MEXICAN°
IDOIANIAMI4AMPIAL.IIIMAINOWAS

.941. war**. r
4  e 4414.41*

EL HOMBRE MEXICANO, Mari.
achi Nacional, Arcadio Elias-
Guitars, Violins, Trumpets-
Cowboy yells. Guadalajara, Soy
Puro Mexicano, Paloma, etc.

AFLP2116/AFSD6116

THE BRAVE BULLS! Banda Tau
rina Music of the Bullfight Ring!
El Relicario, Cielo Andaluz, La
Virgen de la Macarena, etc.

AFLP1801/AFSD5801

PLAZA DE TOROS! Vol. 2-Las
Toreras, Canero, Canitas, Gual-
vidal, Dianas, Purification, etc.

AFLP1817/AFSD5817

BAWDY SONGS and Backroom
Ballads, Vol. 2. Oscar Brand-
Lusty, spicy musical folklore.
Winnipeg Whore, Erie Canal, A
Gob Is A Slob, etc. AFLP1806

ipximADIEK55

CALLIOPE
ND mu *ours iiirorxurta tats

11%1A /141-1 OF IRO

-------

11130M GI= IC WM=
wmytumuYttc.v.,.,,v.,.VWARTIMAMO

CIRCUS CALLIOPE-From Gay
90s Village comes the Wurlit-
zer Calliola to the N.Y.World's
Fair. AFLP2127/AFSD6127

HITLER'S INFERNO
In writ04.11.21. M enI40442 11611111..164114O

O. NAZI 126111111411.

HITLER'S INFERNO, A shocking
documentary in words and mu-
sic. Hitler speaks, Nazi Storm
Troopers sing, Nazi Germany
marches. AR2445 (mono)

HITLER'S INFERNO, Vol. 2-
Marches, Songs, Speeches. Nazi
German WWII -A further doc-
umentary shocker. AM2450

SOUND EFFECTS, VOL. 6
Continuing the popular series
that makes everyone a sound

effects expert. Three sized wars
are featured for living room

listening. Plus: M-14 shots, 75mm
cannons, Grenade drill, Army

truck, Jeep, Jet Fighter, Siren, etc.

DFM3036/DFS7036

srmoro, AF,,lor,,LITTsimuoNKM,Se

SOUND Volume

Fra-7.7."

Doctored forfor Super Sound

A
SPECIAL
RECORD OFFER:

BUY 2 AUDIO FIDELITY
RECORDS FROM
YOUR DEALER AT
REGULAR LIST PRICE
($4.98 mono or stereo),

-.1" DANCE PARTY DISCOTHEQUE PROGRAM ...
*0010 fliti0001,111C 018 7042

JET SET DANCE

OISCOMeMle
FRUGGIN' HUM GULLY
THE SWIM THE BUG
HITCH -HIKER WATUSI
THE MONKEY SLOP

THE TWIST CHICKEN BACH

MASHED POTATOES

Ilallo3110 Lomita
NVOLyaMiollio-11:1111TIN

Orrin Moo Malt
IOU IN MIt. N/Oes -NW

Ma PHNOM sri
ROW Ns Om Norms

gig?
ID THE TEEMATES

Very danceable performance of the latest hits
Diversified variety that will insure the success

of any Discotheque dance party program.
A Hard Day's Night, Walk Don't Run'64,

Cmon and Swim, G.T.O., Say You,
And I Love Her, No More Tomorrows, 7 others.

DFM3042/DFS7042

$4.98-mono or stereo

Audio Fidelity Records...
24 HIFI/STEREO REVIEW



0 STEREO 11111..1,

SOUNDvol.--
EFFECTS

EAU ?ILLS IOUSUSS MKS

11160111 OIMIN

PAWS

Doctored for Super Sound

SOUND EFFECTS, Volume 7
Here is an unusual collection of
26 bugle calls...just about every-
thing from Reveille to Taps. Side
2 includes a military brass band
rendition of two sparkling marches
and the National Anthem. Also in-
cluded are 5 Bosun Pipe Calls.

DFM3038/DFS7038

YOU GET THIS RECORD

FREE!
Al' AUDIO FIDELITY DFS 7777

SPECTACULAR
DEMONSTRATION

& SOUND EFFECTS

DFS 7777

An exciting, fast-
moving, narrated
tour of dramatic
situational stereo
effects plus varied
selections from
Audio Fidelity s
vast library. Cited
for engineering
excellence by the
National Academy
of Recording Arts
& Sciences.

A REMARKABLE GROUP OF DANCE ALBUMS!

Includes: Chicken Back,
Twistin' Lindy, Watusi, Fast
Lindy, Dully Gully, Frug, Fox
Trot, Rhythm & Blues, Cha Cha,
Merengue, Gombey, Bossa
Nova, Mambo.

DFM3039/DFS7039

Includes: Fox Trot, Mashed
Potato, Slop, Merengue, Cha
Cha, Lindy, Rumba, Charleston,
Bosse Nova, Watusi, Swing,
Monkey.

DFM3040/DFS7040

Includes: Monkey Twist, Chick-
en Back, Slow Lindy, Ragtime,
Slop, Fox Trot, Bamba, Watusi,
Frug, Limbo, Samba.

DFM3041/DFS7041

Selections for these albums
were all dance tested!

AT BETTER RECORD SHOPS EVERYWHERE!

OR WRITE TO:
AUDIO FIDELITY INC.

770 Eleventh Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

INTERNATIONAL
GUITARS, Dick Dia &

his Orchestra
Breathtaking! ...

.golden melody ...
never a more appealing

sound on records!
Guadalajara, Mala
Fernmena, More,

Torna a Sorrento,

AFLP2129/AFSD6129

STOCK CAR DEMOLITION DERBY

SOUND
EFFECTS

r
412._

STOCK CAR DEMOLITION
DERBY SOUND EFFECTS
Countdown! The grandstands
scream their anticipation as 25
old stock cars race to destroy
each other.

DFM 3034/DFS 7034
bit AVI310 rtz urr srauuzo -1

SOUND EFFECTS
DAYTONA SPEEDWAY

-dew

SOUND EFFECTS, DA TONA
SPEEDWAY SPORTS CARS
-Roaring, whizzing, explo-
sive sounds and excitement
of the raceway! Starts, tune-
up, passing, pit sounds,
etc. DFM 3031/ DFS 7031

DRAG RACE
SOUND &MIS

DRAG RACE SOUND EF-
FECTS-A listener's docu-
mentary of a thrilling spec-
tacle. "Eight -bangers" thun-
dering down the strip...
sounds of engine troubles,
tire squeals, revving up at
take -off and typica: back-
ground sounds of an actual
drag competition.

DFM 3033/ DFS 7033

"GiRINTTATi

GUITARS

GUITARS

111.1.1
UM( ,..11:70110,

0.4.111 WI
111..111111117..101

11114( NMI M. MIS
war chunm sa

tittI::
-3-1.1....J-J -

/4040 FNMA,

DICK IIIA
& his

Orchestra

SOUNDS
SUM"

MEL }

RAILROAD SOUNDS-Vanish.
ng era revisited! Steam & diesel

engines. Dynamic realism! Per.
fect model train background.

AFLP1843/AFSD5843

MOTORCYCLE SCRAMBLE

- SOUND EFFECTS

MOTORCYCLE SCRAMBLE
exciting sounds from death -
defying speedsters. Starting
first 5 lap heat;Shifting on hill;
Down hill, turn, Past start'line,
up hill; Drivers' talk; more.

DFM 3035/ DFS 7035

MICREDME SISII7S AND SOUNDS Of INF

W/1/7ERNAlIONAIS /964
auswiagar

POW"
MCP

1964 Championship Po-
mona DRAG RACES-The re-
markable stereo effect of
this record "puts you in the
driver's seat" in these spec-
tacular and thrilling hot rod
races. Here's the closest
thing to being tnere! Pro-
fusely illustrated jacket.

DFM 3032/ DFS 7032
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Announcing to the owners of AKAI TAPE RECORDER !!

After -services are available at the following
service facilities throughout the United States.

ALADAM.1. NELCO SERV ICli COMPANY

ARIZONA SIGMA ELECTRONICS
CALIFORNIA SAN FRANCISCO RADIO &

SUPPLY COMPANY
AUDIO REPAIR SERVICE
STEVENSON ELECTRONICS
ALBANY TELEVISION SERVICE
PRO -AUDIO ELECTRONICS

COLORADO A. B. & K. SERVICE, INC.
FLORIDA SOUTHERN AUTHORIZED

FACTORY SERVICE INC.
HI Fl SERVICE CENTER
MUSIC CENTER

GEORGIA
HAWAII
ILLINOIS
IOWA

KANSAS

KENTUCKY
MINNESOTA

MISSOURI

MICHIGAN

NE H' MEXICO
NEW YORK

OKLAHOMA
OHIO

OREGON

PENNS YL V-
A NIA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

UTAH
VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

D. C.
WISCONSIN

CANADA

NORMAN'S ELECTRONICS
MR. H. A. GRACE
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, INC.
DECKER BROTHERS INCORPOR-

ATED
THOMASON RADIO AND

ELECTRONIC SERVICE
JOHNSON RADIO & T. V.
ECKLEN RADIO & T. V.

A. A. KELLEY RADIO & ELECTR-
ONIC SERVICE

A-1 EAST TAPE RECORDER
SERVICE

A-1 NORTHWEST TAPE
RECORDER SERVICE

A-i SOUTHWEST TAPE
RECORDER SERVICE

ED'S T. V. & HI-FI
SIGMA' ELECTRIC COMPANY
AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE

COMPANY, INC.
SONORA ELECTRONIC CORPOR-

ATION
TAPE RECORDER SERVICE
JONES -TV -RADIO
TELEVISION LABS, INC.

HIGH FIDELITY UNLIMITED, INC.

WILLS MUSIC STORE
HAAS ELECTRONIC TELEVISION

SERVICE
APPEL VISUAL SERVICE INC.
NORTHSIDE RADIO &

APPLIANCE CO., INC.
DINK'S TELEVISION &

APPLIANCES. INC.
FOUNTAIN CITY RADIO -TV '

SERVICE
B & M ELECTRONIC SERVICE
ARCHINAL PHOTO ELECTRO

SERVICE
STANDARD SUPPLY COMPANY
THE AUDIO CENTER

ELECTRO-SOUND
NATIONAL ELECTRONIC

SERVICE CO., INC.
WISCONSIN AUDIO-VISUAL

REPAIR SERVICE INC.
SIGHT AND SOUND SUPPLY OF

CANADA

2900 1th Ave.. South Birtnimgham
602 N. 3rd Street, Phoenix
1282 Market Street, San Francisco

321 University Ave.. San Diego
1531 Locust Street, Walnut Creek
1150 Solano Ave., Albany 6
383 40th Street, Oakland
1459-61 Sq. Pearl St. Denver
62 N. W. 27th Ave, Miami

25 W. 12th, Jacksonville
7863 Blind Pass Rd. St. Petersburg

Beach
4049 Peachtree Rd. Atlanta
2223 Aloha Dr. Honolulu
5615 W. Division St. Chicago
19 Fourth Street, N. E. Mason City

2810 West 53rd St. Shawnee Mission

1012 Clark Lane, Louisville
114 Lyndale Ave., North Minneapolis

3, Minn.
4181 Manchester Ave., St. Louis

8512 Mack at Burns 5 Blocks East
of Van Dyke Detroit

15736 W 7mile 21/2 Ltlks West of
Greenfield, Detroit

1356 S. Inkster Rd Ink, Between
Michigan & Cherry Hill, Detroit

301 Maple, N. W. Albuwuerque
11 East 16th Street. New York 3
97 Reade Street, New York

261 Wyckoff Ave., Brooklyn 37

1650 Fillmore Ave., Buffalo 11
2710 Classen Blvd. Oklahoma City
1771 South Taylor Road Cleveland

Heights
2816 S. W. Sam Jackson Park Road

Portland 1
432 State Street, Salem
215 South 45th Street, Philadelphia I

963 Liberty Ave, Pittsburgh 22
313 N. Market Street, Chattanooga

1382 Overton Park Ave., Memphis

5314 Broadway NE Knoxville

3717 So. Shepherd Houston 19
2806 Canton Street, Dallas

225 E. 6th South St. Salt Lake City
159 East Little Creek Road Wards

Corner, Norfolk
1210 1st Avenue. Seattle 1
6902 Fourth Street, N. W.

4429 W. North, Milwaukee

454 West Broadway, Vancouver 10.
B. C.

Sherwood's S-9000 transistor stereo
amplifier has a continuous sine -wave
power rating of 50 watts per channel
with both channels operating. Power
bandwidth is from 12 to 23,000 cps at I

per cent distortion. Harmonic distortion
at rated power is under 0.5 per cent and
does not exceed 0.15 per cent at normal
listening levels. Input sensitivities for
rated output power are: phono, 1.8 milli-

volts; tape head, 1.0 millivolt; and tuner,
0.25 volt. Maximum noise and hum be-
low rated output: phono, 70 db; tuner,
80 db. The amplifier's transformerless
output circuits will handle 4-, 8-, and
16 -ohm speakers. A short-circuit protec-
tion circuit virtually eliminates transistor
failure or fuse replacement caused by
shorted speaker terminals or other im-
proper operation.

The S -9000's front -panel controls in-
clude a selector for tape -head, phono,
tuner, and auxiliary inputs; a stereo -
mono mode selector; bass, treble, loud-
ness, and channel -balance controls;
switches for tape -monitoring, high- and
low -frequency filters, loudness compen-
sation, phasing, and speaker on -off. A
stereo headphone jack is also provided.
Size: 14 x 4 x 12% inches. Price: $299.50.

circle 186 on reader service card

 3M is producing Scotchflcx flat
speaker wire, designed for stereo, inter-
com, and background -music systems.
The Scotchflex cal/le No. 800 has four
conductors of No. 22 stranded wire em-
bedded in a flat vinyl strip. The strip's
adhesive backing will adhere to any
clean, relatively smooth surface. Acces-
sories include terminals for connecting
amplifiers or speakers to the cable.
Splices and connections are made by
pressing a U -Element connector into
place. This makes an electrically effici-
ent, mechanically strong connection. For
long connections, two of the cable's con-
ductors can be connected together to
achieve decreased electrical resistance.
Thus connected, the No. 800 cable serves
as a 19 -gauge, two -conductor wire. Each
of the cable's four conductors has a cur-
rent capacity of 4.5 amperes and a re-
sistance of 0.016 ohm per foot. The sys-
tem is chemically inert, and can be
painted over.

circle 187 on reader service card

 The Institute of High Fidelity
has published a second edition of its
informative 64 -page Introduction to

Stereo. Written for the non-
technical music listener, the booklet
is available for 250 from the Institute
of High Fidelity, 516 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10036.
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HOBSON'S CHOICE?

NEVER AGAIN!
If, in 1631, you went to rent a horse from Thomas Hobson at Cambridge, England, you took
the horse that stood next to the door. And no other. Period. Hence, Hobson's Choice
means No Choice.

And, as recently as 1961, if you went to buy a true high fidelity stereo phono cartridge, you
bought the Shure M3D Stereo Dynetic. Just as the critics and musicians did. It was ac-
knowledged as the ONLY choice for the critical listener.

Since then, Shure has developed several models of their Stereo Dynetic cartridges-each
designed for optimum performance in specific kinds of systems, each designed for a specific
kind of porte-monnaie.

We trust this brief recitation of the significant features covering the various members of the
Shure cartridge family will help guide you to the best choice for you.

THE CARTRIDGE

S

V-1 5

M55E

M44

M7/N21 D

M99

M3D

ITS FUNCTION, ITS FEATURES ...
I he ultimate! 15' tracking and Bi-Radial Ellip-
tical stylus reduces Tracing (pinch effect), IM
and Harmonic Distortion to unprecedented
lows. Scratch -proof. Extraordinary quality con-
trol throughout. Literally handmade and in-
dividually tested. In a class by itself for repro-
diking music from mono as well as stereo
discs.

IS YOUR BEST SELECTION
.

II your tone arm tracks at 11/2 grams or le,,
(either with manual or automatic turntable)-
and if you want the very best, regardless of
price, this is without question your cartridge.
It is designed for the purist ... the perfection-
ist whose entire system must be composed of
the finest equipment in every category. Shure's
finest cartridge. $62.50.

Designed to give professional performance!
Elliptical diamond stylus and new 15° vertical
tracking angle provide freedom from distor-
tion. Low Mass. Scratch -proof. Similar to V-15,
except that it is made under standard quality
Control conditions.

If you seek outstanding performance and your
tonearm will track at forces of 3/4 to 11/2 grams,
the M55E will satisfy-beautifully. Will actually
improve the sound from your high fidelity
system! (Unless you're using the V-15, Shure's
finest cartridge.) A special value at $35.50.

A premium quality cartridge at a modest price.
15 tracking angle conforms to the 15' RIAA
and EIA proposed standard cutting angle re-
cently adopted by most recording companies.
IM and Harmonic distortion are remarkably
low . . . cross -talk between channels is ne-
gated in critical low and mid -frequency ranges.

If you track between 3/4 and 11/2 grams, the
M44-5 with .0005" stylus represents a best -buy
investment. If you track between 11/2 and 3
grams, the M44-7 is for you ... particularly if
you have a great number of older records.
Both have "scratch -proof" retractile stylus.
Either model under $25.00.

A top -rated cartridge featuring the highly
compliant N21D tubular stylus. Noted for its
sweet, "singing" quality throughout the audi-
ble spectrum and especially its singular re-
creation of clean mid -range sounds (where
most of the music really "happens".) Budget-
priced, too.

For 2 to 21/2 gram tracking. Especially fine if
your present set-up sounds "muddy." At less
than $20.00, ii is truly an outstanding buy.
(Also, if you own regular M7D, you can up -
grade it for higher compliance and lighter
tracking by installing an N21D stylus.)

A unique Stereo-Dynetic cartridge head shell
assembly for Garrard and Miracord automatic
turntable owners. The cartridge "floats" on
counterbalancing springs ... makes the stylus
scratch -proof . . . ends tone arm "bounce."

If floor vibration is a problem. Saves your
records. Models for Garrard Laboratory Type
"A", AT -6, AT -60 and Model 50 automatic
turntables and Miracord Model 10 or 10H
turntables. Under $25.00 including head shell,
.0007" diamond stylus.

A best-seller with extremely musical and trans-
parent sound at rock -bottom price. Tracks at
pressures as high as 6 grams, as low as 3 grams.
The original famous Shure Dynetic Cartridge.

If cost is the dominant factor. Lowest price of
any Shore Stereo Dynetic cartridge (about
516.00) . . . with almost universal application.
Can be used with any changer. Very rugged.

LA.) r//t/-rte_.

HIGH FIDELITY PHONO CARTRIDGES ... WORLD STANDARD WHEREVER SOUND QUALITY IS PARAMOUNT
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois
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Looks like any other
single lens reflex !

(FROM THE FRONT)

Handles like no other
single lens reflex !

(FROM THE BACK)

This is the new electric eye Fujicarex.
Behind its conventional looking front,
is a rather revolutionary back. See
the film advance lever? Right below
are all essential controls ...automatic
electric eye exposure control wheel
and the focusing wheel. Your thumb
sets the proper exposure, focuses and
advances the film. Your 9 other fingers
don't do very much. Don't grope.
Don't fumble. Don't poke the lens.

Our exclusive "Control Cluster"
makes the Fujicarex the fastest
handling reflex. And a lot more
convenient.

Other special features include:
Automatic instant -return mirror.
Automatic instant -reopen diaphragm.
Automatic push-button preview con-
trol. A very bright Fresnel viewing -
focusing screen and range -finder. And
a superb lens (the 50mm Fujinon
1/1.9) for brilliant color and black
and whites. Accessories include wide
angle, telephoto and close-up attach-
ment lenses.

A lot of camera for less than $15o,
isn't it? Let your own thumb demon-
strate the new Fujicarex for you
at your camera store or write for
FREE booklet.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC EYE

FUJI CAREX
SINGLE LENS REFLEX

FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
111 Fifth Avenue, Dept. A-93, New York 3, N.Y.
A subsidiary of Ehrenreich PhotoOpticol Industries Inc

by HANS H. FANTEL

STEREO PERCEPTION

TAST fall, while pinch-hitting as a hi-fi salesman for a vacationing
friend, I had the highly educational experience of being asked ques-

tions by people who were buying components for the first time. Many of
these questions were seemingly naive, but they cut right through to the
fundamental principles of audio. I would therefore like to share some
of these questions with my readers during the next several months, and
include also the answers I tried to give.

1Vhy do you need two of everything in stereo? I remember one little
run-in I had with a customer who insisted that stereo was a fraud, just
another trick to sell new equipment. He couldn't understand why you need
"two of everything"-recording tracks, amplifiers, speakers. "They both
play the same music, don't they ?" And from that he jumped to his con-
clusion: "Stereo is double for nothing."

By way of reply, I simply switched the showroom's demonstration setup
from stereo to mono. Yes, it was still the same music, but it seemed
shrunken, without depth or spaciousness. One could no longer pinpoint
the instruments in the orchestra. The illusion of concert -hall acoustics trans-
ferred to the listening room was gone. Even my cantankerous customer
heard-and was impressed by-the difference.

1Vhat causes the stereo effect? Some people, I learned, think it's the
equipment. But in fact, the most important stereo component of all is in
your own head. Stereo has existed as long as there have been two -eyed,
two -eared creatures on earth. We have eyes and ears in pairs not just to
provide a spare in case one gives out, but to make sight and hearing three-
dimensional. Close one eye and try to place your index finger on some
specific spot on a desk or table in front of you. You will find that without
the use of both eyes, it is more difficult to touch the spot selected. This
demonstrates how two -eyed vision provides depth perception, the third
dimension that is lacking when you look at things with only one eye.

Something similar holds true for two -eared hearing, and the second
channel in a stereo setup may be thought of as the electronic equivalent
of your second ear. A stereo recording played on stereo equipment in your
home reproduces the audible clues that your ears and brain use to perceive
the acoustic third dimension.

Two factors enter into the aural perception of space. One is direction-
ality. This enables the listener to pinpoint the locations of individual
performers-the violins on the left, the brass on the right. But the other
factor, depth, is even more important in creating the illusion of musical
realism. The depth dimension is captured by reproducing the acoustic
environment (the reverberation characteristics) of the hall in which the
original performance took place. To capture these two aural aspects of the
original musical performance, the two -channel stereo principle-"two
of everything"-is absolutely essential. The acoustics of the concert hall
thus reproduced can then supplant, to a greater or lesser degree, the smaller
acoustical environment of your listening room. Even when recording a solo
instrument, the opportunity of capturing the hall's acoustical environment
justifies recording in stereo.

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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You can't hear the
ADC Quiet Cartridge...
All you hear is the music.

Some cartridges sound smooth no matter what
the orchestra is doing. No chance of sharp
sounds; rolled -off high frequencies take care
of things like that. Everything turns into a
soft characterless blur, thanks to harmonic distortion.
Remember when some listeners used to treasure car-
tridges like that, years ago?

Today we know better. Or should. We want the
musical truth as composer, conductor, and
performers see it: Sometimes soothing and
seductive. Sometimes electrifying

and stark. But never overruled by No, the col-IVA
oration of any particular cartridge.

The ADC Quiet Cartridge doesn't have a sound
of its own. In fact, you can't hear it at all. All you can
hear is the music as it exists on the record. No distor-
tion to add to or subtract from the subtle colorations

of composer and conductor. No re-
sponse dips or peaks to exaggerate
musical balance. The ADC Quiet Car-

tridge faithfully follows the record without interpret-
ing on its own.

See for yourself . . . Write for our
free Curve Comparator Guide.

ADC POINT FOUR/E
IDept. HS -15

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Conn.
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Should Sherwood's new
solid-state amplifier be rated at

150 watts? ...300 watts? ... or 100 watts?
Audio power should be one of your major criteria of am-
plifier performance. The important thing is to use the
same yardstick of comparison.
Among responsible component manufacturers, the
commonly -accepted expression of audio power today is
"MUSIC POWER"- the amplifier's output capability
across the full spectrum of orchestral sound.
If you simply like to play with bigger numbers, multiply
MUSIC POWER by two (the way some manufacturers do)
and you get "PEAK POWER". It's exactly the same rating
but it looks twice as powerful.
But the really important measurement is "CONTINUOUS
SINE -WAVE POWER" with both channels operating
simultaneously. This is the meaningful measurement, used
in laboratory work. It separates the wheat from the chaff.

Sherwood's new S-9000 delivers 150 watts of MUSIC
POWER ... 300 watts of PEAK POWER ... and 100
watts of CONTINUOUS SINE -WAVE POWER at
less than I/2% harmonic distortion. (At normal levels,
distortion never exceeds 0.15%).

Unequalled power - by any standard - is just one of the
important engineering advances built into the new Sher-
wood solid-state amplifiers. Here are some more:

Military -type Silicon Transistors. Used exclusively throughout
Sherwood circuitry. Twice the heat -reliability of ordinary ger-
manium transistors. Safe for even the most confined custom
installations.
Exclusive transistor short-circuit protection. (Pat. Pend.) New
system virtually eliminates transistor failure or fuse replace-
ment due to shorted speaker terminals or other improper op-
eration.
Additional features: Phono input noise less than -65db., with
no microphonics or hum /Professional Baxandall tone controls /
Tape monitoring and tape -head playback facilities / Stereo
headphone jack with speaker disabling switch / Glass epoxy
circuit boards /Compact size - 14" x 4" x 1V/2" deep.

Wait till you hear
Sherwood's new Tan-
glewood 4 -way
speaker system!
Each six -speaker
system handles 75
watts of program
material. Unique de-
sign of dual, 10"
uniflex woofers
achieves unprece-
dented 34 -cycle
closed -box reso-
nance. Overall re-
sponse: 29-17,500
cps 21;2 d b.

$219.50

Model 59000 solid-state, integrated stereo amplifier $299.50
Also available in a 50 watt Music Power version as the Model S-9500 / $179.50

Walnut -grained leatherette cases for either model, $8.50 Prices thou, higher in Far West

For complete specifications and new catalog, write Dept. R-1 HIGH
FIDELITY

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC., 4300 NORTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60618
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/71_,...1, TALK
Eby JULIAN D HIRSCH

 TRANSISTORS: Regular readers of this column will
recall that I ha c had, in the past, some reservations about
solid-state (transistor) high-fidelity components, notably
power amplifiers. Many of the early designs appeared to
reflect the designers' inexperience with the peculiarities
of semiconductors. Also, transistors having the special
characteristics required for high-fidelity applications were
not then available. I found that many of the first solid-
state amplifiers had poor frequency response, excessive
distortion, and a tendency to burn out their output tran-
sistors when overdriven.

But by last year, I began to see clear signs that solid-
state components were coming of age. A few transistor
amplifiers (expensive ones) proved to be superb instru-
ments, outperforming practically any vacuum -tube model.
Reliability was also much improved, although I did dam-
age several of the units I tested by driving them at full
power for the time required to make distortion measure-
ments. While the average home user is not likely to have
cause to treat an amplifier in this way, I found it annoy-
ing that the units would not hold up under normal test
procedures.

There can no longer be any doubt, however, that tran-
sistors are here to stay. Virtually every major manufac-
turer now offers a broad line of transistor components,
and at least one has dropped all
vacuum -tube models from his line.
Lower -price solid-state models are
being produced, with somewhat
less power than the original de luxe Acoustic
models but with similar perform- Weathers
ante. Transistor stereo FM tuners
are also much in evidence. Some
earlier models with transistor r.f.

preamplifiers, the growing popularity of single -chassis
receivers has spurred their development. After all, if the
power amplifiers of a receiver are transistorized, it makes
sense to use a fully solid-state tuner and control section
if there are no compelling reasons to do otherwise.

Transistor reliability, I believe, has finally been
achieved. Most of the new amplifiers can withstand any-
thing up to being driven to full power output into a short-
circuited load. And even under this condition, the ampli-
fier will do no more than blow a fuse. I have, for example,
seen at least one amplifier operating at full power output
in a setup that automatically short-circuited the speaker
output circuit every five seconds. The amplifier continued
to function perfectly. No doubt others can withstand the
same treatment.

What about the sound of the 1965 solid-state ampli-
fiers and receivers? It would not be fair, of course, to
attempt to judge them on the basis of a few moments'
listening. I have already given one of the new receivers
a preliminary check, however, and its sound is excellent.
The significance or even the reality of "transistor sound"
may be arguable, but the clean, transparent quality of
these receivers is undeniable. The one I now have is 100
per cent solid-state, and the tuner section seems to be
totally free of overload problems or other vices.

I am also tremendously im-

REVIEWED THIS MONTH

Research AR -4 Speaker

Townsend Record Player

amplifiers suffered from overload on strong local stations,
producing spurious signals at various points on the dial.
For this reason, some manufacturers have chosen to use
tiny nuvistor tubes in the tuner's input stages in order
to overcome this difficulty, while others claim to have
solved the problem with specially designed circuits. (See
"Transistor High Fidelity" in the May 1964 issue of
HIFI/STEREo REVIEW.) I expect to learn more about how
successful these manufacturers have been as I test the new
models in months to come.

Although in my estimation there does not seem to be
much technical justification for transistor FM tuners or

pressed by the fact that this fully
enclosed 75 -watt receiver is only
faintly warm after many hours of
operation. Low temperatures mean
long component life and alignment
stability. I suspect that some of the
new stereo receivers will require
little or no maintenance over a

period of many years. Here, when all the ad -man's en-
thusiasm has been discounted, is the real strength of solid-
state design, and the reason why I believe that vacuum
tubes will disappear from high-fidelity equipment within
a few years.
 HI-FI SHOW NOTES: There were a number of note-
worthy trends discernible at the recent New York High
Fidelity Show. Many manufacturers are offering "com-
pact" or portable systems consisting of a record changer,
a small built-in solid-state amplifier, and a pair of small
remote speakers. Some of these are very good, and some
are quite dismal -sounding. Unfortunately, there is no way
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for the consumer to tell good from bad except by listening,
so don't be misled by external similarities. The units are
not alike, by any means.

I was gratified to see a couple of new full -range electro-
static speakers at the show. Some of the truest, most un-
colored sound I have ever heard was the product of
full -range electrostatic speakers, and it is a pity that their
high price, size, fragility, and special amplifier require-
ments have limited their acceptance by the public. One
of the new models solves the last problem by incorporat-
ing separate amplifiers for the high and low frequencies.
The integrated amplifier -speaker approach has been used
commercially for a couple of years by one manufacturer,
and I think it is even more advantageous for electro-
static speaker systems. We should hear more about this
in the future.

Another significant trend that caught my attention was
the proliferation of excellent -sounding small speaker sys-
tems. Many of these are of true bookshelf dimensions, in
that their 10- to 12 -inch depth makes it possible for them
to be accommodated easily on the average bookshelf. In
fact, some of the smaller units would make nice bookends.

The sound of most of these systems can be described
as sweet, smooth, and unobtrusive. While lacking the
ability to reproduce very low bass, the small systems seem,
as a rule, to have a very open, nonboomy sound. Tech-
nically, it appears that most manufacturers are convinced
that the bass drivers of the small systems should be of
the acoustic-supension type. This implies the use of a

sealed, well -braced cabinet, a woofer with a long -throw
voice coil, and a cone suspension capable of extended
excursion without distortion. This employment of acous-
tic -suspension techniques in small systems is evident even
among those manufacturers who do not consider acoustic
suspension suitable for their standard -size bookshelf or
larger systems.

The tweeters found in the small speakers appear to
present no problems for designers, except that the use of
large sectoral horns is obviously ruled out. There appears
to be a trend toward the use of dome tweeters, both
for the wide dispersion this type affords and because, in
general, they offer a fairly good efficiency match for the
miniature long -throw woofers. Wide dispersion, which
provides the illusion of a large sound source, becomes,
I suspect, a special consideration for the design engineer
planning a small speaker system.

The prices of the small speakers may appear high when
compared with those currently being paid for the stand-
ard bookshelf types. After all, it is possible to purchase
a system almost twice as large for only a few dollars
more. However, the economics of speaker manufacturing
are such that the major cost must always be attributed
to the magnetic structure, and the magnets used in the
small speakers rival in size, weight, and efficiency those
used in larger systems. Large magnets are used to main-
tain system efficiency. Long -throw voice coils, in general,
make for low efficiency because only a small section of
the voice coil is in the magnetic gap at any one time.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR -4 SPEAKER
SYSTEM

 THE acoustic -suspension loudspeaker system, pioneered
so successfully by Acoustic Research, has been scaled
downward in price and size in the new AR -4 bookshelf
speaker. The AR -4, like the AR -2 and the AR -3, employs
a sealed enclosure in which the springiness of the enclosed
air supplies a large part of the speaker cone's restoring
force. This technique makes it possible to obtain low -
distortion bass response from a relatively small cone
woofer.

The AR -4 has an 8 -inch woofer, with an L -C crossover
at 1,500 cps to a 31/2 -inch direct -radiator tweeter mounted
in a sealed compartment within the main enclosure. Ow-
ing to its moderately high efficiency, the AR -4 can be

Oscilloscope tone -burst photos show the AR -4's excellent tran-
sient response. Burst at left is at 1,000 cps; at right. 4.50 cps.
Curvature in the I,000 -cps trace is owing to test equipment.
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driven fully by a 12- to 15 -watt amplifier. A tweeter -level
control on the rear of the speaker adjusts high -frequency
response to the acoustical characteristics of the listening
room.

The AR -4 is considerably smaller than the other AR
systems, measuring 19 x 10 x 9 inches, and weighs less
than 20 pounds. It is finished on four sides and can be
installed either horizontally or vertically. The system's
impedance is 8 ohms.

My tests showed that the AR -4 has the smoothness and
low distortion that characterize the larger AR systems.
My automatically plotted frequency -response curves,
taken from eight different microphone positions, showed
substantial agreement with the curves published by Acous-
tic Research. My measurements were made with the
tweeter level set at the indicated "normal" position and
with the speaker mounted on a shelf in a mid -wall loca-
tion. Unlike some smaller speaker systems that either go
dead or distort badly below about 70 cps, the AR -4 pro-
duced very clean if diminished output down to at least
30 cps. The smoothness of the system is attested to by the
fact that no peaks or dips greater than 2.5 db were meas-
ured from 30 to 15,000 cps. The smoothness of the bass
roll -off is an indication that substantial bass boost can
be applied with the amplifier's tone controls without
causing distortion or other ill effects. Even with no tone -
control compensation, the measured response was within

db from 47 to 13,000 cps, which is very good per -
(Continued on page 36)
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AR two -speed turntable $ 78.00
(includes oiled walnut base and transparent dust cover)

Dyna Stereodyne III cartridge 19.95
Dynakit SCA-35 integrated amplifier 139.95

(in kit form $99.95)
Two AR -4 speakers in oiled walnut 114.00

(in unfinished pine $102.00)
Total $299.90 to $351.90

This is an AR-Dyna system.
One year ago it would not have been possible
to assemble a stereo system of this high qual-
ity at this low cost.

Each of these components has already earned a unique
reputation for absolute quality independent of price.

The AR turntable, one of the most honored products
in hi-fi history, has been selected by five magazines as
number one in the field. (Gentlemen's Quarterly chose
it editorially for a price -no -object system costing
$3,824.) It has also been cited for outstanding visual
design.

The Dyna Stereodyne III cartridge is an improved
model at a new low price. It is one of the truly musical
pickups.

The Dynakit SCA-35 integrated amplifier was de-
scribed simply and accurately in the 1964 Hi-Fi Tape
Systems as "the finest low -powered amplifier on the
market." We have nothing to add except to note that
the all -in -one° SCA-35 has more than adequate power
to drive AR -4 speakers.

°Also available at a slightly higher price with preamp and
power amplifier separate.

Modern Hi-Fi wrote of the new AR -4 speaker: "The
results were startling...the AR -4 produces extended

low -distortion bass. The power response and disper-
sion of the AR -4's tweeter are as good as those of units
that cost many times as much. All in all, it is difficult
to see how AR has achieved this performance at the
price."

These components comprise a complete record -play-
ing system that will play both monaural and stereo
records at 3334 or 45 rpm. A Dynakit FM -3 stereo tuner
may be added simply by plugging in to the SCA-35.

You can hear this stereo system at the AR Music
Room, New York City's permanent hi-fi show on the
west balcony of Grand Central Terminal.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
21 Thorudike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141

I would like more information on the stereo system
shown here, and on Dynakit and AR products.

NAME

ADDRESS
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formance indeed from a speaker of this size and price.
The tone -burst transient response of the AR -4 was

among the best I have ever encountered, showing no ring-
ing or spurious output at any frequency. In harmonic -
distortion tests, the AR -4's performance, particularly con-
sidering its under -$60 price, was also exceptional. When
driven at a 10 -watt level (much louder than normal), dis-
tortion was under 2.5 per cent down to 70 cps.

The over-all sound of the AR -4 can be described as
being closer to that of the AR -3 than to the AR -2a. Al-
though the AR -4 is always clean and musical, its bass is
noticeably thinner than the more expensive AR -2a or the
AR -3, and the extreme top end does not have quite their

shimmer. However, on piano, or on other material that
consists of predominantly mid -range frequencies, the
AR -4 sounds very much like the AR -3. In my listening
room, the region from 300 to 2,000 cps was elevated by
several decibels relative to the lower and higher frequen-
cies, and the dominance of the middles appeared to make
the sound more immediate. The AR -4 has plenty of highs,
and corner mounting, if feasible, would enhance the low-

end frequency response when desired.
Considering the performance and the price of the AR -4

($57 in oiled walnut or unfinished birch, $51 in un-
finished pine), I rate the speaker an outstanding value.

For more Information, circle 188 on reader service card

WEATHERS
TOWNSEND
RECORD PLAYER

 THE Weathers Townsend is a low-cost single -speed
(331/4 -rpm) integrated record player with top-quality
performance. Like other Weathers turntables, it has a
light aluminum platter that is driven by a tiny 600 -rpm
synchronous motor. A soft -rubber drive wheel on the
motor shaft contacts the inside of the turntable rim. The
on -off switch, in addition to controlling the power to the
motor, removes the rubber drive wheel from the turntable
rim when the unit is switched off, to prevent the forma-
tion of flat spots on the wheel.

The turntable bearing assembly and the tone arm are
rigidly coupled, and are suspended as a unit from the
motorboard on three compliant springs. The resonant
frequency of the turntable -arm system is about 5 cps,
which effectively isolates it from jarring and vibration.
The walnut tone arm is of the familiar Weathers design,
and will accept any standard cartridge. The arm has an
adjustable counterweight for setting stylus tracking force.
The finger lift is well placed, and the arm has an ex-
cellent feel.

I measured the rumble of the Weathers Townsend as
-27 db in both the lateral plane and when combining
both vertical and lateral components. These figures must
be qualified, however, since they were taken (as are all
my turntable measurements) following the NAB stand-
ards. The motor of the Townsend revolves at 600 rpm,
which is one-third the speed of most phono motors. Con-
sequently, its main rumble frequency is at 10 cps instead
of the usual 30 cps. If the Townsend's rumble figures
were weighted to reflect the relative inaudibility of sounds
at extremely low frequencies, they would be much more
impressive. The important thing to bear in mind is that
the rumble of the Townsend is totally inaudible under
any listening conditions, and is also sufficiently low that
there is practically no chance of overloading an amplifier
with subsonic rumble. I would thus rate the Townsend
excellent insofar as rumble is concerned.

The wow and flutter were each a negligible 0.05 per

cent. Speed was exact, and was unaffected by line -voltage
variations from 70 to 135 volts. The floating arm -turn-
table suspension proved quite effective. I could not induce
acoustic feedback even with the turntable mounted di-
rectly in front of a speaker system, and it was unaffected
by any jarring short of outright pounding on the base.

The arm had a low tracking error-less than 0.4 degree
per inch of radius over the useful record surface. The
arm's cartridge mount can be adjusted for correct over-
hang (and consequent low tracking error) with different
types of cartridges.

The Townsend is also available with the Weathers
LDM ceramic cartridge for an additional ten dollars. The
unit I tested was so equipped, and I measured the car-
tridge's performance. The cartridge had somewhat better
over-all performance than the unit I reported on in the
June 1963 HIFI/STEREo REVIEW cartridge survey. Fre-
quency response was within ±2.5 db from 30 to 20,000
cps on one channel, and fell off slightly above 12,000 cps
on the other channel. Stereo separation was about 30 db
up to 5,000 cps, better than 20 db at 10,000 cps, and
about 17 db at 18,000 cps. This represents excellent per-
formance. The cartridge sounded as good as it measured.
The sound was sweet and bright, with the extended highs
contributing a little extra sparkle to those recordings
having any appreciable musical content above 10,000 cps.

The output of the LDM cartridge is about 7 millivolts.
Although it is not subject to magnetic hum induction,
it is important that the system be properly grounded to
avoid hum from electrostatic sources. The output cable
from the player has a separate ground clip that accom-
plishes this task very well. The tracking force was factory -
set at 3 grams, and at that force it easily tracked any record
I tried.

A minor annoyance I found was that the Townsend's
plastic -foam record pad came off every time I lifted a
record from the turntable. This could be cured by the
application of a little rubber cement between the pad
and the turntable.

The Weathers Townsend with base, but without car-
tridge, sells for $59.95. This surely makes it one of the
best buys in record players. With the LDM cartridge, it is
priced at only $69.95, making the combination an even
greater value.

For more information, circle 189 on reader service card
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Before multiplex came along,
you could get by

with an average tuner.

Now you need a Fisher.

The Fisher FM -90-B
FM -Multiplex Stereo Tuner

With STEREOSCAN7, GOLDEN SYNCHRODEt front end. 3 IF stages,
2 limiters, 2µv sensitivity; 5179.50*

88 90 1.21115 96 tl Wil1021041.1

The Fisher FM -200-C
FM -Multiplex Stereo Tuner

with STEREO BEM UN Ht /Her-6010LN S1 N( HRoDLT front end, 5 IF
stages, 4 limiters, 1.8 mv sensitivity, solid-state multiplex. Au-roScAtO

automatic stereo scanner, MICROTUNE4 tuning; 5299.50*

In the good old days of strictly mono-
phonic FM, any reasonably well -engi-
neered tuner brought in at least your local
stations with listenable fidelity. Of course,
a Fisher tuner still made quite a difference
in sound quality; but it was a difference in
degree, not in kind. Multiplex has changed
all that.

Even though FM -stereo has potentially
much greater sonic realism than FM -
mono, a multiplex broadcast can actually
sound badly distorted unless received
through an absolutely first-rate tuner. And
to hear a stereo program exactly as it was
monitored in the FM station's control
room requires the sensitivity, wide -band
t PATENT PENDINGCABINET 524.95 OVERSEAS RESIDENTS nLEtE

me 88.91.992g 9.6 3.8 10.91!1YY. h1fi,108

A)

The Fisher FM -100-C
FM -Multiplex

with STEREO BEACONt. A141, .r -GOLDEN SYNCHRODEt front end, 4 IF
stages, 3 limiters, solid-state multiplex, 1.8 my sensitivity; $249.50*

90 92 1411 N

e eft e",

The Fisher TFM-300
Transistorized FM -Multiplex Stereo Tuner

with STEREO BLACON , Aiiiistor-GoLui N ht HRODI. trunt end, 5 IF
stages, 5 limiters, 1.8 Av sensitivity. At.rroScANt automatic stereo

scanner; $299.50°

design, low distortion and unequaled
channel separation of a Fisher multiplex
tuner. Nothing less will do; the medium
itself has become more demanding.

The seven stereo tuners currently made
by Fisher feature ultrasensitive front ends,
three to six wide -band IF stages, two to
five wide -band limiters, wide -band ratio
detectors, multiplex circuitry of the
superior time -division type, and - in six
models-automatic mono -stereo switching
via the Fisher STEREO BEACONt. The IHF
sensitivity of all models is in the range
from 2 to 1.5 microvolts; FM -stereo sepa-
ration at 1 kc ranges from 35 to 40 -plus db.
Prices start at $179.50, less cabinet.

FREE: 52.00 VALUE: Send
for your free copy of The New
Fisher Handbook. This entirely
new, revised and enlarged edi-
tion of the famous Fisher high
fidelity reference guide is a
magnificent 76 -page book. De-
tailed imformation on all Fisher
stereo components is included.

THE NEW
FISHER
HANDBOOK

Use postcard on inside cover flap.

Fisher Radio Corporation
21-40 44th Drive
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101
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Our new collection is now

available ...
equipment cabinets speaker

enclosures consoles cabinets

galore. Danish and Provincial

styles in new decorator finishes.

see your dealer or write for free brochure

HOW TO PLAY THE PIANO
By ARTHUR MYERS

ITOOK UP piano playing about three
years ago. By now I know where all
the notes on the piano are, although

I must admit I have trouble finding
some of them on short notice. So I tend
to stick to pieces that sound good when
they are played slowly.

About a year ago I found I could play
Gertrude's Dream, by L. V. Beethoven,
quite well. But I rarely got requests for
Gertrude's Dream. In fact, nobody
would even believe that Beethoven ever
wrote anything of the sort, which is not
true; he did. Anyway, nobody wanted
to hear me play it, even if they were
willing to admit that Beethoven did
write it. Everyone wanted to hear some-
thing by Gershwin.

I figured that if I were ever to be-
piano

playing, I would have to learn some-
thing more modern, more in tune with
the times than Gertrude's Dream by
L. V. Beethoven. So I got a lot of
books, called Hits of the Thirties, Hits
of the Forties, Hits of the Fifties, Hits
of the Sixties, and so on.

What intrigued me most about these
was their instructions to the player. I
don't mean things like Poco agitato, or
molto rubato, or subito allegro. I don't
have any notion of what these mean,
and I doubt that I ever will. There's
something un-American about that kind
of talk, anyway. The directions that
fascinated me were the ones they had
written in English. They tell you ex-
actly how you're supposed to play the
piece, and no nonsense about it.

Some instructions look easy, but they
can be deceptive. Take, for example,
For You, which says at the beginning
of the refrain, "Dreamily." Of course,
if anybody really played it dreamily,
he'd lose his place. Actually, I some-
times lose my place even when I'm pay-
ing close attention. But after awhile I
did feel that I had gotten so I could
play For You pretty dreamily. Imagine
my chagrin when a friend who was
watching over my shoulder as I played
For You said, at the end of my rendi-

tion, "It says dreamily, not drearily."
Despite such rude shafts, I still think

I can play dreamily, within the limits,
of course, of not losing my place. I also
think I'm getting pretty good at "Grace-
fully and not fast," as well as "Slowly
and tenderly." Sometimes they throw
some hard ones at you, though. I stay
away from those pieces. For example,
occasionally they will say to play "In
jolly tempo." That's very hard to do
when you don't know where your next
note is coming from.

And sometimes they cross you up,
too. At the beginning of a piece they
say, "Rather slow but with rhythm." So
far so good. But you get a little way
along and you run into "A little faster
and rhythmical." You start sweating,
but you plunge on gamely. The clincher
-and where I throw in the towel-is
when it suddenly says, "Gaily!"

Then take Gershwin's Mine. They
tell you to play it "Slowly, with much
expression." Now I'm good with the
slowly, but I have a little trouble with
the expression. However, I'm working
on it, and hope soon to add Mine to
my repertoire, which so far is only
Gertrude's Dream.

My favorite direction, though, is

"Not fast." I'm very good at that. It
says "Not fast" at the beginning of
Gershwin's Beginner's Luck. I often
practise Beginner's Luck, and I always
practise it not fast. If someone were to
ask me now to play something from
Gershwin, I would play Beginner's
Luck, not fast. A frequent variation of
"Not fast" is "Not too fast." For ex-
ample, you find this instruction in South
American Way. I often reflect that of
all the people who have played this
number on the piano, I may well be the
only one who has never, never played
South American Way too fast. To tell
the truth, though, I never have been too
wild about South American Way. It is
my feeling that a song should offer the
artist something more in the way of a
challenge. But what does come after
Mine and Gertrude's Dream?

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD
18 HIFI/STEREO REVIEW



It's almost absurdly easy. You need no experience
whatsoever. The superbly detailed kit construction man-
ual prepared by Fisher StrataKit engineers tells
absolutely every-
thing you need to
know to build this
magnificent 80 -
watt stereo con-
trol -amplifier.
The language is ,
simple; the dia-
grams are huge and crystal-clear; the exclusive
method itself is uniquely 'beginner -proof.'

You build your StrataKit in ingeniously simplified
stages (Strata). Each stage corresponds to
separate fold -out page in the instruction
manual. Each stage is built from a
separate, clearly identified packet of
parts (StrataPack). The major parts
come already mounted on the
extra -heavy -gauge steel chassis.
Wires are precut for every stage-
which means every page. All work
can be checked stage -by -stage
and page -by -page, before pro-
ceeding to the next stage. There
is no possibility of last-minute
`surprises.'

When you have built the Fisher KX-200,
you are the owner of one of the world's finest
amplifiers, easily worth $250.00. Its 80 -watt
(IHF) stereo power amplifier section will
drive the least efficient speakers at extremely
low distortion. Its preamplifier section pro-
vides a virtually unlimited range of input and
control facilities. It even incorporates exclusive
features like a laboratory -type d'Arsonval
bias/balance meter and a power -derived third -
speaker output with separate volume control.

you

I sum o r-tt--,,r,
'-ii.Etaiii*- \.. ........--- ar.-------=
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a :,.4ima ---. awsa.ra-ssaar
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StrataKit

a

Build the
Fisher KX-200
StrataKit
and own a $250
stereo control-
amplifier for $169.50.

All this is yours in a kit priced at $169.50. The Fisher
KX-100, a 50 -watt stereo control -amplifier kit of ad-
vanced design, costs only $129.50. (Walnut cabinet for
either model, $24.95; metal cabinet, $15.95.)

"I personally guarantee that any
Fisher StrataKit you assemble, as
directed, will be fully equal in per-
formance and reliability to its labo-
ratory -wired prototype."

Founder and President
Fisher Radio Corporation

FREE! $1.00 VALUE!
Send for The Kit Builder's Manual.
an illustrated guide
to high fidelity kit construction,
complete with detailed specifications
of all Fisher StrataKits.
Fisher Radio Corporation
21-40 44th Drive
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101

Name

Address

City State

The
Kit Builder's

Manual

OVERT.t.k: PES3DCZ4TS PLC.,. WRITE TO ',SUER RADIO IL" it, 10 ,I .ILL ATTOCrAlCD, LTD..
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We aim at

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

KLH makes speaker systems that sell from $50 to $1140.
Each of these systems delivers the cleanest, best balanced performance
you can buy for the price.

But the one by which we judge every new product we make is
the Model Six.

How does such a modestly priced speaker become the standard
bearer for an entire line?

It isn't just that the Six is a magnificent speaker. More than
any other speaker we have ever made, the Model Six embodies the
qualities that the name KLH stands for - an engineering approach that
separates the trivial from the important; cuts through the accepted to
find the exceptional -a patient, painstaking effort to give you cleaner,
finer performance at lower cost.

We aim at the Six because it gives you the highest quality of
performance, per dollar, of any speaker we make. Or anybody else makes.

That's why we call the Model Six:
the lowest priced speaker
you can be satisfied with
for the rest of your life.

11111111111111 I I 1111111111111111111111111111 KLH RESEARCH AND ES CORPORATION
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by Martin Bookspan THE BASIC REPERTOIRE Item Sixty-eight

"The Hunter's Funeral Procession." or "Wie die Tiere den lager begraben."
(Woodcut after a drawing from -Die guten Freunde," Moth.: von Schwind, 1850)

Mahler's
FIRST SYMPHONY

IN THE 1880's a young musician was moving from one
provincial German opera house to another as the
conductor of the "second -string" repertoire of operas

- -Marschner, Lortzing, and the like. When he was given
an opportunity in Olmiitz to conduct operas by Wagner
and Mozart, he could not bring himself to "profane"
these works with the inferior forces at his command. The
flaming young musical idealist was Gustav Mahler. He
had already composed a considerable amount of music
himself, but it still lay, unperformed, in manuscript.

During the years 1883 and 1884, the twenty -three -year -
old Mahler was the second conductor in the city of Kassel,
and it was probably during that period that he began work
on his First Symphony. In 1884 Mahler made a spectacu-
larly successful conducting debut in Leipzig, and from
then until his death in 1911 he was best known to his
contemporaries as a conductor. But Mahler's major signifi-
cance in his own eyes was as a composer, and one of the
remarkable aspects of the musical life of the mid -twentieth
century is the extent to which we have come to agree with
Mahler's own assessment of his importance. "Mehl Zeil
wird kommeit"--My time will come"-he prophesied.
That Mahler's time has indeed come here and now is
indisputable.

Following the Leipzig conducting triumph, Mahler's
fortunes rose steadily. In 1888 he was appointed Director
of the Royal Opera at Pesth (now part of Budapest), a
singular honor for a young man not yet thirty. Early in
his second season there, Mahler conducted the initial
performance of his First Symphony. The audience had
grown to respect the conductor in the highest degree, but
that performance aroused conflicting emotions, perplexity
perhaps chief among them. And small wonder, for
Mahler had prepared a "Program Outline" of awesome

proportions, calling the work a "Symphonic Poem in two
parts" and giving it the title "The Titan," after the novel
of the same name by the German Romantic writer Jean
Paul. The various movements were described by Mahler
as follows:

Part I. Days of Youth. Youth, flowers and thorns.
1. Spring without end. The introduction represents the

awakening of nature at early dawn.
2. A Chapter of Flowers. [This movement, an Andante,

was withdrawn by Mahler after a Weimar performance of
the score. He never reinstated it.]

3. Full sail! (Scherzo)
Part II. Commedia untana.

-I. Stranded. A funeral march a la Callot [Jacques Cal -
lot, the seventeenth -century French engraver]. The follow-
ing remarks may serve as an explanation, if necessary. The
author received the external incitement to this piece from
a pictorial parody well-known to all children in South Ger-
many, "The Hunter's Funeral Procession." The forest ani-
mals accompany the dead forester's coffin to the grave. The
hares carry flags; in front is a band of gypsy musicians and
music -making cats, frogs, crows, etc.; and deer, stags, foxes,
and other four -footed and feathered denizens of the forest
accompany the procession in comic postures. In the present
piece the imagined expression is partly ironically gay, partly
gloomily brooding, and is immediately followed by

5. Dall'Inlerno a! Paradiso (allegro furioso), the sudden
outbreak of a profoundly wounded heart.

I have quoted Mahler's own vivid word -picture of the
First Symphony in full because it gives a fanciful and
undeniably accurate indication of what was in the com-
poser's mind at the time of the work's creation. Mahler
later disavowed this program-and indeed all program-
matic descriptions of his musk-but the fact remains that
the spirit of romantic fancy so directly conveyed by these
words is integral to an understanding of the music. One
could in fact wish that more conductors would take the
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The first choice among today's recordings of Gustav Mahler's Symphony No. I is the warm yet tightly
controlled reading of Georg Solti on the London label. Other notable interpretations of "The Titan"
Symphony are provided by the late Bruno Walter for Columbia and by Jascha Horenstein for Vox.

trouble to read and ponder Mahler's words before con-
ducting the symphony.

That Mahler's First Symphony now has sufficient popu-
larity to warrant its being considered part of the basic
repertoire is attested to by the current availability of no
fewer than eleven recordings of the work, with a twelfth
(by Sir John Barbirolli and the Halle Orchestra) said to
be forthcoming soon in Vanguard's Everyman series. Two
conductors have recorded the symphony twice: Paul

Kletzki, first with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra about
a decade ago (Angel 35180) and more recently with the
Vienna Philharmonic (Angel S 35913); and Bruno
Walter, with the New York Philharmonic in the early
1950's (Columbia ML 4958) and subsequently, shortly
before his death, with the hand-picked Columbia Sym-
phony Orchestra on the West Coast (Columbia MS 6394,
ML 5794). Four of the remaining seven discs exist in
stereo as well as mono: Sir Adrian Boult and the London
Philharmonic Orchestra (Everest 3005/6005); Bernard
Haitink and the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra
(Philips 900017/500017); Erich Leinsdorf and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra (RCA Victor LSC/LM
2642) and Georg Solti and the London Symphony Or-
chestra ( London 6401/9401 ) .

For three movements, the later Bruno Walter perform-
ance is nearly ideal. The conductor, who was a close friend
and disciple of Mahler, brings to his rerecording a life-
time of devotion to the Mahler ethos, and infuses these
three movements with a personal meaning that moves
one as a revelation of universal truth. But curiously,
Walter's performance of the disorganized but hypnotically
arresting last movement falls completely flat: the tempo
seems deliberately held back, and the thrust and cumula-
tive impact of the score are not allowed to develop.

The Kletzki rerecording is a blot on that conductor's
reputation as a fine Mahler conductor. He brings little
imagination to his handling of the music, and Angel's
reproduction is on the shallow side. But the performance
is removed from serious consideration above all else by
a huge and inexplicable cut that Kletzki makes in the last
movement. The movement rambles, it is true, but a
conscienceless excision is no way to solve the problem.

Leinsdorf scored an enormous personal triumph in
Boston early in his first season as the Boston Symphony's

Music Director with exciting performances of the Mahler
First. His recording, unfortunately, does not capture the
brilliance and dash of his concert performances. Here
there is an air of overrefined polish and calculation. The
conductor's more recent recording of Mahler's Fifth
Symphony is, in my opinion, much more successful. The
Leinsdorf Mahler First recording does, however, have a
most unusual distinction: for months after its release it
was one of the best-selling discs of serious music in the
country.

Young Bernard Haitink has some individual ideas
about the symphony, but in the end he does not quite
succeed in bringing the thing off. In this regard, be it
noted, he has grown considerably in his conception of
the Mahler First in the few years since he recorded it:
last April I heard him conduct a really first-rate perform-
ance of the music in New York.

THIS brings us to the most recent of the recordings of
the symphony, and in many ways the most satisfying of
the lot: the one by Georg Solti and the London Symphony
Orchestra. Some years ago, in a recording with the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra of Mahler's Fourth
Symphony, Solti revealed an intuitive response to the
music of Mahler. That success is repeated in his recording
of the First Symphony. Solti shapes the music lovingly
and yet succeeds in keeping the loose structure under firm
control. Playing and sound, too, are exemplary.

Solti's, then, is my recommendation for the best all-
round recording of Mahler's First Symphony. But a final
word of praise must go to the mono -only recording con-
ducted by Jascha Horenstein, included in a three -disc
Mahler omnibus collection that also includes the com-
poser's Kindertoienlieder and Ninth Symphony (Vox
VBX 116). Horenstein may well be one of the most un-
derrated conductors of our time. His recordings, especially
of Mahler, reveal a superb intellect and high technical
achievement. His recording of Mahler's First is a brilliant
accomplishment, especially the last movement, which he
succeeds in making more convincing than any other con-
ductor who has recorded the score.

I REPRINTS of a review of the complete "Basic Repertoire" are

available without charge. Circle number 116 on reader service card.
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SAVE $ AND GET MORE WITH EICO
VET c aIA/I r!hig\ I CAM CI i% ILI LINI-r ,/
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NEW EICO 3566 SOLID STATE AUTO-
MATIC FM-MPX STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER

. , . . !CHEST
QUALITY RANGE AT HALF THE PRICE OF COMPARABLE INSTRUMENTS.
NEW ALL -TRANSISTOR FRONT-END IS NOT OVERLOADED BY EVEN VERY
STRONG LOCAL STATIONS WHILE PRODUCING LOW NOISE UNEQUALLED BY
TUBES. SEMIKIT REQUIRES LITTLE MORE WORK THAN BUILDING A STEP.E0
AMPLIFIER ALONE. SINCE ALL STEREO TUNER SECTIONS ARE SUPPLIED
PRE -WIRED AND PRE -ALIGNED (RF FRONT END. 4 -STAGE IF STRIP AND MP
CIRCUIT BOARD). KIT ONLY 229.95. WALNUT CABINET $14.95 EXTRA.
WIRE 5 ABINET.

 NO -UBES OF ANY KIND

 112 WATTS (4 OHMS),
72 WATTS (8 OHMS)
IHF .AUSIC POWER

 2 UV IHF SENSITIVITY

 3840 DB CH.SEPARATION

 NON-FALSING STEREO
IND.

 AUTOMATIC S/M SWITCH-
ING

 INTE3STATION MUTING

 5-60,000 C/S RESPONSE

EICO 2536 FM-MPX
STEREO TUNER -AMPLIFIER

SUPERB FM STEREO TUNER COMBINED WITH A
VIRTUALLY DISTORTIONLESS 36 -WATT STEREO
AMPLIFIER. BUILD IT YOURSELF AND SAVE
$55. ALL JACKS, SOCKETS, TERMINAL BOARDS
AND TRANSFDRMERS PRE MOUNTED AT FACTORY.
FRONT-END AND 4 -STAGE IF STRIP PRE -WIRED
AND PRE -ALIGNED.
KIT ONLY $154.95. WIRED $209.95.

EICO ST97 FM MPX
STEREO TUNER

 3 UV IHF SENSITIVITY
 0.6% IHF DISTORTION
 30 DB SEPARATION
 AUTOMATIC STEREO INDICATOR
 RF FRONT END AND 4STAGE IF

STRIP PRE -WIRED AND PRE -
ALIGNED

 10 -STAGE "ZERO PHASE SHIFT"
MPX CIRCUIT

KIT $99.95. WIRED $149.95.

yr
HFT 90A FM TUNER

MOST POPULAR FM TUNER
KIT EVER MADE. PRE -WIRED,
PRE -ALIGNED RF FRONT END. HAS
3 IF STAGES, WIDEBAND RATIO DE-
TECTOR, CATHODE FOLLOWER
OUTPUT. UNIQUE EYETRONIC®
TRAVELING TUNING EYE.
KIT $44.95. WIRED $69.95.

EICO ST4O 50 -WATT
STEREO AMPLIFIER

II STEREO INPUT FOR TAPE HEAD,
2 MAG PHONOS, TUNER

 SCRATCH AND RUMBLE FILTERS
 DIRECT CENTER SPEAKER CON

NECTION
 BAXANDALL FEEDBACK TONE

CONTROLS
 50 WATTS IHF MUSIC POWER
POPULAR SCIENCE MAGAZINE'S
FIRST CHOICE FOR "MUSIC
LOVERS SYSTEM"
KIT $79.95. WIRED $129.95.

HF 12A 18 -WATT AMPLIFIER
TRUE HIGH FIDELITY MONO AM-
PLIFIER, INFUTS FOR MAG. PHONO,
TAPE HEAD. TUNER. BAXANDALL
TONE CONTROLS. DC ON FI_A-
MENTS. EASY TO BUILD.
KIT $39.95. WIRED $59.95.

El :0 ST70 80 -WATT
STEREO AMPLIFIER

 STEREO INPUTS FOR TAPE
HEAD, 2 MAG. PHONOS, TUNER

 SCRATCH AND RUMBLE FILTERS
 DIRECT CENTER SPEAKER CON-

NECTIONS
 OVERALL FEEDBACK TONE

CON-ROLS
 80 WATTS IHF MUSIC POWER
BEST BUY... LOWEST DISTORTION
OF ALL HIGH POWER AMPLIFIERS,
ACCORDING TO INDEPENDENT
CONSUMER TESTING.
KIT $9..95. WIRED $149.95.

SEND
FOR

FREE
KIT -O -LOG

EICC Electron c Instrument Co. Inc.
131.01 39th Avenue, Flushing, N.Y. 11352

Send new 1961 catalog featuring
more than 23C EICO products

Name

Address

City Zip State
Add 5% in West
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After two months of what Popular Science described as "the most extensive listening tests ever made
by any magazine," a panel of experts chose components for stereo systems in several price categories.
The components in the highest rated system were to be the best available no matter what the price.*
"Where there was a more expensive component that produced a detectable improvement
in sound," stated Popular Science authors Gilmore and Luckett, "it was chosen."

AR -3 speakers and the AR turntable were the choices for Popular Science's top system.

The Popular Science panel was not alone in its findings. Two other magazines -Bravo! and
Hi-Fi Tape Systems - selected components for the best possible stereo system; AR -3 speakers and

THE AR -3's WERE CHOSEN AS BEST.

Two of Popular Science's five -member panel check speakers.

REPRINTED COURTESY OF POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY .1963 BY POPULAR SCIENCE PUBLISHING COMPANY. INC.

the AR turntable were the choices in each case. Gentlemen's Quarterly chose the AR turntable for its top
($3,824) system, but relegated AR -3's to its "medium -cost" ($1,273) system. (The complete lists of
selected components, as they appeared in these four magazines, are available on request.)

The AR turntable by itself has been reviewed by leading authorities as the best in the entire field
regardless of price.

Yet you can spend many times the price of these AR components. AR -3 speakers are $203 to $225
each, depending on finish (other models from $51), and the two -speed AR turntable is $78
including arm, base, and dust cover.

*Speakers limited to "compacts" for reasons of practicality in the home.
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MILLIONS MORE
to 90 96 COLUMBIA

CO-UMBIA

to GODDARD
LIEBERSON

(on his twenty-fifth executive anniversary

mY FIRST meeting with Goddard Lieberson was in no
sense social, having been induced by a pressing
business matter. Some three minutes after our in-

troduction, however, the president of Columbia Records
had somehow got me involved in a discussion of Baron
Corvo and that singular if uncelebrated author's curious
novel, Hadrian the Seventh. This led to speculation about
Nicholas Breakspear, the twelfth -century Englishman who
- as almost anybody wouldn't know - became pope as
Adrian IV. After that I guess you could say the conversa-
tion widened. At any rate it covered, and with quite an
appearance of coherence, not only London theatrical acous-
tics (superior, thanks to soft plaster) and early Presidential

RECORDS
(on its seventy-fifth birthday)

****************
On the facing page, drawn in the highly expressive pictorial language perpetrated by actor-

artist Zero Mostel (at left), is perhaps the warmest and wittiest of all the anniversary con-
gratulations received by Columbia's president Goddard Lieberson. It is not only emphatic
(i.e.,"!! !") but, like its deceptively monumental author, is also graced by a hundred fastidi-
ous little elegancies (i.e., "oops"). Best of all, this impassioned no -sense letter manages to
say everything and nothing, depending on the imagination (or conscience) of the recipient.



campaign songs but the life and loves of Louis Moreau Gottschalk (a likewise not ragingly familiar musicological spe-
cialty of mine, and one on whom, as it turned out, Mr. Lieberson had been keeping up a casual dossier of his own
for several years). Half an hour later we were both startled when an associate reminded Lieberson that he had some
business untransacted and a plane to catch. With the dazzling aplomb one usually associates with high -wire stars, Lie-
berson thereupon opened, conducted, and closed our official meeting in a neat downward spiral lasting rather less than
fifteen seconds-just long enough, in fact, to get him gracefully from behind his desk and me to the door. Topping even
his conversational performance, his flawlessly executed farewell was something to see. With a faint inclination of the
head, an elegant flick of the hand, Lieberson bestowed what, with regard to royalty, I think Ronald Firbank once called
"the Smile Extending." I could not quite suppress a charming impression that he was bestowing it from a floodlit cen-
ter ring-an immaculately controlled institutional courtesy in every way worthy of, say, the Flying Codonas.

As will be noted below, this vivid, Daring -Young -Man -on -the -Flying -Trapeze quality of Lieberson's has apparently
charmed practically everybody around him since his college days. Given that; given also his acknowledged gifts as a
serious composer and administrative virtuoso-and given, finally, his commanding position in a powerful communica-
tions complex-it comes as no surprise that Lieberson has contracted a global roster of lively professional and per-
sonal friendships with the recordable great of this world. His popularity with the Higher Ups of the next one is per -
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Lieberson's serialized greeting from Stravinsky.

haps more problematic, since his private wit is historically
and happily profane. But in evidence of his unqualified
success here below, Lieberson's twenty-fifth anniversary
with Columbia Records (which is simultaneously cele-
brating its own gala, namely its seventy-fifth birthday)
has in recent months elicited from his admirers some of
the most newsworthy fan mail in corporate history. Some
blithe examples are reproduced in these pages, and as col-
lected by Lieberson's executive associates in two massive
and sumptuous presentation albums, the signatories of
these congratulatory songs, paintings, poems, and carica-
tures constitute a glittering Who's Who of the socio-
musico-theatrical world. In the Lieberson albums, a couple
of illustrious British knights yclept Olivier and Gielgud (aerial ih. Horowitz plays for Mr. Lieberson . .
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inscribe themselves fondly as "Larry" and "John," while
Adlai Stevenson (in a letter reproduced at the right) re-
veals himself as by far the neatest diplomatic punster on
the high-level cultural scene. Igor Stravinsky humorously
serializes his personal musical message (shown opposite),
contriving precisely twenty-five notes for twenty-five
years. Upon my questioning Mr. Stravinsky as to the gen-
eral views behind this greeting, he countered with an
anecdote indicating that the greatest composer of his time
also has an alert ear for matters remote from his music
desk. According to Stravinsky, an anguished young sales-
man approached Lieberson at a recent Columbia conven-
tion.

YOUNG SALESMAN: "Mr. Lieberson, it is very difficult
to push so much tough music. Stravinsky maybe-okay.
But Schoenberg! And those other guys...."

LIEBERSON: "Where's your pride? Anybody can sell
My Fair Lady."

"Goddard Lieberson's whole policy," said Stravinsky,
suddenly serious, "is in that story, and it is a policy to
which anyone concerned with the music of our own time
owes a great debt."

Since "the music of our own time," as a matter of prac-
tical fact, breaks down into numerous subdivisions, na-
tional and otherwise-particularly as regards its prospects
of public performance and commercial recording-it is
interesting that Aaron Copland enlarges Stravinsky's

and intrepid Mr. Lieberson plays for Mr. Horowitz.

USA's Stevenson and Columbia's Lieberson recording A. Lincoln.

THE NEiNCSCNTA

UNITID STTES OF Amf t.
To lma

...TOTED NATION,

July 14. 1964

Think of It! Twenty-five years. If my

friend Liebersoi were President of the United

States Instead of Columbia Records, he would

now be in his seventh term.

And Pm not even in my first.

Put he deserves re-election. He can

certainly run on his records.

Hall Lieberson!

Nail Columbia!

point in another context. Recalling that American music
not many years ago was all but nonexistent on records,
Copland calls it "a lucky day for American music when
Goddard Lieberson became head of Columbia Records.
Being himself a composer makes it easy for him to iden-
tify with his colleagues. He has accomplished a man-size
job in breaking down conventional recording practises as
they apply to contemporary composers. We are all in his
debt."

Lieberson's policies of course affect infinitely more per-
formers than composers, and it is a matter of common re-
port that many a performer has been allergic to the
commercial influences that permeate the recording in-
dustry. Vladimir Horowitz puts his finger neatly on this
troublesome intangible. Says Horowitz, "It is easier to
value than to understand an artist. Consequently, most
relationships between businessmen and performers are
difficult at best. Because Goddard Lieberson is himself
an artist, he creates a rare, warmly sympathetic climate
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for those like himself involved in the making of records."
As one talks with the performers who have been asso-

ciated with Lieberson, one note is sounded so repeatedly
that it seems to point to a consistent trait in his treatment
of them. It is no secret that, because of his own artistic
awareness, Lieberson's standards are in fact uncompromis-
ingly high. Yet the note that he seems to project is defi-
nitely paternal and permissive. Barbra Streisand's letter of
congratulations gratefully refers to it: "The world is full
of people. In the last few years I've met a lot of them.
You are one of the few who has consistently offered me
support in whatever I chose to do."

At the conclusion of her note, Miss Streisand adds
"P. S. Also I think you are good looking." And since
Lieberson could in all likelihood have been a matinee
idol if he had chosen to work in the theater, Miss Strei-
sand's remark about his looks is not irrelevant. She was

Left to right: composer Aaron Copland, playwright Edward Albee,
and pianist Glenn Gould. Above, Barbra Streisand and friend.

simply acknowledging another element of Lieberson's ef-
fectiveness in working with performers.

Given his first name, it is perhaps inevitable that Lieber -
son's incoming correspondence frequently begins with the
salutation "Dear God." His anniversary greetings contain
a number of these as well as a "Good Goddard !" They
also reflect the fact that he speaks several languages, and
a short note from Yves Montand is written in five; it

begins "Liebe Loverson" and ends with "Shalom!"
Lieberson himself is highly responsive to this kind of

playfulness, as is indicated by his gleeful implication in a
series of clowning pictures by famed fashion photogra-
pher Richard Avedon (three of which are reproduced at
the right). Since this propensity of Lieberson's is well
known, his anniversary provided a field day for humor-
ously inclined well-wishers, and he came in for volumes
of friendly needling from such masters of the art as Art
Buchwald and Groucho Marx, each of whom zestfully
expanded his congratulatory chore into a full-length Lie-
berson portrait of dubious resemblance. Buchwald intro -

.110111.
In a series of fun shots commemorating a Fire Island holiday, Lie-
berson conspires with fashion photographer Richard Avedon to
produce (above) a glamorous male model in the Station Wagon
Set; ( right) a fiendish New York executive on the lam; and (above,
on lacing page) a lonely searcher for Truth on the seashore.
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duces us to a young world-beating ball -of -fire fresh from
college-Phi Beta Kappa, naturally, and summa cum
laude-who wins the Olympics single-handed and shoots
down Zeros between cocktails while waiting for Albert
Einstein to grasp his boyish ideas about nuclear fission.
Groucho of course develops his characterization in a cre-
scendo of outrageous personal remarks, rebuking Lieber -
son for characteristics unbecoming to "a man in his
position, which is usually horizontal."

By contrast, two well-wishers who expressed their views
on Lieberson with total seriousness were pianist Glenn
Gould and playwright Edward Albee. Gould, to begin
with, is firmly convinced that "the future of music will
be measured by the future of recording. In our genera-
tion," he reasons, "the process of recording has begun to
free itself from that memory of the public listening ex-
perience that shaped its earlier years. It has come to assert
its autonomy-to define its own identity. Technology has
made new acoustic values, new performing values (and
for that matter, composing values too) available to an
audience now made more than audience-one whose re-
lationship to, and participation in, the recorded product
is undergoing a transformation. In this situation, we can
only celebrate the fact that Goddard Lieberson, perhaps
the most vital and inquisitive musical executive of this
generation, is helping to guide the most significant musi-
cal media through a crucial time of transition."

Edward Albee, however, directs our attention to an-
other area that is perhaps equally close to Lieberson's
heart. "Both plays and music exist on paper," says Albee,
"but neither art form has its full life unless it is heard.

The invention of recording has allowed us, hypothetically,
a complete record of both. But not all record companies,
not all men in charge of them, have Goddard Lieberson's
sense of double responsibility. Other people record Anton
Webern and Samuel Beckett, too, of course. But it is Lie-
berson, with the authority of Columbia Records, who has
given such projects a boost with the wider public."

Since this is demonstrably true, it is likely that nothing
in Lieberson's anniversary album pleased him more than
a portrait of himself (below) by Al Hirschfeld, the
unique caricaturist -historian of the New York theater.
With the accolade of Hirschfeld's pen and the highest
references from Zero Mostel (see page 46), Lieberson
moves into Broadway history among showbiz royalty, a
society he loves and one that obviously adores him.

Robert 0 ffergeld

In his caricature portrait of Goddard Lieberson.
Al Hirschfeld capture an amiably Satanic note
familiar to many of his subject's friends and associates.
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DAVID HALL

 tliD MOZART: Requiem, in D Minor (K. 626). Soloists;
chorus; Boston Symphony Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf cond.
RCA VICTOR LSC 7030 two 12 -inch discs $9.96, LM 7030
$9.96.

This recording is a profoundly moving experience, docu-
menting the performance given last January during the
Solemn Pontifical Mass in memory of John F. Kennedy.

® ® MOUSSORSKY: Boris Godounov. George London,
Bolshoi Theater soloists and chorus, Alexander Melik-Pachaev
cond. COLUMBIA M4S 696 four 12 -inch discs $23.92, M4L
296 $19.92.

A splendid Boris and thrilling singing by the Bolshoi
chorus is what this recording has; not even minor sonic
shortcomings can detract from its impact.

CI 0 VERDI: Four Sacred Pieces. Philharmonia Chorus
and Orchestra. Carlo Maria Giulini cond. ANGEL S 36125
$5.98, 36125 $4.98.

The Stabat Mater and Te Deum from these four crea-
tions stand among the most powerful expressions of
Verdi's genius, and Giulini's performance is magnificent.

CI ® MAHLER: Symphony No. 2, in C Minor ("Resurrec-
tion"). Collegiate Chorale; Jennie Tourel; Lee Venora; New
York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein cond. COLUMBIA M2S
695 two 12 -inch discs $11.96, M2L 295 $9.96.

Leonard Bernstein pulls off a miracle in this stunning
version of the "Resurrection" Symphony.

® ® BRITTEN: Serenade for Tenor, Horn, and Strings;
Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra. Peter Pears; Barry
Tuckwell; London Symphony Orchestra, Benjamin Britten
cond. LONDON CS 6398 $5.98, CM 9398 $4.98.

Peter Pears and Barry Tuckwell provide just what Brit -
ten's wonderful score has been waiting for all these years.

® ® HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 95, in C Minor; No. 101,
in D Major ("Clock"). Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner
cond. RCA VICTOR LSC 2742 $5.98, LM 2742 $4.98.

Fritz Reiner's last recording sets forth all that is greatest
in these two Haydn masterworks.

® ® STRAVINSKY: Symphony of Psalms; Symphony in
C. Toronto Festival Chorus; CBC Symphony Orchestra, Igor
Stravinsky cond. COLUMBIA MS 6548 $5.98, ML $4.98.

The Symphony of Psalms receives here a perfect com-
bination of strength, propulsion, and clarity.

® ® BRAHMS: Piano Quintet, in F Minor, Op. 34.
Rudolf Serkin (piano); Budapest Quartet. COLUMBIA MS
6631 $5.98, ML 6031 $4.98.

Serkin is marvelously successful in recapturing the ro-
mantic spirit in which this music was written.

® ® BERNSTEIN: Symphony No. 3 ("Kaddish"). Felicia
Montealegre; Jennie Tourel; Camerata Singers; Columbus
Boychoir; New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein cond.
COLUMBIA KS 6605 $6.98, KL 6005 $5.98.

This flawed panorama of musical imagination is one of
the most impressive American works in years.

CI IMBRIE: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra. EF-
FINGER: Little Symphony No. 1. Carrol Glenn; Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, Zoltan Rozanyai cond. COLUMBIA MS
6597 $5.98, ML 5997 $4.98.

A violin concerto by American composer Andrew Imbrie
(b. 1921) that might very well take its place alongside
similar efforts by Berg, Bartok, and Stravinsky.

® SCHUMAN: Symphony No. 8. New York Philhar-
monic, Leonard Bernstein cond. BARBER: Andromache's
Farewell. Martina Arroyo, New York Philharmonic, Thomas
Schippers cond. COLUMBIA MS 6512 $5.98, ML 5912 $4.98.

Although Barber's piece falls short of his finest efforts,
the Schuman symphony is a somber, hard -driving,
original work-the best American symphony in years.

® ® IVES: Pieces for Chamber Orchestra; Songs. Corrine
Curry; Luise Vosgerchian; Boston Chamber Ensemble, Harold
Farberman cond. CAMBRIDGE CRS 1804 $5.98, CRM 804
$4.98.

I feel that my original review of this collection of the
music of Charles Ives somewhat underrated the disc-
and particularly soprano Corinne Curry.

WILLIAM FLANAGAN

® ® POULENC: Stabat Mater; Four Motets. Regine
Crespin, Rene Duclos Chorus; Paris Conservatoire Orchestra,
Georges Pretre cond. ANGEL SFS 36121 $5.98, FS 36121
$4.98.

One of the late Francis Poulenc's most ravishing yet
typical works in a recorded performance that, for my
taste, is just about perfect.

® ® VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A London Symphony.
Halle Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli cond. VANGUARD EVERY-
MAN CLASSICS SRV 134 SD $2.98, SRV 134 $1.98.

A glowing performance of the British master's imper-
fect but wonderfully evocative musical picture of Lon-
don-pre-World War I.

® ® STRAUSS: Songs. Lisa Della Casa, Arpad Sandor.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2749 $5.98, LM 2749 $4.98.

Lisa Della Casa brings a cool, crystalline purity to the
elegant post -Romanticism of Richard Strauss' lieder
style. The recording as an entity comes disturbingly close
to perfection.
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A

GEORGE JELLINEK

CI ® SCHUBERT: Die Winterreise. Dietrich Fischer-
Dieskau (baritone); Gerald Moore (piano). ANGEL S 3640
two 12 -inch discs $11.96. 3640 $9.96.

Two master interpreters collaborate in an overwhelm-
ingly effective account of Schubert's tragic cycle.

O 0 SMETANA: The Bartered Bride. Lorengar, Wunder-
lich, Frick; Bamberg Symphony, Rudolf Kempe cond. ANGEL
S 3642 three 12 -inch discs $17.94, 3642 $14.94.

An irresistibly buoyant performance of a delightful opera
Met audiences have not seen since 1941.

O ® RICHARD STRAUSS: Die Frau ohne Schatten.
Bjoner, Thomas, Borkh, Fischer-Dieskau, Miidl; Chorus and
Orchestra of the Bavarian State Opera, Joseph Keilberth
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SLPM 138911/4 four 12 -
inch discs $23.92, LPM 18911/4 $23.92.
A memorable in -performance recording of Strauss' some-
what windy but awe-inspiring masterpiece.

 0 VERDI: Requiem Mass. Schwarzkopf, Ludwig,
Gedda, Ghiaurov; Philharmonia Orchestra, Giulini cond.
ANGEL S 3649 two 12 -inch discs $11.96, 3649 $9.96.

Os ® VERDI: Requiem Mass. Amara, Forrester, Tucker,
London; Westminster Choir, Philadelphia Orchestra; Eugene
Ormandy cond. COLUMBIA M2S 707 two 12 -inch discs $11.98,
M2L 307 $9.98.

The Angel version rates slightly higher, but both new
editions of Verdi's masterpiece are immensely moving,
brilliantly conducted, and sumptuously recorded.

CI ® TSARS AND KINGS. Boris Christoff (bass); Paris
Conservatory Orchestra, Andre Cluytens cond. ANGEL S 36172
$5.98, 36172 $4.98.

Boris Christoff commandingly and dramatically captures
operatic monarchs in their moments of anguish.

C) 0 NICOLAI GHIAUROV: Bass Arias from Russian
and Italian Operas. Nicolai Ghiaurov (bass); London
Symphony Orchestra, Edward Downes cond. LONDON Os
25769 $5.98, 5769 $4.98.

A sensational recorded debut by one of the most prodi-
giously gifted vocalists of our time.

CI 0 REGINE CRESPIN: Operatic Recital. Regine Crespin
(soprano); Covent Garden Orchestra, Edward Downes cond.
LONDON OS 25799 $5.98, 5799 $4.98.

Regine Crespin on this disc transforms operatic chestnuts
into fresh musical discoveries.

® WAGNER: Scenes from Die Meistersinger von Nurn-
berg. Schorr, Ljungberg, Melchior. ANGEL COLH 137 $5.98.

Friedrich Schorr here displays a standard that Helden-
baritons of an entire generation have not matched.

 ® Academy of St. Martin in the Fields: A Second Re-
cital. Academy of St. Martin in the Fields, Neville Marriner
cond. UOISEAU-LYRE SOL 264 $5.98, OL 264 $5.98.

This excellent English chamber orchestra plays eight-
eenth -century concerti grossi with splendid precision.

® 0 BACH: Five Organ Works. Helmut Walcha.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIVE ARC 73205 $5.98, ARC
3205 $5.98.

The granite -like strength of Walcha's Bach is magnifi-
cently demonstrated in this fine collection.

® 0 BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas. Mstislav Rostropovich,
S% iatoslav Richter. PHILIPS PHS 2-920 two 12 -inch discs
$11.96, PHM 2-520 $9.96.

The playing here is remarkable, and the recorded sound
presents the two instruments in ideal balance.

10 0 HANDEL: Rodelinda. Stich -Randall, Forrester, Roessl-
Majdan, Watts, Young, Vienna Radio Orchestra, Brian
Priestman cond. WESTMINSTER WST 320 three 12 -inch discs
$14.94, XWN 3320 $14.94.

Handel's magnificent 1725 opera, in its first recording,
makes an especially strong impression.

OO ® MONTEVERDI: Magnificat a sei voci; Messa a
quattro voci (1640). Choir of the Carmelite Priory, George
Malcolm cond. L'OISEAU-LYRE SOL 263 $5.98, OL 263 $5.98.

The intensity of Monteverdi's sacred music is spectacu-
larly revealed on this excellent disc.

IGOR KIPNIS

® 0 MOZART: Serenade No. 10. in B -flat Major, for
Thirteen Wind Instruments (K. 361). London Wind Solo-
ists, Jack Brymer cond. LONDON CS 6346 $5.98, CM 9346
$4.98.

One of the composer's greatest works for winds in a
superbly played performance, recorded to perfection.

MOZART: Sinfonia Concertante in E -fiat Major
for Violin, Viola, and Orchestra (K. 364); Exsultate,
Jubilate (K. 165). Druian, Skernick, Raskin; members of
the Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell cond. COLUMBIA MS
6625 $5.98, ML 6025 $4.98.

First-rate Mozart in wonderfully stylish performances,
impeccable in precision.

® 0 THE PLAY OF HEROD. New York Pro Musica,
Noah Greenberg cond. DECCA DXSA 7181 two 12 -inch discs
$11.96, DXA 187 $9.96.

Noah Greenberg's reconstruction of the twelfth -century
Play of Herod is a worthy successor to the New York
Pro Musica's justly famous Play of Daniel.
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C:) SHAKESPEARE: Hamlet. Richard Burton, Hume
Cronyn, Alfred Drake, others. John Gielgud, director. CO-
LUMBIA DOS 702 four 12 -inch discs $17.00, DOL 302
$15.00.

The range, depth, and sweep of Mr. Burton's justly
celebrated performance arc captured with amazing
realism on this best of recorded Hamlets.

CI TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: The Glass Menagerie.
Montgomery Clift, Julie Harris, Jessica Tandy, David Wayne.
Howard Sackler, director. CAEDMON Theatre Recording So-
ciety 301 two 12 -inch discs $11.90.

This most beautifully realized of all its author's works
for the stage is performed with tenderness and sensi-
tivity by an ideal cast.

0 SHAKESPEARE: Othello. Laurence Olivier, others.
John Dexter, director. RCA VICTOR four 12 -inch discs VDS
100 $17, VDM 100 $15.

As the Moor of Venice, Laurence Olivier, surrounded
by a topnotch cast, seems to take up where Paul Robeson
left off. The production moves at a headlong pace.

0 CHEKHOV: Uncle Vanya. Laurence Olivier, Joan
Plowright, Michael Redgrave, Sybil Thorndike, others. Lau-
rence Olivier, director. PHILIPS PHS 2701 two 12 -inch discs
$9.96, PHM 2701 $7.96.

Every silence-as well as every speech-contributes to
the claustrophobic atmosphere of a country house where
the characters are trapped like flies in amber. A breath-
taking performance.

PAUL KRESH

® O'NEILL: Strange interlude. Ben Gazzara, Pat
Hingle, Geraldine Page, Franchot Tone, others. Jose Quintero,
director. COLUMBIA DOS 698 five 12 -inch discs $21, DOL
288 $19.

A gifted cast draws the listener into this imperfect but
powerful play.

O SIDNEY MICHAELS: Dylan. Alec Guinness, Kate
Reid, others. Peter Glenville, director. COLUMBIA DOS 701
three 12 -inch discs $17, DOL 301 $15.

A stunning piece of theater tracing the story of poet
Dylan Thomas' travels in America.

 JONATHAN SWIFT: Treasury-Gulliver's Travels.
Denis Johnston (reader). SPOKEN ARTS 856 $5.95.

Denis Johnston reads these excerpts from Swift in a
manner as tart and graceful as Swift's prose itself.

 WALT WHITMAN: Leaves of Grass, Volume Two.
Ed Begley, reader. CAEDMON TC 1154 $5.95.

Mr. Begley's masterly reading brings the poet's rhap-
sodic, surging lines to exhilarating life.

NAT HENTOFF

BOB DYLAN: Another Side of Bob Dylan. COLUM-
BIA CS 8993 $4.98, CL 2193 $3.98.

A significant new stage of development for America's
leading composer of folk material. The songs are more
humorous and less cosmic, but the interpretation remains
intensely, burningly personal.

 ® ERIC DOLPHY: Out To Lunch. BLUE NOTE 84163
$5.98, 4163 $4.98.

The remarkably original alto saxophonist, flutist, bass
clarinetist, and composer, who died in 1964, reveals the
full scope of his passion, wit, and virtuosity in this record-
ing-which also features four other superior jazzmen.

THE DILLARDS: Live!!! Almost. ELEKTRA EKS
7265 $5.95, EKL 265 $4.98.

Young Bluegrass musicians from Missouri demonstrate
not only their expert knowledge of and feeling for the
country music tradition but also their ability to add to
and expand it.

CI CARMEN MC RAE: Live at Sugar Hill. TIME 52104
$3.98, 2104 $3.98.

The best of today's female jazz singers, hitherto repre-
sented by constricting studio recordings, is heard in her
natural setting, an intimate night club.

Co CECIL TAYLOR: Live at Café Montmartre. FANTASY
86104 $4.98, 6014 $3.98.

Cecil Taylor, a major composer -pianist in the front rank
of the "new jazz," recorded this absorbing album during
a stay in Denmark.

® AL COOPER'S SAVOY SULTANS: Jumpin' at the
Savoy. DECCA 74444 $4.98, 4444 $3.98.

The legendary house band of the Savoy Ballroom at the
height of the swing era demonstrates why some more
renowned orchestras preferred not to follow it.

 DUKE ELLINGTON: Daybreak Express. RCA VICTOR
LPV 506 $4.98.

Sixteen judiciously selected reissues from one of Elling-
ton's more creative periods (1931-1934), including two
fine vocals by the late hie Anderson.

 WOODY GUTHRIE: Library of Congress Recordings.
ELEKTRA EKL 271/272 three 12 -inch discs $12.00.

Three hours of songs and conversation, recorded in 1940
by the most influential American folk writer and singer
of the twentieth century.
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GENE LEES

 ® ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM: Plays. VERVE V 68547
$4.98, V 8547 $3.98.

I've probably played this disc more than any other in
the last year. All the songs arc by Jobim-and so are the
guitar playing and (thanks to overdubbing) the subtle
piano work.

O 0 ETHEL ENNIS: Once Again. RCA VICTOR LSP 2862
$4.98, LPM 2862 $3.98.

Miss Ennis is, I feel, one of the most promising of the
younger female singers. This album is not faultless, but
it's a good showcase of her potential.

O 0 TONY BENNETT: The Many Moods of Tony.
COLUMBIA CS 8941 $4.98, CI. 2141 $3.98.

This was the year Tony Bennett came into his own, and
this fine album shows where his career is now heading.

Os ® MEL TORME: Sunday in Neu' York. ATLANTIC SD
8091 54.98, D 8091 $3.98.

Far and away the most controlled and musical male

singer now active, Mel Torme is heard to advantage on
most of these tracks. Some arc routine, but not many.

® 0 HENRY MANCINI: The Pink Panther. RCA VICTOR
LSP 2795 $4.98, LPM 2795 $3.98.

This was to my mind the best motion -picture score of
the year. Full of good tunes, it makes a solid disc.

 0 JACK JONES: Where Love Has Gone. KAPP KS
3396 $4.98, K 3396 $3.98.

Jack Jones is the best male pop singer to come up in the
last five years, and this is his best recording.

 0 NAT KING COLE: My Fair Lady. CAPITOL SW 2117
$4.98, W 2117 $3.98.

Of all the discs released in anticipation of the film
version of My Fair Lady, this tour de force by Nat King
Cole is the finest.

Os JACQUELINE DANNO: Sings Favorite French
Songs. CAPITOL ST 10321 $4.98, T 10321 $3.98.

The suspicion is that Miss Danno is the heiress to Edith
Piaf's mantle as the queen of emotional realism.

NOTE: There are no Broadway shows among my selec-
tions because I didn't hear one this year I thought was up
to the standards of the past. Frank Sinatra is also con-
spicuously missing. I almost included his "It Might as
Well Be Swing" album, but on reconsideration, it doesn't
seem to deserve best -of -year status. G. L.

® 0 CHARLES MINGUS: Mingus Mingus Mingus Min-
gus Mingus. IMPULSE AS 54 $5.98, A 54 $4.98.

Reworkings-styled for a large orchestra and with new
titles-of some of the better early pieces of one of our
best jazz composers, and certainly the most volatile and
unpredictable one.

MILES DAVIS: Miles Davis in Europe. COLUMBIA
CS 8983 $4.98, CL 2183 $3.98.

One of the giants of contemporary jazz sets down an
inspired distillation of his work of the past several years,
taped at a French jazz festival.

® CECIL TAYLOR: Live at the Cafe Montmartre.
FANTASY 86014 $4.98, 6014 $3.98.

Possibly the most brilliant pianist in jazz, and certainly
the most advanced, working with absolute freedom in a
Copenhagen night club.

® BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE: t's My Way! VANGUARD
VSD 79142 $5.95, VRS 9142.

I said harsh things about this singer when her first record
came out, but after considerable listening I find her a
moving, powerful performer.

THELONIOUS MONK: Big Band and Quartet in
Concert. COLUMBIA CS 8964 $4.98, CL 2164 53.98.

The giant of the Fifties in solo, with his quartet, and
with a large orchestra at Philharmonic Hall.

JOE GOLDBERG

a

O BILLIE HOLIDAY: A Rare Live Recording of Billie
Holiday. RIC M2001 $4.98.
Wounding night-club performances of the core of her
repertoire, often surpassing in intensity her studio re-
cordings of the same songs, by the greatest jazz singer
we have had.

Os DUKE ELLINGTON: Piano in the Foreground.
COLUMBIA CS 8820 $4.98, CL 2029 $3.98.

In a rare excursion-accompanied only by bass and
drums-the composer, arranger, and bandleader after
whom all others have modelled themselves shows that
Duke Ellington is also one of our few really important
jazz pianists.

0 C JOAN BAEZ: In Concert/Part 2. VANGUARD VSD
2123 $5.95, VRS 9113 $4.98.

It should be enough to say that this is the best album
of folk songs that Miss Baez has ever made; in other
words, it is one of the finest folk -music albums released
during the last few years.
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REPORT FROM SALZBURG:
MUSIC FESTIVALS p,,ND
MUSICOLOGICAL

CONGRESSES
A DELEGATE TO THE NINTH INTERNATIONAL MUSICOLOGICAL CONGRESS

COMMENTS ON THE SALZBURG MUSIC FESTIVAL AND DESCRIBES SOME
OF THE PROBLEMS THAT NOW VEX MUSICOLOGISTS

By FRITZ A. KUTTNER

WHEN, after a transatlantic flight, you happen to
land in zero visibility at some unknown airport,
you can always tell by two infallible indicators

that you have arrived in Europe: (1) toilet paper has
been replaced by rolls of sandpaper; and (2) in whatever
direction you turn, there is a music festival. There are,
to be sure, quite a few music festivals in the United States,
but in Europe music festivals are now big business-so
much so, in fact, that sometimes the term "racket" comes
to mind.

The annual music festival in the lovely old Austrian
town of Salzburg is no exception. During the July -
August festival weeks, the streets are as jammed with
motor traffic as Times Square at rush hour, and the
noise and gasoline fumes can match anything New York's
garment district has to offer. Hotels and inns are over-
crowded, often overpriced, and lacking in comforts with-
out which no third-rate American motel could hope to
stay in business. Tickets for good or medium -quality seats
at festival performances are either unavailable or so out-
rageously expensive that even well-heeled tourists decide
to skip a number of programs. Last summer the box-
office price of a good orchestra seat for a performance
of Rosenkavalier was $18 plus a "reservation fee," and a
rather mediocre Mozart concert-given at eleven in the
morning !-was $4 for a seat in the third row from the
rear. Any leading American orchestra could offer the
same program, in much superior performances, at a civ-
ilized hour and at lower prices.

Everything with two or more wheels rolls into Salzburg

to fight for parking space, and everything with two legs
pushes into the hot and airless concert halls (there is no
air conditioning), pretending that this is a musical para-
dise on earth. Among the sadder aspects of the situation
is that the Austrians themselves seem to have been caught
up in the festival machinery. Some families save up, over
a year of penny-pinching, enough to make a two-day
festival pilgrimage, paying for four tickets as much as
one-third of their monthly salaries. If you were to ask
me which festival to attend, my answer, based on expe-
riences with a number of them, would be to travel around
for your pleasure, and if you hear of an event nearby, get
a ticket. Pick your music a la carte according to your taste.

THIS past summer, I was in Salzburg from August 30 to
September 5, one of five hundred musicologist -guests of
the Mozarteum and the City and Province of Salzburg, at-
tending the Ninth International Musicological Congress.
(The term "guests" is a little misleading, since hospitality
was limited to the use of the Mozarteum's concert and
lecture halls for the meetings. For everything else, in-
cluding festival performances, the participants, like other
tourists, had to pay through the nose.)

The International Musicological Society meets every
three years. The last "traditional" meeting of the Society
was in Cologne in 1958, when some 120 papers and ten
discussion panels were offered. In 1961, in New York
City, the program format was drastically changed. In an
attempt to avoid the dissipation of energies into a hundred
different small-scale contributions, delegates were asked
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to concentrate their efforts on some twenty topics of ur-
gent concern, to be aired in a series of round-table dis-
cussions. Although the results in 1961 gave little reason
for enthusiasm, the same discussion -panel system was re-
peated for the 1964 Salzburg meeting. Unfortunately, it
produced some deplorable results-or nonresults. The
congress was, in plain language, a poor one.

One of the greatest problems encountered in organizing
an international congress of musicologists involves the
question of national prestige. The delegations of various
countries watch jealously for "equal representation," and
sometimes they force papers or speakers of doubtful
merit on the program committee. An attempt to criticize
or reject individual contributions is likely to produce
accusations of chauvinism or prejudice against the na-
tional group involved. At earlier congresses, when many
different papers were given at each session, one could
always expect to hear a reasonable number of good or
excellent papers along with the inevitable mediocre ones.
But when the programing is conducted within a discus-
sion format-as was the case at Salzburg-as inexpe-
rienced moderator and a couple of incompetent panelists
can frustrate an entire session.

Mosr of the sessions at Salzburg dealt with important
problems of the past-that is, with musical history. But

17, ' "0 Id 01111.. Salzharg-a view across the Salzach River.

two interesting contemporary topics were also considered.
One of these was the psychology of musical hearing, and
the other was the use of information -theory techniques
for musical analysis.

Concerning the first of these, the psychology of mu-
sical hearing, a definite split between the European and
American approaches was clearly evident. For more than
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a hundred years. European students of musical psychology
have considered this subject to be an aesthetical or quasi -
philosophical one, and this attitude continues to dominate
European thinking. American scholars, on the other hand,
feel that this approach loses itself in useless speculation,
and is obsolete in the face of the spectacular advances
made in experimental psychology during the last twenty-
five years. European specialists have often ignored the
steadily growing literature on the psychology of hearing
or, worse, they do not even know that it exists. The Amer-
icans are no longer interested in what they consider to
be time -wasting intellectual exercises. They are eager to
interpret and use the new discoveries that have application
in their field.

Oddly enough, some of the most important revisions of
our previous views on auditory processes stem from mili-
tary research done during and since World War II. The
many new applications of auditory techniques in sub-
marine warfare, in communications, and in aircraft tech-
nology have greatly increased our knowledge of human
responses to auditory phenomena. Every important sub-
marine base has research laboratories that study different
aspects of hearing, and they keep coming up with fasci-
nating answers in areas never really investigated before:
the influence of training and tradition on the acuteness
of our hearing; the separation of mixed sounds by
selective processes; the influence of fatigue or stress on
listening, interpretation, and discrimination thresholds.
Thousands of such investigations are going on here and

A Salzburg landmark-the building in which Mozart was born.



abroad, and there is no way of foreseeing what effects
they will have, twenty years from now, on our comfortable
but old-fashioned notions about both general and musical
hearing.

THE use of information theory in musicological studies
is so new that it still leaves room for a considerable
amount of skepticism and criticism. Its central idea is
that any act of communication involves a transfer of in-
formation through the use of a variety of symbols. These

From 1779 to 1781 Mozart was the Konuruneister and organist

may be visible signs or signals; sound in the form of
words or in the dots and dashes of Morse code; or letters
and other written or printed symbols. Information, in the
mathematical or engineering sense, consists of raw data
that are subject both to measurement and to quantitative
manipulation.

But while languages appear to be suited to information -
theory processes, music does not. Music usually conveys
only abstract ideas and, most frequently, it communicates
directly to our emotional centers, bypassing all intellectual
processes. Any associations we have when listening to
music are highly subjective.

Under such circumstances, information theory is un-
likely to help us analyze music in aesthetical terms. It is
true that attempts toward the measurement of such values
have been made by a few daredevil psychologists, but it
will be a long time before such efforts can be called
successful-or acceptable to other scholars. However, the
structure of music is susceptible to numerical analysis.
It is possible to express in numerical terms, for example,
such characteristics as pitch, intervals and interval rela-
tions, duration, rhythm, meter, tempos, loudness or in-

tensity, and instrumental or vocal timbre. In fact, our
system of musical notation is essentially a graphic repre-
sentation of numerical values, and this makes our music
accessible to statistical analysis. Unfortunately, Western
music is so complex that hundreds of variables must be
analyzed and related in order to give a comprehensive
numerical account of a composition. For any kind of ac-
curacy, I would judge that every single note in a musical
work would have to be defined by twenty or more differ-
ent numbers. This would be an enormous task in terms

to the Salzburg court and Cathedral (seen above, right center).

of the required preliminary analytical work, and it might
be argued that no further analysis by information -theory
processes or computer techniques would then be needed.

To get away, for the time being, from such gigantic
projects, experimenters have chosen to study, by numer-
ical analysis, the intervals between each of two neigh-
boring tones in a composition. Wilhelm Fucks, a German
information -theory specialist, has analyzed the intervals
of consecutive tones in the first -violin or vocal parts of
fifty-seven compositions from Palestrina (ca. 1550) to
Nono (ca. 1960). Statistical analysis showed-as was to
be expected-considerable changes of interval distribu-
tion in the various musical periods-even on the basis
of such extremely limited analysis. No new knowledge
was added, of course, by this experiment, because ortho-
dox musicological analysis had established such crude
stylistic differences long ago, plus an overwhelming num-
ber of much finer stylistic points. But Fucks had succeeded
in showing what he wanted to show: that even a very
primitive information -theory analysis produced correct
results. It follows, apparently, that more detailed and re-
fined analysis can produce more valuable results. This
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means that information theory could be a valuable tool

for future musicological studies. The new vistas opened
by such possibilities are fascinating, but simultaneously
alarming. Will the musicologist of the future be a statis-
tician and mathematician, interpreting works of music in
terms of tabulations, ratios, and percentages? And if he
does this, will he be enriched by his scientific precision,
or will he have lost something that made his work beauti-
ful and spiritually rewarding?

The layman -reader who finds the whole subject of in-
formation theory forbiddingly technical and abstruse can
take comfort from the knowledge that he has a great deal
of distinguished company. In Salzburg the chairman of
the session on information theory had to spend a major
part of the program explaining to his audience what the
subject was about, and after that only a very limited dis-
cussion could develop because only two or three of the
nine panelists were sufficiently familiar with the topic to
make an informed contribution.

This no -hit, no -run session illustrated a basic problem
of musicology today. There in Salzburg sat many a tra-
ditionally trained musicologist, used to the old humanistic
approach to the psychology of hearing and to the analysis
of musical form, prepared as always to discuss the aesthet-
ical and philosophical aspects of his discipline. But there
mocking him were long columns of measurements, curves,
and graphs-nothing but figures and statistics. A perfect
fifth was no longer a constant, but somehow subject to
influences of learning, surroundings, or territorial custom;
an octave could have all kinds of sizes; and a dissonance
had lost any idea of tension. No wonder musicologists
were either alarmed or vexed. The two sides-the "old-
fashioned European aestheticians" and the "overmaterial-
istic Americans experimenting with aesthetical values"-
were either talking past each other or looking down on
each other.

The fine arts are not, to be sure, total strangers to the
exact or quantitative sciences. Music is closely related
to both acoustics and arithmetic; painting depends on
geometry for perspective, on chemistry for colors; archi-
tecture could not exist without physics and mathematics.
Modern psychology-and especially psychiatry-is in-
creasingly involved with chemistry and biochemistry, and
pure mathematics research now often looks rather like
philosophical work. In view of this, it seems at first sur-
prising that scholars in the humanities are so easily terri-
fied when quantification raises its head in their disciplines,
but the reason is an old one: the traditional approach to
the fine arts has always been, since Greek antiquity, of a
philosophical, aesthetical, and historical nature. Until the
eighteenth century, there was no strict division between
the sciences and the humanities. The total accumulated

knowledge of mankind was still manageable, and many
universalists could be equally well informed in all fields.
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries, however,
produced such enormous amounts of new knowledge that
a split between the sciences and the humanities has by
now widened into what seems to be an unbridgeable gap.
C. P. Snow, the noted British author -philosopher, has de-
plored this separation in his famous essay on "The Two
Cultures," but without being able to propose convincing
remedies.

HOWEVER, it would be quite wrong to conclude from
the disappointments at Salzburg that all the money and
effort spent on these musicological congresses are wasted.
Only first- or second -time participants have high expecta-
tions for the proceedings, or leave in disappointment if
they find the papers or discussions unsatisfactory. Old-
timers who attend two or three such meetings a year go
for different reasons-to meet their friends and colleagues
from various countries for an exchange of new ideas and
methods, for information on research in progress in other
places, for consultation on problems and difficulties en-
countered in their own work, and the like. This goes on
outside the actual sessions, during luncheon and dinner,
in the corridors of the buildings while cutting uninterest-
ing sessions, and after hours over a glass of beer.

It is here that ideas for new research projects and col-
laborations are born, here that the availability of a scholar
for a faculty opening is cautiously explored, and here that
someone looking for a new job will let other members
know he is available. Here also groundwork may be laid
for getting research funds, and subsidies may be found
for the publication of scholarly works whose high print-
ing cost would otherwise keep them forever in manuscript.
It is here that invitations for guest lectures or exchange
scholarships between universities and countries may be
worked out, and faculty -raiding may be carried on by
those colleges with money enough to enhance their repu-
tations with an array of illustrious faculty names. And
here, finally, is the place to work out schemes for torpedo-
ing the two or three absolute stinkers every professional
organization has in its ranks.

I have never come back from any congress without
some gain of a professional or material nature, apart from
the pleasure and profit that result from making new
friends or meeting brilliant men. If you add to that good
food and drink, good talk, and the pleasures of listening
to good music, you will see why I am already looking
forward to the meeting in Yugoslavia in 1967, where we
should get, for the first time, a close look at what musicol-
ogists are up to behind the Iron Curtain.

Fritz A. Kuuner will he remembered for his article "Musical
Archeology." in last month's issue of HIFI/STEREo REviEw.
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FkuSAL1Bu' The Austrian stamp on the envelope at left.
commemorating the two -hundredth
anniversary of Mozart's birth, is especially
attractive to the collector because of
the special "Mozarts Geburtshaus" cancella-
tion on both the day (January 21,
1956) and the place (Salzburg) of its issue.

MUSIC
IN THE MAILBOX

\`,I LRICAN MUSIC

.S.POSTAGE 5 CENTS

By WILLIAM ANDERSON

THE postage stamp at
the left, "American
Music," unwittingly

initiated, last fall, a chain
of events that has culmi-
nated in the display of
musical philately appearing

on this month's cover. It may surprise you to learn-it
did me-that this stamp, issued last October 15, is only
the ninth example in United States postal history of an
issue that can properly be called a "musical" one. It honors
the golden jubilee of the American Society of Composers,
Authors, and Publishers-better known as ASCAP.
(Coincidentally, 1964 was also the silver jubilee of an-
other composers' organization, Broadcast Music Incor-
porated-better known as BMI.) It was the U.S. Post
Office's midsummer announcement of the impending
issue, however, that inspired me to investigate the subject
of stamp issues, stamp collecting in general, and musical

stamp collecting in particular-the "music in your mail-
box" referred to in the title.

I must confess that my experience with stamps had
hitherto been limited, like most people's, to buying them
and licking them. Somewhat ashamed of my ignorance, I
plunged into my researches, following a trail that eventu-
ally led me to Mr. George Guzzio, a New York stamp
dealer (and collector from the age of six), the proud
proprietor of the most impressive collection of musical
stamps k has so far been my pleasure to see, and a mine
of stamp lore general and particular.

When you think about it, it becomes obvious that it
would be financially and physically impossible for even
the wildest enthusiast to collect all the stamps ever issued.
And it becomes particularly obvious when you discover,
as I did, that there is a considerable number of countries
quite literally in the business of issuing new stamps, and
the more the merrier. The only answer, obviously, is to
specialize-on stamps featuring sports, or aircraft, or
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children, or music-and let your stamp collection be a
"topical" one. Mr. Guzzio thus became my man in music
topicals, and his splendid collection is the source of the
stamps pictured on these pages and on the cover.

As mentioned above, the new American stamp is the
United States' ninth issue in the field of music. The first
five appeared in 1940, in an unprepossessing series com-
memorating famous American composers. It is a cultural
area in which we are evidently not too strong, for the five
composers so honored-selected by President Franklin D.

Musical instruments, of course, have long been musi-
cal -stamp favorites, with the post -horn understandably
being used quite often. And such rarities as a Philippine
issue featuring an organ constructed entirely out of bam-
boo (shown in color on the cover) are calculated to
gladden the heart of any collector. Great musical events
also provide opportunities for stamp issues-for example,
the opening of the rebuilt Vienna Opera House after
World War II. One of the most unusual occasions to
inspire a stamp issue was the repatriation to Venezuela in

President Franklin D. Rooserelt, a stamp collector himsell, honored musicians Foster. Sousa, Herbert, MacDowell. and INerin in 1940.

Roosevelt- -were Stephen Foster, John Philip Sousa,

Victor Herbert, Edward MacDowell, and Ethelbert
Nevin. Francis Scott Key got his inning in 1948, with
the issue of a stamp commemorating his Sim. Spangled
Banner. Then, in 1960, there were issued two stamps (one
at four and one at eight cents) bearing the likeness of
pianist Ignace Jan Paderewski, but this was in connection
with the postal department's "Champions of Liberty"
series (Paderewski had been president of Poland), and,
strictly speaking, not really in the musical category.
Poland, incidentally, first honored Paderewski philateli-
cally (1919) in the same way-as president-then again,
in 1960, as pianist. Such stretches of topical logic are quite
legitimate in the stamp game, however, and thus it may
even be possible to include in a musical collection two
unusual Hawaiian issues, one (1875) a portrait of King
Kalakaua, reputed to have written both words and music
of Hawaii's old national anthem, and the other (1890) of
his sister, Queen Liliuokalani, also an amateur composer,
and author of Aloha Oe.

The commemoration of a national anthem is but one
of many possible occasions available to postal officials for
the issuance of a musical stamp. Birth and death anniver-
saries of composers are always good for an issue (Bel-
gium's 1956 stamp commemorating the two -hundredth
anniversary of Mozart's birth is an excellent example), as
are natal and funeral events in the lives of famous instru-
mentalists and singers. Opera singers, for some reason,
are not well represented on stamps. Nellie Melba made
it in an Australian issue of 1961 commemorating the
centenary of her birth, and soprano Emmy Destinn in a
1953 Czechoslovakian issue marking the seventieth anni-
versary of the Prague National Theater.

1938 of the ashes of famed pianist Teresa Carreno, who
had died in New York in 1917. A world-wide concertizer,
she had studied piano in New York with Louis Gottschalk,
in Paris with Anton Rubinstein, and was married (four
times) to a succession of musicians. It is a singularly
beautiful stamp (see cover) for a singular woman.

Only a little less unusual in its motivation was Austria's
issue, in 1922, of seven stamps to be sold for ten times
their face value, the price difference to go for the benefit
of needy musicians. (The use of postage stamps-called
"semi-postals"-to raise money for charitable causes is not
unusual in Europe.) The series is among the most beauti-
ful in the whole stamp world, and the seven portraits
used, interestingly enough, are not even identified. Aus-
trians know their composers.

Music enthusiasts in East Germany are apparently at
least as knowing as they are in Austria. In 1956 there
appeared a set of two portrait stamps to mark the cen-
tenary of the death of Robert Schumann, the background
being a sheet of music manuscript. An early purchaser,
obeying a very human impulse, promptly took the stamp
home and tried the music over on his piano. To his sur-
prise, he found that the music was Schubert's (Wanderers
Nachllied). not Schumann's. Needless to say, the stamp
was promptly withdrawn and reissued with the first page
of Schumann's Moadnachi in the background. The pair-
the correct version and the boo-boo-is now a must for
any music stamp collection.

Another beautiful set, now quite elusive and expensive,
is Germany's 1933 issue, on the fiftieth anniversary of
the death of Wagner, of nine stamps bearing scenes from
the composer's principal operas. Wagner, of course, is

understandably a popular subject for German stamps, but
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he has also been honored by a Russian issue on the occa-
sion of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of his birth.
Russia, however, experiences no difficulty in finding com-
posers of her own to honor on stamps-Tchaikovsky, for
instance, has at least half a dozen to his credit. Most inter-
esting of Russian stamps, perhaps, is one issued in 1951

for the one hundred seventy-fifth anniversary of the
founding of the Bolshoi Theater. It bears portraits of five
Russian greats: Glinka, Borodin, Moussorgsky, Rimsky-
Korsakov, and Tchaikovsky.

Smaller countries, too, can usually discover among their
citizenry at least one musical personality worth honoring
with a stamp: Finland has its Sibelius, Norway its Grieg,
and the Gabon Republic lays claim to Bach biographer, or-
ganist, and humanitarian Dr. Albert Schweitzer-his
famed missionary hospital is located at Lambarene in Ga-
bon, and the young (1960) African republic honored him
with a stamp for his eighty-fifth birthday in 1960.

For a collector whose book of past issues is already well -
filled, keeping up with the new issues is a snap. But there
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The only opera
singers so far
honored on
stamps are Emmy
Destinn (left)
and Nellie Melba.

remain a few philosophical problems. Should, for ex-
ample, King Phumiphon of Thailand or Frederick the
Great of Prussia, both of whom already appear on stamps,
be included in a musical collection? The king is an accom-
plished composer and jazz artist, and composer Frederick
even has an entry in the Schwann catalog. And what of
the 1951 Ecuadorian issue bearing the portrait of pianist
Harry S Truman, of Missouri Waltz fame? But I suppose
interested collectors can be trusted to lick these problems
as they come to them.

Austria's 1922 semi-postals carried portraits of Haydn. Mozart. Bee-
thoven, Schubert, Bruckner, Johann Strauss (the Younger), and Wolf.

East Germany's 1956 issue on the centenary of Schu-
mann's death first appeared with a Schubert manuscript
(left), was reissued with one of Schumann's (right).

Russia's 1951 Bolshoi Theater issue includes
a portrait of a nonmusical ringer-Lenin-in the
upper left corner. Richard Wagner, of course. is
a very popular stamp subject-even in Russia.
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i;rass chains attached to a ceiling beam
support the equipment cabinet,

isolating it from vibration.

A SUSPENDED HI-FI
STEREO CENTER

SOMETHING old and something new are tastefully
combined in George J. Junkin's stereo installation
in his Hermosa Beach, California home. Mr. Junkin

himself designed and built the cabinet in his woodwork-
ing shop to go with his living room's open -beam, Early
American decor. The cabinet is constructed of clear birch
throughout, and is finished with a maple stain and clear
lacquer coating. The four brass chains by which the cabi-
net is suspended are attached to antique brass hooks on
the sides of the cabinet. These are in turn fastened to an
overhead beam. The two speakers (Wharfedale W -40's)
are similarly supported by brass chains from an overhead
beam, and are spaced about ten feet apart. Holding the
equipment cabinet away from the wall, to permit proper
ventilation of the components, are four rubber -tipped
brass door stops.

A Bogen Model RP -230 stereo receiver is installed in
the upper left section of the cabinet. At the upper right

is a Viking 88 Stereo Compact tape recorder, which is
especially adaptable to panel -mounting. When not in use,
the components are concealed by doors that lift up and
slide back into the cabinet.

The bottom doors swing open to reveal a Garrard Type
A record changer equipped with a Shure M7D cartridge.
The changer is installed on a slide -out base for conven-
ience of operation. Also in the lower section of the cab-
inet is a drawer for storing tapes, plus another for
accommodating such accessories as stereo headphones and
a tape -head demagnetizer. A third compartment, in the
lower left section of the cabinet, provides storage space
for records.

Aside from its attractive appearance, Mr. Junkin's
chain -supported installation offers a definite acoustical
advantage: the entire system is immune to shock and
vibration, whether transmitted acoustically or through
the floor.
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QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS
ON UPGRADING

YOUR
HI-FI SYSTEM
BEFORE YOU ATTEMPT TO UPGRADE YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM,

YOU SHOULD BE AWARE THAT SOME IMPROVEMENTS
ARE WORTH MAKING, WHILE OTHERS ARE NOT

By JOHN MILDER
r9

urHouGH no formal survey has ever been made on
the subject, I think it is fairly safe to assume that
most high-fidelity systems are never quite finished.

Even those listeners whose original intention was to buy
one set of audio components to last a lifetime will usually
find something worth adding, or replacing, every year or
so-a set of headphones here, a new elliptical stylus there.
Many others, of course, go all out in pursuit of highest
fidelity, trading in their last -year's amplifiers and speakers
as soon as newer models appear on the market.

Certainly no one would deny that the search for better
sound through audio -system upgrading is a worthwhile
preoccupation. And although there is usually more than
one way to go about making a worthwhile improvement,
there are two basic factors to take into account whatever
your approach: your present equipment and your ultimate
ambitions. There has been such a confusing proliferation
of new and improved equipment in the past couple of

years, however, that many have hesitated to take their
first steps toward improved sound quality. The questions
and answers that follow may help you to decide on the
best course to follow.

QMy present stereo amplifier is rated at 20 watts
per channel. Should I trade it in for an amplifier

with more power?
AThere are many ifs to consider here. If you are

thinking of swapping 20 watts for 30, the answer
is no: the added power would probably not be audible,
and therefore worth neither the money nor the trouble.
If you are thinking about using an amplifier with twice
your present power (or more), the question is whether
you will really achieve what you hope to with it. If you
like to play your music loud, and if you have medium- or
low -efficiency speakers, you should have a high -power
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amplifier to handle orchestral peaks without distortion.
If your speakers sound harsh on crescendoes, a higher -
power amplifier may improve matters. But if your com-
plaint is that the sound is generally unsatisfactory (too
thin or too brilliant, audibly fuzzy, boomy, or hollow),
the problem probably lies elsewhere-in your speakers,
for instance, or in your cartridge. Try to pinpoint your
dissatisfaction before deciding that a higher -power am-
plifier will cure it. And keep in mind that some medium -
power amplifiers with very clean clipping characteristics
and fast recovery from overloads may actually sound more
powerful than nominally higher -power units of mediocre
design. All else being equal, however, if a 40- or 60 -watt
amplifier is substituted for a 20 -watt one, there should
be a definite (if not startling) improvement in sound.

QShould I add a stereo adapter to my mono FM
tuner, or should I get a new stereo FM tuner ?

AWith few exceptions, even fairly recent mono
tuners are a bit tricky to convert to stereo-

and, in some cases, they give rather disappointing per-
formance when they have been converted. The presence
of a jack labelled "multiplex" on your tuner, for example,
is no guarantee that the tuner's circuits have the band-
width necessary for fully satisfactory stereo performance.

If the limitations of your budget rule out the purchase
of a new stereo tuner, don't go out and buy just any
stereo adapter-check first with the manufacturer of your
tuner. If conversion is feasible, he can tell you whether
any special precautions are necessary. And, almost in-
variably, the original manufacturer's own adapter will
provide the best performance. Most of the so-called uni-
versal adapters do not provide optimum results with all
tuners. It is also a good idea to have your tuner realigned
and adjusted to the adapter by a qualified audio service
technician.

QI am finally "going stereo," and I already have
one good speaker. Should I get another just like

it, or should I trade it in on a new matched pair?
ANeedless to say, no one answer will cover all the

possible variations this question could encom-
pass. If your present speaker is of fairly early vintage, it
is generally unwise to attempt to purchase a duplicate,
even if you can find one. A pair of new speakers will
probably cost less, look better, and sound better.

On the other hand, your present speaker may be too
good to part with, particularly if the virtues you prize in
it are not reflected in its trade-in value. If this is the case,
and an exact match is either impossible or beyond your
budget and space limitations, one alternative would be
to purchase a less expensive system (if possible, from the
manufacturer of your old speaker) that matches the mid-
range and high -frequency response of your old unit rea-
sonably well. A mismatch in the low frequencies will
seldom be noticed, but the mid- and high -frequency re-
sponse of stereo speakers should be similar to avoid dis-
concerting shifts in the apparent location of musical
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instruments. The manufacturer will be happy to tell you
which of his present models will best serve as a stereo
companion for your older unit.

QMy present cartridge tracks at two grams. Should
I get one that tracks at a gram or less?

ANot if your present pickup sounds satisfactory.
The importance of tracking force has been over-

emphasized in the past few years, and the "lighter the
better" approach is full of pitfalls. The right tracking
force for any cartridge is the force that yields minimum
distortion on most records, rather than the lowest force
at which the stylus will stay in the groove. Too light a
tracking force will cause a stylus to lose proper, steady
contact with the groove. It will bounce from side to side
and damage the modulations in the groove wall. A force
that is slightly too heavy, on the other hand, will simply
increase the vinyl's normal give under the stylus. As
long as you give your records a rest between playings,
their grooves will spring back into shape with no sign
of damage.

QShould I trade in my present speakers for ones
with wider frequency response?

AA speaker's rated frequency response, taken by
itself, is meaningless for quality -comparison pur-

poses. Not only do speaker manufacturers use widely
different methods of testing and expressing response, but
a speaker's frequency response is only one of many factors
that determine its over-all sound.

If your present speakers sound boomy or thin, the real
problem may be their placement in your room. Remember
that the proportion of bass in a speaker's over-all sound

"Dinner's ready!"

increases as it is moved toward intersecting room surfaces.
If the speakers sound distorted only on loud orchestral
passages, the problem may be insufficient amplifier power.
If they sound shrill or dull when you play records, the
problem may be traceable to your cartridge.

If you do decide that you want better speakers, forget
about frequency response as an arbitrary index of quality
and concentrate on what your ears can tell you about a
speaker's performance. (For suggestions on what to listen
for, see the August 1963 issue of HIFI/STEREo REVIEW,
pages 31-35).

QMy present tuner, rated at 4 microvolts IHF
sensitivity, doesn't get all the stations I want.

Should I buy a more sensitive tuner?
ABefore you decide to do so, check your present an-

tenna. In many cases, failure to receive all the
stations in your area (or failure to receive them clearly)
may have nothing to do with your tuner's sensitivity. If
you are using a twin -lead folded -dipole indoor antenna,
it may either be oriented incorrectly for some stations
(its sensitivity is greatest when placed broadside to the
direction of a station's signal), or it may be picking up
a number of signal reflections that cause multipath dis-
tortion-a fuzzy reception quality that is often attributed
to inadequate tuner sensitivity. If no amount of experi-
mentation with an indoor antenna seems to yield results,
consider using an outdoor antenna. If you live in a met-
ropolitan area, where surrounding buildings may bounce
signal reflections from several directions, your need for
a directional outdoor antenna to avoid distortion may be
greater than that of a fringe -area listener. And in most
cases, a relatively modest investment in an antenna (and,
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UPGRADING
YOUR

HI-FI SYSTEM
when necessary, a rotator) will improve reception more
than an added microvolt or two of tuner sensitivity.

On the other hand, the premium -quality tuners, with
their higher sensitivities, invariably have superior capture
ratios and quieting curves. In a fringe -area installation,
these factors, plus the slight gain afforded by the higher
sensitivity, may make the difference between adequate
and excellent stereo reception.

QMy stereo cartridge is a little over two years old.
Should I replace it with one of the latest models?

ADefinitely yes. Cartridges have improved enor-
mously in the last two years. But when shopping

for a new cartridge, and before you decide on a particular
model, check whether it is compatible with your present
tone arm, since some of the new premium cartridges re-
quire a tone arm capable of very light tracking forces.
In this and in other instances, the financial pain of re-
placement will be eased by the comparatively low price
of many present-day pickups-often less than half that
of earlier models.

QCan I convert my mono hi-fi system to stereo
piece by piece?

AMore often than not, yes. The logical first addi-
tion, for the sake of your present record collec-

tion, and other records you will be buying, is a new stereo
cartridge, keeping in mind the cautions given in the
answer above. However, unless your present player was
designed after the advent of stereo discs, it is likely to
produce rumble when playing records in stereo, or per-
haps even damage the stereo record grooves. You may
therefore have to replace the turntable, tone arm, and
cartridge together. Also, one of today's high -quality stereo
pickups will not always work well in an older tone arm.
It may give distorted sound because of the arm's tracking
inadequacies, and the stylus assembly might collapse when
tracking at the high forces demanded by the arm.

The second step in converting a mono setup to stereo
should be either the purchase of a stereo amplifier or
another speaker. For the moment we will concentrate on
the amplifier, because, if two speakers cannot be squeezed
out of your budget right away, most tube stereo amplifiers
can be set up to drive a single speaker. This is done by
connecting a protective resistor across the output terminals
of the unused channel or (when specifically dedared pos-
sible by the manufacturer) by connecting the two input

and output channels in parallel for monophonic output.
The latter arrangement will provide almost double the
mono power. Remember, however, that it is not possible
to parallel the outputs of most transistor amplifiers; if in
doubt, check with the manufacturer of your amplifier.

QI have a ten -year -old console radio -phonograph
combination. Can its sound be brought up to

high-fidelity standards?
ANot unless you are prepared to invest a lot of time,

effort, and cold cash. It is generally a frustrating
proposition to attempt to upgrade a console piece by piece,
because each improvement tends to make audible a pre-
viously concealed flaw in some other console part.

This is not to say, however, that some changes are not
worth making under certain conditions. One step that
frequently makes sense, for instance, is to replace the
console's record changer with a quality component record
changer or turntable. Whether or not the console's
changer has been acting up, an improved player would
still be a definite benefit because of the gentler treatment
your records would receive from a better (and usually
lighter -tracking) tone arm and cartridge. Depending
upon your budget and the possibility of using the new
record player in a future all -component system, any of
several changers or turntables selling for $45 to $100
might do very well. It may also be possible to use one
of the new premium -quality ceramic cartridges, such as
the Sonotone Velocitone Mark IV. A local serviceman
can tell you whether the console's amplifier will produce
adequate volume with the moderately low signal voltage
(about 0.25 volt) put out by the premium quality ceramics.
The stereo terminals of the cartridge can be connected
together for mono operation, or the two cables from the
new stereo player can be combined through a Y -connector.
A stereo cartridge with a 0.7 -mil stylus will, of course,
not only play your older mono LP's, but will also give
you the option of buying stereo records for use in the
full-fledged stereo setup you may be buying at a later date.

Although you may feel an urge to experiment as well
with the console's speakers, you are advised to do so with
caution. A good speaker system, if substituted for the
one built into the console, may do nothing more than
expose the inadequacy of the amplifier by emphasizing
hum and treble distortion. (This does not rule out, how-
ever, one simple change that will usually give you im-
proved sound: try connecting a small extension speaker
to the set's built-in speaker and placing it in another part
of the room.)

John Milder, who frequently writes about hi-fi equipment for
HIFI/Sun° REVIEW, has in the past been a retail salesman of
audio gear (see "A Day in the Life of a Hi-Fi Salesman," No-
vember, 1964), now works for a major hi-fi manufacturer.
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HI FI/STEREO REVIEW'S SELECTION OF THE TOP RECORDINGS

BEST OF THE MONTH

CLASSICAL

GUSTAV MAHLER'S "RESURRECTION" SYMPHONY
Leonard Bernstein directs a superb realization of a visionary score

AMONG the few moments of solace given us during those terrible days just after Novem-
ber 22, 1963 was a presentation of Gustav Mahler's "Resurrection" Symphony on
CBS television. The performance, with Leonard Bernstein conducting, had taken

place some months earlier, but had been preserved on videotape. However, the same artists
also recorded the work for Columbia Records in late Sep-
tember, and this performance has now been released.

This gigantic score, with its final visionary tonal fresco
of the Last Judgment and the Resurrection, has had a num-t ber of distinguished recorded performances. These include
the first one, in the middle 1930's, with Eugene Ormandy
and the Philadelphia Orchestra, and the stereo discs by
Mahler disciples Bruno Walter (for Columbia) and Otto
Klemperer (for Angel). It has taken Leonard Bernstein,
however, to achieve a reading that combines the finest
elements of Ormandy's dramatic sense, Walter's grandeur,
and Klemperer's disciplined intellectuality. And while the
earlier releases all suffered from sonic flaws, Columbia's
new recording is well-nigh perfect : for the first time, we
have a sonic realization of the Mahler Second Symphony
that can be considered as being on the same level of excel-

lence as the musical realization set forth by the conductor.
Perhaps Bernstein's most striking musical achievement here lies in the sense of both

musical and dramatic cohesiveness he brings to the three interconnected final movements-
nearly fifty minutes of music. Ordinarily, the episodic last movement does not hold together
in performance. The slightest miscalculation in pacing or in dynamics is sufficient to make
the structure sag at one point or another, thereby destroying the magical effect of the
whole. Bernstein is the first and only conductor I have heard who has held the whole of
this "Last Judgment" sequence together without a single misstep, and the end effect is
overwhelming. To Jennie Tourel must go special kudos for a wonderfully touching rendi-

GUSTAV :MAHLER

Prefiguring the linear style
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The noteworthy cast for 11 estminster's new recording of liodel-
intla includes Maureen Forrester. John Boyden. and Helen Watts.

tion of the Urlicht song -setting, with the promise of
redemption from earthly woe that becomes fulfilled in
the following, and final, movement. In the preceding
Scherzo, Bernstein's just -right pacing communicates a
wonderful blend of the satanic and the satirical.

Only in the /am/kr-style second movement, which
serves as an intermezzo between the mighty "Death Cele-
bration" of the first movement and the visionary last three,
do we find Bernstein slightly off form. His treatment of
this deliberately naive music seems a bit sentimental
when compared with Bruno Walter's elegant and classic
statement of it. In the opening movement, which I have
always regarded as one of Mahler's finest-and a remark-
able precursor (1894) of the linear orchestral style that
became the vogue a generation later-Bernstein seeks,
within the famework of a broad musical line, to achieve
an intensified sense of drama through freely varied
changes of tempo. His daring pays off handsomely.

Columbia's production staff has outdone itself in see-
ing that not one detail of Bernstein's interpretation
escapes sonic realization. When it is borne in mind that
this involves episodes ranging in sonority from chamber-

instrumental size to those involving augmented brass,
extra percussion, organ, chorus, and soloists, one begins
to appreciate the magnitude of the engineering accom-
plishment. The stereo sound is magnificent in its illumina-
tion of detail, its localization effects, its sense of breadth
and depth, and its richness of texture. David Hall

CI ® MAHLER: Symphony No. 2, in C Minor ("Resur-
rection"). New York Philharmonic; Jennie Tourel (con-
tralto); Lee Venora (soprano); the Collegiate Chorale,
Leonard Bernstein cond. COLUMBIA M2S 695 two 12 -inch
discs $11.96, M2L 295 $9.96.

A HIGH -STYLE
RODELINDA

Handel's 1725 opera makes a
highly successful debut on records

DESPITE the current resurgence of Baroque music, re-
cordings of operas by George Friderick Handel are

not so plentiful that the release on discs of one of his
stage works is an ordinary occurrence. At the time it was
written, in 1725, Rodelinda was one of the composer's
most successful endeavors. In its first season it was given
fourteen times, it was presented the following season as
well, and revived once again in 1731. The opera certainly
owed part of its favorable reception to the composer's
dazzling score, but perhaps even more to the London
audience's appetite for the spectacular: heading the orig-
inal cast were Senesino, a favorite alto castrato, and in
the lead part was the female soprano, Francesca Cuzzoni,
whose brown and silver gown stole the show.

Today, without castrati and other fashionable eight-
eenth -century sensations, the opera must stand on the
merits of its magnificent music and the stylistic sensibil-
ities of whatever cast one is fortunate enough to be able
to hear. Although Rodelinda was the first Handel opera
to be revived in our own time (1920, in Germany) and
has been produced periodically since, this is the first re-
cording of the score to be made available (except for a
long out -of -print and highly abridged version on Period).

Musically, Rodelinda is a succession of static arias,
each portraying the mood of the person singing. The
dramatic action is carried forward entirely through recita-
tive, most often accompanied only by the continuo harpsi-
chord with cello. The arias are invariably of the A -B -A
or da capo type, with the conclusion of each being a repeti-
tion of the opening material; the singer in Handel's day
was expected to adorn that repetition with embellishments
as well as to improvize cadenzas at the appropriate spots.
Regardless of the quality of the music, these vocal adorn-
ments are an essential ingredient of a dramatic work such
as this one, and their omission, as is the case with so
many recordings and performances of Handel, is apt to
make the string of arias tedious to most ears. Fortunately,
a small handful of performers (notably Joan Sutherland
and her husband in such recordings as Alcina or the just -

issued excerpts from Julius Caesar) realize the necessity
for adopting correct stylistic practices, with the result that
much eighteenth -century music of this type is being
brought back to life.

In this respect, Brian Priestman's direction of Rodel-
inda is impressive. Not every aria is embellished, and some
of the additions are distinctly conservative; there are, how-
ever, enough sections that are adorned to make this per-
formance one of the better -rendered Handel recordings
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to date. And there are other stylistic assets: dotted rhythms
are properly exaggerated, there is an excellent and
thoroughly imaginative harpsichord continuo, the orches-
tra is suitably small, and the conducting is exceptionally
sensitive to the dramatic moods.

Westminster's choice of singers, too, is noteworthy-
making a mistake here could easily mean the downfall of
such a production. The women in particular are first-rate:
Teresa Stich -Randall as the Queen of the Lombards pre-
sents a brilliantly sung portrait of the proud Rodelinda,
while Maureen Forrester is equally convincing as the
dispossessed king, Bertarido. As for the two villain roles,
John Boyden acquits himself with distinction, but Alex-
ander Young is less at ease in the difficult roulades than
the remainder of the strong cast.

Foremost in interest, nevertheless, is the music itself.
It is most urgently recommended that those whose only
familiarity with the opera is the well-known "Dove sei"
(beautifully sung here by Forrester) become acquainted
with the remainder of this score. There are almost no
weak parts here, and the succession of gorgeous arias is
quite staggering. The recording is virtually complete,
though there are some cuts in the recitative, and Handel's
later additions are not included. ("Sono i colpi," a lively
aria at the conclusion of the first act in the original pro-
duction, however, is inexplicably omitted.)

Westminster's recording is generally first-rate in both
mono and stereo versions, but the latter is preferable for
the dramatic positioning of the voices. Extensive program
notes together with a libretto and translation are provided.

Igor Kipnis

Os @ HANDEL: Rodelinda. Teresa Stich -Randall (so-
prano), Rodelinda; Maureen Forrester (contralto), Ber-
tarido; Hilde Roessl-Majdan (contralto), Eduige; Helen
Watts (contralto), Unulfo; Alexander Young (tenor),
Grimoaldo; John Boyden (bass -baritone), Garibaldo; Mar-
tin Isepp (harpsichord continuo); Vienna Radio Orchestra,
Brian Priestman cond. WESTMINSTER WST 320 three 12 -
inch discs $14.94, X\X'N 3320 $14 94.

ENTERTAINMENT --

A GLOWING PERFORMANCE
OF THE GLASS MENAGERIE

Tennessee Williams' most touching play
is re-created by a superb cast

WHILE The Glass Mena,;,:r2e is far from being the
most sensations: ';f Tennessee Williams' plays, it

is surely the most beautifully proportioned and human of
them all, a fine -sr, in web of humor and pathos in a new
dramatic form tl.lt paradoxically freed the theater from
slavish realism and at the same time intensified its reality.

True, the plot could hardly be called a gripping one, but
its movement is such that it avoids the plodding and the
obvious as mere tape -recorder realism never can. And
through its dramatic insight, its ability to discover magic
in the commonplace, through the poetry of its structure
as well as its dialogue, and because it so accurately traces
the geography of the human heart, the play brought to
the American theater a fine freshness that even twenty
years later is not in the least stale.

In his production notes, Williams calls this a "memory
play," and suggests that it "can be presented with unusual
freedom of convention." He points out that "because of
its considerably delicate or tenuous material, atmospheric
touches and subtleties of direction play a particularly im-
portant part." Director Howard Sackler, who might be
called the Toscanini of the spoken word, has taken his
cue from this statement and has shaped for the ear a
production that is exceptional in its loyalty to the play-
wright's intent. Freed from the restrictive requirements
of the stage and from the young Williams' rather naive
instructions calling for titles and cartoons to be projected
on a screen, the director has blended music, sound effects,
and the talents of a fine cast to re-create the play with force
and radiance.

Even those who keep in hallowed memory the original
portrait of Amanda drawn by the great Laurette Taylor
are bound to respond to Jessica Tandy's insight, authority,
and power here-from her irritatingly inconsequential
table -talk chatter at the opening to her later moments
of immense but simple dignity. Montgomery Clift's por-
trayal of Tom mirrors the play's tightrope balance be-
tween tears and laughter, while Julie Harris as the tim-
orous Laura handles her every scene with delicacy and
restraint. David Wayne, as the well-meaning "gentleman
caller," once again demonstrates his remarkable ability

Shaping an authoritative per/ormance: I. to r., Howard Sackler,
Julie Harris, Jessica Tandy, Montgomery CliIt, David Wayne.
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to immerse himself utterly in the dramatic requirements
of a role.

Throughout, each episode is outlined and ornamented
with gentle music, underscored with pauses of silence,
with the rushes and ebbs of speech and sound, and the
matching of voice against voice, mood against mood. This
is no mere documentation of a stage production, but an
exceptionally beautiful and effective transformation from
that medium to the quite different requirements of the
phonograph. Paul Kresh

® 0 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: The Glass Menagerie.
Montgomery Clift, Julie Harris, Jessica Tandy, David
Wayne. Howard Sackler, director. CAEDMON THEATRE RE-
CORDING SOCIETY i01, two 12 -inch discs stereo and mono
$11.90.

JAZZ

AN EXHILARATING
JAZZ RECORDING

The late Eric Dolphy is heard
in his best album as leader

ERIC DOLPHY, who died in Europe last June at the age
of thirty-six, made a number of remarkable jazz re-

cordings, most notably with Charles Mingus and in ses-
sions he headed himself. But with the release of the new
disc "Out to Lunch" on Blue Note, we now have an album
that most successfully illustrates Dolphy's talents as a
leader. Not only is his own playing masterful, but he as-
sembled for the date a group of superior young jazz
musicians who, like Dolphy, had singularly imaginative
ideas of their own to contribute to the jazz idiom.

Dolphy is heard on alto saxophone, flute, and bass clar-
inet. On alto, he is slashingly incisive in the title tune as
he plays with his characteristic speech -like pitches and
cadences. Dolphy's humor, evident in live appearances
but insufficiently captured on his records, comes through
in his alto saxophone work in Straight up and Down. On
Something Sweet, Something Tender, Dolphy is on bass
clarinet, and he and bassist Richard Davis together play
a unison duet that is one of the most beautifully sustained
lyrical passages in all of recorded jazz. And on Gazzelloni,
Dolphy demonstrates how fully he made the flute an ad-
junct of his musical personality.

The only other horn is trumpeter Freddie Hubbard, who
here delivers one of his freest, most melodically resource-
ful performances on record. The rhythm section is stun-
ning, both in ensemble and in individual solos. Vibist
Bobby Hutcherson is a musician of rhythmic ingenuity
and harmonic freshness, and Richard Davis has matured
into one of the most consistently arresting bass soloists in
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jazz. Young Tony Williams, a member of Miles Davis'
combo, has experienced spectacularly sudden-and justifi-
able-renown. Rather than laying down explicit, regular
time patterns, Williams plays with challenging freedom.
At times his is an important voice in the ensemble, and
he helps the soloists explore their own rhythmic capacities
by opening new routes for them.

All five compositions are by Dolphy, and they indi-
cate how far he had come as an original jazz writer. Hat
and Beard is an affectionate, witty portrait of Thelonious
Monk. Something Sweet, Something Tender is achingly
poignant, and Gazzelloni is a tribute to a fellow flutist.
Out to Lunch is less distinctive, but it provides a pliable
framework for the soloists. The final Straight Up and
Down is an exceptionally striking jazz theme, one of the
more durable originals of recent years. A funny, lurching
description of a drunk, it demonstrates that the "new
thing" in jazz is not always somber.

Collectively, the performances are exhilarating because
of the interplay between the musicians. For those who
think high spirits are alien to avant-garde jazz, "Out to
Lunch" is a valuable corrective. Nat Hentoff

® ® ERIC DOLPHY: Out to Lunch. Eric Dolphy (alto
saxophone, flute, bass clarinet), Freddie Hubbard (trum-
pet), Bobby Hutcherson (vibes), Richard Davis (bass),
Tony Williams (drums). Hat and Beard; Something Sweet,
Something Tender; Gazzelloni; Out to Lunch: Straight Up
and Down. BLUE NOTE 8-1163 $5.98, 4163* $1.98.

ERIC DOLPHY
High spirits among the arant-garde



SIX HEADS ARE BETTER THAN THREE!
No matter how you look at it, six heads can outper-
form three anytime. And only Concertone's incom-
parable 800 has them. Six heads let you record or play
four -track stereo tapes in both directions-without
reel turnover. And Reverse-o-matic® gives you con-
tinuous music programming at the push of a single
button. No one in the industry can give you six heads
and Reverse-o-matic®. No one in Concertone's Series
800 price range can give you these features either.

JANUARY 1965

Entirely self-contained. Twin speakers. Two micro-
phones. Three motor system. Echo control. Sound on
sound. Center capstan drive. You will be astounded
at what you get with Concertone's incomparable 800.
And it costs less than $399. For complete details and
the name of your nearest dealer, write Concertone,
P.O. Bcx 3227, South El Monte, California 91733.
CONCERTONE

IN CANADA: HARTONE ELECTRONICS,2911BRIDGELAND,TORONTO,ONTARIO,CANADA

CIRCLE NO. IS ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The $199.95 Stereo Portable
With Full -Range Big Sound!

This trim (331A pounds) slim (1314 x x 13X)
beauty has a surprising bundle of tape recording
capabilities, packs the sound quality of a Big
Bertha stereo!

It isn't often you find a portable delivering full -
range stereo. The Model 1630 boasts a frequency
response from 40 to 18,000 cps, with wow & flutter
less than 0.2%, signal-to-noise ratio better than
45 db. It records and plays 4 -track stereo/monaural
at 1%, 33/, and 7Y, ips, with 15 ips optional. It has the
Roberts 2 -speed electrically -switched capstan drive
motor, the heavy-duty drive you can rely on. It has
our perfect 100 -micro -inch -gap recording head,
long-lived, resin -sealed and shock -resistant in an
MU metal case protected by a tape lifter.

As for sophistication, the Model 1630 has auto-
matic shut-off, 3 -digit index counter, 2 -channel VU
meter, pause lever, record interlock, track selector
switch, separate Left & Right Channel volume and

tone controls. It has 2 high impedance microphone
inputs, 2 high impedance high-level phono/radio
inputs. It has 2 Hi -Z preamp outputs, 2 external
speaker outputs and stereo-pho^e output. Its bias
oscillator frequency is 100KC; FM Multiplex -ready.
It operates vertically or horizontally, takes tape reels
up to 7" size, and you can mount 5" reels with the
deck cover closed.

The mighty classy little Model 1630 is one of five
in our brilliant new line of Designer Portables. See
them and listen to them at your Roberts Dealer now.
Or write direct to us for de:ails.

Roberts Electronics, Division of Rheem Mfg. Co.,
5922 Bowcroft St., L.A., Calif. 90016. Dept. H FSR1

ROB E RTS ®

In Canada: J. M. Nelson Electron cs, Ltd., 2149 Commercial
Drive, Vancouver 12, B. C. Prices slightly higher in Canada.
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HIFI 'STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

CLASSICAL
Reviewed by WILLIAM FLANAGAN  DAVID HALL  GEORGE JELLINEK  IGOR KIPNIS

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CI) 0 ARNE: Songs to Shakespeare Plays.
Where the bee sucks (The Tempest); Come
away. death (Twelfth Night, two settings);
The Cuckoo Song (Love's Labour's Lost);
Blow, blow, thou winter wind (As You Like
It); Soft flowing Avon (Ode to Shake-
speare); Tell me where is fancy bred? (The
Merchant of Venice); The Owl (Love's
Labour's Lost); Come unto these yellow
sands (The Tempest); Dirge (Cymbeline);
Behold your faithful Ariel (The Tempest);
Sweetest Bard (Ode to Shakespeare); Sol-
emn Dirge (Romeo and Juliet). Maureen
Forrester (alto), Alexander Young (tenor),
Martin Isepp (harpsichord). Vienna Acad-
emy Chamber Choir, Vienna Radio Orches-
tra, Brian Priestman cond. WESTMINSTER
WST 17075 $4.98, XWN 19075 $4.98.

Performance: Perfection
Recording: First-class

Of all the recorded bounty washed up on
our turntables during the Shakespearean
Quatercentennial just past, Westminster's
new release of "Songs to Shakespeare
Plays" by Thomas Augustine Arne must be
counted one of the most welcome.

The album title would seem to imply that
the song lyrics here are all by Shakespeare,
but not so. The "enlightened" theater audi-
ences of eighteenth -century England did not
take their Shakespeare straight, but rewrit-
ten, reorganized, happy-ending-ed, and,
above all, embellished with music. Although
the plays themselves are already crammed
with songs, producers of the time often
commissioned new songs and "musical enter-
tainments" for their productions. Thus we
have in this collection (in addition to Shake-
speare's own lyrics) a dirge for Cymbeline
by poet William Collins, another dirge (by
an untalented hand unknown to me) for
Romeo and Juliet, a manufactured song for
The Tempest (in part by Shakespeare, but
using a passage that is not a song in the
original play), and an Ode to Shakespeare
by playwright -actor David Garrick which
includes a fractured quote from Milton's
L'Allegro.

Although the Garrick ode does elicit from
Arne some beautiful vocal writing, it is
apparent from this disc that his musical
sensitivity was one peculiarly suited to the

Explanation of symbols:
= stereophonic recording
= monophonic recording

* = mono or stereo version
not received for review

poetical sensitivity of Shakespeare. This is
not to say that the songs are either "Shake-
spearean" or "Elizabethan"-they are very
much of their own time. They have, how-
ever, like the works of Shakespeare, a flavor
uniquely English. and it is this quality that
permits them to blend so completely and so
naturally with the words.

London -born Arne (1710-1778), a largely
self-taught musician, had the misfortune to
come to his musical maturity just in time to
encounter the flood -tide of the popularity of
Handel, who had first arrived in England the
year the English composer was born. The
spirit of English music up to the time of

MAUREEN FORRESTER AND ALEXANDER You NG

Opulent tone, impeccable diction

Purcell, it seems to me, had best expressed
itself through the voice, in a style of forth-
right simplicity and clarity of melodic line.
Arne was the last of that tradition, and even
his writing shows traces of the Italianate
complexity and ornateness, the purely Con-
tinental elegance masquerading as simplicity
that marked the work of Handel and other
writers of Italian opera whose music deluged
England in the first half of the eighteenth
century. The English accent disappeared, not
to be heard again, I think, until the present
century gave us Benjamin Britten.

The singing of both soloists in this de-
lightful eighteenth -century program is, in
a word, ravishing. Alto Maureen Forrester,
superb throughout, is at her opulent best in
The Cuckoo Song (Spring) and The Owl
(Winter) from Love's Labour's Lost. (These
should have been put on consecutive tracks
in the album, however, since they appear
together in the play and are intended,
through their juxtaposition, to make a dra-

matic point.) The diction of tenor Alexander
Young is impeccable, and his sure command
of both words and music combine to make
his singing effortlessly idiomatic. These
qualities are nowhere better displayed than in
Sigh No More Ladies (Much Ado).

The sound is outstanding in both mono
and stereo: clean, warm, and perfectly bal-
anced. Martin Isepp's harpsichord is especi-
ally well captured in the Dirge from Cym-
beline. ". . . howling winds and beating
rain/In tempest shake the sylvan cell."

Thomas Arne is for the time being repre-
sented in the catalog only by selections from
his music for Milton's COMU5 and the present
addition, which I hope signals some kind
of revival. For this one we will have to
thank eighteenth -century scholar and Arne
specialist Dr. Percy Young, who prepared
the music editions for the disc.

William Anderson

® CO BACH: Cantata No. 29: Sinfonia;
Cantata No. 79: Nun danket alle Gott;
Cantata No. 140: Wachet auf!; Gloria
sei Dir gesungen; Cantata No. 147: Jesu,
Joy of Man's Desiring; Cantata No. 142:
Concerto; Final Chorale; Christmas Ora-
torio: Final Chorale of Part I; Final
Chorale of Part VI; Cantata No. 129:
Final Chorale; Cantata No. 208 ("Birth-
day Cantata"): Pales' Aria (No. 13);
Sheep May Safely Graze; Cantata No.
146: Duel-"My Spirit Be Joyful"; Cho-
rales: Was Gott tut, das 1st wohl getan;
Lobe den Herrn; Lass dein Engel mit mir
fahren; Doxology; Ein feste Burg; Cantata
No. 207: Final Chorus; March. E. Power
Biggs (organ); Columbia Chamber Sym-
phony, Zoltan Rozsnyai cond. COLUMBIA
MS 6615 $5.98, ML 6015 $4.98.

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Good enough

This attractive holiday package of Bach orig-
inals and cantata- or chorale -movement ar-
rangements, called "Music of Jubilee," in-
cludes a seven-inch bonus record containing
festive extracts from earlier Biggs record-
ings of Gabrieli, Handel, Jeremiah Clarke,
and Soler, as well as Bach. For the new
performances, Biggs played a restored eight-
eenth -century organ at Eisenstadt, Austria,
and the resulting sound, both of the instru-
ment and of the surrounding Stadtpfarr-
kirche, is pleasingly authentic.

Presumably the instrumentation of the vo-
cal parts in the selections written originally
for voices has been done by Mr. Biggs him-
self-for the most part, effectively and in
proper style. However, I enjoyed most the
originally instrumental pieces, such as the

(Continued on page 78)
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For the first time, a major composer has been
able to fashion a legacy of his music as he in-
tends it to be heard.
As Pablo Picasso has influenced modern art, so
Igor Stravinsky has shaped modern music. His
work is the expression of our time. And that ex-
pression-the great volume of Stravinsky's work
-is available to you on Columbia Masterworks
recordings conducted by the composer himself.
Recent albums in the series re-
flect the great range of his talent.

"Jeu de Cartes" and "Scenes de
Ballet." Another, "The Rake's Progress." Still
another new recording, Favorite Short Pieces,
is a delightful treatment of seventeen works-
suites, etudes and miniatures.
The works of Stravinsky performed by outstand-
ing orchestras under the direction of the com-
poser... here are recordings that belong in every
collection of serious music.
IGOR STRAVINSKY ON COLUMBIA RECORDS 
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di it- you know . . 

that any records and tapes reviewed in this issue
can be purchased through the HIFI/STEREO REVIEW
Record Service?

To order, simply fill out the coupon below. Orders
can be accepted only for recordings reviewed in this
issue, and must be received no later than the date
indicated at the bottom of the coupon.

                         
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW RECORD SERVICE  DEPT. SC

ONE PARK AVE.  NEW YORK 16, N.Y.
Please send the following records and/or tapes reviewed in this issue.

0 Check or Money Order for $ is enclosed. 0 C.O.D.
ALL RECORDINGS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED
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brilliant Cantata No. 29 sinfonia, which
Bach arranged from his E Major solo violin
partita, and the delightful opening con-
certo movement for Cantata No. 142. The
very attractive excerpt from the Birthda)
Cantata No. 208 (preceding the familiar
"Sheep May Safely Graze") is wrongly
called an "instrumental trio" here. It is
played that way. and excellently, too, but
it was written as an aria, the ground bass
of which Bach used also for the lovely aria
"My Heart Ever Faithful" in his Cantata
No. 68.

Although Biggs and his comrades under
Zoltan Rozsnyai's able direction have made
every effort to create an atmosphere of au-
thenticity in their presentation, purists may
well object to the large number of arrange-
ments here. Nevertheless, for sheer enjoy-
ment with Christmas and Easter festivities,
this is a record that can be heartily recom-
mended to all. D. H.

® ® BARBER: Piano Concerto. John
Browning (piano). SCHUMAN: A Song
of Orpheus. Leonard Rose (cello). Cleve-
land Orchestra, George Szell cond. COLUM-
BIA MS 6638 $5.98, ML 6038 $4.98.

Performance: Top-drawer
Recording: Excellent

I suppose that when you get right down to
it, the most uncontroversial and unassailable
fact about Samuel Barber's piano concerto
(first performed by John Browning at New
York's Philharmonic Hall on September 24,
1962) is the extraordinary history of its
success. American composers, as a rule, don't
seem to have a great deal of luck when it
comes to writing solo -instrument concertos
in the great virtuoso mold. Save for the
Gershwin Concerto in F, it would be difficult
to mention more than a handful that have
come near even a temporary vogue, to say
nothing of posing a threat to the standard
repertoire.

Yet Barber's concerto-commissioned by
his publishers, G. Schirmer, in celebration of
the company's one hundredth anniversary-
has been widely performed both in this
country and abroad and received some thirty
performances during the 1963-64 season
alone. Its having won the 1963 Pulitzer
Prize is even an anticlimax to its performance
record.

The work itself, taken as much as possible
out of the context of its spectacular public
success, is a puzzling one to evaluate. It is
perhaps superfluous to say that the piece
is made with the most robust, sure-footed
sort of craftsmanship-we would expect
nothing less from Barber. Nor would it be
difficult to guess that the work would be
an "effective" one, in the audience -rousing,
superpianistic sense of that word. But, al-
though it seems to be the nature of our era
to be suspicious of what is "effective," to
think of what is "effective" as somehow
lacking seriousness, no charge of meretri-
ciousness can be made here. The work's
pianistic brilliance is built into it with the
same inevitability that one finds counterpoint
built into a Bach fugue. And while the piano
writing is perhaps, in a certain inescapable
sense, lacking in any intrinsic originality,
it is still full of invention, rich in detail, and
even at its showiest quite gravely considered.

Having said these things and, at the same
(Continued on page 82)
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Two Very Important Reasons Why
Command Records Are Recognized As

The World Leader In Recorded Sound

THE RAY CHARLES SINGERS
America's most exciting singing group

In their newest Command album brilliantly

combining musicianship and imagination

The Ray Charles Singers
Songs For Lonesome Lovers

Songs For Lonesome Lovers
A whole new collection of fresh songs. More of the Exciting
Ray Charles Singers as they reflect the mood of today ... tie
rhythm of today ... the musical sound of today with the liviig
beauty only this amazing singing group can create.

SELECTIONS: ONE MORE TIME I'LL NEVER SMILE AGAIN  THIS
IS MY PRAYER  OVER THE RAINBOW  A TOY FOR A BOY  BY
MYSELF  DEAR HEART  PEOPLE  SMILE I WISH YOU LOVE

 WILLOW WEEP FOR ME I AIN'T GONNA CRY NO MORE. 4874

'111 OWN THE ENTIRE COLLECTION 11Pr
OF THESE COMMAND ALBUMS

BY THE RAY CHARLES SINGERS

SOMETHING WONDERFUL 827

ROME REVISITED 839

PARADISE ISLANDS 845

SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR YOUNG LOVERS 866

AL -DI -LA 870

SONGS FOR LONESOME LOVERS 874

William Steinberg
THE MUSICAL GIANT OF THE
1964-65 SEASON IN NEW YORK*

Conducts The Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra

in an important New Command Album

ilhaikocckv
.\;Ift rat1,1

Op,

11 I 11%IS 1 I' I MU' Rf. 4n41111Itsbitryh tis mphom Ordiecti

Verdi
Quartet in E Minor
(Transcribed for

String Orchestra)

Tchaikovsky
The Nutcracker
Suite Opus 71a

* During the 1964-65 season, Maestro Steinberg will
conduct the New York Philharmonic for 12 weeks of
concerts, and will also be one of the principal
conductors of the Metropolitan Opera.

Own these superb
Steinberg records by Command

BRAHMS Symphony No. 2
in D, OP. 73 #11002
RACHMANINOFF
Symphony No. 2 in E Minor,
OP. 27 #11006
BRAHMS Symphony No. 1
in C Minor, OP. 68 #11011
WAGNER SELECTIONS

DER RING DES
NIBELUNGEN #11012
BEETHOVEN Symphony
#7 in A #110I4
BRA HMS Symphony No. 3 BEETHOVEN Symphony
in F, OP. 90, Tragic Overture #1 in C Major, OP. 21

inDMinor,OP.81#11015 #11024
BEETHOVEN Symphony VERDI quartet in E Minor
No. 4 in B Flat Major, (Transcribed for String
OP. 60 #11016 Orchestra) #11027

Available in Monaural, Stereo and 4 Track Tape.

Write for FREE Full color
brochure of all Command releases.

World Leader
in Recorded SoJnd

SCHUBERT Symphony No.
8 in B Minor (Unfinished)
Symphony No. 3 in D #11017
BEETHOVEN Symphony
#3 in E Flat, OP. 55
(EROICA) #11019
WAGNER PRELUDES
AND OVERTURES #11020
TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony
No. 4 in f minor, OP. 36
#11021

a subsidiary of AEC -Paramount Records, Inc.
CMS4,1414411; 1501 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.

records
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WILHELM KEMPFF has been no
stranger to record collectors over

the past thirty years. Indeed, my first
major experiences with the Beethoven
piano sonatas on records came in the early
1930's from Brunswick gold -label "Hall
of Fame" 78's, pressed from German
Polydor masters, featuring Kempff in the
"Funeral March" and "Appassionata"
sonatas. Since the Schnabel Beethoven
Sonata Society sets were far out of reach
at $2.50 per disc ($17.50 per album, and
separate records not available), the
Kempff Brunswick discs at one dollar
each were not only good values but first-
rate Beethoven interpretations in no way
inferior to Schnabel's records.

The latter's recordings of the complete
Beethoven sonatas were made during the
five-year period 1932.1937, but Kempff
did not tackle the cycle in earnest for
discs until after World War II, by which
time he could enjoy the advantages of
magnetic tape and LP technology. By
1952, American Decca had released for
the first time on LP the complete Bee-
thoven sonata cycle, performed by Kempff
on fifteen discs, at a total cost of $74.70.
Not long after, London completed the
cycle of Kempff's senior colleague Wil-
helm Backhaus on fourteen discs, and in
France, veteran pianist Yves Nat did the
"thirty-two" in a ten -disc set issued by
Discophiles Francais, from which a few
LP excerpts were released in this country
by the Haydn Society.

Then, in late 1956, RCA Victor re-
issued the Schnabel series in a deluxe $80
album of thirteen LP's that was available
for only a very short period, and a year
ago, Angel did an even finer job of re-
processing from the original 78 -rpm
masters, bringing out its GRM 4005 al-
bum at a price of $77.98. The Kempff
mono album considered here is DGG's
reply to Angel. The end is not yet in
sight, however, for Vox is working on a
stereo -mono series of five Vox Boxes,
with Alfred Brendel doing not only all
the sonatas but the variations, bagatelles,
and small piano pieces as well. This will
add up to fifteen discs-the cost to be
$49.75, or a mere $39.80 for those who
want just the sonatas.

But what about the Wilhelm Kempff
DGG recordings? First of all, it must be
said that the DGG technicians have not
only distributed the music cannily in
order to cram the thirty-two sonatas onto
ten discs, but, more importantly, they did
a superb job of reprocessing the original
tapes and pressing the discs themselves.
I found the piano wholly warm in sound
and full in impact from first to last, with
only a slight trace from time to time of
overdistant miking and glassy middle -

register tone.
As to performance, Kempff is more

refined and less daring than Schnabel.
He excels in the early sonatas and in the
predominantly lyrical middle -period ones,
and in the later sonatas he has far less
trouble with finger mechanics than
Schnabel-in the fugal episodes of Op.
101, for example, and throughout Op.
106, the "Hammerklavier."

The first of the high points of the

z

:5

WILHELM
KEMPFF'S
COMPLETE

BEETHOVEN
SONATAS

By David Hall

Kempff mono set I would single out is
Op. 31. No. 3. in E -flat, capped with a
wonderfully brilliant finale here. Then
there is Op. 81a. the "Lebewohl" Sonata,
to which Kempff brings unusual expres-
sive phrasing, tonal coloration, and
rhythmic flexibility. Elegance is the key
note of his performance of Op. 22 in B -
flat, and he brings a fine sense of humor
to the concluding rondo of Op. 31. No. 1,
in G. The minor but lovely Opp. 78 and
79 sonatas are also a joy in Kempff's
readings. And for this reviewer the peak
of pleasure comes with Kempff's sensitive
contrast of the masculine and feminine
movements that make up Op. 90 in E
Minor.

As with Schnabel, some of the "popu-
lar" sonatas come off less well at
Kempff's hands. Op. 31, No. 2, in D
Minor ("The Tempest") sounds labored
here, and there are more dramatic read-
ings of the "Appassionata" and more
brilliant ones of the "Waldstein" in the
catalog. I would turn to the old Gieseking
Columbia disc (ML 4774) for the
"Waldstein" and to Richter on Angel
(S 35679, 35679) and RCA Victor
(LSC/LM 2545) for the most convinc-
ing currently available readings of Op.
31, No. 2, and of the "Appassionata,"
respectively.

When we come to the last four great
sonatas, we have to reckon with two dif-
ferent sets of recorded performances by
Kempff-the later ones being recent
stereo tapings. The most immediate ob-
servable difference between the two is

WILHELM KEMPFF

the brighter and closer -up sound of the
newer recordings, an advantage in the
craggy movements, but something of a
loss in the more lyrical episodes. To
choose between the two "Hammerklav-
iers" is impossible, for the Kempff play-
ing of the final pages of the slow move-
ment in the mono set achieves, through
phrasing and dynamics, a poignancy that
is not equalled in the newer version. His
earlier pacing is better, too-a full min-
ute faster, making for a more tightly knit
conception. On the other hand, the satanic
fugal finale emerges from the newer disc
with a taut ruggedness that adds up to
one of the most impressive tonal realiza-
tions of this knotty movement I have ever
heard. A slightly more deliberate tempo
here accounts in part for the more telling
articulation of the trills. leaps, and run-
ning figures that count for so much in
this movement's musical texture.

As for Op. 109, Kempff achieves in
the earlier recording a bigger climax to
the peroration of the great variation -

finale, but the famous double trills
emerge to far better effect in the new
stereo disc. The final thirty seconds of the
prettirtimo second movement are marred
in the mono recording by a distinct drop
in pitch.

The two performances of Op. 110 are
almost wholly consistent with one an-
other in tempo, but in the sublimely lyri-
cal final pages, the Kempff cantabile is
more magical in its effect on the mono
disc. As for Op. 111, its stormy C Minor
opening movement needs all the bril-
liance and presence that the finest modern
recording can offer-in addition to which
Kempff's more deliberate tempo makes of
the more recent recording of the move-
ment a shattering dramatic experience.
Both readings of the Arietta finale are
beautiful realizations, both in letter and
in spirit, of Beethoven's farewell to the
medium of the piano sonata.

The complete mono set by Kempff of-
fers a wonderfully satisfying view of the
complete Beethoven sonatas, especially in
their lyrical aspects, and the sound is
very good all the way. The Schnabel re-
cordings, of course, remain unique docu-
ments, especially in those instances in
which the older master chooses a daring
and provocative course in interpretation,
but both sound and technique are decid-
edly more uneven than on the Kempff set.

As for the pair of stereo recordings,
three of the four last sonatas included on
them provide even greater insight than
the earlier interpretations for the listener
who would share this artist's probing of
the Beethoven pianistic testament.

ID BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano
(complete). Wilhelm Kempff (piano).
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON KL 42-51
ten 12 -inch discs $59.80.

CI BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas:
No. 29, in B -flat, Op. 106 ("Hammer-
klavier"); No. 30, in E Major, Op. 109;
No. 31, in A -flat, Op. 110; No. 32, in
C Minor, Op. Iii. Wilhelm Kempff
(piano). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
SLPM 138944/5 55.98. LPM 38944/5
$5.98.
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Great sound, if you have the room.

If your heart's set on a super stereo
phonograph installation capable of track-
ing down every last cycle, and you have
the room for such a system, by all means,
go 'whole -hog'.

If, on the other hand, you're like so
many of us: you enjoy good music and
good sound, but can't quite manage the
space for a big installation, and you
wish someone would produce a custom -
engineered component system of man-
ageable proportions - wish no further.

111

Great sound,
you have the room!

The new Benjamin Stereo 200 will
warm the cockles of your heart. Here
is great sound without space problems

The 200 combines the famous Mira -
cord 10 auto -manual turntable with a
newly developed 36 -watt solid-state
stereo amplifier in a handsome, oil -
rubbed walnut cabinet no bigger than
would be required for the Miracord alone.
The cabinet is fitted with an attractive
plexiglass lift cover, and the turntable
arm comes equipped with a high quality

magnetic, diamond -stylus cartridge.
Only the speakers need be added: one

for mono, two for stereo. We suggest a
matched pair of Benjamin 208s for opti-
mum performance, $49.50 each.

Price of the Benjamin Stereo 200 (less
speakers) is $229.50. Now available
at most high fidelity music dealers. For
full details write: Benjamin Elec-

tronic Sound Corp.,
80 Swalm St., West-
bury, New York.

B EN) AMIN
STEREO 200
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NOT

FOR SALE

. You can't buy a Rolls Royce at
every auto dealer . . you can't buy
Wedgwood China at just any store ...nor can you buy the new LEAK
MARKII PISTON -ACTION SANDWICH
SPEAKER SYSTEM at just any hi-fi
dealer. Like Rolls Royce and Wedg-
wood, Leak equipment is available only
at select dealers catering to a select
clientele.

..Visit your LEAK Authorized Sound
Specialist ...Listen to the NEW MARKII
SANDWICH) in "home -like" surround-
ings ...Judge for yourself the superb
performance which exceeds even that
expected of the prestige name in audio
equipment for the past 30 years.

Join the "inner circle" of discrim-
inating owners of the "perfect musical
instrument"-the LEAK SANDWICH-
the only system with patented piston -
action woofer and high frequency driv-
er/tweeter ...the best is only $199.00!

Should you encounter any difficulty in
arranging an audition of the Markll,
please write . .

*slightly higher
west of the
Mississippi

ENGINEERING I RESEARCH I MANUFACTURING

Exclusive U.S. Representatives:

ERCONA CORPORATION
16 West 46th Street

New York 36, New York

time, noting that I have listened to the work
several times, I nonetheless find myself trou-
bled by a sense of this music's being in some
way quite faceless. This is certainly not a
comment on Barber's eclecticism, for some
of the most personable stylists of our day-
Poulenc, Britten, or, to name the man who
most influences Barber's concerto, Prokofiev
-are also the most thoroughgoing eclectics.
But once one has put Barber's concerto aside,
it is somehow difficult to recall its sound, its
texture, even its ambiance. For all its sharply
delineated thematic materials and for all
Barber's skillful manipulation of them, it is
a work with which at least one listener finds
strange difficulty in making an identification.

While William Schuman's fantasy for
cello and orchestra, A Song of Orpheus, is
also a concerto of sorts, it is by nature a
far less conventionally conceived work. Not
just in the freedom of its essentially one -

movement form, but in the sense that the
shape of the piece, the use of the orchestra-
indeed, the whole concept of the piece-
grows out of the possibilities of the solo
instrument.

This piece does have a sharply defined
musical face and, although it is in no sense
fashionably avant-garde, it does not yield its
secrets or its pleasures (or, for that matter.
its failings) readily. Schuman remains, to my
mind, one of our most underrated composers
-in spite of the considerable prestige that
he holds in our musical community.

It seems impossible that either composer
could be anything but ecstatic with the per-
formances their works receive under these
auspices. Browning brings a full-blown vir-
tuoso flair to the Barber concerto, but he
tempers it with the cool precision and ob-
jectivity that characterize his generation.
Leonard Rose, who commissioned the Schu-
man piece under a grant from the Ford
Foundation, plays as if indeed the work
were his own. George Szell's accompani-
ments with the Cleveland Orchestra are
highly polished and lucid, and Columbia's
recorded sound leaves nothing at all to be
desired. 1V. F.

® ® BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra.
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy
cond. COLUMBIA MS 6626 $5.98, ML 6026
$4.98.

Performance: Supervirtuosic
Recording: Ditto

Hard on the heels of the Leinsdorf-Boston
Symphony recording of Bartok's Concerto
for Orchestra-the piece with which that
organization made its recording debut with
its new conductor, if I recall correctly-we
now have this equally virtuosic, high -voltage
performance from the Ormandy-Philadel-
phia competition. To complicate matters,
Dorati's version with the London Sym-
phony, wedged in between the other two
releases, turned out to be no slouch.

It is an embarrassment of riches, and any
choice must be made on the basis of one's
view of the work itself. Although some of
the very best people disagree, I have come
to see it myself as essentially an orchestral
vehicle-a perfectly respectable and even
lovable genre in which the virtuosity and
color of the modern orchestra constitute the
subject matter of the work itself. The popu-
lar precedents for this sort of piece among
composers of the first rank-Ravers Bolero

and, perhaps less patently, La Valse will
serve to illustrate-require no emphasis
here.

Seen thus, the Bartok Concerto seems to
me to be taken rather too soberly, method-
ically, and seriously by Leinsdorf, rather as
if he were trying to cool off the surface to
better emphasize a serious inner fiber that
I do not believe the work possesses. Dorati
is precise and matter-of-fact. There is a cer-
tain dead -pan sense of the piece, to be sure,
but the London orchestra is no match in
dazzle for either the Boston or the Phila-
delphia orchestras.

Which brings us back to Ormandy, who
plays it full of beans and with a certain
native -Hungarian schmaltz-in the right
places, of course-that becomes it wonder-
fully. Add to this Columbia's full-bodied
and brilliant sound and the indefatigable
brilliance of the Philadelphia Orchestra, and
we have what I, at least, believe to be the
preferred performance. W. F.

WILLIAM SCIIUMAN
A knotty work for cello and orchestra

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® ® BARTOK: Sonata for Two Pianos
and Percussion. DEBUSSY: En Blanc et
Noir; Six Epigraphs Antiques. Robert and
Gaby Casadesus (pianos); Jean-Claude Cas-
adesus and Jean -Paul Drouet (percussion).
COLUMBIA MS 6641 $5.98, ML 6041 $4.98.

Performance: Brilliant and original
Recording: Excellent

This is perhaps as original a performance
of the Bartok sonata as we are soon likely
to have on records. The Casadesus team has
found in the work a range of piano colora-
tion and a leanness of sound that make it
quite a different work-at least half a world
away from the more Central European per-
formances of the piece that we are accus-
tomed to. This one has brilliance aplenty,
and an astonishing array of ringing, clangor-
ous piano effects. It has been brought closer
to the world of Impressionistic piano music
than one would ever have guessed possible.

The Debussy playing on the second side
is sheer joy. It isn't music we hear much-
doubtless because it isn't the composer at his
best. Still. listening to the Casadesus team,

(Continued on page 84)
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CULPRIT
Tubed components are doomed.
It is now common knowledge
among hi-fi engineers that tubes
and output transformers play a
major role in creating distortion.

Why transistor components are
better. Transistor units produce
better frequency response
(cleaner, more "transparent"
sound) because they don't use
output transformers. Transistors
are the best switching devices
known to man, give better re-
sponse to sounds of very short
duration. Speakers are coupled
directly to the output transistors,
giving you crisp, solid bass.
Tubed receivers require realign-
ment at least every other year.
Transistors simply do not age
... and they run cool.

VILLAIN
Why invest in obsolescence? As
you approach the extremely im-
portant purchase of your next
stereo system, bear in mind that
the very finest tubed equipment
will soon be hopelessly obsolete.
Harman-Kardon, possessing the
industry's longest, most exten-
sive experience in solid-state
audio design, is and will remain
many years ahead of the field.

The industry's only all -transistor
line. While an occasional solid-
state component has appeared
in other lines, only Harman-
Kardon now offers the fabulous
wide-open sound quality of com-
plete transistorization through-
out its entire line . . . only
Harman-Kardon has advanced

to the point of going completely
out of the tubed -equipment busi-
ness. Not even a nuvistor tube
remains to mar the 100% solid-
state sound of every Harman-
Kardon instrument.
Now, transistor economy. The
new Stratophonic all -transistor
FM stereo receivers (shown be-
low), priced down with the most
popular tubed units, give you
Sound Unbound without the old
price penalty of transistor
equipment. Now, with the
Stratophonics, there is literally
an all -transistor receiver for
every home and every budget.
When you hear these magnifi-
cent instruments, you will never
again settle for the distortion of
tubed equipment.

Harman-Kardon Stratophonic FM Stereo Receivers ...
a complete all -transistor line, priced from 5279 to 5469

MODEL SR300, 36 watts IHFM music
power. The best news yet for music
lovers on a strict budget. A delightful
sound at any price, an unbeatable value
at just $279.*

MODEL SR600, 50 watts IHFM music
power. All the front -panel convenience
controls of the SR900, and most of its
fantastic performance at every power
level with minimum distortion. Price $389.

harman kardon

MODEL SR900, 75 watts IHFM music
power. Hailed by Audio (October 1964,
before the SR600 and SR300 came out)
as the only component -quality all -tran-
sistor receiver we know of." Price $469.

Prices slightly higher in the West. Enclosures optional.

Philadelphia, Pa. 19132  A subsidiary of The Jerrold Corporation

THE LEADER IN SOLID-STATE HIGH-FIDELITY COMPONENTS
CIRCLE NO. 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD



You can't
tell the
difference
between the
Oki 555
and any other
stereo tape
recorder

until
You lift it. It's the lightest
portable stereo tape system in
the world. Under 25 lbs.

You check for tubes. It has
none. It's solid state (all tran-
sistors ... 27 of them).
You hear it. It has 2 unique
two-way speaker systems for
cleaner stereo sound
reproduction. (4 speakers.)

You check its dependability.
It's guaranteed for I full year.t

And its price is less than you'd ex-
pect to pay. $349.95*.
Oki has a fine choice of other solid
state tape recorders, starting at
$129.95*. See and hear them now at
your Oki dealer.

'manufacturer's suggested list price
tone year parts, 6 months labor

FSR 165
Chancellor Electronics, Inc.,

457 Chancellor Ave., Newark, New Jersey
Name

Address

City State Zip
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it wouldn't occur to one that it wasn't the
hest of all possible Debussy.

Columbia has done a first-rate job of re-
cording the problematical Bartok work, and
the straight two -piano recording is scarcely
less to be admired. IV. F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CI BRITTEN: Young Person's Guide
to the Orchestra; Serenade for Tenor,
Horn, and Strings. Peter Pears (tenor);
Barry Tuckwell (horn); London Symphony
Orchestra. Benjamin Britten cond. LONDON
CS 6398 $5.98, CM 9398 $4.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Handsome

Benjamin Britten, it appears, is one of those
rare composers whose recorded performances
of their own work do more than simply set
forth their interpretive views of their music.
This new recording of the Serenade for
Tenor, Horn, and Strings, for example, must
stand comparison to the old one, which gave
us a far fresher -voiced Peter Pears and, in
the late Dennis Brain, a horn player whose
way with this particular work was (and re-
mains) matchless.

Still, Pears has matured so as an artist
that his singing in this most recent version
compensates in style for what it lacks in
beauty of sound. But above all, Britten him-
self gives so compelling an account of the
work that, in the final analysis, it must take
interpretive precedence over the earlier one.

It is also a pleasure to hear Britten on his
own thrice -familiar Young Person's Guide.
He knows where the instrumental jokes are,
and manages, in some mysterious way, to
keep the piece modest and unassuming-
even in its fugal finale-without loss of the
vaguely Elgarian grandeur that is the tradi-
tion in which the work was conceived.

A pleasure, a joy, and a rich experience
all the way. this disc-and London's recorded
sound is as grand as one could ask. 117. F.

DEBUSSY: En Blanc et Noir; Six Epi-
graphs Antiques (see BARTOK)

FALLA: Nights in the Gardens of Spain
(see RAVEL)

D FAURE: Piano Music (Volume One).
Theme and Variations, Op. 73: Thirteen
Barcarolles and Four Valse-Caprices: Pieces
Breves, Op. 84. Evelyne Crochet (piano).
Vox SVBX 5423 three 12 -inch discs $9.95,
VBX 423 59.95.

0 FAURE: Piano Music (Volume Two).
Preludes-, Op. 103: Fire Impromptus and
Thirteen Nocturnes: Songs without Words,
Op. 17; Mazurka. Op. 32. Evelyne Crochet
(piano). Vox SVBX 5424 three 12 -inch
discs 39.95, VBX 424 39.95.

Performance: Solid and musicianly
Recording: Good

This is one of those off -the -beaten -path re-
cording projects that-by whatever logic, or
lack of it-has now been undertaken twice.
Grant Johannesen, one of our better-known
younger pianists, took on the assignment,
three or four years ago, of putting on discs
for the Golden Crest label the complete
piano works of Gabriel Faure, which should
certainly be more widely known in America.
Now Evelyne Crochet-a French musi-

cian now living and working in the United
States-has done exactly the same thing for
Vox.

There is a good deal to admire about
Miss Crochet's playing here. She is obvi-
ously served by a cultivated musical intel-
lect, she has a definite sense of what is
innately French about Faure's peculiar and
subtly personal view of Romanticism, and
she puts musical values before purely pian-
istic ones to a degree that warrants repetition
of this particular critical cliché.

Yet, when the returns are in, it is my
own feeling that she falls somewhat short
of Johannesen's achievement. The music is
somehow bigger, more dramatic, more alive
in his performance-and it would be non-
sense for anyone to try to suggest that it
shouldn't be, that Miss Crochet's readings
are somehow more truly Faure.

Vox's recorded sound on the new set is
good-perhaps better than that-but, even
with stereo, it does not seem to me suffi-
ciently better than Golden Crest's to alter
my preference. Ir. F.

C:) GINASTERA: Concerto /or Piano
and Orchestra (1961); Piano Sonata. Hilde
Somer (piano); Vienna Philharmonia Or-
chestra, Ernst Maerzendorfer cond. DESTO
DS 6402 $5.98, D 402 $4.98.

Performance: Honorable
Recording: Good

To mince no words, this piano concerto by
the admirable Argentine composer Alberto
Ginastera leaves me all but totally and in-
explicably cold. For some reason that I am
hard pressed to put a finger on, I simply
do not believe a bar of it.

What it is, on the surface, is a hybrid of
sorts: it sounds and acts like a conventional
nineteenth-century piano concerto in every
way except one. The exception is its tech-
nique, a sort of not -too -forbidding, twelve-
tone serialism. But the technique has been
jacketed into an over-all formal plan that
is not only traditional, but familiar and pre-
dictable. The piano writing, as well-for all
its skill and ingenuity-is strictly of the old
school. Note for example the rhetorical oc-
tave cadenza that is the piano's first declara-
tion-it could be out of any one of several
nineteenth-century concertos.

There is, incidentally, absolutely no ab-
stract reason this particular fusing of ele-
ments cannot produce a workable, even
important piece of music. Certainly I have
no axe to grind with twelve-tone neoclas-
sicism. Schoenberg himself undertook such
a merger at the end of his career with im-
pressive results, if with controversial intent
and point.

The Piano Sonata, which dates from 1952,
is a far happier concoction. It has lots of
drive and flair, it is masterfully put together,
and it merges contemporary tonal techniques
into an utterly convincing eclecticism.

Hilde Somer plays both pieces with a
verve and precision that suggest high ded-
ication. The recorded sound is solid and
clean, although some of the orchestral ma-
terial occasionally sounds a little thin. II". F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
0 0 HANDEL: Julius Caesar (arias).
Joan Sutherland (soprano); Margreta El-
kins and Marilyn Horne (mezzo-sopranos);

(Continued on page 86)
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Once upon a time, Jason Golden -
ears was wandering through the

city in search of a miracle. To be
precise, he was looking for a mod-
erately priced speaker system free of
distortion, coloration, peaking and
boom.

He was not having an easy time
of it. If his super -sensitive append-
ages could not hear the bowing of

the bull -fiddles, if brass did not bite,
if drum -beats were heard as a blurred
roll instead of well -separated beats,
he sneered. He was an acoustic
malcontent.

Because of his limited budget, he
had been listening to dozens of "bar-
gain -priced" off -brand systems. Now,
sadder but wiser he vowed: "I will
no longer shop for price. If neces-
sary, I will sell the children into white
slavery."

In the very last store he entered
he was met with a sound to delight
the ears. "You're listening to the
University Classic Mark II," said the
dealer. It was magnificent, thought
Mr. Goldenears, and looked it, too,
in its new Provincial cabinet. Though
only $325, it exceeded his modest
budget. Nevertheless, had he felt
that his small living -room could ac-
commodate two Classics, our story
would be over. "The devil take mid-
dle -income housing!" thought Mr.
Goldenears.

.11NUARY 1965

AND THE

THREE SPEAKER SYSTEMS

The dealer, apprised of his prob-
lem, said, "I have exactly what you're
looking for. Listen!" And he began
to demonstrate the new University
Medallion Monitor.

"Yes," mumbled Mr. Goldenears
as he listened to it. "No distortion,
no coloration or peaking. Instru-
ments clearly defined. And feel that
bass."

"25 to 40,000 cps," said the dealer
with a smug little smile. "It can fit
on a shelf and," he paused dramat-
ically, "it's only $129!" This one was
just right!

"I'll take two, if you please," said
Mr. Goldenears, and it was done.

Almost, that is. On the way out, he
heard the new University Mini -Flex
II. Only 15" x x 6", but it sounded
so big! And no distortion. Perfect

Renowned Classic Mark II,
15" three-way speaker sys-
tem in its new Provincial
cabinet. Fruitwood, $325.
Modern (oiled walnut),
5295.00.

for the bedroom! Certainly, it was
superior to larger and costlier sys-
tems he had heard. But could he
afford it?

As if he had read his mind, the
dealer said: "It's only $49.50. And
it carries University's exclusive five-
year warranty, just like the Classic
and the Medallion Monitor."

And so Mr. Goldenears bought
two Medallions, one Mini -Flex, and
lived with them happily ever after.

For the complete story on all the
"Goldenears-qualified" speaker sys-
tems, send for the new University
catalog and the 1964 Component
Stereo Guide. Write: Desk D-15
LTV University, 9500 West Reno,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

New Mini -flex II, ultra -
compact three-way speaker
system. Oiled walnut,
$49.50.

CIRCLE NO. 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD

New Medallion Monitor,
12" three-way professional
monitor bookshelf speaker
system. Oiled walnut,
$129.00.

LTV
UNIVERSITY
A DIVISION OF LINGTfAICOVOUGFIF INC.

9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City, Okla.
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Monica Sinclair (contralto); Richard Con-
rad (tenor). New Symphony Orchestra of
London, Richard Bonynge cond. LONDON
OS 25876 $5.98, 5876 $4.98.

Performance: Sutherland shines
Recording: Reverberant

This disc is appropriately titled, for instead
of "highlights" intended to impart dramatic
continuity, it offers a group of disconnected
arias. This is a highly workable concept for
Handel's operas, in which the singer is al-
ways paramount and dramatic elements are
cheerfully sacrificed whenever opportunities
for vocal fireworks present themselves.

Accordingly, the spotlight is focused pri-
marily on the Cleopatra of Joan Sutherland,
who sings six of the eleven excerpts here.
She is in wonderful form-high or low,
loud or soft, her voice is always warmly
colored, rich in tone, and splendidly accu-
rate in the Handelian fioriture. In keeping
with the performance practices of that age,
she embroiders the repeated portions of the
da capo arias in a spectacular way. Showy
though some of this may seem, history offers
ample justification for the procedure, partic-
ularly when a performer such as Sutherland
is available. This is one of the most satisfying
of Sutherland's recordings-her enunciation
remains indistinct, but this persistent short-
coming seems to matter less when the music
can be so brilliantly served by tone and
technique.

Margreta Elkins sings two of Caesar's
arias, including the magnificent "Pa tacit°
e nascosto" with its lively horn accompani-
ment, very well. The part was originally
written for the legendary male alto Senesino.
Assigning it to a mezzo is amply justified on
musical grounds, but for sound dramatic
reasons it is often sung by a baritone on
stage. The other artists sing one aria apiece:
Monica Sinclair (Tolomeo) is enormously
effective in the spiteful "Si, spietata, it tao
rigore," and Richard Conrad (Sesto) dis-
plays a good sense of style and a smooth
technique, if not always an ingratiating tone.
Marilyn Home sings the lament of Cornelia,
Pompey's wife, in fine style, but much of her
singing is blanketed by the orchestra.

Bonynge supports the singers with con-
siderate and effective tempos, and the orches-
tra's performance is excellent. The orches-
tral tone, however, seems excessively
string -dominated, not fully revealing Han-
del's delicate scoring for assorted wood-
winds, to which Winton Dean refers in his
liner notes. The recorded sound is rather
too reverberant, especially in stereo.

Listeners who own Deutsche Grammo-
phon's excellent disc of highlights (SLPM
138637) will find only two arias duplicated
in the present group. In view of the scanty
recorded representation of this opera, both
discs are warmly recommended. G. J.

HANDEL: Rodelinda (see Best of Month,
page 70)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® gi AIILL11: Kinderroreniieder; I our
Wickert Songs: Um Mitternacht: Ich atmee
cinen linden Daft; Blithe pair nicht in die
Lieder: Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekom-
men. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (baritone);
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Bohm
cond. DEUTSCHE. GRAMMOPHON SLPM
138879 35.98, LPM 18879* 35.98.

Performance: Characteristic
Recording: Fine

There have been a number of good recorded
performances of Kindertotenlieder by mezzo-
sopranos. notably Kathleen Ferrier and
Christa Ludwig, but only one by a baritone:
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau's of 1956, with the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra under Rudolf
Kempe. Now here is a new stereo version
from the German baritone that affords an
interesting comparison with the first (still
available as an import, Odeon 70004).

The new disc is richer in interpretive nu-
ances-Ruckeres words are more tellingly
projected, dynamics are more varied, and
the pervading sense of gloom is conveyed
more powerfully. At the same time, certain
newly developed traits-melodramatic accen-
tuation of certain phrases, explosive delivery
of final consonants-that border on over -

JOAN SUTHERLAND
Splendid fioriture in Julius Caesar

interpretation are noticeable in this distin-
guished artist's renditions here. In vocal
terms, the tonally purer, unmannered, yet al-
ways extremely effective projection on the
earlier disc is more satisfying. Unquestion-
ably, the Fischer-Dieskau of eight years ago
had a more effortless command of his high
register. He could also make a powerful or
sinister effect while keeping a tonally flawless
musical line, in contrast to his present prefer-
ence for semi -declamatory and tonally off-

focus singing, as in the song In diesem
ter, in diesem Brans.

It goes without saying, however, that
Fischer-Dieskau is in a league by himself
in this music. Furthermore. DGG's rich, full
sonorities will no doubt lead many listeners
to prefer the new recording. Another sub-
stantial DGG asset is the coupling of this
imposing cycle with four other songs based
on poems of Ruckert. At least two of these
are topflight Mahler: Urn Mitternacht,
scored for an orchestra without strings, a
meditative song that resolves in a tremendous
climax, and Ich bin der Welt abbanden
gekommen, which is both spiritually and
musically akin to the Kindertotenlieder.
Fischer-Dieskau's interpretation is masterly,
and the same goes for Bohm's direction,
which is supported by gorgeous orchestral
tone. G. J.
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MAHLER: Symphony No. 2 ("Resurrec-
tion") (see Best of Month, page 69)

C) MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No.
4, in A Major, Op. 90 ("Italian"); A Mid-
summer Night's Dream: Incidental Music:
Overture, Op. 21: Scherzo, Nocturne,
Wedding March, Op. 61, Nos. 2, 5, 6.
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy
cond. COLUMBIA MS 6628 $5.98, ML 6028
$4.98.

Performance: Excellent "Italian"
Recording: Splendiferous

There are two approaches-polar opposites
-generally taken in performances of Men-
delssohn's **Italian" Symphony. One is the
taut virtuosic manner, of which the most
recent recorded example is that of George
Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra on Epic.
The other is an easy, warmly lyrical treat-
ment, which for many years found its finest
representation (unfortunately never recorded
in stereo) under the baton of Sir Thomas
Beecham. The former is more safe and sure-
fire, for it takes a conductor of maturity,
one with an unerring sense of timing and
tension, to bring off a lyrical reading with-
out its bogging down.

Certainly I would never associate the nor-
mally fiery Eugene Ormandy with such a
treatment. Yet this is just the kind of read-
ing that he gives here-and with splendid
success. For along with the singing quality
of his phrasing, he brings a splendid bouncy
resilience to the fast movements while avoid-
ing any drag in the middle movements.
Columbia's recorded sound is absolutely
beautiful. My only regret is that Ormandy
did not choose to take the repeat of the first
movement, so that we would have heard
the transition Mendelssohn wrote between
his first- and second -exposition endings.

The Midsummer Night's Dream reading,
I must report, is on a lower level of achieve-
ment than the "Italian" Symphony. The
playing is beautifully precise and well bal-
anced, but everything is just a little too
loud, a bit overbrilliant, and a shade heavy-
handed in the bargain. In sum. the magic
is missing. For this, I will continue to prefer
Peter Maag's London disc. D. H.

C) MENOTTI : Amahl and the Night
Visitors. Kurt Yaghjian (boy soprano),
Amahl; Martha King (soprano), his mother;
John McCollum (tenor), Kaspar; Richard
Cross (baritone), Melchior; Willis Patterson
(bass), Balthazar; Julian Patrick (baritone),
the page. Orchestra and Chorus, Herbert
Grossman cond. RCA VICTOR LSC 2762
$5.98, 1.1f 2762 $4.98.

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Ditto

Since nothing any snippy critic can write
either for or against Amahl is likely to dis-
lodge it from the affections of the American
public, it remains only for a reviewer to
welcome this exceedingly attractive new ver-
sion from RCA Victor-recorded, by the
way, with exactly the same cast that was
heard in the NBC Opera Company's Decem-
ber 1963 telecast.

The performances are uniformly splendid.
Kurt Yaghjian is a particularly appealing
Amahl-sweet and touching, yet somehow
believably boyish-and Martha King man-
ages to convey his mother's snappishness and

irritability quite without the traces of self-
pity that can make the character irritating.

The remainder of the singing performers
are both sound in musicianship and sure and
colorful in characterization. Conductor Her-
bert Grossman brings a nice delicacy to
Menotti's rather excessixely plain orchestra-
tion, and Victor's Dynagroove process has,
for this reviewer, rarely made a better im-
pression: the sound is clean, detailed, un-
commonly realistic. . F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
OO ® MOZART: Horn Concertos: No. 1,
in D Major (K. 412); No. 2, in E -fiat Ma-
jor (K. 417); No. 3, in E -fiat Major (K.
447); No. 4, in E -fiat Major (K. 495);
Concerto in E Major (fragment. K. Anh.

98a). Barry Tuckwell (horn); London Sym-
phony Orchestra. Peter Maag cond. LONDON
CS 6403 S5.98, CM 9403* $4.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Splendid

London Records here offers a bonus, a ninety-
one -bar fragment that undoubtedly was Mo-
zart's start for a fifth horn concerto, with
this recording of the composer's four com-
plete concertos. It is a brief enough section,
but by the time the last horn notes have
died in the air, few listeners will not regret
that Mozart did not finish the work. The
four whole concertos, of course, are won-
derful pieces, most especially the third and
fourth, and the present performances of them
are supremely well done. (Two of these,
Nos. 1 and 3, had been issued previously on

A 10 -MINUTE COURSE ON MICROPHONES TO EXP\-'

New University 8000: $29.95.
With slide switch (the 8100): $31.50.

Model DS -10 Desk Stand: $6.95.

It's a cardioid. It's dynamic. It's
shock -mounted. It offers variable
impedance and uniform wide -range
response. It's designed and made by
LTV/University and it's less than
$50.00. Less than any other cardioid!
It's only $29.95. And it's sold with the
world's only five-year microphone
warranty!

The new University 8000 is a "first"
and "only." For those who like to be ex-
clusive, that's one reason for buying it. The
important reasons may be found in the follow-
ing microphone buyers' guide!
There Are Cardioids...and Cardioids. All car-
dioids are essentially "deaf" to sounds origi-
nating from the rear. They're invaluable for
eliminating background sounds, for use in noisy
and reverberant areas, for reducing feedback
and for permittirig a higher level of sound rein-
forcement before feedback would normally
occur. BUT-not every cardioid uses rugged
dynamic generating elements. There are crystal
cardioids which offer high sensitivity and out-
put. But their response is limited; deterioration
is rapid due to heat, humidity, rough handling.
The University 8000-a cardioid dynamic-is
virtually indestructible.

PHI*

AL SUCCESS STORY

Why the new 8000
is the most demanded
microphone (of its kind!)

Tape Recording. Cardioid mikes are essential
for quality recordings. They pick up only the
performer over a wide frontal area. They pre-
vent the output of speakers from affecting the
mike, thus eliminating feedback squeal, and
permit recordists to work from far or near. For
stereo, only cardioids can assure proper bal-
ance, it both are matched. University quality
control makes any two 8000's absolutely
identical "twins" to assure full stereo effect.

Realism. The new 8000 offers wide -band
response, extremely uniform to eliminate
sibilants (hissing S's), bass boom and tinny
treble. Its reproduction quality is virtually in-
distinguishable from the live performance. The
8000 has variable impedance -30/50 to
20,000 ohms, and comes with a 15 -foot cable.

For complete specifications, ask your dealer
for literature or write LTV/University, 9500 W.
Reno, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Desk D -15M.

UNIVERSITY®
A DIVISION OF LING- )(WO VOUGNT. INC

9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City, Okla.
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AT LAST!
A PROFESSIONAL

CONDENSER
MICROPHONE

UNANIMOUSLY ACCLAIMED

BY AUDIO EXPERTS -

FOR ONLY

$99.50!
We made recordings with uni-
formly excellent results . . .

its sound is indistinguishable
from that of the much more
expensive reference micro-
phone, without background
noise, hum or any detectable
coloration.
- Electronics World

It is evident that its response
is very smooth, and within
3db from 20 to 15,000 cps.,
the calibration limits of the
reference microphone . . .

brings fully professional per-
formance within reach of the
Serious audio hobbyist.
- Hi-Fi Stero Review
... A whale of a performer-
response: flat within 2db 30

4db10 - 17 kc's, 1 db
at 20k/cs.

- Audio
... At first we were skeptical
that a condenser microphone
selling for the low price of
the PML could measure up
to the expensive ones we al-
ready have. Much to our sur-
priseTHEY OUTPERFORMED
THEM!

- Alto Sound
Studios, Inc

Actual
Size

EVERYBODY'S TALKING

ABOUT THE

SWEDISH J ENGINEERED

MICROPHONES
Yes! there is no other "mike" like the PML
it matches or surpasses calibration limits of
expensive reference mikes . . . its only 23/4"
but outspan's the biggest in performance ...
is used in recording and broadcast studios ...
but priced to bring fully professional perform-
ance to the serious recordist and artist. WANT
TO HEAR THE PROOF? Send 254 to cover cost
of mailing & handling for a high quality stereo
331/3 rpm recording of the Orthestra Symphon-
ica di Roma's Nocturne for Strings by Nicholas
Flagello, recorded with PML exclusively.

10 DAY TRIAL OFFER
To demonstrate the difference a PML can
make your dealer will let you test it for 10
days - f not delighted your money will be
fully refunded.

See your dealer or order from

ERCONA CORPORATION
432 PARK AYE: SO., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
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London CS 6178, CM 9247, but this disc of
four plus the torso should be the preferred
version for a long time to come.) Barry
Tuckwell, first horn for the London Sym-
phony, plays with a tonal quality, technique,
and subtlety of dynamics and expression that
puts most other performances in the shade.
One can only listen with astonishment at
this player's amazing abilities on an instru-
ment that is notoriously difficult. The ac-
companiments by Peter Maag, too, are very
fine, if not quite as spirited and bouncy as
those provided by Otto Klemperer for Alan
Civil's recording of the four concertos on
Angel S 35689, 35689. London's recording is
both brilliant and transparent. This disc is
one that should find its way into any Mozart
library. I. K.

Os ® PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas. Mary
Thomas (soprano), Dido; Honor Sheppard
(soprano), Belinda, first witch, and first at-
tendant; Ellen Dales (soprano), second

witch and second attendant; Helen Watts
(contralto), the sorceress; Maurice Bevan
(baritone), Aeneas; Robert Tear (tenor),
spirit and sailor; Harold Lester (harpsichord
continuo); Oriana Concert Choir and Or-
chestra, Alfred Deller cond. VANGUARD
BACH GUILD BGS 70664 $5.95, BG 664
54.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Excellent

Alfred Deller's contribution to this recording
of Purcell's great opera Dido and Aeneas is

only as conductor, for there is no countertenor
part in the music. In some of his past record-
ings, Deller has combined the functions of
singing and leading, but this is the first in
which he has acted solely as conductor.
Deller's keen sense of the music's spirit is
most impressive here: the opera is made to
move along without any dragging. Too. Del-
ler shows admirable concern for the work as
a piece of drama. Stylistically, however, there
are a number of lapses, including the omis-
sion of a good many ornaments (mainly
cadential trills) and failure to double -dot the
overture. A comparison of this performance
with that on L'Oiseau-Lyre 60047, 50216 re-
veals that in addition to being more correct
on these stylistic points, the latter is also
more correct in textual details. Too, this
interpretation is on a more epic scale than
Deller's. The present soloists, many of them
from Deller's vocal consort, are extremely
competent, though Mary Thomas as Dido
does not achieve the regal grandeur of Janet
Baker, her counterpart on L'Oiseau-Lyre.
Deller's chorus, orchestra, and (in particu-
lar) the brilliant continuo harpsichord are
outstanding. Vanguard's recording, with its
fine stereo placement, is excellent. The com-
plete text is included. I. K.

@ RAVEL: Piano Concerto in G Ma-
jor. FALLA: Nights in the Gardens of
Spain. Philippe Entremont (piano); Phila-
delphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy cond.
COLUMBIA MS 6629 $5.98, ML 6029 $4.98.

Performance: Atmospheric
Recording: Excellent

From an exclusively stylistic point of view,
Ravel's Piano Concerto in G Major is-con-
sidering its rather unpretentious facade-a
hard nut to crack. Although it makes no
point of being dissonant, it is actually far

more "modern.' music than most listeners
and performers are inclined to think.

Although, viewed correctly, it is an ex-
traordinarily original and personal work,
there is in point of fact a quartet of stylistic
elements cannily fused here: the divorced
lyrico-harmonic syntax of Ravel's former
impressionist manner is the most obvious
and homogeneous of them; the soignee over-
tones of American jazz, so much the "in"
thing for any French composer working dur-
ing the Twenties, is another; and the in-
evitable influence of Igor Stravinsky-in the
tricky asymmetries of the concerto's rhyth-
mic design and in Ravel's subtle absorption
of Stravinsky's polytonal harmonic innova-
tions-is still another.

But most important of all, and what per-
formers seem most to miss the point of, is
that the piece is very distinctly and unmis-
takably a neoclassic work-a consciously
neoclassic work, I think. One sees it in the
Mozartean left-hand accompaniment to the
long singing melody that opens the second
movement, in the proportions of the work.
in its tonal disciplines, and in its subtle fluc-
tuations between Ravel's special tenderness
of expression and the flashes of sardonic
wit and rueful fun. But even if the listener
is not prepared to accept my neoclassic as-
sessment of the work, anyone should be
prepared to concede that it has nothing re-
motely to do with the nineteenth-century
piano concerto.

I make these points at length the better to
stress the fact that this exquisite masterwork
is rarely played with respect for these con-
siderations. Leonard Bernstein (Columbia
MS 6043, ML 5337) plays the piece su-
perbly, but elsewhere confusion reigns.

This newest reading, by the young French-
man Philippe Entremont, is surely a clear
choice over RCA Victor's recent recording
by Erich Leinsdorf and young Lorin Hol-
lander. But still, Entremont lets the work's
lyricism verge onto a sort of Poulenc -like
music -hall popularism, a quite straight-faced
sentimentality. And his figurational detail
tends to blur and go out of focus, either
because he relates its articulation to a nine-
teenth-century style of performance or be-
cause he mistrusts his ability to play it
cleanly.

Thus, what in other works might be re-
garded as a legitimate matter of taste tends
here to lessen the piece. As a nineteenth-
century Romantic conception, the Ravel G
Major Piano Concerto is just not a very
good piece.

One can ascertain, even before playing
the second side, that the Falla piece has a lot
going for it here, merely by the presence of
Mr. Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orches-
tra. There is, to be sure, a certain coolness
pervading this reading, but I think it to be
quite appropriate, for the most part, and
the piece will never be heard any more gor-
geously as sheer sound. Entremont holds his
own in this respect, and I think he has
solved the difficult problem of the piano's
role in the work-its assertiveness or its
lack of it-about as well as anyone can.

I do not see how the recorded sound
could be improved upon. IV. F.

SCHUMAN: A Song of Orpheus (see

BARBER)

(Continued on page 90)
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`Hey-
who shrunk
yer tuner?'

To lots of people, there's trauma in a small stereo
tuner. Traditionally, the multiplex tuner has been a big
heavy monster. It's hard to accept that a unit that sits
easily in the palm of your hand can outperform most of
its bulky and cumbersome predecessors.

KLH's brand new Model Eighteen multiplex tuner
is just about nine inches long. And no matter how you
look at it, that's small for a high performance stereo tuner.

But the Eighteen isn't small just so that you can
amaze your friends. It's small so that it will be the perfect
mate for the KLH Model Eleven, Model Fifteen, Model
Sixteen or any other good amplifier. It's small so that it
won't waste precious space in today's homes and apart-
ments. It's small so that it's less likely to be damaged
or thrown out of alignment in normal handling and
transportation.

And it's small because it works best that way.
Judged on an absolute basis, the performance of the

Model Eighteen is comparable to that of tuners costing
much more. When its price is taken into consideration, its
performance can be described as truly incredible.

Like the most expensive tuners, you'll find the

JANUARY 1965

Eighteen a pleasure to tune. With Zero Center Tuning,
there's no 'maybe area'. The meter tells you when you're
tuned in and when you're not. The planetary tuning sys-
tem we've used is mechanically the most accurate and
trouble free. The tuning vernier has the silky yet positive
feel that marks high quality engineering. The Stereo
Indicator Light automatically identifies multiplexing sta-
tions as you tune.

But there is no vacuum tube tuner, at any price,
with the ultimate reliability of the Model Eighteen. Be-
yond the fact that the Eighteen runs cool; beyond the
fact that transistors don't age, the Model Eighteen has
4 IF stages employing transformers of extremely low
mass. The slugs are less subject to jarring and misalign-
ment when the Eighteen is shipped from the factory, or
handled, than with heavier instruments. As a result,
Model Eighteens in normal use will require substantially
less maintenance and service than old fashioned tuners.

There's one more way the Eighteen differs from ex-
pensive tuners. It's not expensive. About $130. Hear it
at your KLH dealer's and judge for yourself.

Just don't call it cute. It's very sensitive.
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HEINRICH SCIICTZ
His Christmas Story splendidly recorded

0 ® SCHUTZ: Weihnachts-Historie.
Edith Mathis (soprano), Angel; Georg
Jelden (tenor), Evangelist; Claus Ocker
(bass). Herod; Instrumental Ensemble;
Windsbach Boys' Choir, Hans Thamm cond.
ANGEL S 36211 $5.98, 36211* $4.98.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Adequate

Schutz's Christina, Story was written in
1664 when the composer was almost eighty.
It consists of the Christmas Gospel text,
narrated by an Evangelist to simple accom-
paniment, and more elaborate, colorfully
scored dialogs sung by an angel, the shep-
herds, wise men. Herod, and the people. It
is a superb work, one of the greatest com-
positions of Schutz as well as one that is

readily accessible to ears not attuned to
seventeenth -century music. Among several
good recordings of this work is one out-
standing one, Wilhelm Ehmann conducting
the Westphalian Kantorei (Cantate 650201,
640201).

Hans Thamm's performance features ex-
cellent instrumentalists, authentic scoring,
and an exceptional boys' choir. The soloists,
particularly the Evangelist and the Herod,
are very satisfactory, but the interpretation,
though very good over-all, seems slightly
heavy-handed in spirit. Everything is prop-
erly done, but the quality that makes this
music a moving experience, so apparent in
the Ehmann reading, escapes this ensemble.
Angel's recording is very full in the bass
range but is not entirely smooth in the
treble. The stereo spread is fine. Texts and
translations are enclosed. I. K.

OO ® VICTORIA: Missa Alma Redemp-
toris. Motets: 0 vos orates; Sitientes,
recite ad aquas: Estote fortes in bello.
Hymn: f esu, dulcis memoria. Antiphon:
Pifer; Hebraeorum. Hosanna filio David.
Responsories for Tenebrae: Jesum tradidit
impius; Sepulto Domino; Tamquam ad
latronem existis. Montreal Bach Choir,
George Little cond. Vox STDL 501090
$4.98, DL 1090 $4.98.

Performance: Mostly very fine
Recording: Excellent

The length of the listing in the catalog under
the name Tomas Luis de Victoria is begin-

ning to be quite impressive, though except
for a few motets the alternative choices of
each recorded item are slim when compared
with the listings for the composer's slightly
older contemporary, Giovanni Palestrina.
Victoria (c. 1548-1611), who spent his life
in Rome and Madrid, wrote music for the
church that is as contrapuntally rich as any
of the late Renaissance, and far more intense
than most. For a varied sample of this
fascinating Spaniard's output. the present
collection is well chosen: it contains some of
Victoria's most popular pieces (including
0 nos ()miles) as well as one of the Masses.
The Montreal Bach Choir handles this reper-
toire with considerable skill: its intonation
is excellent and its enunciation is quite good.
The director, George Little, observes the
proper liturgical procedures in the Mass, but
it is sung a cappella when in fact there is
very little excuse for not rendering such a
work (especially in a recording) with in-
strumental accompaniment. And though the
quality of the choral singing is very fine,
the Montreal Bach Choir's performance
rather lacks real intensity, that strange
mystical element that pervades almost all of
Victoria's music-compare the brief sections
from the Rerponsories for Tenebrae here
with the complete set, magnificently ren-
dered by the Westminster Cathedral Choir
under George Malcolm (London Argo
5149, 149).

Vox's recording is superb, and the jacket
contains an excellent booklet with texts.
translations, and fine notes by R. D. Darrell.

I. K.

OO ® ZELENKA: Three Sonatas for Two
Oboes, Bassoon, and Continuo (1723):
Sonata No. 4, in G Minor; Sonata No. 5,
in F Major; Sonata No. 6, in C Minor. Ray
Toubman and Wilfred Burkle (oboes);
John Miller (bassoon); Olivia Toubman
(cello continuo); David Carroll (bassoon
continuo); Daniel Pinkham (harpsichord
continuo). CAMBRIDGE CRS 1814 $5.98,
CRM 814 M.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Excellent

Johann Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745). a

Bohemian -born composer who spent a good
portion of his life in Dresden writing for
the Church, composed these sonatas for the
coronation ceremonies of Karl IV at Prague
in 1723. The music, much of it brilliantly
written for the solo oboes and obbligato
bassoon, is basically Italian in style (Zelenka
studied in Venice. among other places).
with some pronounced echoes of the Vivaldi
school. Harmonically, there are occasional
unusual twists. But. all in all, these sonatas,
especially the fifth. are more routine than
those of Zelenka's better-known contempo-
raries. The disc, nevertheless, is a welcome
one, for it introduces a minor but not un
interesting Baroque composer.

The performances are extremely compe-
tent-the bassoonist, in particular, is very
impressive, while the two oboists, though
not always entirely accurate in their intona-
tion, negotiate their parts with considerable
virtuosity. Added ornamentation and em-
bellishment is rather conservative, however.
And I, for one, would have liked much more
dynamic variety in the playing: everything
here is almost at one volume level. Cam-
bridge's recording is first-rate. 1. K.

COLLECTIONS

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

0 ® NETANIA DAVRATH: Russian
Art Songs. Glinka: Doubt. Dargomijsky:
I Am Grieving: Look. Darling Maiden. Rim-
sky-Korsakov: I Still Love Him; On Geor-
gian Hills: Song of the Skylark. Rachman-
inoff: Spring Waters; 0 Thou Billowy Har-
t est Field. Glazounov: Oriental Romance.
Tchaikovsky: Whether Day is Dawning: To
Forget So Soon; Again. as Before, Alone.
Rubinstein: Night. Gliere: 0 Do Not Braid
a Flower. Netania Davrath (soprano); Erik
Werba (piano). VANGUARD VSD 71115
$5.95, VRS 1115 $4.98.

Performance: Exquisite
Recording: Excellent

The recordings of Netania Davrath are be-
ginning to settle into a delightfully predict-
able pattern: aside from being beautifully
performed and recorded, each seems to fill
a gap in the catalog. If only all record pro-
ducers would follow Vanguard's example
in the best possible utilization of artists and
repertoire!

Russian song literature offers a panorama
of richness and variety that concert recitalists
seem continually to overlook. Some of Miss
Davrath's choices rank with the best ex-
amples of Russian song, others can claim no
such distinction. But all are hauntingly
melodious. When performed by an inter-
preter of such charm and subtle powers of
communication, even Glazounov's sugary
orientalism and Rubinstein's thrice -familiar
sentimental romance become a truly artistic
experience.

Listeners familiar with Boris Christoff's
recordings of Doubt or Again, as Before,
Alone will not find a match for that powerful
elegiac expression in Miss Davrath's bright-
er -hued interpretation. There is an inherent
mournful quality in some Russian songs that
asks for interpretation in a low key. Never-
theless, Miss Davrath approaches each song
with searching artistry, and the wide emo-
tional range she so subtly reveals in Tchai-
kovsky's To Forget So Soon should alone
affirm her high position among today's re-
citalists. She is an unusually imaginative and
compelling vocalist, and the present program

NETANIA DAvRATII
Affirms her high rank as recitalist
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is an unalloyed delight from beginning to
end. Werba handles the accompaniments-
some of which are extremely demanding-
with impressive virtuosity. Both mono and
stereo versions are clear and well-defined.

G. J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
4) ® IN DULCI JUBILO (Early Choral
Music for the Christmas Season). Osian-
der: Christum wir sullen !obeli schon. Lasso:
Resonet in laudibus. Morales: Pastures,
dicite. Guerrero: Oyd, oyd una cola.
Scheidt: In dulti ,jubilo. Agricola: Weih-
naclurgesang. Ockeghem: Alma redemptoris
mater. Eccard: l'om Himmel hoch. Vulpius:
U nd alsbald war da. Costantini: Pastures
loquebantur. Anon (18th cen.): Noel. Bo-
denschatz: Joseph, lieber Joseph mein. Bux-
tehude: In dulti jubilo. Paminger: Quodli-
bet (In dulci jubilo; Resonet in laudibus;
Omnis mundus). M. Pritorius. In natali
Domini; Pla Es 1st ein Ros' entsprungeu.
Jurgen Sartorti (gamba); Eberhard Folster
(positive organ); instrumentalists and
Monteverdi-Chor of Hamburg, Jurgen
Jurgens cond. TELEFUNKEN SAWT 9419 B
$5.98. AWT 9419 C* $5.98.

Performance: Delightful
Recording: Exceptional

This collection of Christmas music written
between the fifteenth and eighteenth cen-
turies is one of a series on the Telefunken
label devoted to "Das Alte IVerk," music
of all kinds from earlier times. The present
material, most of which is German in origin,
is delightfully rendered by an excellent
mixed chorus and instruments where re-
quired. Though much of the music deals
with Christmas, this does not mean that
it should be played solely at that time. In-
deed, both the performances and the choice
of repertoire are such that I can imagine
dipping into this recital at almost any season
-to hear, for example, the three settings of

dulci jubilo, the first for a double chorus
of eight voices by Scheidt, the second
Buxtehude's cantata for three -voice choir,
two violins, and continuo, and the third
a part of a sixteenth -century quodlibet and
sung simultaneously with two other Christ-
mas tunes. Added to the attractiveness of the
music and settings and the clarity of the
chorus is the unusually rich and transparent
recording. Texts are included, but no trans-
lations of them. /. K.

® GERALDINE FARRAR: Recital. Boito:
Mefistufele: L'alira none. Puccini: Madama
Butterfly: Un be/ di. Wolf -Ferrari: Donne
Curiore: Ah, tutta per te: II cor net content°.
Segreto di Susanna: II dolce idillio. Via! COS)
lion all lasciate. Gounod: Faust: Air des
bijoux. Romeo et Juliette: Je veux vivre.
Humperdinck: Kenigskinder: Ireisst noch
das grosse Nert?: Leber Spielmann. Mozart:
Exsultate, Jubilate: Alleluia& Gluck: Ren-
contre Imprerue: Un ruisselet hien clair; two
songs. Geraldine Farrar (soprano); with
Hermann Jadlowker (tenor) and Pasquale
Amato (baritone); orchestral accompani-
ments. Rococo 5216 $4.95.

Performance: Treasurable
Recording: Dated and variable

Among her great soprano contemporaries
Geraldine Farrar still managed to be unique

Featherweight

with a wallop
The KLH Model Sixteen is probably the smallest

integrated stereo amplifier in its power class.
We designed it that way. Small enough to fit into

any room. Handsome enough to be welcome there.
But small size and good looks are only the begin-

ning. The Model Sixteen really delivers all the advan-
tages of transistor design that you've been promised
for so long.

This is a full powered, full performance amplifier,
with 70 watts of wide -band steady state power - 200
watts of peak power.

This is clean power . . . KLH clean. Distortion
levels are insignificant from 25 to 20,000 cps.

This is reliable power, far beyond the potential of
any tube amplifier. (There is no known aging process
in a transistor.) The Sixteen can't be shorted out or
burned out in use. A unique electronic circuit, designed
by KLH, eliminates the need for fuses or circuit break-
ers in the speaker outputs.

We saved the best for last. The price is a feather-
weight, too.

Just $219.95. The cabinet is optional at $19.95. *
That's less than you'd pay for one of those big

heavy old-fashioned jobs.

We designed it that way.

ightly highe on the west coast
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The

do-it-yourselfer's

newest
catalog
Here's your new catalog of quality elec-
tronic kits and assembled equipment
... your shopping guide for TV set kits,
transistor radios, voltmeters, scopes,

tube testers, ham gear, PA systems,
and a host of other carefully engineered
products. Every item in the Conar cata-
log is backed by a no -loopholes, money -
back guarantee. It's not the biggest
catalog, but once you shop its pages
you'll agree it's among the best For

years of pleasurable performance, for
fun and pride in assembly, mail the
coupon. Discover why Conar, a division
of National Radio Institute, is just
about the fastest growing name in
the kit and
equipment CONAIRbusiness.

N IIIIIMMI MAIL NOW !IIIIIIIMINI

Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016 III .. .

AFSC

Please send me your new catalog.. IIName

111 Address I
City

State Z -Code II
IIII IIIIMIIMIOIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIII
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in many ways. She was a stunning figure on
the stage, and an outstanding actress. Her
gifts of both intellect and musicianship ex-
ceeded the share normally considered appro-
priate for opera singers. She had a remark-
able, if somewhat unconventional, vocal
technique, and some of her interpretations
were rather controversial.

This is the only LP exclusively devoted
to Geraldine Farrar that is currently in the
catalog. Some of her most celebrated inter-
pretations are captured here. Of particular
historical interest are the rarely heard scenes
from Le Donne Curiose and Konigskinder.
two operas she helped to introduce in
America. Farrar was also a celebrated Butter -

in her day, virtually monopolizing the
role at the Met, and the "U n bel di" heard
on this record is something of a classic.
Equally admirable are the assured bravura in
the Mefirtofele excerpt, the effortless flow
and stylistic purity of the Mozart Allelujah,
and the exquisite vocalism in the Wolf -
Ferrari duet, where tenor Hermann Jadlow-
ker is her distinguished partner. The Gounod
arias are good but not exceptional, though
the Air des bijoux has some charming and
individual turns.

I don't believe that Farrar's art was ever
faithfully captured on records. The technique
is here, and her warmth of personality shines
through the mechanical imperfections. But
these old souvenirs with their often intru-
sively noisy surfaces can merely suggest what
must have been a flashing dramatic figure on
stage. The disc is recommended to specialist
collectors only. G. J.

® GIANNINA ARANGI LOMBARDI:
Opera Recital. Verdi: I Lombardi: Te. V er-
gin Santa, invoco! Il Troratore: Udine?
come albeggi....Vivra! contende it giubilo.
Ponchielli: La Gioconda: E' un anatema.
Donizetti: Lucrezia Borgia: Come e bello,
quale incanto: M'odi. ah! m'odi. Rossini:
Guglielmo Tell: Selva opaca. Mascagni:
Caralleria Rurticana: Ineggiamo, II Signor.
Giannina Arangi Lombardi (soprano);
Carlo Galeffi (baritone), Ebe Stignani
(mezzo-soprano); orchestra. Lorenzo Mola-
joli cond. ODEON QC 5045 S4.98.

Performance: Major artist
Recording: Vintage

Giannina Arangi Lombardi (1891-1951)
left the mezzo ranks to become the reigning
Italian soprano of the late Twenties and
early Thirties. And a truly dramatic singer
she was, with a voice of fullness and power
and an intense delivery-qualities she shared
with her internationally better-known con-
temporaries Raisa, Ponselle, and Muzio.
Since her voice retained a creamy mezzo
quality to serve as a foundation for a pow-
erful top, Arangi Lombardi will recall for
some listeners (especially on this remarkable
disc) the singing of the great Celestina
Boninsegna.

Particularly worth having are the seldom -
heard I Lombardi aria and the duet from
La Gioconda, in which the soprano and Ebe
Stignani evoke a scene of fitting ferocity. In
the Lucrezia Borgia excerpts Arangi Lom-
bardi combines a vibrant dramatic tempera-
ment with chiselled bel canto perfection,
for a stylistic mastery rare among her con-
temporaries.

There are some intonation flaws and a
few lapses from tonal perfection. Also. the

Troratore duet is pitched a semitone higher
than it should be. But the singing is in the
grand style-of which Galeffi and Stignani
are also distinguished representatives-and
the orchestral accompaniments are excellent.
Taking the unhackneyed program into ac-
count, vocal connoisseurs will find this 10 -
inch import highly attractive. G. J.

CI ® MUSIC FOR VOICES AND VIOLS
IN THE TIME OF SHAKESPEARE.
Anon.: Greensleeres: Sick Tune: Hold Thy
Peace (Canon): As I Me lniked (Canon):
My Robbin. Wilbye: The Lad) Oriana: I
love alas Set am not loved. Ferrabosco: Vias
nuts; I sari' my lady weeping. R. Johnson:
Carman's 11' histle: Alman. Rowland: My
Lady Htp,rdon's Puff e. Edwards: Where
gryping grief (vocal and keyboard ver-
sions). R. Jones: Farewell dear love. Mor-
ley: My bonnie lass she smileth: About the
maypole: Now is the month of maying: II
was a borer and his lass (coral and instru-
mental versions). Deering: The Cryes of
London. Munday: My Robbin (harpsichord
version). Cornysh: A robin. genii! rob)n.
Byrd: Pavan and Gaillard. The Earl of Salis-
bury (instrumental version). Weelkes: Ac
Vesta was from Latmos Hill. The Golden
Age Singers (Margaret Field -Hyde and
Valerie Cardnell. sopranos; Andrew Pear -
man, countertenor; Ian Partridge and Alfred
Hepworth, tenors; James Atkins, bass),
Margaret Field -Hyde cond. The Elizabethan
Consort of Viols (Dennis Nesbitt and Ben-
jamin Kennard, treble viols; Jillian Am-
herst. tenor viol; Nancy Neild and Dietrich
Kessler. bass viols), Dennis Nesbitt cond.
Roger Pugh (harpsichord); Hermann Leeb
(lute). WESTMINSTER WST 17076 54.98,
XWN 19076 S4.98.

Performance: Enjoyable
Recording: Fine

This is an extremely well-rounded survey of
secular music from the time of Shakespeare
and Queen Elizabeth I. The bulk of the
performances is divided among madrigals
and works for viol consort, but also included
are two brief pieces for virginals and four
selections for solo lute. Since transcription
was so much a part of the late Renaissance,
it is of considerable interest to hear alternate
versions of some of the works: Edwards'
Where gryping grief and Munday's My Rob -
bin are first sung and then played on the
harpsichord, and there are vocal and viol -
consort treatments of Morley's It was a lover
and his lass. Among the highlights are
Richard Deering's extensive Cryes of London
and the perennial Greensleeres, which
sounds surprisingly modern in this scoring
for viols. Those who treasure Margaret
Field -Hyde's previous recordings of mad-
rigals will not need any recommendation of
her new performances. though the personnel
of her group, as may be seen by the above list-
ing, is now totally different and not quite
as steady vocally as that of her earlier re-
cordings. The spirit of the singing and the
playing of the Elizabethan Consort are ex-
cellent, however. The briefer contributions
of the soloists in the lute and harpsichord
selections-especially the latter-are equally
enjoyable. Westminster's recording, though
quite low-level, is very clean and natural.
Texts and brief notes are included (a listing
error attributes Byrd's Earl of Salisbury
Pavan to Morley). I. K.
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KLH

Model

Seventeen

the speaker
that will make us eat our words

JANUARY 1965

'... a threshold beyond which advance for some time may be
so difficult as to appear impossible. In the light of known technology,
nothing further can be done to improve this performance without
sharply increased costs."

That's what we said in 1961 when we introduced the Model
Ten, our first speaker under $100.

Now we are preparing for an extended diet of our own words.
We are introducing a new speaker, the KLH Model Seventeen, which
delivers a quality of performance we believed unattainable at a price
we considered impossible just three years ago.

You're going to hear a lot of comment about this astonishing
new speaker. And you will undoubtedly hear the Model Seventeen for
yourself. So all we'll tell you now is -

It's a handsome speaker.
It costs $69.95*.
It represents a threshold beyond which advance for some time

may be so difficult as to appear impossible. In the light of known
technology, nothing further can be done to improve this performance
without sharply increased costs.

It's at your KLH dealer's now.
Bon appetit.

I..... I
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flegested retail; slightlev higher on the west coast.
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"Professionals in the recording and
broadcasting industries know that Alter
has been »raking solid-state amplifiers for
some time now-for professional use only.
The )7mr _kW,/ reflects the experience
A (tee has achieved in making these ampli-
fiers." Avigo Magazine, April, 1964

At a time when most amplifiers were of the
vacuum -tube type, we marketed our first all -
transistor amplifier. Then, five years later, we
presented the Three Sixty. In the past year,
it has been proved again and again by satisfied
users. Because you asked for it, we have im-
proved the styling of the instrument, making
it more modern, good-looking, more conven-
ient to operate.

CHECK THESE REASONS.
YOU'LL SEE WHY THE

ALTEC .Z//f _Ai % IS SO SUPERIOR.

I Altec's wide experience in designing solid-
state circuitry for audio frequencies has given
us a lead over other companies. This experi-

Four extra -heavy heat sinks in
Altec ThreeSixty make possible
continuous operation with
virtually no rise in temperature.
Internal -external heat is kept
well below industry standards
to guarantee lifetime trouble -
free, service -free operation.
Two power output transistors
(four per channel) on each
heat sink.

""""11111111..1.11.111.
Top view of Three Sixty. All -transistor circuitry
eliminates hum and hiss common with vacuum tube
amplifiers. Features 3 automatic resetting circuit
breakers-one in main power circuit, one in each
speaker output circuit.

ALTS[
LANSING CORPORATION

01964 Alc
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ALTEC ALL -

TRANSISTOR VI,A_NVIACK
ri). 1klee,_dzilip STEREO AMPLIFIER

The Only All -Transistor Stereo Amplifier Backed by

6 Years of Leadership in Solid -State Circuitry!

ence made the Three Sixty possible. Over
five years ago, we designed the first all -tran-
sistor amplifier (the 351A) for high quality
applications. We also developed the first
successful all -transistor repeater amplifiers
for use by telephone companies. We also were
the first to combine transistors with vacuum
tubes in the famous 708A "Astro".

1/All-transistor circuitry of the Three Sixty
offers greatest possible durability because,
unlike heat -generating vacuum tube ampli-
fiers, it always runs cool. Hence, there's no
deterioration of quality caused by heatingand
cooling of vital circuit components.

//The Three Sixty is a genuine Altec
131.1ksi9ACV... Component. It is part of a line
that has won acceptance by leading recording
and broadcast studios. There's a world of
difference between equipment designed for
and used by professionals, and ordinary hi fi
components made strictly for home use.

/ You'll like the looks as well as the sound of
the Three Sixty. And, its size is smallest of

Modular preamplifiers are completely shielded from
output and power circuits to assure long life, mini
mum maintenance. Another Altec exclusive!

Plug-in facilities provide independent voltage out-
put to drive separate remote power or booster
amplifiers (Altec all -transistor 351B) for patio, pool -
side, recreation room, other remote areas.
Impedance selector switch eliminates confusion
about multiple speaker terminals.

ALTEC LANSING
CORPORATIONithrw A Subsidiary of

Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
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any integrated stereo amp / preamp on the
market today. The Three Sixty is priced at
$389.00; matching cabinet $11.00 extra.

In addition to those shown below, other
studio -users of Altec VIAN6AC1c. Equipment
include: ABC, Universal Recordings, Colum-
bia, Sam Goldwyn, Glen Glenn, United Walton,
and just about every major concert hall,
auditorium and theatre in the nation, includ-
ing all Cinerama Theatres. At the New York
World's Fair, some of the exhibitors who
selected Altec equipment include I.B.M., Du
Pont, Chrysler, Ford, General Electric, Heinz,
Cinerama, Billy Graham, Texas Pavilion,
Johnson's Wax, and many more.

Visit your nearest Altec Distributor (Yellow
Pages) and hear the finest equipment in the
world of sound: Altec PIANIVCic. Equipment.
Be sure to ask for your courtesy copy of Altec
VIANVACI: and Speech Input Equipment for
Recording and Broadcast Studios. Although
prepared specifically for the recording/broad-
casting industry, the conclusions to be drawn
about your own home music center will be
obvious. Or, for free copy, write DEPT. SRI.

fT/

*

11
.111/111

ch

Henderson's famous "Studio 3' in Ne.n York

1;1 ,-.

 ; -'
-' 7 '' 

'- -
,martsr ,

- i. c. ..
Perfect partners! Rack -mounted Altec Three Sixty
works with Altec 314A FM Multiplex Tuner at Sim -
0 -Rama Recording Studio, N.J.

c;i.. to*

The film production service at Virginia State Depart-
ment of Education relies on Three Sixty for power in
conjunction with other Altec PLAYBACK amplifiers
and controls.
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S
CHOICE

OF THE LATEST
RECORDINGS

Reviewed by JOE GOLDBERG  NAT HENTOFF

DAVE BRUBECK: Jazz Impressions
of Japan. Dave Brubeck (piano), Paul Des-
mond (alto saxophone), Eugene Wright
(bass), Joe Morello (drums). Tokyo Traf-
fic: Toki'r Theme: Zen Is When; Osaka
Blues: and four others. COLUMBIA CS 9012
$4.98, CL 2212* $3.98.

Performance: Evocative, generally attractive
Recording: Excellent

It is becoming increasingly clear that Dave
Brubeck's abilities are best suited to the com-
posing and playing of lyrical pieces. For all
his harmonic and polyrhythmic experiments.
he has not made a major contribution to the
jazz avant-garde. In terms of elasticizing the
techniques and re -energizing the language of
jazz. Brubeck is surpassed by Ornette Cole-
man. Cecil Taylor, George Russell, and oth-
ers. Moreover, Brubeck seldom swings easily
or convincingly in medium- and up -tempo
tunes.

In this collection of pieces stemming from
a tour of Japan, Brubeck is quite eloquent in
such impressionistic originals as Rising Sun.
The City Ir Crying. the pastoral Fujiyama,
and the fragile Koto Song. In Zen Is When,
he reveals a lightly mocking wit that has not
been much in evidence in previous record-
ings, but it is a vein he might well explore
further. The other pieces tend to be nervous
rather than swinging, and more superficial in
emotional substance than are the slower and
lyrical numbers.

Alto saxophonist Paul Desmond, like his
leader, is most persuasive in a romantic
groove. Gene Wright is a reliable bass
player, and Joe Morello here largely con-
quers his usual tendency to dominate the
proceedings. N.H.

ERIC DOLPHY: Out to Lunch (see Best
of Month, page 72)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® 0 DEXTER GORDON: A Su'ingin'
Affair. Dexter Gordon (tenor saxophone),
Sonny Clark (piano), Butch Warren (bass).
Billy Higgins (drums). Soy Califa; Don't
Explain: The Backbone: McSplivens: and
two others. Burr NOTE ST 84133 $5.98,
4133* $4.98.

Performance: Powerful
Recording: Good

Explanation of symbols:
® = stereophonic recording

= monophonic recording
 = mono or stereo version

not received for review

A couple of years ago. a marvelous album
called "Go!" announced the return, after
some twelve years, of tenor saxophonist
Dexter Gordon, one of the influences on
Sonny Rollins and John Coltrane, and at one
time a formidable jazz figure in his own
right. Now comes the present disc, made the
same week as "Go!" and with the same per-
sonnel, and it is nearly as good.

Gordon is helped immensely in this one
by his rhythm section. The late pianist Sonny
Clark was excellent for this sort of straight-
forward blowing session; Billy Higgins is a

PAUL

Performance: Promising
Recording: Good

Andrew Hill is the first pianist I have heard
who sounds as though he has been directly
influenced by Cecil Taylor. Perhaps because
of the presence of vibraphonist Bobby Hutch-
erson. Hill's new disc sounds somewhat like
one Taylor made several years ago, with the
late Earl Griffith, called "Looking Ahead."

Like Taylor, Hill has a tendency to play
on his own, constructing complex, often
arhythmic solos that go against the rhythm

DESMOND. JoE NholtELLO. icon E. AND DAVE Btu:BELK
Eloquent in impressionistic originals

light, dancing drummer (listen especially to
his solo on Soy Califa), and Butch Warren
is a fine mainstream bassist.

But of course the main attraction is
Gordon himself, whose playing is now better
than ever. He has a big, full tone, and there
is a feeling of strength and simplicity in his
work. He is sometimes quite close to rhythm-
and-blues, but his taste permits him to take
only the best of it into his style. He is excel-
lent on the swinging numbers, as one would
expect, but there is a fine openness of emo-
tion too on such pieces as Don't Explain.
Best of all, you may find, is his lovely alter-
ation of the melody of Until the Real Thing
Comer Along. J. G.

® ANDREW HILL: Judgment. An-
drew Hill (piano), Bobby Hutcherson
(vibes), Richard Davis (bass), Elvin Jones
(drums). Siete Ocho: Flea Flop; Alfred:
Judgment; and two others. BLUE NOTE ST
R4159 $5.98, 4159* $4.98.

section. In this, he is fortunate in having the
excellent assistance of Richard Davis and
Elvin Jones. Yet Hill gives the impression
that he is basically a conservative musician
who is pushing himself into the abstract. The
forms here are open and sometimes complex.
but the individual parts of his solos are not
too far removed from more usual piano en-
deavors. (All the pieces, by the way, are
Hill's own.)

This is an interesting album, and it will
be fascinating to see what Hill does as he
becomes more accustomed to the kind of
music he is now playing. And it is gratify-
ing to see that Blue Note is moving away
from its preoccupation with Horace Silver -
type groups and organ players and going in
for some experimentation. J. G.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
FREDDIE. HUBBARD: Breaking

Point! Freddie Hubbard (trumpet), James
JANUARY 1965 95



Spaulding (alto saxophone, flute), Ronnie
Mathews (piano), Eddie Khan (bass), Joe
Chambers (drums). Breaking Point; Far
Away; Blue Frenzy; D Minor Mini; Mirrors.
BLUE NOTE 84172 $5.98, 4172* $4.98.

Performance: Imaginative and provocative
Recording: First-rate

Twenty -six -year -old trumpeter Freddie Hub-
bard is trying to sustain his new jazz unit
at a time of shrinking employment oppor-
tunities for the younger jazz experimenters.
Though not as daring as Ornette Coleman or
Cecil Taylor, Hubbard does search contin-
ually for ways to broaden and deepen the
jazz language. His own playing, particularly
as leader of a date, continues to develop:
already very accomplished technically, he is
now working to diversify tone colors and is

using the whole range of his instrument more
often. His solos are firmly and subtly con-
structed, and his playing is becoming more
emotionally penetrating.

James Spaulding, an alto saxophonist and
flutist who was once with the fiery JFK
Quintet in Washington, demonstrates here a
blistering emotional directness on alto. He
seems able as well to make the flute into a
jazz instrument while retaining its basic tonal
qualities. Pianist Ronnie Mathews is intelli-
gently eclectic, and the rest of the rhythm
section is impressive.

All but one of the compositions are by
Hubbard and they are quite intriguing.
Breaking Point fuses a perky calypso -like
melody to free -form passages with no dis-
cernible tonal center. This composition also
includes a fascinating bass -drum dialog-I
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New Releases

HAYDN
Symphony No. 39 in U
minor
Symphony No. 73 in D.
"La Chasse"
The Esterhazy Orchestra;
David Blum, conductor

VRS-1123 & VSD-71123

THE VIRTUOSO
PIANO

An awesome and breath-
taking compendium of the
temperamental and spec-
tacular concert pieces by
Herz, Hummel, Thalberg,
Rubinstein, Godowsky and
Paderewsky, affectionately
and brilliantly performed
by Earl Wild

VRS-1114& VSD-71119

PROKOFIEV
Symphony No. 3, Op. 44
Le Pas d'acier-Ballet suite
Utah Symphony Orches-
tra; Maurice Abravanel,
conductor

VRS-1122 & VSD-71122

HANDEL
Alexander's Feast

Sheppard, Worthley, Bev-
an; Oriana Concert Choir
and Orchestra; Deller con-
ductor 2 discs BG-666/7 &

BGS-70666/7

FAMOUS ARIAS
OF BACH &
HANDEL

Maureen Forrester and I
Solist! di Zagreb; Janigro,
conductor

BG-669 & BGS-70669

MUSIC OF
MEDIEVAL
FRANCE,
1200-1400

Sacred and Secular
Deller Consort; Concentus
Musicus, Wien

BG-656 &  BGS-70656

Folk and Popular
JAN PEERCE ON 2ND
AVENUE - Love Songs
from the Golden Era of
the Yiddish Theatrc with
Orchestra conducted by
Gershon Kingsley

VRS-9166 & VSD-79166
ALMEDA RIDDLE -
Songs and Ballads of the
Ozarks VRS-9158

VANGUARD
EVERYMAN

CLASSICS
Monaural & Stereo-

One Price -51.98
"Noble, eloquent, beauti-
fully proportioned read-
ings . . . sound is rich and
full-bodied . . . wholly ir-
resistible." Alan Rich,
High Fidelity, on Barbi-
rolli's recording of Sibe-
lius' 5th Symhony & Poh-
jola's Daughter

(SRV-137 & SRV-137SD)
Latest Releases

John Barbirolli conducting
the Halle Orchestra

BEETHOVEN:
SYMPHONIES NOS. 1, 8

SRV-146 & SRV-146SD
TCHAIKOWSKY:
SYMPHONY NO. 6,
"PATHETIQUE"

SRV-148 & SRV-148SD
BARBIROLLI CON-
DUCTS WAGNER (Pre-
lude & Liebestod from
"Tristan and Isolde"; Pre-
lude to "Lohengrin"; "Fly-
ing Dutchman" Overture;
"Meistersinger" Suite)

SRV-149 & SRV-149SD
also

MOZART: PIANO CON-
CERTOS IN D MINOR,
K. 466 & C MINOR, K.
491. Denis Matthews, pi-
ano; Hans Swarowsky,
conductor

SRV-142 & SRV-142SD
VIVALDI: 4 VIOLIN
CONCERTOS FROM
"LA CETRA". Paul Ma-
kanowitzky, violin; Vladi-
mir Golschmann, cond

SRV-159 & SRV-159SD
THE DELLER CON-
SORT'S ALBUM OF BE-
LOVED SONGS

SRV-141 &  SRV-14 I SD

Critics' Accolade

THE VIRTUOSO TRUM-
PET-Concertos & Sonatas
by Torelli, Purcell, Vival-
di, Perti, Gabrieli, Corelli,
etc.
I Solisti di Zagreb; An-
tonio Janigro. conductor;
4 trumpets, Helmut Wo-
bisch 1st trumpet

BG-617 & BGS-5041
"Uncommon brilliance and
clarity of recording ...add
the inexhaustible attrac-
tions of the music and
performances and one has
a release that provides the
utmost rewards in record-
ed music." R. D. Darrell,
High Fidelity

THE VIRTUOSO TRUM-
PET, Vol. 2-Haydn:
Trumpet Concerto &
works of Biber, Manfre-
dini, Alberti, Torelli & L.
Mozart.
ISolisti di Zagreb; Antonio
Janigro, conductor; 6
trumpets; Helmut Wob-
isch, 1st trumpet

BG-641 & BGS-5053

"Vanguard has another
winner . .. highly recom-
mended."
I. Kipnis, HiFi/Stereo

NETANIA DAVRATH
SINGS RUSSIAN ART
SONGS with Erik Werba,
piano
VRS-1115 & VSD-71115

"An enchanting singer,
and weaves her spell more
irresistibly with each rec-
ord . . . beg, borrow, steal
or otherwise acquire this
wholly exceptional record.
You will wear it out in
short order."
Alan Rich, High Fidelity

.Stereo

VANGUARD
Recordings for the

Connoisseur
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look forward to drummer Joe Chambers'
future recordings with much interest. (The
one piece not by Hubbard is Chambers'
lovely lyrical Mirrors.) Blue Frenzy, a blues
waltz, shows the combo's ability to settle into
a swinging groove.

Freddie Hubbard has a worthy unit with
diverse skills, and the makings of a dis-
tinguished book of originals, but whether
he can find enough work to sustain this band
is the big question. N. H.

® i i THE JAZZ CRUSADERS: Stretch -
in' Out. Wilton Felder (tenor and alto sax-
ophones), Wayne Henderson (trombone,
euphonium), Joe Sample (piano). Stix
Hooper (drums), Monk Montgomery and
Bobby Haynes (bass), Joe Pass (guitar).
Long John; Robbins Nest; Out Back; Bach-
afillen; Sweetwater; and four others. PA-
CIFIC JAZZ Stereo 83* $4.98, PJ 83 $4.98.

Performance: Routine
Recording: Okay

The Jazz Crusaders are a highly polished
post -bop group from Texas. They have got-
ten deep into the currently fashionable styles.
using modality wherever they can-and
sometimes where they cannot-and playing
all them funky tunes.

The most interesting soloist is alto- and
tenor -saxophonist Wilton Felder. Except for
Robbins Nest, where he is a bit too openly
sentimental in the Gene Ammons manner,
he plays a highly inventive Coltrane -style
tenor. On some tracks, trombonist Wayne
Henderson plays the euphonium, a hybrid
instrument that sounds like a deeper trom-
bone. On three selections, the group is ex-
panded to a sextet by the addition of the
excellent guitarist Joe Pass.

The Crusaders are all good, accomplished
musicians, but too much of what they do
sounds perfunctory, a mere running over
the fashionable phrases. A little less con-
formity would stand them in good stead. I

should mention one of the most original
song titles in an era of strange ones:
Henderson's You Are Only Sometimes Rain.

I. G.

C) ® PHILLY JO JONES/F.LVIN
JONES: Together. Philly Jo Jones and Elvin
ones (drums), Hank Mobley (tenor saxo-
phone), Blue Mitchell (trumpet), Curtis
Fuller (trombone), Wynton Kelly (piano),
Paul Chambers (bass). Le Roi;
Brown Sugar. ATLANTIC SD 1428 $5.98,
1428* S4.98.

Performance: Restrained and musical
Recording: Good

This record brings together the two men who
are probably our finest contemporary drum-
mers: Philly Jo Jones and Elvin Jones. Ex-
cept for the presence of two drummers, the
disc might easily be mistaken for a Blue Note
release of the late Fifties, for the other play-
ers-saxophonist Hank Mobley, trumpeter
Blue Mitchell, trombonist Curtis Fuller. pi-
anist Wynton Kelly, and bassist Paul Cham-
bers-were all Blue Note stalwarts at that
time.

While the others are soloing, the drum-
mers keep time together, and it is a tribute
to them that the backing never becomes op-
pressively heavy. As for the drum solos,
which are conveniently on separate stereo
channels, Philly Jo's thinking is more clearly

(Continued on page 98)
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Which Stereo Receiver Is Your Best Value?
BRAND IHF POWER TUNER CIRCUIT PRICE

A 70 Watts AM -FM
FM Stereo

Transistor $369.95

B 80 Watts
AM -FM
FM Stereo Tubes $374.50

C 100 Watts AM -FM
FM Stereo

Transistor $619.95

D 70 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $429.90

E 66 Watts AM -FM
FM Stereo

Transistor $195.00

F 60 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $354.45

G 60 Watts AM -FM
FM Stereo Tubes

$273.90

H 100 Watts AM -FM
FM Stereo

Transistor $579.90

I 70 Watts AM -FM
FM Stereo

Tubes $269.95

IF YOU CHOOSE E GO DIRECT TO THE COUPON
& COLLECT $75 TO $425 SAVINGS!

"E" is the Heathkit 1R -I 3A All -Transistor,
All -\lode Stereo Receiver. It's the first all -
transistor stereo receiver kit. It costs from
$75 to $425 less than the finest stereo receiv-
ers on the market today. This alone makes
the AR -13 unique. But dollar savings arc
only one reason why it's your best value.

Even if you can afford to buy the costliest
model, you can't buy better performance.
Start with the AR-13A's 43 -transistor, 18 -
diode circuit. It's your assurance of cool,
instant, "hum -free" operation; long,
trouble -free life; and the quick, clean, un-
modified response of "transistor sound"
. . . characteristics unobtainable in tube
types.

Next, there's wide -band AM, FM, FM
Stereo tuning for distortion -free reception
to delight the most critical ear. It has two
preamps. And its two power amplifiers
provide 66 watts of IHF Music Power, 40
watts of continuous sine -wave power. And
it's all housed inside one luxurious, com-
pact walnut cabinet . . . just add two
speakers for a complete stereo system.

There are plenty of operating conveniences,
too. Like automatic switching to stereo;
automatic stereo indicator; filtered tape
recorder outputs for direct "beat -free"
stereo recording; dual -tandem controls for

simultaneous adjustment of volume, bass,
and treble of both channels; 3 stereo in-
puts; and a separate control for balancing
both channels. The AM tuner features a
high -gain RF stage and a high Q rod
antenna. The FM tuner has a built-in line
cord antenna plus external antenna con-
nectors.

In addition, there's a local -distance switch
to prevent overloading in strong signal
areas; a squelch control; AFC for drift -
free reception; plus flywheel tuning, tuning
meter, and lighted AM & FM slide -rule
dials for fast, easy station selection. The
secondary controls are concealed under
the hinged lower front gold aluminum
panel to prevent accidental system setting
changes. Both of the AM and FM "front -
ends" and the AM -FM I.F. strip are pre -
assembled and prealigned to simplify
construction.

Compare its impressive specifications.
Then go direct to the coupon, and order
the AR -13A. Now sit back and relax . . .

you've just saved $75 to $425 without
compromising!

Kit AR -13A, 34 lbs $195.00

SPECIFICATIONS-AMPLIFIER: Power output per
I (Heath Rating): 20 watts/8 ohm load. 11Hf M Music

Power Output): 33 v alts /8 ohm load. Power response: *1 sib
from 15 cps to 30 Isc 0 rated output. Harmonic distortion:
(at rated output) Less than 1% 0 20 cps; less than 0.3% 1

Sc: less than 1!.; 0 20 1c. Intermodulation distortion: "Lit
rated or(put) Le, than 1i, 00 & 0.000 Co, signal mixed 4:1.
Hum & noise: Man. phono, 50 db below rated output:4 Aux.
inputs. 5 db below rated output. Channel separation: sib.
Input sensitivity: Man. phono, 6 MV. Outputs: 4, 8, 6 16
ohm and 10-N IMP, dance tarae recorder outputs. Controls: 5 -
position Selector: 3-00sition Mode; Dual Tandem Volume:
Bass S. -reble Controls: Balance Control. Phase Switch: Input
Loud Controls: PushPull ON /OFF Switch. FM: Tuning

S me lo 108 mc. IF tr 10.7 mc. Fr
response. t3 db, 20 to 15.000 cps, Capture ratio: 10 db
Antenna: 300 ohm bal.:, f (internal for local recePtiOn)
Quieting sensitivity: 3' ... for 30 db of quieting. Image
rejecticrm m IF rejection: ;0. On. Harmonic distortion:

STEREO MULTIPLEX: Channel separation:
.19 KC/ir 38 KC suppres-

sion: . . SCA rejection:-
r AM: Tuning range: 535 to 1. IF frequency:4'6
1, Sensitivity: 0 600 Sc, 9 s. Image re-
jection : IF rejection: 55 db (q. 1000 cr Harmonic
distortion: than 2% with 1000 uv input.

r Hum and noise: 40 du. Overall dimen-
sions: ' - f Ho 14%,' D.

FREE CATALOG
Send for your Free copy to-
day! Fully describes over 250
exciting Heathkits at savings
of 50% or more! Choose from
the world's largest selection
of quality instruments in easy -
to -assemble kit form!

1.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-1
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023

12 Enclosed is $195.00 plus freight. Please
send Model AR -13A Stereo Receiver.

El Please send Free Heathkit Catalog.
Name

Address
City State Zip

HF-173

1
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HOW GOOD IS THIS

WINEGARD FM

STEREOTRON

ANTENNA?

SO GOOD IT'S

GUARA TEED!
GUARANTEED to be the most effective, best built
FM antenna made-

GUARANTEED to bring in 85% of all FM stafons
in a 200 mile radius when used with the Stereotron
antenna amplifier

GUARANTEED you will be 100% satisfied or your
money back.

The Winegard Stereotron FM antenna
will improve the performance of even the
most expensive FM or FM stereo tuner.
It is the most powerful receiving device
you can own and will bring in FM signals
up out of the hiss and noise with utmost
clarity. Stereotron has an exceptionally
high front to back ratio which shuts out
multi -path distortion. Has extremely
high gain and is highly directive.

If you want the very finest in FM or
FM stereo sound, get a GUARANTEED
Stereotron today.

STEREOTRON ANTENNA Model
SF -8 - $23.65. Stereotron nuvistor amp-
lifier Model AP-300-input 300 ohms,
output 300 ohms. Can be used with any
FM antenna-$39.95.

Amplifier Model AP -375 for use with
coax cable, input 300 ohms, output 75
ohms - $44.95

Write now for technical specs, gain
charts, polar patterns, VSWR, etc., and
get FREE FM STATION LOG AND
MAP.

World's most complete line of FM
and TV antennas, FM -TV couplers and
amplifiers.

Winegard Co.
3018-A Kirkwood Blvd., Burlington, Iowa
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apparent, but Elvin's style is more complex.
One is reminded of the contrast Nabokov
makes between two chess masters in The
Defence: "there were those who said that
the limpidity and lightness of Luzhin's
thought would prevail over the Italian's tu-
multuous fantasy. . . ."

The album provides a unique opportunity
to hear two giants together, but despite the
fact that it is far more restrained and musical
than other drum pairings, one would have
to be a drum nut to listen to it many times.

J. G.

® ® PEGGY LEE: In the Name of Love.
Peggy Lee (vocals); orchestra, Lou Levy
cond. rho, in Rome; My Sin; Talk to Me
Baby: Shangri-La: Senza Fine; and six oth-
ers. CAPITOL ST 2096 $4.98, T 2096 $3.98.

Performance: Precious
Recording: Very good

Peggy Lee's style, once so unusual and re-
freshing, has become largely a set of man-
nerisms. She relies upon coy understate-
ment that suggests she could sing much more
fully if she felt like it. She is so like a
machine on much of this disc that it is a
great pleasure to hear how much depth of
emotion she can put into such a corny old
number as My Sin.

Most of the album seems to be an exercise
in seeing just how cleverly a song can be
done. There are several arrangers: Billy
May, Dave Grusin, Lalo Schifrin, and some
in -the -studio collaborations between Miss
Lee, Lou Levy, producer Dave Cavanaugh,
and the boys in the band. So we get In the
Name of Love and Theme from "Joy
House," which amount to Fever two more
times. Then there is After You've Gone in
the Ray Charles country manner, a funky
Changes Made, and The Boy From Ipanema,
not done as a bossa nova.

Miss Lee can sing so well that it seems
a shame for her to sit back and let cute
backgrounds take care of everything. J. G.

HERBIE MANN/BILL EVANS:
Nirvana. Herbie Mann (flute), Bill Evans
(piano), Chuck Israels (bass), Paul Motian
(drums). Nirvana: Gymnopedie; I Lore
You; Willow Weep for Me; Cashmere;
Lover Man. ATLANTIC SD 1426 $5.98,
1426* $4.98.

Performance: Low-key
Recording: Good

Herbie Mann and Bill Evans might seem to
be an odd combination. The flutist is, for the
most part, given to wild, superficial Latin -
like meanderings, and pianist Evans is rumin-
ative, introspective, intricate. I therefore
approached this meeting of Mann and the
Evans trio with some trepidation. But things
work out surprisingly well. Mann is unusual-
ly restrained, and on most of the tracks he
plays in a low register that is complementary
to Evans' piano. Paul Motian's drumming is
far more pronounced than one is accustomed
to hearing from him: when he plays with
Evans, he is more felt than heard. Chuck
Israels contributes some of his best recorded
work to this disc.

The program consists of three standards,
two Mann originals, and one of the Gymno-
pedies by Erik Satie. Lover Man is the best
all-round track. In all, the group has made a
slight, quietly charming, low-key album.

I. G.

® MODERN JAZZ QUARTET/
LAURINDO ALMEIDA: Collaboration.
Laurindo Almeida (guitar), John Lewis
(piano), Milt Jackson (vibraharp), Percy
Heath (bass), Connie Kay (drums). Silver:
Trieste; Valeria: One Note Samba; and three
others. ATLANTIC SD 1429 $5.98, 1429*
$4.98.

Performance: Near -sterile
Recording: Good

The Modern Jazz Quartet has been recorded
several times with orchestras, string quartets,
and so forth, but only twice before with
single guests ( Jimmy Giuffre and Sonny
Rollins). Here the members of the quartet
are joined by Brazilian guitarist Laurindo
Almeida, who toured Europe with them in
the early part of 1964. The result is a strange
mixture of styles. On Silver, Trieste, and

i

Restraint for a charming, low-key set

Valeria, Almeida plays little more than a
rhythm -section role, yet the two bossa novas
are primarily showpieces for the guitarist.
Another of the tracks contains Bach's Fugue
in A Minor, played absolutely straight except
for a brief improvised coda. There seems to
be no reason for including this piece other
than to prove that the players could do it.
Of all, Valeria is the most fascinating, for
it provides insight into Lewis' ability to re-
think a tune he has previously recorded.

Most of the second side is given over to a
transcription of the second movement of
Joaquin Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez.
Miles Davis and Gil Evans once turned this
movement into one of the few successful
jazz adaptations of concert music, but de-
spite the fact that Almeida plays the instru-
ment for which the solo part was written,
this version is far less successful than the
earlier one, which did not use the solo guitar.
For one thing, Rodrigo's lush romanticism,
while admirably suited to the talents of Gil
Evans, is at odds with Lewis' asceticism.

Lewis is understandably looking for ways
to extend the Quartet's scope-sterility is
setting in after ten years of its existence.
But the direction indicated by this disc does
not seem a fruitful one. J. G.

(Continued on page 100)
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"Until just recently, I have
been somewhat skeptical about
low priced transistor amplifiers.
However, after testing and listening
to the Heath AA -22, I feel it is time
to revise my opinion. This remarkable
amplifier can easily hold its own
against any amplifier- tube or transistor
anywhere near its price range."

JULIAN D. HIRSCH, Hi Fi 'Stereo Review, Nov. '64

Heathkit® 40 -Watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier $9995!
Mr. Hirsch Went On To Say: "It is the
embodiment of the so-called 'transistor sound'
- clean, sharply defined and transparent.
It has the untrained effortless quality that
is sometimes found in very powerful tube
amplifiers, or in certain expensive transistor
amplifiers." "The AA -22 is almost unique
among amplifiers at or near its price, since
it delivers more than its rated power over the
entire range from 20 to 20,000 cps" ...
"The power response curve of this amplifier
is one of the flattest I have ever measured" .
"Its RIAA phono equalization was one of the
most precise I have ever measured" ... "In-
termodulation distortion was about 0.5 % up
to 10 watts, and only 1% at 38 watts per
channel, with both channels driven" ..."The
hum and noise of the amplifier were inaudible"
..."Hi Fi/Stereo Review's kit builder reports
that the AA -22 kit was above average in "build -
ability" ... "In testing the AA -22, I most
appreciated not having to handle it with kid

r

gloves. 1 operated it at fiill power for long
periods, and frequently overdrove it merci-
lessly, without damage to the transistors, and
with no change in its performance measure-
ments" ... "One of the best things about
the Heath AA -22 is its price, $99.95 in kit
form, complete with cabinet."

Let's Look Closer! The AA -22 provides 40
watts continuous, 66 watts IHF music power
at +I db from 15 to 30,000 cps. Features 5
stereo inputs to handle mag. phono, stereo -
mono tuners, tape recorders, & 2 auxiliary
sources. There are 4, 8 & 16 ohm speaker
outputs plus tape recorder outputs; a 5 -

position selector switch; 3 position mode
switch; dual -tandem control; bass & treble
controls.

Get Full Details Free! Simply use coupon
below. Or better yet, order both the AA -22
Amplifier & its matching AJ-33 tuner now!
Kit AA -22, Amplifier, 23 lbs $99.95

"WILL GET ANY STATION THAT
CAN POSSIBLY BE PULLED IN"

Matching AM /FM /FM Stereo Tuner
The above quote comes from July '64 issue of
Radio -Electronics.
The matching AJ-33 tuner features a built-in
stereo demodulator; AGC for steady volume;
AFC for drift -free reception; stereo indicator
light; stereo phase control for maximum separ-
ation, minimum distortion; filtered stereo out-
puts; tuning meter; flywheel tuning; voltage
regulated power supply; illuminated slide -rule
dial: and pre -built, prealigned FM "front-
end:' tuner and AM -FM 1.F. circuit board
for fast, easy assembly.
Kit AJ-33A, Tuner. 17 lbs 599.95

L
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FREE 1965 CATALOG!
See these and over 250 other
exciting Heathkits available in

easy -to -build kit form. Save 50%
or more by doing the easy as-
sembly yourself! Send for your
free catalog today!

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-1
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49073
In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., Cooksville, Ontario

 Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. Please send Kit(s)
O Please send Free 1965 Heathkit Catalog.

Name

Address

City State Zip
Prices & specifications sublect to clange without notice.
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JELLY ROLL MORTON: Stomps and
Joys. Jelly Roll Morton (piano); various
combos. Shreveport Stomp; Strokin' Away;
Little Lawrence; I Hate a Man Like You;
and twelve others. RCA VICTOR LPV 508
$4.98.

Performance: Variously inventive
Recording: Competent

This addition to RCA Victor's Vintage
Series of reissues gives us sixteen 1928-1930
recording dates by Jelly Roll Morton. In-
cluded are a solo piano performance, a trio

JELLY ROLL MORTON

A durable collection
shows the range
of his talents

number, a quartet piece, two vocals by Lizzie
Miles with piano accompaniment, and eleven
combo numbers.

Jelly Roll performs the solo number
Seattle Hunch with brio, resourcefulness,
and originality, and supplies the buoyant
core of the trio and quartet numbers (the
quartet's Mournful Serenade is particularly
effective). In the combo pieces, Jelly Roll
exhibits the range of his talents, writing en-
semble lines and playing both as spurring
accompanist and authoritative soloist.

The tracks vary in quality. Some of the

numbers, even with Jelly Roll's arrange-
ments, simply do not stand up over the years.
But when the scores and the musicians con-
nect fully, the results are durable-Blue
Blood Blues and Harmony Blues, for ex-
ample. As for the sidemen, there is impres-
sive work by trumpeter Bubber Miley
(Pontchartrain) and intermittently by clari-
netist Omer Simeon. Trumpeter Ward
Pinkett and trombonist Geechy Fields are
more lusty than they are imaginative, but
their emotional directness provides added
momentum for Morton's arrangements. A
more judicious selection of pieces would
have made this a more valuable album, but
as it is, it contains enough first-class Jelly
Roll to warrant recommendation. N. H.

0 ® ORCHESTRA U.S.A.: Jazz Journey.
Nick Travis (trumpet), Coleman Hawkins
(tenor saxophone), John Lewis (piano),
others; Skitch Henderson (narrator); Gun-
ther Schuller and Harold Farberman cond.
Journey into Jazz; lntima: Duke Bey; A
Portrait of Coleman Hawkins; Silver. Co-
LUMBIA CS 9047 $4.98, CL 2247* $3.98.

Performance: Expert
Recording: Excellent

Orchestra U.S.A., one of the projects of John
Lewis, is an organization whose aim is to
perform and record as wide a variety of
classical, contemporary, and third -stream
pieces as possible. One side of this new re-
lease is given to a work called Journey into
Jazz, composed by Gunther Schuller to a
text by Nat Hentoff. It is a felicitous ex-
plication of jazz through the experiences of
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a division of Electronic Organ Arts, Inc.
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Eddie Jackson, a boy who wants to play jazz
trumpet. The story is charming and unsenti-
mental, and is narrated with fine straight-
forwardness by Skitch Henderson. Nick
Travis' trumpet playing. which passes
through several stages and styles as our hero
learns about jazz, is excellent. The form of
the music is one Schuller has used before:
a jazz group employed concerto-grosso style
within a symphony orchestra (he acknowl-
edges one obvious source of inspiration with
a quotation from Peter and the Wolf).
Schuller (who conducts here too) must have
had a wonderful time writing the several
jazz and classical pastiches for this slight but
pleasantly instructive work.

The second side, conducted by Harold
Farberman, is more typical of what Orchestra
U.S.A. has done before. There is a John
Lewis piece, Silver, with the composer as
piano soloist. Lewis also solos on Intima, a

piece by the Yugoslavian Miljenko Prohaska,
which contains the sort of hotel string writ-
ing that Lewis has an unfortunate penchant
for. The remaining two tracks, Portrait of
Coleman Hawkins by Benny Golson and
Duke Bey by Arif Mardin, are both Elling-
ton -influenced vehicles for Hawkins, who is
as good as ever.

Since the origins of Orchestra U.S.A. in
the Jazz and Classical Music Society some
years ago, the quality of the works the group
has presented has steadily declined, and now
seems to be approaching a dead end. Perhaps
the third stream has run its course. J. G.

® 0 BUD SHANK/BOB COOPER:
Flute. Oboe & Strings. Bud Shank (flute.

alto saxophone), Bob Cooper (oboe, tenor
saxophone); orchestra. Tenderly: Danny
Bov: Blues for Delilah: Sunset and Wine;
and five others. WORLD -PACIFIC Stereo
1827* $4.98, WP 1827 $3.98.

Performance: Mood music
Recording: Good

In the early Fifties, in the first great flush
of the West Coast jazz movement, Bob
Cooper and Bud Shank made a 10 -inch rec-
ord on which they played oboe and flute,
respectively. It was a quiet, happy, inventive
disc, modest and pleasing.

Now, about a decade later, they have re-
peated the project, this time buoyed up by a
swell of strings. The result is not nearly as
enjoyable. The old record was a jazz date,
the present one is mood music. Annotator
John William Hardy says, "You can listen
or let the sounds soak in the back of your
head as you read or doze or fritter." It is

just as well the disclaimer is made, because
it is hard to listen to this disc without
reading or dozing or frittering. Some of the
songs themselves are somnolent: Put Your
Dreams Away, In the Blue of Evening. And
these two, significantly, are seldom included
in the jazz repertoire.

Only rarely do the two players bring out
their primary instruments: Cooper his tenor,
Shank his Desmond -Getz -style alto. When
they do, the proceedings are momentarily
enlivened, but scarcely enough to make
much difference. J. G.

® 0 WAYNE SHORTER: Night Dream-
er. Wayne Shorter (tenor saxophone), Lee

Morgan (trumpet), McCoy Tyner (piano),
Reginald Workman (bass), Elvin Jones
(drums). Virgo; Black Nile; Charcoat
Blues: Armageddon: and two others. BLUE
NOTE ST 84173 55.98, 4173* 54.98.

Performance: Restrained
Recording: Good

Some jazz albums, obviously carefully
thought out and enlisting the services of
excellent musicians, nonetheless do not quite
get off the ground. Certain musicians who
are fine on a straight blowing session appear
to be inhibited by any kind of formalism.
That is apparently what happened to this
recording, tenor saxophonist Wayne Short-
er's first disc as a leader for Blue Note.

Shorter, whose widest recognition has
come through his association with Art
Blakey, has chosen a somewhat different
approach from Blakey's for his own record.
ing. Trumpeter Lee Morgan is a Blakey
alumnus, but the rhythm section-pianist
McCoy Tyner, bassist Reginald Workman.
and drummer Elvin Jones-is from the Col-
trane camp. Shorter wrote all of the tunes
here but one, and that one he arranged. All
are curious, convoluted little pieces that do
not give the players full scope.

On Virgo, Shorter is more lyrical than
one would have thought him capable of be-
ing, and is generally shedding the Coltrane
influence. Tyner seems to be broadening his
range. But the star is Elvin Jones: the poly -
rhythms he creates on Night Dreamer and
Black Nile are the most exciting moments
on this venturesome but ultimately unsatis-
fying disc. J. G.
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AM/FM MULTIPLEX STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER
(when only the finest sound will do)

With 50 Wails on each channel, this AM/FM
Stereo Tuner Amplifier puts you right among the
musicians. The natural sound you've been waiting
for comes over with all the power and full range
once thought possible only with studio equipment.

Model 1000A has a built-in FCC licensed Multi-
plex Adopter for FM Stereo. It's equipped with an
AM/FM 3 -gang Variable Capacitor, and uses the
latest NUVISTOR Cascode and 7591 (P.P. A131 class)
power tubes. Tuner reception for FM is from 88
to 108 MC. AM broadcast band: 535 to 1605 KC.
And a dial scale indicates the ideal reception point.

Other features include a High cut, Low cut Filter
for virtually interference -free enjoyment; an Auto-
matic Frequency Control switch that eliminates
"drift" (common on very high frequency FM sta-
tions); a Muting switch that further reduces noise;
a Presence switch that compensates for the low
frequency characteristics of woofer speakers; a

Direct Tape Monitor that lets you record and listen
to the program simultaneously; metal control knobs
set against an attractive "diamond cut" surface; and
all the others that make Sansui the great name in
Stereo it is today.

A a f_ PL S.
SANSUI ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED 460 IZUMI CHO, SUGINAMI-KU, TOKYO JAPAN
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

ENTERTAINMENT
POPS  HUMOR  FILMS  THEATER  FOLK  SPOKEN WORD

Reviewed by JOE GOLDBERG  NAT HENTOFF  PAUL KRESH  GENE LEES

@ PAUL ANKA: Excitement on Park
Avenue. Paul Anka (vocals); orchestra,
Edward Karam cond. Hello Dolly; Too
Marvelous for Words; I Wish You Love;
and fourteen others. RCA VICTOR LSP 2966
$4.98, LPM 2966 $3.98.

Performance: Good amateur
Recording: So-so

This album shows us still another rock -and -
roller in the act of trying to go straight. Re-
corded at the Waldorf Astoria, it presents
Paul Anka singing standards, for the most
part. The arrangements are slick and brassy
in a night-club style, and thus not really
suited for repeated listening. Sammy Cahn
put the act together for Anka. Anka's exe-
cution of it is an embarrassment. He seems
to be trying so hard to sound like a nice
young boy, but he comes off sounding arro-
gant. He ends a Tony Bennett medley by
telling us "he's okay"-meaning Bennett.
Tony Bennett needs Paul Anka's okay? Bet-
ter Paul Anka should hope for Tony's.

Anka's voice isn't bad, mind you. One
would expect him to sound like a not -very -
good pro, but he comes off, curiously
enough, as a talented amateur. He sings a
little like Tommy Sands did when he went
straight, married Frank Sinatra's daughter,
and disappeared. That is, he has a soft sound
without much bite to it. There is no style, no
thought, behind the voice.

Paul Anka has a long way to go before
he becomes a singer. G. L.

O ® HARRY BELAFONTE: Ballads,
Blues, and Boasters. Harry Belafonte (vo-
cals), Ernie Calbria and Jay Berliner (gui-
tars), John Cartwright (bass), Percy Brice
(drums), Ralph MacDonald (percussion),
Paul Griffin (organ); orchestra and chorus,
Howard A. Roberts cond. Ananias: Boy;
Black Betty; John the Revelator; Tone the
Bell Easy: and six others. RCA VICTOR LSP
2953 $4.98, LPM 2953* $3.98.

Performance: High style
Recording: Very good

Harry Belafonte is certainly the most high -
styled performer of folk -based material
around. No one need be told any longer that
his is an exciting and compelling theatrical
presence. The material is always less im-

Explanation of symbols:
CID = stereophonic recording
 = monophonic recording
* = mono or stereo version

not received for review

a

a

portant than what Belafonte brings to it, so
the success-or failure-of his recordings
depends largely on the skill with which the
arrangements are calculated. And "calcu-
lated" is the word, because Belafonte leaves
nothing to chance.

This time out, bassist John Cartwright
seems to set the tone for each piece. On
Ananias. for instance, he controls the num-
ber with a rhythmic -melodic figure like the
one Dizzy Gillespie used in his recording of
Manteca. A few of the arrangements employ

EARL WRIGHTSON
Excellent in "Shakespeare's Greatest Hits"

a gospel -style organ. and one uses overdub-
bing. There may be a polemical point in
using a church chorus on Back of the Bus,
but its musical value is not apparent. Pas-
tures of Plenty and Four Strong Winds, two
excellent pieces, are oversentimentalized.

To my mind, only one song gets proper
treatment. This is Blue Willow Moan, done
in the style that marked Belafonte's highly
successful disc "Midnight Special." He is
just as good here, as is much of the material
-the arrangements are at fault. J. G.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

0 ® CLEO LAINE/JOHN DANK -
WORTH: Shakespeare and All That Jazz.
Cleo Laine (vocals); orchestra, John Dank -
worth cond. If Muth- Be the Food of Love;
It Ira! a Lover and His Lass: Fear No More;
and eleven others. FONTANA SRF 67531
$4.98, MGF 27531 $3.98.

Performance: Beautiful
Recording: Good

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
0 ® EARL WRIGHTSON/DICK HY-
MAN: Shakespeare's Greatest Hits. Earl
Wrightson (vocals); orchestra, Dick Hy-
man cond. Take, 0 Take Those Lips Away;
Who Is Sylvia? Will You Buy Any Tape?;
and ten others. COLUMBIA CS 8980 $4.98,
CL 2180 $3.98.

Performance: Musicianly
Recording: Excellent

Over the centuries, countless composers have
taken a crack at setting the songs scattered
through the plays of Shakespeare. It is not
surprising that, in the 1964 quatercentenary
of the poet's birth, two men from the world
of contemporary pop music and jazz-one in
England, one in the U.S.-should have tried
their hand at it (actually, both began work
on these projects years ago).

Dick Hyman wrote all of the Earl Wright-
son album. Johnny Dankworth's approach
was varied. He took four Shakespeare set-
tings by composer Arthur Young and two
Duke Ellington sonnet -form compositions
to which he fitted Shakespeare sonnets, as
well as eight selections he wrote himself,
and arranged all of them for his wife, the
superb singer Cleo Laine.

A comparison of the results is most inter-
esting, for the two discs are utterly different.
The Dankworth-Laine effort is jazz, with one
lyric set as a bossa nova. The liner notes say
the Hyman -Wrightson disc is in a "folk -
pops" groove, and it is in fact truer to the
traditions of folk music than most of the
folk -pops hogwash on records today. Dank -
worth uses a modern musical idiom and
proves that Shakespeare is eternally con-
temporary; Hyman, on the other hand, went
back to an older musical style to produce
an Elizabethan feeling. Both approaches
work remarkably well. There is nothing
competitive about the two projects, and both
are worth owning.

Four lyrics turn up on both albums-
Blou. Blow Thou Winter Wind, 0 Mistress
Mint, When Icicles Hang by the Wall, and
/t lras a Lover and His Lass. To compare
them is to realize how broad is the appeal of
Shakespeare. For example, When Icicles
Hang by the Wall strikes Hyman as a melan-
choly lyric; he gives it an almost dirge-like-
and quite lovely-setting. By contrast, Dank -
worth finds it a happy lyric, and does it as a

bright swinger.
Wrightson. who has a Broadway baritone,

sings extremely well. Miss Laine's smoky
contralto is full of jazz feeling and the in-
tangible extras of wit and comprehension of
a worldly woman. Incidentally, Miss Laine's
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singing accent is substantially American in
sound. Yet she accommodates the archaisms
of Shakespeare's language not only to her
accent but also to the jazz idiom. On some
of the tracks, Miss Laine does duets with
herself. Dankworth makes brilliant use of
overdubbing for Witches Fair and Foul, in
which he counterpoises the words of the
good witch Titania of A Midsummer Night's
Dream against those of the three evil witches
of Macbeth. Titania is represented by Miss
Laine's natural voice, the evil trio by a
speeded -up tape. The combination is weirdly
effective.

This is, by the way, the first recording by
Cleo Laine to be released on this side of the
Atlantic, as far as I know. She is a mag-
nificent singer, one of the finest jazz and/or
pop singers of our time. Dankworth's big
jazz band accompanies her here. Prominently
featured are excellent solos by Canadian -
born trumpeter Ken Wheeler, who many
consider to be England's most original jazz
player. G. L.

® LIZA MINELLI: Liza! Liza! Liza
Minelli (vocals); orchestra, Peter Matz
cond. Try to Remember; Blue Moon; Maybe
Soon; and nine others. CAPITOL ST 2174
$4.98, T 2174* $3.98.

Performance: Promising
Recording: Good

It is a cruel fact that Liza Minelli will be
compared to her mother, Judy Garland, in
discussions of this recording, but it is in-
evitable. In the album cover photo, the re-
semblance between the two-particularly
around the eyes-is striking. What's more,
Liza sounds like Judy in many ways. In fact,
most of her shortcomings are traceable to
her mother's influence: faulty intonation, a
quavery and unsteady vibrato on certain
notes, the habit of over -reading lyrics.

There are also resemblances to Barbra
Streisand-Miss Minelli pushes her voice
beyond its capacities, producing a harsh
sound she presumably thinks is dramatically
powerful. Indeed, this album has the curious
effect of showing how much Miss Streisand
derives from Judy Garland.

And it points up an error of premise in
the work of all three singers. They seek to
act out a song as much as to sing it, as
French singers in the Piaf tradition do. Their
mistake is that, though French songs are in-
tended to be done that way, American songs
-mostly slight thirty -two -bar ruminations
on the shallower aspects of romantic love-
are not. The French song of the chanson
realiste tradition is usually a tough-minded
(though often compassionate) look at life's
terrors and ironies. Such songs not only per-
mit but demand dramatic interpretation.

But this technique applied to the Amer-
ican song simply produces an effect of out-
rageous hamminess. Miss Garland has gone
this route for years, and lately so has Miss
Streisand. If Liza Minelli joins them, she
will be selling short a potentially forceful
talent. She must either commission some
songs that permit her to expand dramatically,
or else she must rethink the repertoire on
her own, rather than in terms of how her
mother approaches it. She could, if she
brings off either alternative, become an im-
portant performer. This is no Gary Crosby
talent. For all the little faux pas with which
the album is littered, Miss Minelli has real
ability.

Peter Matz, who often writes for Barbra
Streisand, has produced a very good collec-
tion of orchestral arrangements for Miss
Minelli's first disc. The selection of songs.
though drawn from the standard catalog, is
a little off -beat and worth hearing. G. L.

@ ANDRE PREVIN QUARTET: My
Fair Lady. Andre Previn (piano), Herb
Ellis (guitar), Red Mitchell (bass), Frank
Capp (drums). You Did It; Without You;
I'm an Ordinary Man; and seven others.
COLUMBIA CS 8995 $4.98, CL 2195* $3.98.

Performance: Bright
Recording: Good

Whether you call this album pop music or
jazz is a matter of preference. Since I am
weary of the quasi -mystical, quasi -sociologi-
cal aesthetic that permeates jazz criticism,
I'd rather call it pop and get on with such
more important questions as: is it musically
good?

It is. Previn has often been guilty of glib
superficiality, and this album has its slight
moments, during which he skates over the
obvious implications of the harmony with-
out adding anything personal to the mate-
rial. But on the whole this is, I think, a fine
album, and one of Previn's best. The addi-
tion to the rhythm section of the fierce attack
and unabashed earthiness of Herb Ellis' gui-
tar produces happy results. Frank Capp plays
beautifully, as does Red Mitchell, though I
would prefer Mitchell's bass further up
front.

As usual, I find Previn's playing most at-
tractive in the ballads. I've Grown Accus-
tomed to Her Face and The Rain in Spain
seem to glow quietly from within. In the
up -tempo numbers, his gifts as arranger are
revealed-his worked -out melody choruses
are often more interesting than the "blow-
ing" choruses. For example, the wacky lop-
sided left-hand rhythm he plays at the
beginning and end of You Did It is a de-
lightful illumination of the tune's wit.

This is Previn's second recording of the
My Fair Lady score. His first, in 1956, set
off the movement to record jazz versions of
Broadway shows. Some tunes that weren't
in the older album are included here, and
those that are repeated are substantially
changed.

For an instrumental treatment of the MFL
music, this is a pretty good bet. G. L.

® ANDY WILLIAMS: The Great
Songs from My Fair Lady. Andy Williams
(vocals); orchestra, Robert Mersey cond. On
the Street Where You Live; Show Me; Hello
Dolly; and nine others. COLUMBIA CS 2205*
$4.98, CL 2205 $3.98.

Performance: Limp
Recording: All right

Andy Williams is one of our most gifted
singers of American light music and, grati-
fyingly, he has become one of the most suc-
cessful. But the quality of his recordings has
been slipping, to the point that people in
the business now say such things as, "Well,
that was before Andy went corny. . . ."

This trend is probably a simple case of
record -company misdirection of the artist.
For example, Williams does On the Street
Where You Live (the one really poor song
in the MFL score) as if it had rock-and-roll
origins. It is instructive to compare this disc
with the recording Nat King Cole made of
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this score. Cole did it all-and did it bril-
liantly, to the accompaniment of excellent
arrangements. Williams does only six of the
songs, and fills out the disc with other show
tunes. Cole's performance was true to the
spirit of each song, and the spirit of the show
as a whole; Williams' performance isn't even
true to Williams, but rather is apparently
geared to front -office theories.

This is an undistinguished venture by a
singer who owes himself and his audience
much more than this. G. L.

FOLK

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
(§) 0 JOAN BAEZ: loan Baez/5. Joan
Baez (vocals, guitar); Gino Foreman (gui-
tar); David Soyer (cello); ensemble of
cellos. The Death of Queen Jane; Go 'Way

MANITAS DE PLATA
Astonishing flamenco guitar

from My Window; Birmingham Sunday;
The Unquiet Grave; and eight others. VAN-
GUARD VSD 79160 $5.95, VRS 9160 $4.98.

Performance: Generally brilliant
Recording: Excellent

"Joan Baez/5" is that luminous singer's best
album since her first Vanguard set, "Joan
Baez" (VSD 2077, VRS 9078). The breadth
of repertoire in this recording provides her
with a greater challenge than any of her
preceding discs. With a couple of excep-
tions, she meets that challenge with a series
of performances of vibrant expressivity. In
no previous recording has she demonstrated
so authoritative and so subtle a command
of dynamics. As usual, the listener receives
the impression of enormous power in her
voice, but a power derived not from volume
but from the intensity of her commitment
to the songs.

As has been increasingly evident in the
past couple of years, Miss Baez is carefully
exploring a number of sources for material.
For instance, she draws upon contemporary
writers of folk material. In this set she is
sensitive but not sentimental in Phil Ochs'
There But for Fortune, and especially telling
in the simple, chilling Birmingham Sunday
by Richard Farina. Less persuasive is Miss

JANUARY 1965

Baez's insufficiently salty interpretation of
Bob Dylan's It Ain't Me Babe.

Another of Miss Baez's sources is the mod-
ern country tradition. In this album, that vein
is represented by Johnny Cash's I Still Miss
Someone, which she transmutes easily into
her own kind of lament for lost love. Not
as impressive is her version of Stewball, a
traditional American tune credited here to
the Greenbriar Boys. She misses in this one
by being too formal. In John Jacob Niles'
Go 'Way from My Window, on the other
hand, Miss Baez is more intimate, and thus
more convincing, than the composer in his
own various versions of the song. Venerable
British ballads such as The Death of Queen
Jane and The Unquiet Grave here are still
a strong part of her basic repertoire.

Also suited to the Baez sound and style
is the disc's most ambitious track, the aria
from Villa -Lobos' Bachianas Brasileiras No.
5. Although she has had no professional
vocal training, Miss Baez interprets the aria
with disciplined passion and a cohesive sense
of form. For the rest of her diverse program,
she illuminates Richard Dyer-Bennet's set-
ting of Lord Byron's So We'll Go No More
A -Roving with soaring grace, and plays both
roles in a beguiling duet, 0' Cangaceiro ("If
you will teach me to make lace, I will teach
you to make love").

"Joan Baez/5" underlines Miss Baez's
growth as a singer and explorer of varied
traditions. The recorded sound has excep-
tional clarity and natural presence. N. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® MANY! AS DE PLATA: Flamenco
Guitar. Manitas de Plata (guitar), Jose
Reyes, Manero Ballardo (singers). Seguiri-
yas; Iota; Tarantas; Saeta; Moritas Moras;
Sevillanas; and twelve others. CLASSICS REC-
ORD LIBRARY SRL 8643 (335/3 -rpm stereo)
three 12 -inch discs $12.33, CRLS 8643 (45 -
rpm stereo) $12.33, RL 8643 (331/3 -rpm
mono) $10.33. (Available by mail only, from
Book -of -the -Month Club, Inc., 345 Hudson
St., New York, N.Y. 10014.)

Performance: Mesmeric
Recording: Superb

Ricardo Ballardo, a gypsy guitarist in his
late thirties, is better known as Manitas de
Plata (Little Silver Hands). Although his
reputation has soared in Europe, particularly
in France, Manitas de Plata has generally
resisted attempts to record him. Finally Alan
Silver, a brilliant Connoisseur Society rec-
ord producer, went to France, and in Arles
taped this exceptional flamenco session in a
deserted medieval chapel. After the release
of this recording, any discussion of ranking
flamenco guitarists has to include Manitas
de Plata.

There is, first of all, a steel -like integrity
in his playing. His work contains no bom-
bast, no flashiness for its own sake. The pas-
sion that infuses his music is firmly disci-
plined into art and is not dissipated in
rhetoric. Technically, he is astonishing. His
swift runs are never blurred, his attack has
a consistently clean cutting edge, and he has
a wider and more subtle range of dynamics
than any other flamenco guitarist I have ever
heard. Rhythmically, he is both incisive and
flexible, and there is a depth of pulsation
that recalls the beat of a superior jazzman
or a Hindu percussionist.

The program includes a number of the
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basic forms of flamenco-from a spirited
Farruca and probingly lyrical Granadinas to
an introspective Letantes. Each is explored,
clarified, and personalized in performances
of extraordinary organic cohesiveness. The
presence of gypsy friends, who occasionally
encourage Manitas de Plata vocally and with
hand claps, provides the informality in
which flamenco best flourishes. One of the
two singers, Jose Reyes, is himself a major
find. His raw, fierce improvisations have an
emotional depth and controlled inventiveness
similar to Manitas de Plata's. Reyes is heard
alone in a Saeta that is one of the most
compelling vocals in all of recorded flamenco
literature.

This set of three discs is available in 331/3 -

rpm mono, 331/3 -rpm stereo, and 45 -rpm
stereo. The quality of sound and exactness
of balance are of so high a level that it is
difficult to choose between the three. I would
recommend one of the stereo sets, however,
because stereo communicates a more realistic
sense of the interplay between Manitas de
Plata and his colleagues and friends. The
45 -rpm records are superior to the 331/3 -rpm
stereo discs mainly in terms of improved
clarity from the inner grooves. Any one of
the three sets, however, will provide a revela-
tory experience in authentic flamenco. N. H.

C) ® HAMZA EL DIN: Musk of Nubia.
Hamza El Din (vocals and oud). Call to
II'orship; Give Back My Heart; Raw Gold;
Nubiana; and four others. VANGUARD VSD
79164 $5.95, VRS 9164 34.98.

Performance: Fascinating virtuosity
Recording: First-rate

Hamza El Din is from that part of Nubia
that is now in the Sudan Republic. He has
studied music in Egypt and Italy, but his
major concern is to interpret and add to the
traditional music of Nubia. In this absorbing
introduction to Nubian styles and thematic
preoccupations, he accompanies his own
singing on the oud, the oval stringed instru-
ment that counts the lute and the mandolin
among its European descendants.

Hamza El Din's slightly husky voice is
sensuous, supple, and disciplined. On the oud,
he creates sinuous rhythms and strong mel-
odies embedded in intricate polyphonic pat-
terns. As annotator S. W. Bennett observes,
there is an almost mesmeric effect in the
"repeated ostinato notes and phrases support-
ing the speech -inflected, often coloratura -like
melodic lines."

The material includes a call to worship, a
depiction of utter serenity, an undulating
love song, children's tunes, and a complex
instrumental piece based on Nubian religious
themes. Clearly there is much charm, depth,
and grace in the music of Nubia. With this
set Vanguard has contributed with distinc-
tion to the rapidly growing library of the
world's folk music. N. H.

® WOODY GUTHRIE: Library of Con-
gress Recordings. Woody Guthrie (vocals
and guitar). Dirty Overalls: California
Blues; Hard Times: Dust Storm Disaster;
and twenty-four others. ELEKTRA EKL 271/2
three 12 -inch discs S14.92.

Performance: Historic
Recording: Surprisingly good

in March, 1940. in Washington, D.C.,
Woody Guthrie sat down with Alan Lomax

to make some recordings for the Library of
Congress. Engraved on the perishable alu-
minum discs used at the time, they have now
been gathered together by Elektra Records
into a three -record set with surprisingly good
sound. Accompanying the album is a book-
let that contains several appreciations of
Guthrie and a generous sample of his own
voluminous writings. (These latter, we are
told in the booklet, are being edited by Mil-
lard Lampell into a book to be called Wicked
Guitar.)

Guthrie is one of the few giant figures
in the history of American folk music. A
good part of Cisco Houston's reputation
stems from his friendship with Woody; Jack
Elliott has made a career of trying to be
as much like Guthrie as possible; and Bob
Dylan, for all practical purposes, is a Woody
Guthrie of the Sixties, and would not exist
without his model.

HAMZA EL DIN
Sensuous and supple music from Nubia

These three discs provide the most com-
prehensive view of Guthrie we have yet had.
They contain more than music. Lomax, and
on a few tracks, his wife of that time, pre-
tended, as the records were being made, that
they hardly knew Guthrie. They asked Guth-
rie questions to which they knew the an-
swers, and gave Woody all the time in the
world to answer, to express and display his
personality. As a result we get a fairly com-
plete picture of the world of Woody Guthrie.

It is a world that no longer exists-the
naïve, circumscribed world of the Thirties
liberal tending toward socialism. It is the
world of the Depression, and Guthrie's De-
pression was more or less the one John Stein -
beck wrote about in The Grapes of Wrath.
a book that had a profound effect on Guth-
rie. His world stretches from the Oklahoma
dust bowl down Route 66 to the bitter dis-
appointment of a California that turned out
not to be the promised land after all. Most
of it is expressed with stunning simplicity in
the song called Will Rogers Highway.

Guthrie is now confined to a hospital and
for some years has been unable to perform,
but I don't know how he would cope with
today's world if he had to. Guthrie viewed
things in clichés: the bosses didn't want
unions, but if only there were unions, every-
thing would be all right. To Guthrie, rich
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men were bad and poor men were good. He
was capable of equating Pretty Boy Floyd
with Robin Hood, and Jesse James with
Jesus Christ.

Guthrie wrote songs about everything that
struck his fancy, most often using existing
melodies. He seems to have invented the
talking blues all by himself. It must have
been the message that hit home to so many
people, for Guthrie was an awkward, in-
different, near -amateur performer. He sang
perfunctorily, in a dull, drawling voice, and
even though he worked out a guitar style
that has had a lasting influence on folk
performers, he did not play very well him-
self. These records are full of pauses, hesi-
tations, wrong chords, and places where he
forgot the chord changes completely.

He was a fascinating storyteller nonethe-
less. If you listen to the tales of his life and
hard times he uses as introductions to these
songs, you will know what it was like to
be hungry in America in the Thirties. But
now and then one gets the uneasy feeling
that Guthrie is playing it a bit too con-
sciously naïve, that he has created a pro-
fessional anti-intellectual personality. Per-
haps a current reflection of this is the crowd
of collegians that comes down to Washing.
ton Square from the Bronx on Sundays and
stands around the fountain singing about
sticking to the union.

But whatever his faults, Guthrie repre-
sented an American time and feeling. Were
it not for him, the folk revival might have
had to make do without songs about banning
the bomb, civil rights, and Kentucky miners.
If you are not a folk -music specialist, or
deeply interested in Guthrie, or concerned
with the last vestiges of populism and the
anti-intellectual Left, then fifteen dollars is
a lot of money to pay for these personal
reminiscences and faulty performances. In
that case, I suggest RCA Victor's single -disc
"Dust Bowl Ballads" (LPV 502), because
even the most casual acquaintance with
American folk music should include famil-
iarity with Woody Guthrie. I. G.

0 MANCE LIPSCOMB: Texas Songster,
Volume Two. Mance Lipscomb (vocals, gui-
tar.) Joe Turner Killed a Man; Alabama
Jubilee; Boogie in A; Cocaine Done Killed
My Baby; and nine others. ARHOOLIE F 1023
$4.98.

Performance: Mellow and authentic
Recording: Very good

Now sixty-nine, the Texan Mance Lipscomb
has been a field hand and laborer most of his
life, and has played and sung for local dances
and suppers. Though he was recorded for
the first time only in 1960, Lipscomb has
gradually found an audience as a professional
folk singer, working concerts and festivals
on the West Coast and in Texas, and will
embark on his first Eastern tour this spring.
As blues expert Mack McCormick observes,
Lipscomb is more than a blues singer. He
calls himself a "songster." a term, McCor-
mick explains, indicating that Lipscomb con-
siders himself a representative of the broad
cross-section of the American -Negro folk
tradition. "From such a man," McCormick
points out. "you will hear ballads. break-
downs, reels, shouts, jubilees, and blues."

The emphasis in this album is on the
blues, but there are also a spiritual, a country
dance piece, a work song, and a Mexican
song. Lipscomb's slightly rough -edged voice
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is intimate yet virile. He sings with rhythmic
flow, gentle humor, and a storyteller's skill
at narrative pacing. His tangy, assertive gui-
tar complements his vocal ruminations well.
Mance Lipscomb is one of the important
finds to come out of the recent renascence
of interest in authentic rural folk singers,
and Chris Strachwitz's Arhoolie Records
(Box 5073, Berkeley, California) has again
contributed valuably to the documentation of
our folk tradition. N. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
0 ® JEAN REI)PATH: Laddie Lie Near
Me. Jean Redpath (vocals); accompaniment.
Johnnie Cope; Dream Angus; Rothes.0 13.0:
Dainty Davy; Ploughboy, 0!: and eleven
others. ELFKTRA EKS 7274 $5.98, EKL
274* $4.98.

Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent

Jean Redpath has a remarkably clear, pure,
sweet voice, and if you have any nostalgia
or sentimentality in you at all, you will fall
under her spell. Not that Miss Redpath's
style itself is nostalgic or sentimental-she
sings her folk songs of the British Isles,
some of them with lyrics by Robert Burns,
with a direct, unaffected simplicity. But, lis-
tening to her, one can easily understand both
the Scottish pride and the Irish mystique, the
latter as presented in John Ford films, for
instance (if only Maureen O'Hara could
have sung like Miss Redpath!). In fact, one
of the loveliest performances here, Lassie
It'? the Yellow Cowie, has a melody sim-
ilar to the Civil War song Lorena. which
was the basis for the score of Ford's The
Searchers.

On one song, Gin I Were a Baron's Heir.
Miss Redpath uses sound -on -sound more dis-
creetly than I have ever heard it used. The
songs are varied in mood and style, but I
urge everyone to hear her, accompanied by
a cello, singing the beautiful love song Robin
Adair. J. G.

THEATER

® ® FIDDLER ON THE ROOF (Shel-
don Harnick-Jerry Bock). Original -cast al-
bum. Zero Mostel, Maria Karnilova, Beatrice
Arthur (vocals); chorus and orchestra. RCA
VICTOR LSO 1093 55.98. I.00 1093 $4.98.

Performance: Broadway standard
Recording: Good

This is, I suspect, one of those musicals one
must see if one is to derive enjoyment from
the original -cast album. Its songs are func-
tional. They are at the service of the warm
humor that all the reviews of the stage pres-
entation indicate is the pervasive quality of
Fiddler on the Roof. The performers sing
up to the Broadway norm, which means that
their work is often out of tune and harsh.
Some of it is better than that, particularly
Zero Mostel's contribution-he brings a very
personal quality to his work.

The work of Jerry Bock and Sheldon
Harnick to date has been almost entirely
based on New York Jewish humor, which
I much admire, but which can become wear-
ing with repetition. Fiddler on the Roof is
not so much a departure from their past
tendencies as it is a projection of them back
ward in time. We are given the smiling-

through -tears Jewish humor of a group of
people in a Russian village before they leave
for America rather than after they get here.
As a humorist, Mr. Harnick is gifted. But
he has never written a ballad lyric of conse-
quence that I can remember.

In sum, while Fiddler on the Roof appar-
ently offers an enjoyable evening of theater,
it doesn't seem particularly noteworthy on
disc. G. L.

® KISMET (Robert Wright -George
Forrest). Gordon MacRae, Dorothy Kirsten
(vocals); Roger Wagner Chorale; orchestra,
Van Alexander cond. CAPITOL SW 2022
55.98, W 2022 $4.98.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

This is an attractive re-creation of one of
the most colorful scores ever to turn up on

ZERO \IOsrEI.
A very personal quality

Broadway. I suppose there are those who
thought it demeaned Borodin, from whose
music the tunes were adapted. I liked it,
though it had a dreadful book, and I wel-
come this fresh and well -recorded reading
of the music.

MacRae's voice has grown fatter and more
legitimate in its baritone quality in recent
years (though at times, it is a hit preten-
tious). Dorothy Kirsten is one of the few
opera -trained singers who can handle pop -
tinged music without sounding stilted. The
Roger Wagner Chorale builds beautiful vo-
cal tapestries behind several of the numbers.
Incidentally, MacRae, Miss Kirsten, Wagner,
and Van Alexander have previously recorded
music from The New Moon, The Student
Prince, and The Defert Song. G. L.

SPOKEN WORD

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
(2) WOODY ALLEN: Woody Allen.
COLPIX SCP 518 55.98 CP 518* $4.98.

Performance: Purring
Recording: Night -clubby

Mr. Allen, whose purring drawl and velvety
aspect conceal a full set of well -sharpened
claws, has perfected a sort of autobiograph-
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ical humor. His father was a caddy at a
miniature golf course: his education at New
York University was interrupted when he
was caught cheating on his metaphysics final
by sneaking a look into the soul of the boy
next to him. During World War 11, his dog,
who stuttered. was rejected by the K-9 corps,
and Mr. Allen took his place. Later he
worked in an advertising agency where he
was paid to "look Jewish" but was fired for
taking off too many Jewish holidays. His
memoirs, he says, are being made into a
game by Parker Brothers.

Possessing a winning delivery and a mas-
terly way with pauses, Mr. Allen, who
writes his own material, is consistently en-
tertaining. His timing is unerring, and his
metaphors approach the richness of S. J.
Perelman's. This is the first really funny
comedy record I have heard in a long, long
time. P. K.

® SHELLEY BERMAN: The Sex Life of
the Primate. Jerry Stiller, Anne Meara.
Lovelady Powell, Shelley Berman (perform-
ers). VERVE V 15043 $4.98.

Performance: Eager
Recording: Fine

This recorded "review," created. written,
and directed by Shelley Berman, opens with
a "class" in sex education that strains hard
to be daringly amusing for nine minutes
and forty-five seconds, but fails to accom-
plish as much as, say, Beatrice Lillie might
put across with a single leer. Matters im-
prove later on, with an account, by a lady
anthropologist, of life among some African
gorillas, for Mr. Berman is ably matched by
Lovelady Powell in this enterprise. There
are other good moments, such as a skit in
which a New York husband seeking a di-
vorce looks for an adulteress in the Yellow
Pages, a reading from Henry Miller's
Tropic of Cancer in which the obscenities
are obliterated by beeps in the style of the
Personna razor -blade commercials, and re-
citals of words categorized as "clean" (ho-
tel) and "'dirty" (motel). Mr. Berman is
at his shambling best in a tasteless little
scene in which an embarrassed man tries to
buy a package of contraceptives from a fe-
male clerk in a drug store. Mr. Stiller and
Miss Meara, who are funny people but
never manage to move out of the shadow of
Elaine May and Mike Nichols, strive val-
iantly with Miss Powell and Berman to
make the rest of the material yield laughs.
but it is mostly uphill going. The heavy-
handed program notes are by Max Lerner.

P. K.

® CHAUCER: The Canterbury Tales
(Prologue). Nevill Coghill, Norman Davis,
John Burrow (readers). ARGO RG 401
34.98.

Performance: Enthusiastic
Recording: Clear

This is the third recording in the past few
years to deal with this material. All we need
now is a Broadway musical version of The
Canterbury Tales to make Chaucer's popu-
lar success complete-or is one already in
rehearsal? The nonmusical version offered
here is the first in Argo's sixty -record survey
of English poetry. Previous assaults on
Chaucer contented themselves with one

(Continued on page 113)
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reader each: Stanley Holloway in a delight-
ful performance of excerpts translated into
modern English on the Caedmon label, and
J. B. Bessinger Jr. in the general prologue
and excerpts from one of the tales in the
original Middle English on Folkways. Argo
tops them with a cast of three, all reading
the Middle English text. Since the prologue
introduces the Tales' lively cast of characters,
who are thrown together while journeying
to visit the Shrine of Thomas a Becket, the
enthusiasm of the readers is not misplaced.
We are introduced by turns to the chivalrous
Knight, the dashing Squire, the swarthy Yeo-
man, the manly Monk, the merry Friar, the
merchant, the cook, the clerk, the worldly
Wife of Bath, and all the others in rhymed
sketches. And while the great poet can he
cruelly penetrating in his observations, he is
also kind. With the text at hand, no special

LAURENCE OLIVIER
His Othello a superhuman transformation

knowledge is needed to follow the gist of
the Scandinavian -sounding language. Of par-
ticular interest is a note on how modern
scholars have decided it should be pro-
nounced, by deducing the proper formation
of sounds from the rhyme patterns and the
rhythms of the verse-and delightful verse
it is. P. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

® 0 SHAM:till:A.1U : Othello. Lamer -he
Olivier, Frank Finlay, Derek Jacobi, Maggie
Smith, Joyce Redman, others (players). John
Dexter, director. RCA VICTOR four 12 -inch
discs VDS 100 $17, VDM 100* $15.

Performance: Magnificent
Recording: In -performance style

Some plays are recorded especially for the
listener. They are directed-sometimes even
rewritten, in part-for the requirements of
the ear alone. Here is an instance where the
approach was just the opposite. The notes in
the luxurious booklet accompanying the al-
bum describe how the recording studio in
London was fitted with entrances and exits
to match the stage of the Old Vic Theatre
where Mr. Olivier's Othello had been play-

ing to capacity audiences. Even the stage
props and Desdemona's death bed were sent
so that all could be re-enacted with precision.
No scripts were used, no shout lowered, no
whisper raised.

The result is headlong theater of astonish-
ing vitality, conveying the full flavor of a
"live" production, next to which the impec-
cably crafted Marlowe Society version and
even the exciting old Columbia set with
Paul Robeson, still in the catalog, seem
stilted and tame.

Othello is a grateful work in performance.
History is subservient to character, and the
battlefield is always off stage. Further, there
are no subplots to interrupt the line of ac-
tion, and the characters are drawn in the
round-even Iago can justify his machina-
tions with a real suspicion that the Moor
has cuckolded him. Desdemona herself has
wit and a persuasive will; she is not entirely
the vapid innocent of nineteenth-century
portraiture. Othello is a figure of enormous
emotional range, a man of wisdom and sub-
stance, of supreme restraint and judicious
behavior save where his personal relations
are concerned. And the play itself is a study
of evil and weakness in all their aspects,
from the bearing of false witness to the cost
of gullibility. No ghosts or supernatural
creatures are summoned to reproach the
guilty: the victims testify in themselves to
the price of ignorance. Each is an illustration
of some aspect of human vulnerability.

I do not know how to convey the genius
of Olivier's performance as Othello. By what
necromancy did he exchange his own voice
for that dark, throaty, resonant instrument
with which he portrays the Moor? Through
what secret pact with the devil has he found
the superhuman skill to transform Othello
gradually from gracious ruler to tortured
beast? He seems to take up where Robeson
left off in ferocity, depth, and sheer vocal
power. At every turn of the play Olivier
adds to the magnificence of his conception.

He is splendidly assisted here. Iago, who
is almost always on stage, is portrayed by
Frank Finlay not as a caricature of a conniver
but as a cool-headed, almost detached man
who sets evil in motion. He dissembles so
well that at times even the listener is taken
in by his hypocrisies-so charming a fellow
couldn't be all bad! Maggie Smith's Des-
demona is singularly free of cloying, tremu-
lous vapidity, which makes her suffering all
the more unbearable for the listener. Derek
Jacobi is a straightforward Cassio, Joyce Red-
man an Emilia of backbone, and the other
supporting players rise to the high level of
the whole. The songs and dances that ac-
company the revels in Act Two, Scene Three
are projected with precision and élan.

Because of the approach to recording the
play, the home listener is sometimes at a

disadvantage. The rapid British -inflected
speech, the whirling movement of sound and
dialog, the absence of concessions to the
technical exigencies of recording, and a cer-
tain over-a:I echo-as of an empty theater-
detract from the sonic clarity that has char.
acterized the best of recent drama recordings.
It is more difficult than usual to follow the
play without a text (one is supplied). But
the absence of absolute distinctness is com-
pensated for by the irresistible life of this
production. P. K.

WILLIAMS: Glass Menagerie (see Best
of Month, page 71)
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The new Sony 500-A: A magnificent stereophonic tape system with the amazing new 2.5 micron -gap
head that produces a flat frequency response from 40 to 18,000 cps ± 2 db:* A remarkable
engineering achievement; a complete four track stereo tape system with detachable speakers"
and two new award winning F-96 dynamic microphones. All the best from Sony for less than $399.50.

Outstanding operational features distinguish the amazing
new Sony Sterecorder 500-A:  Two bookshelf type
acoustical suspension speaker systems combine to form
carrying case lid  4 -track stereo/mono recording and
playback  Vertical or horizontal operation  Special
effects with mike and line mixing and sound on sound 
Two V.U. meters  Hysteresis -Synchronous drive motor 
Dynamically balanced capstan fly-
wheel  Pause control  Automatic
sentinel switch Multiplex Ready
with FM Stereo inputs.

Rave Review: "The NAB playback characteristic of the 500,
as measured at USTC, was among the smoothest and clos-
est to the NAB standard ever measured." High Fidelity
Magazine, April 1964.  '  Rave Review: "One of the strik-
ing features of the TC 500 is the detachable speakers,
...they produce a sound of astonishing quality." - Hi Fi/-
Stereo Review, April 1964. Available Soon: A sensational
new development in magnetic recording tape, SONY
PR -150. Write for details about our special introductory

offer. (Sorry-only available to Sony
owners.) For literature or name of
nearest dealer write to Superscope,
Inc., Sun Valley, California. Dept. 18

SONY SUPER COPE the Tapeway to Stereo
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

STEREO TAPE

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C:) BARTOK: The Miraculous Mandarin
Suite; Music for Strings, Percussion, and
Celesta. London Symphony, Georg Solti
cond. LONDON LCI. 80149 $7.95.

Performance: Compelling
Recording: Fine

For all its violence and lurid brutality, The
Miraculous Mandarin is full of brilliant in-
vention, and Solti brings it off superbly. The
ferocious intensity of his performance, with
its frequently hair-raising splashes of tonal
color, is beautifully projected by the record-
ing and appropriately complemented by the
exquisite poetry of the Music for Strings.
Percusrion. and Celesta overside. In both
works, stereo definition, keen articulation of
instrumental timbres. and wide -range dy-
namics make for impressive results. This
reel is highly recommended, especially to
those who, in the case of the Mandarin,
know what they are in for. C. B.

O BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonatas: in A
Major, Op. 30, No. I: in D Major, Op. 12,
No. I: in E -flat Major, Op. 12, No. 3.
David Oistrakh (violin); Lev Oborin (pi-
ano). PHILIPS PTC 900032 $8.95.

Performance: Eloquent
Recording: Fair

This is the second in a set that promises to
bring all the Beethoven violin sonatas to
tape on four reels, and in performances by
a team that, again here, proves just about
unbeatable. Although Oistrakh is the more
celebrated and clearly the more commanding
artistic personality of the two, lie is suitably
matched by Oborin, and they work together
beautifully. Their playing, as in the pre-
viously released Op. 96 and "Kreutzer"
Sonatas (Philips PTC 900031), is poised,
rhythmically controlled, and at times breath-
takingly agile. Oistrakh's tone does not al-
ways possess the lyric glow it has been
known to have in other recordings, and the
transfer to tape from masters produced in
Paris in 1962 may have contributed to mak-
ing his tone sound occasionally gritty. But
the trenchant vitality of his playing is ad-
mirably conveyed throughout. Stereo bal-
ances are generally good, yet the separation
between the violin on the left and the piano
on the right is to me unduly pronounced.
And why, in this medium, must the D Major

Explanation of symbols:
= stereophonic recording

0 = monophonic recording

2

z

Reviewed by CHRISTIE BARTER

Sonata be divided between two sequences,
when the opening Allegro lasts only six
minutes? C. B.

® BRITTEN: Serenade for Tenor, Horn,
and Strings, Op. 31; The Young Person's
Guide to the Orchestra, Op. 34. Peter Pears
(tenor); Barry Tuckwell (horn); London
Symphony, Benjamin Britten cond. LONDON
LCL 80148 $7.95.

Performance: Definitive
Recording: Poorly processed

The Serenade, composed by Britten in 1943,
remains one of his most endearing and en-

CE (arr. 'OI t1
Marrelous proportions for Mahler's First

during works. A song cycle based on lyrics
by poets from Ben Jonson to Tennyson, it
exemplifies the composer's rare gift for mak-
ing the English tongue a meaningful com-
ponent of his musical expression. That the
composer has chosen to rerecord this cycle
in stereo, with his close friend and associate
Peter Pears as the tenor soloist, is fortunate
indeed, and London's engineers have served
them well. But the person responsible for
the tape processing should be shot. for the
horn solos so superbly executed by Barry
Tuckwell are ruined by a technical fault
I confess I do not know a term for. I would
describe the sound as bubbly or, less del-
icately, flatulent in these passages. And the
same goes for the oboes in the Young Per-
ron's Guide. which otherwise comes across
brilliantly. Britten. conducting this music

for the first time, invests it with enormous
vitality, color. and wit, and in the final fugue
drives the able men of the London Symphony
to feats of incredible virtuosity. Better hold
off, though. for a "second edition," because
an acceptable tape of the Serenade is surely
worth waiting for. C. B.

® GROFE: Grand Canyon Suite. New
York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein cond.
COLUMBIA MQ 639 $7.95.

Performance: Vivid
Recording: Very good

The tape catalog is not lacking in record-
ings of Ferde Grofe's Grand Canym Suite.
Many may be greater bargains by virtue of
whatever piece is coupled with them, but
none surpasses this one for color and high
gloss. The sound is glorious, not outstand-
ingly brilliant but clean on the top end and
true in the bass, with plenty of heft be-
tween. Credit Leonard Bernstein and the
Philharmonic for breathing new life into
a very tired score. C. B.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

® MAHLER: Symphony No. 1. in D Ma-
jor ("Titan"). London Symphony, Georg
Solti cond. LONDON LCL 80150 $7.95.

Performance: Sturdy
Recording: Excellent

At last we have a really outstanding Mahler
First on tape. Solti is noticeably less con-
cerned with the work's rather quixotic
Sturm und Drang than with its manifest
musical qualities and a true realization of its
kaleidoscopic sonorities. His tempos are ap-
propriately unhurried in the outer move-
ments, a little snappier than usual in the
Scherzo, and admirable in the Funeral March
-in the last he allows room for a pointed
exposition of the gallows humor and the oc-
casional flourishes of brass -hand vulgarity.
At every turn, in fact. Solti conveys a marve-
lous sense of proportion and dramatic con-
trast: the music's darker, heavier textures and
its moments of gossamer lightness, its im-
passioned eloquence and its wit, its misterioso
elements, its mock heroics, and its schmalz
are all brought together in a performance
notable for pliancy and warmth. The London
Symphony plays better than I can ever re-
member hearing it play-that is, with
cracker -jack precision and altogether remark-
able virtuosity, severally and together. And
the recorded sound is absolutely first-rate.
Instrumental timbres are true to life in every
register, resonant and full-bodied on the
bass end, utterly transparent in the mid -
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Know-it-all.
It's easy to be an authority on tape when
you have a copy of Hi Fi/Stereo Review's
1965 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL handy.
Look at the photo above. The special
articles listed on the cover of this 132 -
page factbook are just a few of the 23
complete features! You get expert tips
by the dozens, on equipment - making
better tapes-editing-copying-sound
on everything you need to know about
tape recording. Plus...
... a complete directory of stereo tape
recorders! Over 100 photos-complete
data on 230 models from thirty-three
different manufacturers! All the model
numbers, specifications, dimensions
and prices! All the important informa-
tion you need to compare the latest tape
recorders, and select the finest one in
your price range.
Published for the first time (by the edi
tors of Hi Fi /Stereo Review ), the 1965
TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL is an indis-
pensable guide for everyone who wants
better performance and greater versa.
tility from his tape recorder. If you fit
this description ...

SEND JUST $1 NOW FOR YOUR COPY

of the 1965 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL

r -FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON -TODAY,
-I

ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION  Dept.TR
589 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
Please send me a copy of the 1965 TAPE
RECORDER ANNUAL. My dollar (plus 15C for
shipping and handling; 25 outside U.S.A.)
is enclosed.

name please print

address H-15

city state zip code
L (PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.)

range, and crisp on top. In sum, a job well Libretto and notes are available by mail upon
done by all concerned. C. B. request. C. B.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® PUCCINI: La Bobeme. Mirella Freni
(soprano), Mimi; Nicolai Gedda (tenor),
Rodolfo; Mario Sereni (baritone), Marcello;
Mariella Adani (soprano), Musetta; Mario
Basiola Jr. (baritone), Schaunard; Ferruccio
Mazzoli (bass), Colline; Paolo Montarsolo
(bass), Alcindoro; Carlo Badioli (bass),
Benoit; Vittorio Pandano (tenor), Parpi-
gnol. Orchestra and chorus of the Rome
Opera House, Thomas Schippers cond.
ANGEL ZB 3643 S15.98.

Performance: Red-blooded
Recording: Satisfying

This new Boheme. the third on tape and
easily the most compelling, presents the lat-
est pin-up girl of recorded opera in her
first starring role. She is, of course, Mirella
Freni. Before she recorded Mimi, Miss Freni
was heard in lesser roles in London's Alcina
and in RCA Victor's Falstaff and Carmen.
In each she has made a favorable impression,
but here she faces up to some truly formid-
able competition, and shows herself to be
an artist of stature, dramatically forthright
and vocally secure. The voice itself is a joy.
Miss Freni possesses a beautiful lyric so-
prano, pure and full in tone and nicely
equalized in timbre from top to bottom.
This is a voice ideally suited to Mimi by
virtue of its enchanting freshness and the
conviction it carries continually, from the
early moments of tender passion to the su-
premely moving death scene.

The entire performance, in fact, seems
to aim for a credible, emotionally valid
denouement, and I defy anyone to remain
unmoved by it as it is realized in this re-
cording. The reminiscences that crop up
just before Mimi expires do not, for once,
sound like coy melodrama but have a ring
of truth that is infinitely touching. And for
this, as for the impact of the scene as a
whole, credit must go ultimately to Thomas
Schippers. His conducting is at times un-
necessarily aggressive and hard-hitting, es-
pecially in the ensembles and recitatives-it
is almost as if he were impatient with some
of the opera's by-play and anxious to get
on to the big moments. When these mo-
ments are reached, however, beginning with
Mimi's entrance in Act One, he opens up
and allows the music to set the scene and
the singers to fill it out, step by careful step.
You have only to listen to the way Schippers
prepares for the duets and the Act Three
trio to appreciate his natural feel for the
music and for the honest, if not terribly
complex, theatrical ends it is meant to serve.

The cast supporting Miss Freni is an en-
tirely capable one. Nicolai Gedda may not
he the most dashing of Rodolfos, but his
portrayal is marked by warmth and con-
sistent musicianship. Mario Sereni is a com-
manding Marcello. and Ferruccio Mazzoli a
resonant -voiced Colline in the little Coat
Song. Mariella Adani's Musetta is effective
in the waltz, but otherwise a bit edgy.

Even though the voices are almost always
too closely miked, the over-all recorded
sound is realistic and dynamically wide in
range. In the transfer the whole opera is
gotten on a single reel, but the tape is fre-
quently plagued by pre -echo and hiss (the
latter appears to stem from the master tape).

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
0 ROSSINI: La Cenerentola. Giulietta
Simionato ( mezzo-soprano ), Cenerentola;
Paolo Montarsolo (bass), Don Magnifico;
Sesto Bruscantini (bass), Dandini; Ugo Be-
nelli (tenor), Don Ramiro; Dora Carral
(soprano), Clorinda; Miti Truccato Pace
(mezzo-soprano), Tisbe; Giovanni Foiani
(bass), Alidoro. Orchestra and chorus of
the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino. Oliviero
de Fabritiis cond. LONDON LOR 90084
$21.95.

Performance: Exhilarating
Recording: Effective

La Cenerentola, Rossini's last work in the
true Italian buff a genre, is one of those pieces
opera companies revive from time to time
but never seem able to keep in their reper-
toires. The reason is simple: there are too
few Guilietta Simionatos around. The role
of Angelina. known as Cenerentola (Cin-
derella, that is), requires a bravura mezzo-
soprano who can purr charmingly at one
moment and dart effortlessly into coloratura
the next, and they just don't make voices
like that in abundance. Miss Simionato,
however, has been singing the role for some
time and has mastered it in every detail. If
the quick runs, arpeggios, and trills do not
come to her as naturally and as smoothly as
they once did, their old luster is as yet un-
diminished. The total effect of her perform-
ance is one of astonishing brilliance,
she is matched in this by the young tenor
who sings Don Ramiro. Ugo Benelli is a
rare find. He executes the florid passages
flawlessly and with unexpected brio, with
apparently all the hearty abandon that his
light, well -focused voice permits.

Bruscantini's Dandini will perhaps be re-
membered from a Glyndebourne recording
of this opera once available on LP. Both he
and Paolo Montarsolo, the Don Magnifico,
find great sport in their assignments. Their
work is stylistically magnificent throughout,
but not always ingratiating to the ear be-
cause of too -close miking. The second so-
pranos are wholly satisfying.

Orchestra and chorus have a few ragged
moments, and so do the principals in some
of the strettos. yet veteran conductor Oliviero
de Fabritiis manages to keep these to a

minimum. He sets a brisk pace and main-
tains a high level of energy and spirit from
beginning to end. Stage movement is ex-
ceedingly well defined-the singers seem to
move from side to side and from front to
back (though when down front they can be
a little too close to the mike for listening -
room comfort). Tape noise is commendably
low, and the sequence breaks, which neces-
sarily occur mid -scene, are confined to ap-
propriate points. A serviceable, easy -to -read
libretto accompanies the two reels. C. B.

® SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8, in B
Minor, D. 759 ("Unfinished"); Symphony
No. 9, in C Major. D. 944 ("Great"):
Des Teufels Lustschloss, D. 84: Overture:
Overture in C Major, D. 591 ("In the
Italian Style"). Vienna Philharmonic, 1st -
van Kertesz cond. LONDON LCK 80141
$11.95.

(Continued on page 119)
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EQUIPMENT

LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi,
Roslyn 9, Penna.

WRITE for quotation on any Hi Fi components: Sound
Reproduction Inc., 34 New St., Newark, N.J. Mitchell
2-6816.

BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes, Test Equipment,
Hifi Components, Kits, Parts, etc.... send for your
Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Stand-
ard Brand Tubes: RCA, GE, Etc.-all Brand New Pre-
mium Quality Individually Boxed, One Year Guarantee
-all at Biggest Discounts in America! We serve pro-
fessional servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, engi
neers, technicians. Why Pay More? Zalytron Tube
Corp., 469-H Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y.

TRANSISTORIZED Products importers catalog, $1.00
Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.

TAPE recorders. Hi-Fi components. Sleep Learning
Equipment, tapes. Unusual values. Free catalog. Dress-
ner, 1523HF Jericho Turnpike. New Hyde Park 9, N.Y.

$100.00 WEEKLY Spare Time Selling Banshee TS -30
Transistor Ignition Systems and Coils. Big Demand.
Free money making Brochure. Slep Electronics,
Drawer 178Z1111F Ellenton, Fla. 33532.

DIAGRAMS Radios $1.00 Televisions $1.00. Schematics,
618 Fourth Street, Newark, N.J. 07107.

FLIP-FLOPS: Transistorized circuit mounted on a print-
ed circuit board with plug-in connector. Operation up
to 10,000 cps in set -reset or trigger node. Can be
used in counters, shift registers, and memories with
no additional co-cuitry. $3.87 complete. Send for free
literature. KOMTRON, Box 275, Little Falls, N.J. 07424.

JAPAN & Hong Kong Electronics Directory. Products,
components, supplies. 50 firms-just $1.00. Ippano
Kaisha Ltd., Box 6266, Spokane, Washington 99207.

CATALOG of over 200 different slide rules, calculating
aids. Send 10C Dyna-Slide, 600 South Michigan, Chi-
cago, III. 60605.

CRYSTAL -NAVY 100KC Units $2.95. Elect-onicraft, Box
13, Binghamton, New York 13902.

RESISTORS, Newest type Metal -Film, Resistor Kits,
Copper Circuit Board, Capacitors, Terminal Blocks,
Free Catalog. Farnsworth Electronic Components, 88
Berkeley, Rochester 7, New York.

JANSZEN 1200W Speaker System, Or Will Buy Yours to
THE Price is Right! HiFi Components. J. Wright Co., Match. Carl Giffels, 3 Rockwood, Florham Park, N.J.
65-B Jensen St., East Brunswick, N.J.

KIT Experts-Dynaco Specialists-Kits at reasonable
prices are our specialty. Also custom wired kits guar-
anteed to exceed factory standards at substantial
savings. Beautiful handcrafted Walnut cases for com-
plete Dynaco line, plus everything in audio. Kitcraft,
Dept. HS1.65, 738 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11238, MA 2-5230.

HI-FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We
Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back
guarantee. Two-year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations
Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 1797 (HC) 1st Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10028.

7" TV test tube-$6.99. Tubes -6146-$2.95; 6211
(12AU7 equiv.) 39C, 3 for $1.00. Germanium diodes,
tested, equiv. 1N34, 1N60 etc., 30 for $1.00. Tophat
silicon rectifiers. 750 MA -1000 piv 756. Transistors,
tubes, resistors, condensers etc., bargain priced. Free
catalog. Arcturus Electronics. Dept. ZD, 502.22nd St.,
Union City, N.J. 07087.

COMPONENT quotations-tapes Myar 1800' postpaid
minimum ten $1.59 each. Bayla, Box 131r Wantagh,
N.Y.

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog ;.'.:H1R

and lowest quotations on your individual component,
tape recorder or system requirements. Electronic
Values, Inc. 200 West 20th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

CANADIANS-Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs.
Electronics, HiFi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio.
Rush $1.00 (refunded). ETCO, Dept. Z, Box 741, Mon-
treal, CANADA.

WALKIE-TALKIES-Communicate with friends, business
associates, up to 5 miles. Service, construction, busi-
ness, boating, hunting. Fire Dept., Police. Free Details,
Sheirr Electronics Dept. G, 1182 Kenniston Ave., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90019.

BRAND Name Stereo Components At Just Dealer's Cost
Plus 10%. Interested? Write to Stereo Club of Amer-
ica, P.O. Box 2474, Milwaukee, Wisc. 53214.

FOR SALE

COMPONENTS & Furniture at big discounts. Write for
discount catalog. Mendota Furniture Company, Men-
dota, Minnesota.

TUBES

RADIO & T.V. Tubes -33C each. Send for free list.
Cornel', 4215-H University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.

WANTED

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass.

SCOTT walnut case for 311-C tuner. Voss, 697 WE Ave.,
New York City.

WANTED: discontinued Citation IIIMA (multiplex adap-
ter conversion kit) Jack King, 455 Grant Avenue, Palo
Alto, Calif.

PATENTS

INVEN-IONS; Ideas developed for Cash/Royalty sales.
Raymoid Lee, 1606G Bush Building, New York City 36.

FREE catalog: Wholesale electronic parts and equip - MAGAZINES
ment. Western Components, Box 2581, El Cajon, Calif.

MOVIE FILMS

LEARN TO DANCE at home FAST! 8mm "Teach Your-
self" movies with instruction by ARTHUR MURRAY
Dance Studios enable you to learn Fox Trot, Swing,
Waltz or Cha-Cha-Cha in the privacy of your home.
New step-by-step Video Method. $3.95 each ppd, all
Special-$13.95. SELFTAUGHT FILMS, 20-HF North
Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 60606.

ELECTRON is A Brand New Electronics Hobbyist Maga-
zine. Free Sample Copy. Electron, Box 796, Montreal,
Canada.

REAL ESTATE

FLORIDA Water Wonderland - Homesites, Cottage -
sites, Mobilesites. Established area. $390. full price,
$5.00 month. Swimming, fishing, boating. Write, Lake
Weir, Box 38bc, Silver Springs, Fla. Ad 61070(F-1).

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms,
frequency discounts, closing dates, etc.

1 2 3 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

@ .30 Reader Rate
Words @ .50 Commercial Rate

Insert time(s) Total Enclosed $

NAME_
ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

SIGNATURE
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one
word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does
not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols
such as 35mm, COD. P0, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. HF-165COMPLETE KNIFE catalog 25C. Hunting, Pocket, Util-

ity. Heartstone, Dept. ZD, Seneca Falls, New York
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TAPE AND RECORDERS

RENT Stereo Tapes-over 2,500 different-all major
labels-free brochure. Stereo Parti, 1616-G Terrace
Way, Santa Rosa, California.

TAPE -MATES MAKES AVAILABLE TO YOU-ALL 4 -TRACK
STEREO TAPES-ALL LABELS-POSTPAID TO YOUR
DOOR-AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS. FOR FREE BRO-
CHURE WRITE TAPE -MATES CLUB, 5280-H W. PICO
BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90019.

RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES-Narrow it down, it has
to be TRIMOR-Goodbye to partial satisfaction-
Service and Dependability our keynote-ALL LABELS
and TITLES-No Deposit --Postpaid both ways. (48
states)-FREE BROCHURE and TAPE CATALOG. TRIMOR
Company, P.O. Box 748, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.

AMPEX tape at discount. Write Collegetown Audio,
Box 342. Columbia. Missouri 65201.

BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both
ways-no deposit-immediate delivery. Quality-De-
pendability-Service-Satisfaction-prevail here. If
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order
will prove this is no idle boast. Free catalog. Gold
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station,
Hialeah, Fla. 33012.

3M POLYESTER Tapes. 1200' $1.29; 1800' $1.99.
Towers, Lafayette Hill, Penna. 19444.

PROTECT your LP Jackets. Heavy Poly Sleeves SC Each.
Minimum Shipment 50. Records, Hillburn P.0, Hill -
burn, N.Y.

FREE. The Finest Mail -Order Record Catalog Available.
Hundreds of bargain LPs. The Record Center, Dept.
HFSR, 821 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10003.

COMPLETE Custom Recording Service - monaural,
stereo, tapes, discs-all speeds. Send your require-
ments for very reasonable quotations. Son -Deane Rec-
ords, Hartsdale, N.Y.

"LEARN TO PLAY THE GUITAR" LP record. From tuning
to modern beat. Simplified instructions. Made in
England. $3.95 each. J. & J. Electronics, Box 1437,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

SOUND EFFECTS RECORDS. $2.25 each. Send for free

REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks
Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free.
Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, Sara
sofa, Fla.

BE YOUR OWN Television Repairman! Instruction Book,
$1.25. Abrilz, Westhampton Beach, N.Y. 11978.

PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOGRAPHERS Attention! Photographs and trans-
parencies wanted-To $500.00 each. Valuable informa-
tion free. Write Intraphoto, Box 74607, Hollywood
90004.

list. Trade inquiries welcome. J. & J. Electronics, Box
1437, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. HELP WANTED

MUSIC

POEMS wanted for songs and records. Send poems.
Crown Music, 49-RB West 32, New York 1.

SUB CARRIER detectors for reception of background
music programs now being transmitted as hidden
programs on FM. Use with ANY FM tuner. Kit with
pretuned coils $45.00, Self -powered detector $75.00.
Music Associated, 65 Glenwood Rd., Upper Montclair,
New Jersey, Phone 201-744.3387.

SAVE 30% Stereo Tapes! Records! All major labels-
guaranteed. Free details. P. 0. Box 280, West Des PLANS AND KITSMoines, Iowa 50265

HAMMOND Organ .113100 Music With a Bounce. Music
To Dream by, Jimmy Darroll Organist. DM100 Something
Old, Something New, Danny Mathis Organist. 90 Min-
utes each, 71/2 IPS $9.60 Monaural; $10.60 Stereo.
Sound Album Co., Box 1063, Lawton, Okla.

STEREO TAPE. Save up to 60% (no membership fees).
We discount recorders, batteries, accessories. We mail
prerecorded tape, prepaid, anywhere that United States
rates prevail. Free 60 page catalog. Saxitone, 1776
Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 20009.

TAPE RECORDER Bargains. Brand new, latest models,
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 22-01 Riverside Ave.,
Medford, Mass. 02155.

TOP Quality Sarkes Tarzian's Galaxie tensilized Mylar
tapes: 1800'/$1.69, 2400'/$2.79, 3600'/$3.89. Free
price list, handbook: "Fun with your tape recorder."
Pofe Electronics, 1716-HF Northfield, Muncie, Indiana.

SONY 464-D Stereo Recorder. Excellent. $65.00. Wm.
Boelter, 333 S. 13th, Saginaw, Michigan.

RECORDS

RARE 78's. State Category. Write Record -Lists, P.O.
Box 2122, Riverside, California.

"HARD To Get" records-all speeds. Record Exchange,
812 Seventh Avenue. New York. N.Y.

THE Record Collector Journal-comprehensive, valu-
able data, varied record mart. Introductory six issues
-$1.50. Record Research. 131 Hart, Brooklyn 6, N.Y.

COLLECTOR'S ALBUM! "That's All" by Herman
Chittison. A definitive LP destined to become the
most important piano record of our time. Stereo $5.98,
mono $4.98, postpaid. L'ELEGANT, Suite 600D, 110
West 47th, N.Y.C. 10036.

CASH for Unwanted LP's. Reder, 81 Forshay Rd.,
Monsey, New York.

DISCOUNT Records-All Labels-Free Lists, write Cliff
House, Box 42-H, Utica, N.Y.

BRITISH LP's New From 101-All Labels. Complete
Catalogue $1. Vocal 78 Lists Available. "Gramophile,"
1017 Argyle St., Glasgow, Britain.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF COLOR. Congress, civil rights
satire. $3.25 (stereo). Sountage, Box 176, Levittown,
New York 11756.

SAVE 60% Like New LPs. All Categories-Top Labels.
$1.00 Lists. Records, Hillburn P.O., Hillburn. N.Y.

GREAT FOR PARTIES! "Cool It" LP $3.47. Son -Deane
Records, Hartsdale, N.Y.

WEBBER Labs. Transistorized converter Kit $5.00. Two
models using car radio 30-50Mc or 100-200Mc, one Mc
spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 40 Morris, Lynn,
Mass

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

ALL Makes of Hi-Fi Speakers Repaired. Amprite, 168
W. 23 St.. N.Y.C. 10011. CH 3-4812.

HI-FI Problems solved by "The Hi-Fi Doctor" on the
spot. Audio, Acoustic, Radio Engineer, Professional
visits, day, evening. New York area. William Bohn,
Plaza 7-8569.

TV TUNERS Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers
specification Only $9.50. Any Make UHF or VHF. We
ship COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete
with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer
brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51F, Bloomington Ind.

BOOKS

AUTHORS' Learn how to have your book published,
promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD," Vantage,
120 West 31 St., New York 1.

FREE Paperback Catalogue. Great Savings. New York
Paperback -Record Club, 4M West 43 Street, N.Y.C.
10036.

EARN Cash Commissions plus free gifts. Sell match-
book advertising. Sales kit furnished. Matchcorp.,
Dept. MD -15, Chicago 60632.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

SCIENCE Bargains-Request Free Giant Catalog "Cl"
-148 pages-Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes,
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.

MEDICAL FILM-Adults only-"Childbirth" one reel,
8mm $7.50: 16mm $14.95. International H, Greenvale,
Long Island, New York.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder,
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog
free! Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia,
Washington.

LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable, Scientific, 92% Ef-
fective. Details Free, ASR Foundation, Box 7021, Dept.
e g.. Lexington. Kentucky.

HIGHLY -EFFECTIVE Home study review for FCC com-
mercial phone exams. Free Literature! Cook's School
of Electronics, Box 10682, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235 (Es-
tablished 1945, Jackson, Miss.)

FREE EDUCATION! Greater Success! Learn how to get
it. Information Free! Cameo, Carrolltown 10, Pa.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop-
erscopes. Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 20C. Meshna,
Nahant, Mass.

JEEPS $64.50... Boats $6.18 ... Typewriters $4.15
. . . Airplanes, Electronic Equipment, 100,000 Bar-
gains Typically Like These Direct From Government
in Your Area. For Complete Directory and Surplus
Catalog Send Only $1.00. Surplus Service, Box 820.1,
Holland, Michigan.

FREE Bargain Book List. All categories. Box 22-HF,
EMPLOYMENT INFORMATIONHewlett, New York 11557.

STAMPS

ATTRACTIVE Set Free. U.S., Worldwide Apprcvals.
Gorliz, Drawer 388ZD, Park Ridge, Ill.

LYNDON JOHNSON Inauguration Day Engraved Souvenir
Envelope Cancelled the Moment he Takes Oath of Of-
fice. Historical Keep -Sake. 35C, 3 for $1.00. Johnson
Covers, Box 66, Maplewood, N.J.

INSTRUCTION

LEARN Electronic Organ Servicing at home. All makes
including transistors. Experimental kit-trouble-shoot-
ing. Accredited NHSC, Free Booklet. Niles Bryant
School, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A, Sacramento 20, Calif.

- -
OPERATE Restaurant or Diner. Free Booklet reveals
profitable plan. Write Restaurant Business School,
Dept. BAC-1, 1920 Sunnyside, Chicago 40, III.

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj-
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept.
D, Bradenton Beach. Fla.

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn more!
Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Resume Writing
Instructions. J. Ross, 80-34 Kent St., Jamaica 32, N.Y.,
Dept. HF.

FOREIGN U.S. employment. Big construction projects.
All trades. Salaries up to $1,600 monthly with travel
expenses, extras. Write only: Foreign U.S. Employment
Bureau, Dept. D9, The State Building, Portland, Maine.

FOREIGN-U.S.A. Excellent employment. All -year jobs.
Direct placement. Transportation. Family relocation.
Fast service. Global, Box 286-W, Oroville, Calif.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cata-
log! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.
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PRINTING

1965 DESK Calendars, your name, call, address, three
$1.00. Morgan Printing, 443 Euclid, Akron, Ohio

44307-2.

BOOK PRINTING. Lowest cost. Paperbacks or hard
covers. Catalog free. Addams Printers, 30 W Wash-
ington, Chicago, III. 60602.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

INVESTIGATE Accidents-Earn $750 to $1,400 monthly.
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business ex-

penses paid. No selling. No college education neces-
sary. Pick own job location. Investigate full time. Or
earn $6.44 hour spare time. Write for Free Literature.
No obligation. Universal, CZ -1, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas
5, Texas.

SELL CB Equipment-Dealerships available to aggres-
sive people who can sell Citizens Band Radio full or
part time. Knox Electronic, Dept. 174, Galesburg, Ill.
61401.

HOW to start a business. Success -building books,
records. Catalog. Bo -mar, 227 North Adams, Glendale,
Calif.

MONEYMAKING mailorder opportunities. Details free.
Litton, P.O. Box 331D, Randallstown, Md.

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others
make money! Start with $10.00-Free Proof. Torrey,
Box 3566-N, Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma.

HIGH Weekly Earnings! Address -mail letters featuring
real merchandise. Get $10 with every order-keep $8
profit. Supplies furnished. Free particulars. Modern
Merchandising, Box 357, Oceanside, New York.

FREE Book "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses."
Work home! Plymouth -817R, Brooklyn 4, New York.

PERSONALS

ONLY $35.92 Monthly repays $800.00 (thirty pay-
ments). Borrow $10041,000 entirely by airmail. Write
today. Bankers Investment Co., 92-A, Hutchinson,
Kansas 67501.

DETECTIVES

DETECTIVE Opportunities. Experience unnecessary.
Write, Wazgner, 125 W. 86th, New York 10024.

MISCELLANEOUS

HANDLASTED Flight, Jodhpur, Western Boots, Catalog.
Joe Hall, Box 17246F, El Paso, Texas.

FREE song 'Hit' copy. Postcard: Nordyke Publishers,
6000-3 Sunset, Hollywood, Calif. 90028.

WINEMAKERS: Free catalog of equipment. Semplex,
Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.

What is ZIP Code?
ZIP Code is a five digit distribution
code designed to speed mail deliv-
eries by cutting down on the steps
now required to move a letter from
sender to addressee. The code will
also aid materially in the manual
distribution of mail and will pave
the way for mechanized distribution
in post offices.
Ask your letter carrier or your post
office for your ZIP Code-remember,
it will speed your mail to you!

Performance: Vigorous
Recording: Bright

Here is a nearly perfect program-an unin-
terrupted performance of Schubert's "Great"
Ninth Symphony backed by the popular
Eighth, and filled out with a pair of lesser -
known overtures, all at a decent price. It is
a pity that it cannot be wholeheartedly rec-
ommended. Surely there is no more brilliant
recording of the Ninth, nor is there any
other with less charm. Kertesz brings great
vitality, crisp articulation, and a fine sense
of proportion to this magnificent score, yet
the unrelenting force he applies to most of
it subdues any lyrical impulse. The reading
is that of a brash young man, full of him-
self (full of a rare and remarkable talent,
too), and ready at every turn to push the
music into a kind of emotional overdrive.
Even so, when all is said and done, his
performance has a very narrow emotional
latitude, and for this reason I prefer the
Krips account.

The "Unfinished," on the other hand,
is warmer and more personal. That is, Ker-
tesz seems to burrow deeper, to assume a
greater personal responsibility for the music
he is conducting, making the necessary dis-
tinction between the drama of the first
movement and the open lyricism of the sec-
ond. His tempos are likewise more delib-
erate and his phrasing more supple.

The two overtures antedate the sympho-
nies. Schubert was only sixteen when he
wrote his first opera, Des Teufel! Lust-
schloss (freely translated, "The Devil's
Pleasure Dome"), and the overture must be
graded as a youthful effort. The Rossinian
Overture in C, one of two dated 1817, is
pleasant and unassuming, a product of the
composer's twentieth year, by which time
he had completed both his Fourth and Fifth
Symphonies.

The recorded sound in both sequences
is clean and marvelously full-bodied, the
playing of the Vienna Philharmonic, for
better or for worse, most responsive. C. B.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

C) SOLER: Six Concertos for Two Key-
boards. Erna Heiller (harpsichord); Anton
Heiller (portative organ and harpsichord).
VANGUARD VTC 1689 $7.95.

Performance: Deft
Recording: Excellent

There is very little of this kind of intimate
music -making on tape, and still less that is
brought off with the style and technical ex-
cellence the Heillers contribute to these per-
formances. The six short works they offer on
this reel were composed in the mid -1700's
by a retiring Spanish monk for the "diver-
sion" of the Infante Gabriel de Borbon.
Described in manuscript as "concertos for
two obligate organs," they are in fact four -
hand sonatas that are eminently playable on
virtually any pair of keyboard instruments.
Three of them are here done on two harpsi-
chords, and three on harpsichord and porta-
tive organ. With one exception, they are in
two movements, the first binary and similar
in sound and effect to the sonatas of Scar-
latti, the second a minuet with several varia-
tions. They range in mood from the playful
and at times highly ornate to the quietly
melancholy, as in a passage in Number Six
that is reminiscent of Haydn's F Minor

Andante Vard. All told, they make a charm-
ing collection. The recording cannot be
faulted, and the stereo separation is sharply
defined, as it should be for adequate enjoy-
ment of this music. C. B.

ENTERTAINMENT

OO THELONIOUS MONK: It's Monk's
Time. Thelonious Monk (piano), Charlie
Rouse (tenor saxophone), Butch Warren
(bass), Ben Riley (drums). Lulu's Back in
Town; Memories of You; Stuffy, Turkey:
Brake's Sake: and two others. COLUMBIA
CQ 644 $7.95.

Performance: Unmistakably Monk
Recording: Close

In a review of Monk's first reel, "In Con-
cert" (CQ 625), which appeared in this

hiairi!:sz
.4t his best in Schubert's "Unfinished"

space in September, 1 remarked on the easy
access it offered to the pianist's pioneering
jazz idiom, especially for listeners unfamil-
iar with, or uncommitted to, the "new
thing" in jazz. Considering that one as
Lesson One, this reel is Lesson Two. Here,
as is more often than not the case with this
pianist, Monk is not interested in making
nice noises. His solos, Memories of You and
Nice Work if You Can Get It, are prim-
itively spare and uncompromisingly direct
in their appeal. The sound is sometimes that
of a player piano not in the very best work-
ing order, perhaps tampered with by a child
and slightly out of focus. Playing with the
quartet, Monk can effectively punctuate or
comment on a tenor lead taken by Charlie
Rouse or a solo break by his new drummer,
Ben Riley, but left to his own devices in a
song like Stuffy Turkey, he moves in for a
more concentrated statement bristling with
energy and inner tensions. The close miking
on this recording serves to emphasize the
intensity of Monk's style and its stark
nakedness. You may not like it, but you
cannot help being almost hypnotized by it.

C. B.
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NATURAL SOUND BEGINS WITH PICKERING
Whether you own a record changer, automatic turntable, or a professional type manual turntable
Pickering has engineered the RIGHT V-15 pickup for you. Each of these applications requires a
cartridge with specific characteristics and specifications to produce the maximum in NATURAL
SOUND that is possible from the record playing equipment and other components in your system.
If it's RECORD CHANGER application, where high output and heavier tracking forces are
required try the V-15 AC -1 Most of you, no doubt are tracking lighter on the late model
AUTOMATIC TURNTABLES and will use the V-15 AT -1 Or if a professional type MANUAL
TURNTABLE is your choice you'll need the even more compliant EU-AMA And if it's
unexcelled tracking ability you're seeking, you will demand the ELLIPTICAL STYLUS PICKUP

All of these pickups are radically different from any other cartridge. You can see
the difference. You can hear the difference. Pick up a V-15. Note its light weight-only 5 grams.
Perfect for low mass tone arm systems. Now, see how Pickering's exclusive "Floating Stylus"
and patented replaceable V -Guard assembly protects your record and diamond as it plays.

V-15 AME-1

FOR THOSE WHO CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE PICKERING & CO., INC. PLAINVIEW, N.Y

(V-15 AME-1 ELLIPTICAL STYLUS)

Pickering
THE WORLD'S LARGEST AND MOST EXPERIENCED MANUFACTURER OF MAGNETIC PICKUPS
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The Most Sweeping Change
in Speaker System Design...
Starts with the New E -V FOUR!

Until now, there have been just two ways
to determine the absolute quality of a
speaker system: the scientific method, and
the artistic approach. But each, by itself,
has not proved good enough.

The scientist, with the help of imper-
sonal equipment, charts and graphs, has
strived to obtain the finest possible mea-
sured results. If the figures were right,
then it had to sound right, and anyone
disagreeing was dismissed as "not objec-
tive". But often, two speakers measured
substantially the same, yet sounded quite
different.

On the other hand, the artistic school of
loudspeaker design has depended on the
judgement of a handful of experts whose
"golden ears" were the final yardstick of
perfection. If you didn't agree with the
experts, your ear was "uneducated" and
not discriminating. But too often the mea-
sured response of the expert's system fell
woefully short of reasonable performance
-proof that even trained listeners can
delude themselves when listening to loud-
speakers.

Now, with the introduction of the E -V
FOUR, Electro-Voice has pioneered a
blend of the best features of both measure-
ment methods to lift compact speaker
performance to a new level of quality. It
wasn't easy. The use of both techniques
required extensive facilities, something
E -V enjoys in abundance.

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD

E -V TWO E -V FOUR

For instance, E -V has one of the in-
dustry's largest, most completely -equipped
laboratories for the study of acoustical
performance. Actually, the E -V engineer-
ing staff alone is larger than the entire
personnel complement of many other
speaker firms. In the E -V lab, measure-
ment of speaker performance can be made
with uncommon precision. And the in-
terpretation of this data is in the hands of
skilled engineers whose full time is de-
voted to electro-acoustics.

But beyond the development of ad-
vanced scientific concepts,
E -V embraces the idea
that a thorough
study of the

REGINA E -V SIX

subjective response to reproduced sound
is essential. E -V speakers must fully meet
both engineering and artistic criteria for
sound quality. Where we differ from earlier
efforts is in greatly increasing the sample
of expert listeners who judge the engi-
neering efforts.

To this end, experts in music and sound
from coast to coast were invited to judge
and criticize the E -V FOUR exhaustively
before its design was frozen. Adjustments
in response were made on the spot-in
the field-to determine the exact charac-
teristics that define superb performance.
It was not enough to say that a unit needed
"more bass". What kind of bass? How
much? At what frequencies? These are
some of the more obvious questions that
were completely settled by immediate ad-
justment and direct comparison.

The new E -V FOUR is the final result
of this intensive inquiry into the character
of reproduced sound. According to wide-
spread critical comment, the E -V FOUR
sound is of unusually high calibre. And
careful laboratory testing reveals that
there are no illusions-the measurements
confirm the critics' high opinion of this
new system.

Of course, it is one thing to design an
outstanding prototype - and something
else to produce an acoustic suspension
system in quantity at a fair price. It is here
that extensive production facilities, com-
bined with creative engineering ap-
proaches, guarantee the performance of
each E -V FOUR. And these same facili-
ties ensure reasonable value. For instance,
the E -V FOUR sells for but $151.87 with
oiled walnut or mahogany finish and just
$136.25 in unfinished birch. Yet, in judg-
ing its sound qualities, it was successfully

compared with speaker systems
costing as much as $200.00.

We urge you to join in the
analysis of E -V FOUR com-
pact speaker performance.
Visit your E -V high fidelity
showroom and compare,
carefully, this new system.
We feel certain that you
will agree with the engi-
neers and the critics that
the new E -V FOUR offers
a truly full measure of
high fidelity satisfaction.

E -V FOUR components include:
12 acoustic suspension woofer 1 Ring -diaphragm

mid -range driver / 5' dynamic cone
tweeter Etched circuit crossover

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.
Dept. 154F, Buchanan, Michigan

SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND


